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TRANSACTIONS

OF THE

ASIATIC SOCIETY.

i.

An account of 'Experiments made in the Mysore

Country, in the year 1804, to investigate the

effects of Terrestrial Refraction.

BY LIEUTENANT JOHN WARREN,

Of H. M. 33rf Regiment ofFoot.

INTRODUCTION.

JN^otwiTHSTANDiNG the various theories which

have been advanced, at different times, to account

for the effects of refraction*; and the numerous ex

periments which have been made by the most eminent

philosophers of our times, with a view to discover

some law by which its effects might be reduced to

certain narrow limits, applicable to practice, nothing

sufficiently satisfactory has yet occurred to set the

question finally to rest.

The late Genaral Roy was the first among us,

who availed himself of the favorable opportunity

which his survey presented, to pay some minute at-

* Particularly by De Cartes, Leibnitz, the two Bernoujl-

lis, and lastly by Sir Isaac Newton, whose hypothesis, ground

ed on the laws of attraction, now generally obtaius among physical

writers.

Vol. IX. b



2 EXPERIMENTS ON

tention to the effects of terrestrial refraction. After

him Colonel Williams and Mr. Dalby resumed

the investigation, as far as the service on which they

were employed conveniently allowed : but as this

was but a secondary object with them, little addi

tional information is to be gathered from their la

bours. Major Mudge has, indeed, made a number

of experiments since that time ; but the result has

fallen so far short of his expectations, that he promises, .

in his latest publication, to resume and pay particular

attention to the subject : and we have no doubt every

right to expect something very valuable from that

quarter. But, may not the laws of refraction be so

materially affected by gravity, and other unknown

causes, as to vary in different parts of the globe, and

that theory which obtains in high northern latitudes-

fail in tropical regions ? indeed, the irregularities

which of late have been detected in the declinations

of certain stars*, which, though unobserved in Eng

land, are powerfully felt in these climates, sufficient

ly show how much we have reason to suspect arj.

* Major Lambton, in a postscript to one of his late reports to

government, has this observation. " We find here, that different stars

" give very different latitudes after being corrected for aberration,

" nutation, &c. At Trivandeporum, the latitude of that station by

" Aldebaran was 1 1* 44' 52" 59. The latitude by Regulus wa*

" 1 1° 44' 47" 84, and the latitude by aOrionis, 1 1° 44' 40" 91. I had

ft made observations by the same three stars at Paudree station, where

" those by Regulus and aOrionis were often interrupted on account of

" the bad weather, and consequently left doubtful: but the differences

" notwithstanding were nearly the same, &c. Though these obser-r

" vations have been set aside, they serve sufficiently to prove that the

" declinations, as laid down in Europe, are irregular here, and this

" may probably arise from the uncertainty we labour under with re-

*' spect to the laws of refraction ; and in consequence of erring in

" that, the difference of the corrected zenith distances of two stars

" observed in Europe, will not be the same as the difference which

" the same stars will give in this latitude. I am, however, hazarding

" an opinion, but as I intend, being more satisfied as to the fact, I

" hope I shall be able to say more on the subject hereafter."
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effect of the sort, and must evince the expediency of

obtaining corresponding experiments in different lati

tudes; for, it is obvious, that even to ascertain any

deviation in a system, perhaps too generalised,

might be attended with incalculable advantages to

science.

It must be owned, that to render experiments on

terrestrial refraction pointedly useful, it would be ne

cessary to shew how discoveries in this province

might apply and be extended to refraction in general.

Hitherto, on this recondite subject, nothing which

would immediately apply has reached my knowledge ;

but as so much is still to be done whenever refrac

tion is concerned, we may argue, that, in the present

stage of our information, observations confined to

terrestrial objects may be deemed sufficient.

It has been stated on experiments*, that the refrac

tive power of the air is proportional to its density;

and this is as its weight directly, and heat in

versely. It would then appear, were our barometers

and thermometers, sufficiently accurate, that by com

paring them at auy given time, the ratio of. its density

might be had. But it has been found, on trial, that

in the present unimproved state of these instruments,

changes,' not very minute, in the density of the at

mosphere, escape our notice, when a reference is made

to them alone.

Now, since we have every reason to suppose, that

whatever share, heat, cold, or electricity, may have

separately on the refractive powers of the airf, their

* By H ALLEY.

t Eulek, after a number of experiments on the immediate effects

of heat and cold, on tiie refractive powers of media, concludes, " tint,

" in all translucent substances, the focal distances diminish with the

" heat, which diminution, he conceives, is owing to a change in the

•
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effect is extremely inconsiderable, when compared,

with that caused by the bulk of water contained in

dissolution in the atmosphere : we may, therefore,

in the present inquiry, consider them merely as

agents, composing and decomposing perpetually the

air ; and neglect the consideration of that immediate

effect which Smith and Euler have ascribed to

them. Should we then succeed, in ascertaining, with

any degree of accuracy, the relative degree of mois

ture and dryness, at the different times of observa

tion, we shall (without neglecting other considera

tions) lay more stress on these results, than on what

might be deduced separately from observations of the

barometer and thermometer.

Before entering into the subject of experiments, it

will be proper to preface a few words on the motives

which induced me to attend particularly . to the ef

fects of terrestrial refraction, at the time that I did ;

as it will afford an opportunity of giviug an account

of the data on which I chiefly proceeded.

Having received directions from Major Lamb-

ton *, to measure a line near Bangalore, to serve as

a base of verification to the trigonometrical operations

which were then carried on under his superintend-

ance, it occurred to me, when this service was com

pleted, that so favourable an opportunity was not

likely to recur, for entering minutely into the sub

ject; for every possible means had been taken, to in

sure as accurate a measurement as could be effected :

and this line, together with the elevation of one of

" refractive power of the substance itself ; which probably increases

" by heat, and diminishes by cold."

But this applies chiefly to hard media, such as glass lenses, &c. &c.

and may be deemed (for the present) too inconsiderable to requite

particular notice, where air is the medium.

* Whose assistant T then was.
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its extremities above the other, (ascertained in the

course of the measurement) afforded every necessary

datum to proceed on in this investigation.

As the detailed account of the abovementioned

operation will appear at full length in Major Lamb-

ton's reports, and cannot with propriety be given in

this paper, I hope that its being known to form a

part of the trigonometrical operations, carried on in

the peninsula of India, will appear a sufficient pledge

of its accuracy.

ACCOUNT OF INSTRUMENTS.

The elevations and depressions were taken with

the great theodolite, used by Major Lambton,' for

carrying on his series of primary triangles across the

peninsula. This instrument, having been formerly

described by himself, need not be any further parti

cularised. The angles were invariably taken with

the micrometer in the focus of the telescope.

A barometer and thermometer were also procured*;

but from the reasons above given, the want of an

hygrometer was likely to deprive me of what I

considered to be an essential means of investiga

tion (though I cannot find that such an instru

ment was ever applied to a similar purpose) when

Lieutenant Kater, of H. M. 12th regiment, com

municated to me his observation, on the bearded

seeds of a wild grass, called in the Malabar tongue

Panimooloo (the Andropogon contortum of Linn.eus)

which grows in abundance in this part of the penin

sula, and which he thought was likely to answer for

an instrument of this sortf.

* The barometer was a common one, the property o; Dr. Heyne,

{he company's naturalist. The thermometer, one of Fahrenheit's

division.

+ The beards of the wild oats have been used in England for a

similar purpose (see Hutton's Dictionary, art. Hygrometer).

*B 3
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Although I understand it to be this gentleman's

intention to give an account of his experiments on

these fibres to the public ; yet, as his official calls

prevented him from going minutely into the subject,

at the period when I had occasion for an hygrome

ter, I was under the necessity of anticipating his

intended investigation ; and the experiments detailed

in the appendix will shew, that after an ample trial,

the beards of the Panimooloo grass were found per

fectly competent to the construction of an hygro

meter. Three of these instruments were therefore

constructed, and the mean of their readings noticed

in the annexed tables.

EXPLANATION OF THE TABLES.

The detail of experiments on the effects of terres

trial refraction, together with the immediate results

deduced from them, appear in these tables, under

the appropriate columns ; and a reference to them

will best explain their arrangements.

It is however necessary to explain the meaning of

certain marks, which appear at various places under

the figures, and which have been adopted both for

the sake of perspicuity and brevity.

I soon perceived, after collecting a certain num

ber of observations, the prevailing agreement be

tween the motions of the hygrometer, and the varia

tions, which occurred in the observed angles of ele

vation and depression.

This being a novel and interesting fact (of which

I had still more reason to be convinced, after I

had succeeded in regulating the hygrometers) I

was desirous to draw the attention on this coinci

dence, and with this view the marks alluded to were

affixed* .
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Taking it for granted (as perhaps the present ex

periments will be deemed to allow) that where the

moisture of the atmosphere is greatest, the refraction

at' that moment is also greatest (and vice versa)

wherever, in the annexed tables, the observation

rigorously agrees with this theory, the mark (§) is

placed underneath*; where the coincidence of mois

ture and refraction is not absolutely exact, the ap

proximation is pointed out by a cross f J, shewing,

by the number of its bars, how near it comes to

perfect consistency.

With a view to draw the attention still closer to

the effects of moisture on refraction, two columns

of differences, which were kept at the time of obser

vation, have been preserved. The column which

relates to the angles being marked +_, according as

these have been measured greater or less, at the two

nearest observations ; and that of the contempora

neous relative moisture being marked M, or D, ac

cording as the atmosphere had changed from a

moister to a drier state, and vice versa.

As this coincidence has been very general, I found

* It is to be noticed, however, that morning and evening obser

vations are compared separately, neglecting those taken in the

middle of the day ; for these, from the great motion which then

disturbs the atmosphere, must necessarily be very imperfect. The

only reason why these observations are not left out altogether, is,

that however imperfect they may be, as to a second or two, they

contribute nevertheless to establish the proof of the relation of mois

ture to -refraction ; for it is to be observed, that (when the weather i«

perfectly clear of rainy clouds) the refraction is never so inconsider

able as in the heat of noon, when the sun shines brightest, and when

the tremor of the atmosphere is most considerable : and the reason

of this seems to be, " because the atmosphere, however disturbed,

is then generally in its driest state." There was so little refraction

at that hour, that the elevations of the Muntupum frequently bring

it out negative; an absurdity which arises both from the impossibi

lity of taking the angles accurately, and the very small refraction

ilieu prevailing.
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the shortest way was to mark with an asterisk (*)

those cases where it had failed ; and by inspecting

the tables, it will appear that the number of these

is comparatively small.

The quantity of refraction, as entered in the ap

propriate columns, has been computed, according to

those respective cases of depression or elevation,

founded on reasonings too generally known to re

quire any minute explanation.

It will only be necessary to state, that, with regard

to the measured line, the formula r^\A — D+a*

has been used in preference to that of r—A-(J)+D'->)

for the obvious reason, that a greater reliance was to

be placed on the perpendicular depression, obtained

during the process of measurement, than on corres

ponding angular depressions, taken at the S. end of

the base line, even though an equal number of ob

servations had been, taken at each end.

The refraction, affecting the elevation of the

Muntapum^, was necessarily computed by means of

the elevations and depressions, taken at both places re

spectively, r— being the appropriate formula,

where E expresses the elevation, and is less than D.

An example of each will suffice to render the sub

ject perfectly clear.

* Where r— Refraction.

\A~ One half the contained arc.

D~ The greater depression.

D'— The less depression. ,

And a= The angle subtended by the perpendicular depres

sion of S. end of measured line.

t A small stone building, on a very conspicuous rising ground,

about four miles N. of Bangalore.
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EXAMPLE I.

The length of the measured line (Banswary and

Beygoor) being converted into an arc of a great circle,

gives 6" 34," 67=A *.

Again, the depression of the south extremity of

the line (near Beygoor) below the level of the north

ern one, is 39- 7 feet, and using the proportion of

radius to tangent, we have for the angle which it

subtends 3' 25."75=a.

Lastly, on the 7 th of August, at 6h- 39' A. M. the

depression of the foot of the flag-staff near Beygoor,

was observed at Bansrcary, 6' 42" 66.

But the height of the observer's eye above the

ground was 5. 67 feet (that of the instrument) which

to reduce to the ground, will require 29" 39 to sub

tract : consequently, the corrected depression will be

6' IS". 27=2) (the quantity entered in the tables).

Whence

i A=3' 17" 34

+ a=3 25 75

6 43 09

-D-6 IS 27

r= 29 82

The refraction entered in the tables.

' '"""V

* The horizontal length of the measured line is 39799. 31 feet;

and when reduced to the level of the sea, =39793, 7. This length

has been used, in this particular case, to obtain the contained arc j

because the tables, by means of which the operation was performed,

were calculated to that distance from the centre of the earth.
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EXAMPLE IT.

At the same hour, the top of the flag-staff was

observed 4' 37." 32 ; which, corrected for the height

of the instrument, as above, gives the depression

4'07"9S=Z>. Again, the length of the flag-staff

being 24 feet, this subtracted from 39. 7, leaves the

perpendicular depression below the line of the level

15. 7 feet; and the angle which it subtends^ 1' 21*

36=za.

Hence we have,

-3' 17" 34

= 1 21 36

4 38 70

'=4 7 93

-0 30 77

The refraction entered in the tables.

example in.

1st. The distance from the N. extremity of the line

(Bansxvary) to the Muntapum is 26327- 3, which, con

verted into an arc of a great circle, is 4' 18" 7=^.

2d. Again, the elevation of the Muntapum was

taken at Banmary (on the same day 8"' 17" A. M.)

9' 21" 84, and this corrected for the height of the

instrument (by adding 44" 43), makes the elevation

1 6-6" 27-E.

3d. Lastly, in the beginning ofAugust, during the

afternoon, being at the Muntapum, the depression of

N. end of line was observed, on a mean of four obser*
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rations, to be 15' 19" 5, and the instrument (in the

Muntapum) being 8, 5 feet above the ground, we

have to subtract 1' 6" 59, which reduces the depres

sion to 14' 12" 91=D, a constant quantity in com

puting the third coiumn of refraction.

Hence we have,

Z>=14' 12" 91

-£=10 06 27

4 06 64

A- 4 18 7

2) 0 12 06

r— 06 03

The refraction entered in the tables.

The absolute degree of moisture was deduced as

follows :

As I knew of no standard, by which I might set

the hygrometer, when I was about observing, the

least degree of moisture notioed during the day was

assumed as zero. This arrangement had this advan

tage, that the refraction and moisture had a similar

direction, and their coincidence met the eye more

easily.

The column which shews the absolute density of

the atmosphere was computed by this formula:

D=(B—E) x sssulL. x x—2_. * founded on rea-
v y 9600 435

* Where D expresses the increase of density, B the height of

barometer at the time of observation, B' the state of the same when

lowest of all, n the difference of temperature in the air, and d the

difference of temperature in the mercury.
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sonings sufficiently known. An example, however,

may not be deemed superfluous.

EXAMPLE.

The lowest degree to which the barometer de

scended during the course of these experiments, was

26. 85 inches=£', when the temperature also least

of all was 6*9 °. These two quantities are used as

constant in the computations.

Now, on the 7th of August, at 6"' 39' A. M. the

barometer was oberved to be at 9,7—B

from which deduct 26 85=J3'

there remains, 0 \5=B—B'

Again, the thermometer at the same time

was 75 0

from which deduqt 69

and we have 6=« ; and as no difference

of temperature was noticed in the atmosphere and

mercury, the same quantity (6) will also be ex

pressed by d.

IJence it is that having found,

^JB=a 1.5; **4i^L=e. 99, Sec; and ff^SaflL

98, &c. we have 0. 15 x 0. 99 x O.98 = 0. 1455SG;

which to reduce in terms of B (the least density) we

have -U_§Li =_l_ the increase of density.

Lastly, to obtain an expression in absolute num

bers, we have, as 26. 85 : 26. 85+Tir::1000 : 1000.

#02, the quantity entered in the tables.

The remaining columns are sufficiently explicit; tp

require no explanation.
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TERRESTRIAL REFRACTION.

REMARKS ON THE RESULTS. .

1st. The most remarkable fact, which calls for

•our attention, in the results of the present experi

ments, is the almost invariable coincidence of the in^

crease of refraction with that of moisture; which will

appear still more forcibly, if we consider the results

of the following eight observations, all taken between

10 and 12 o'clock, P.M. on different nights, when I

was engaged in observing the eastern elongation of

the polar star;- the depression of the S. extremity of

the line being taken by means of a referring lamp.

Days. Depressions. Refraction.

Augt.
V

7 5' If 33 l' 25" 76

10 5 36 24 1 6 85

11 5 40 18 1 2 91

12 5 49 64 0 53 45

13 5 51 51 0 51 88

?4 5 54 36 0 48 72

15 5 23 63 1 19 46

16 5 40 $7 1 2 12

Mean refraction 1' 1" 38.

On comparing the hygrometers, as they stood af

the time of these observations, with their position

when last noticed in the day time, it was found that

they had revolved, on a mean, 240° in thedirection of

moisture. Now, the mean refraction of 55 observa

tions, noticed in the tables, is 29" 74 ; and we have

'seen that of the 8 observations taken at night (Which,

from the stillness ofthe air,' may be deemed to balance

a superior number) to be 1' V 1S%. Hence, it will

appear, -that the latter is something more than double

•the former.

2d. '#e shall hexit advert to- the comparative quan
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tity of refraction, which seems to have affected the

observations of the different objects referred to in the

tables; and here, it is perhaps worthy of notice, that out

of49 contemporaneous observations, of the top and foot

of the flag-staff, at the S. extremity of the line, the

refraction attending those of the foot are 36 repeated

times less than those of the top ; and that, in the 13 re

maining ones, where the contrary occurs, the excess is

seldom above 2" of refraction, and frequently below

unity *. As this circumstance is in opposition to '

the general theory, "that the lower the object, the

greater the refraction," should the same circumstance

occur again, in future experiments, it will be worth

while to inquire, whether the rays, when passing

through the atmosphere below the line of the level,

may not be refracted differently from what they

are when passing above it. This may perhaps be

thought better than a mere conjecture, if it be

recollected, that Mr. Bouguer, (whilst employed

in measuring a degree of the meridian in South Ame

rica, and observing on the summit of the Cordeliers)

noticed a sudden increase of refraction, when he

could view the stars below the line of the level.

3d. With regard to any attempt towards estimating

the effects of terrestrial refraction, by an assumed

ratio to the contained arc, as has been hitherto the

practice ; without entering into any discussion of the

subject, I shall only observe, that if, in the foregoing

experiments, we go by the observations taken in the

day time, we shall have (considering the foot of

flag-staff, and preserving the same notation) r—-■ ^- - •

* The mean difference of refraction, between the top of the flag

staff and the Muntapum, (on 3,8 contemporaneous observations)

is l6". 44; and that between the top of flag and Muntapum is

22". 51, where the order is inverted by 6". 07 : and if the top and

foot of flag-staff be compared, in an equal and contemporaneous num

ber ofobservations, the mean of their difference is 6". 08 likewise in

the inverse order.
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and if we take those by night, it will be r=^±j of

the contained arc, from which we can collect no^

thing.

4th. I have now only to add a few words on the

comparative density of the air, at the different times of

observation, such as entered in the tables ; and the

evident want of connection, between its changes and

those in the refraction; from which we may infer, that,

although in northern climates (where the mercury

will rise and fall several inches in one day) observa

tions of the barometer and thermometer may be at

tended to with advantage, on the contrary, in tropi

cal countries, where (as appears in the present expe

riments) the variations of the mercury are hardly dis

cernible*, those instruments will prove perfectly in

efficient.

APPENDIX.

An account of Experiments on the fibres or beards of

the Panimooloo grass ; containing also an account of

the construction of the hygmmeters, used in the pre

ceding Experiments,,

Before I proceed to give an account of the experi

ments, by means of which I satisfied myself of the

competency of the beards of the Panimooloo grass, to

the object I had in view, it will be necesary to give

a short description of the plant itself, or (since a bo

tanical account of it is not here, intended) of that

part of the plant, which was used in the construction

* At Madras, the greatest alteration was observed 0. 75 iuches:

and in the mean annual change 0.53. At Banswary, during the

time of attending to the present experiments (that is about twelve

days) the greatest change was 0. 2 : the latter place being C970. 8

feet above the level of the sea.
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of the hygrometers, consulted in the preceding expe

riments on refraction.

The Panimooloo grass, which grows chiefly on

mountains, and is well known to the natives, from

its beards easily catching and adhering to their

clothes, produces a kind of ear, somewhat resembling

that of wheat. Its seed vessels shoot out long fibres,

of a hardy texture, which entwist one with the

other from left to right, so as to resemble, when in

that state, a diminutive coir rope.

These fibres, or beards, are the part of the plant

used in the construction of the hygrometers, and

consequently deserve particular notice.

Each fibre shoots out, in a straight line, nearly to

the length of an inch, from the seed vessel to which

it adheres ; then tapers off, fn curls, to a very fine

end, so that the former part of it can alone be used

for the present purpose.

When viewed through a magnifying glass, it appears

to be made up, like a rope, in broad strands, twisted

from left to right ; which, when water is applied

(contrary to its effect on a rope) are gradually unfoleU

ed, and cause the motion of which I availed myself.

The twists, in the straight part of the stem, are

from 5 to 7 in number ; and these, as I have found

by experiments, nearly mark the number of revolu

tions, of which the fibre is susceptible, by the appli

cation ofmoisture.

When dissected, the stem was found to be made up

of two fibres, connected by a slight membrane, easily

divided, and twisted round each other, until they

were united in a common stalk, at the seed vessel at

one end, and above the first curl at the other.
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This construction readily explains why it should

be easily affected by either moisture or dryness, but

does not evince that heat, or other changes in the

ambient air, might not likewise operate upon it. in

the same direction.. The following experiments satis

fied me, however, that moisture alone unfolded the

stem.

EXPERIMENT I.

Having fixed a stem, about an inch long, with

six twists in it, on a piece of wax, a slit straw was

fastened at its upper end, by way of index : the

whole was then placed clear of any motion of the

air, in such a position as the nature of the experi

ments required; and a graduated circle of paste

board was so placed about it, as to indicate the num

ber of revolutions and degrees which the index went

over.

Then, on placing my hand within an inch of the

stem, the index generally moved from 5° to 10° of the

circle, from left to right ; and as motion in this direc

tion was invariably the consequence of moisture, it

was probable (but still it remained to be proved)rthat

the effluvia arising from perspiration principally af

fected it in this case.

. EXPERIMENT II.

By breathing violently on the stem, I generally

brought the index round from 70° to 90° in the same

direction; and it would go back to its original place

as soon as let free.

This was a sufficient proof of its great sensibility ;

but to make sure whether moisture or heat caused it

to move in the two preceding cases, I had recourse

to the following : " >

Vol. IX. e
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EXPERIMENT III.

I first applied a ret-hot bar of iron, as close to the

stem as could be contrived without burning it, which

moved it uniformly from right to left.

Again, having prepared another stem, I applied

the steam of hot water, issuing from the spout of a

tea-kettle ; which caused it to move, with great vio

lence, several revolutions from right to left : which

was a sufficient proof, that heat acted on this grass

only in as much as it deprived it of its moisture.

I then proceeded to ascertain, whether the stem

was any way regularly affected by the changes in the

atmosphere ; a point on which every thing depended.

With this view I made up three hygrometers, on the

following construction :

Three stalks were taken, of the same length and

number of twists, and, being fixed at one end into

a piece of wax, with an index (as above described)

the whole Was fixed at the bottom of so many strong

tin boxes, about 2-f- inches deep, on the edge of

Which was placed a moveable broad pasteboard

circle, graduated every 5°, and divided in the com

mon way of 360*!*. These three hygrometers were

then placed together, and observed, for two succes

sive days, at every hour of the day, from 7 o'clock

in the morning to 8 in the evening; noticing at the

same time both the barometer and thermometer, as

the annexed tables will shew.
J i

• This graduation will, I trust, appear perfectly sufficient, when

it is considered, that the mere effluvia arising from perspiration,

moved the index 88 or 108, as above mentioned.
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Table, shewing the comparative rate of going of three

Hygrometers.
 

6th

HYGROiMETERS.

2r

n

27

27 o;

27

27 05

87 05

7 05

27

27

27

26 75

27

17

27

87

17

No. 1.

20 3

15 7

185 )

345 "J

475 3

585 "J

660 3

675 J

680 5

585 ^

512 5

360

+ 220 5

+ 200 "J

+ 125 S

+ 15

—170

340

505 S

605

520 5

590

660 5

665

630

■

i

5

ao

170

60

130

110

75

15

5

95

73

152

140

20

75

no

185

170

165

LOG

85

70

70

No. 2.

215^

380 |

510^

630 )

715 -\

740 3

745^

660 5

615

ie;

130

130

85

25

5

85

45

No. 3.

10 7

15 3

240

215 3

150

45 3

— 90

25

65

105

:3.'>

510 J

535 j

460 "I

565 3

665

675

645

25 "J

210 3

375

505 3

610

695 3

7J5

720 3

610

550 3

590

240 3

225

150 3

REMARKS.

75

125

L05

100

10

80

—175

—350 3

520^

605 5

515 "J

59S3

670 -J

680 3

635

5

40

183

165

ISO

105

85

20

5

110

60

165

150

15

75

ISO

17.)

175

170

85

90

80

75

10

45

Light clouds, i

Ditto, ditto.

Ditto, light breeze.

Sun shines.

Bright sun-shine, light air.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Squalls all about.

Ditto, ditto.

Cloudy.

Cloudy.

Cloudy and windy.

Ditto, ditto.

Ditto, ditto.

Jitto, ditto.

Ditto, ditto.

Suu shining occasionally.

Ditto, ditto.

Ditto, ditto.

Light clouds.

Cloudy.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

i. In tlda table Zero is to be taken betweec tlf. si;;ns 4. and —.
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It may, however, be proper to mention, that not- .

withstanding the great regularity which appears to

prevail between the rates of going of these hygro

meters, whenever the atmosphere was uncommonly

moist, the exquisite sensibility of the stem required

to be checked ; for, as it would sometimes, during a

heavy shower, revolve a whole revolution, it was not

to be expected, that the three instruments would

keep pace, whilst moving so briskly. A siik thread

was therefore fastened at each end of the index,,

loaded with a thin plate of lead, hanging loose on

the bottom of the box, so as to be dragged by the

straw as it went round. By these means the instru

ments were easily regulated.

EXPERIMENT IV.

Application of heat, to determine the compass of

the instrument.

Having fixed a stem, of six twists, in such a man

ner as to admit it, I brought a bar of heated iron as

close to the stem as could be done, without setting-

fire to the apparatus ; on which the index revolved,

2 revolutions and 105°, from right to left, when it

became quiescent. That is, the heat of the iron

affected it no longer in that direction, and was

barely sufficient to keep the index from falling back.

The heated bar being withdrawn, the index began

to recede, and became quiescent again (that is in its

natural position) after having returned 290°.

But the three hygrometers, whose rate of going is

given in the preceding table, had moved meanwhile

204° towards it; and therefore this quantity is to be

added to the above.
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Namely 290*

+ 204

Rev.

494=1 + 134"

Whence it will appear, that since the index had mov-

Rev.

ed, by the application of heat, 2+105=825*

and that, by cooling, it only recovered 1 + 134=494

it follows, that the stem, by being de

prived of its radical moisture, lost a

power =331"

EXPERIMENT V.

Application of Moisture.

As soon as the index of the same stem gave signs

of proceeding regularly with the hygrometers, a hair

pencil, full of water, was applied, and held to the

R.

stem, when it revolved 6+295* from left torigkt, and

then remained quiescent. On the pencil being with

drawn, the index began to recede, and resumed the

course of the other hygrometers, after revolving

6+300'.

But, during the interval of this experiment, these

had moved 135°, in the same direction with that

under observation, which quantity is therefore to be

subtracted.

n.

Namely 6"+ 300

—135

6+165

Again, we have seen, that by the application of

R.

extreme moisture, the index had revolved, 6+295»

Hence, it will appear, that this process, 6+165

affected the fibres of the stem by IS©

«3
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The thermometer, at the beginning of this opera

tion, was 77° ; and at the end 79°.

From the above experiments, it will appear, that,

since by the application of extreme heat (procuring

extreme dryness) the index had revolved from right

ii

to left, 2+105°

and, by the application of extreme moisture,

from left to right, 6 + 9.95

it follows, that the sum of these two quan

tities, viz. =9+ 40

is the compass of the stem.

This result evinces, that the mean state of the at

mosphere does not correspond, nor can it on any oc

casion, with the mean of the power of this instru

ment *.

A second stem having been selected, and the same

process, as above related, repeated ; it moved by ex-

a.

treme heat 2+290°, and, by extreme moisture,

R.

8 + 320°; so that the compass of this fibre was

11+250°; which exceeded that of the former by

R.

2+210; but, on examining it closer, after the opera

tion, it was found that, although taken of the same

length, it contained one twist more than the former ;

which accounts for its greater compass.

EXPERIMENT VI.

Application ofSteam.

Three stems having been selected, and being fixed

as usual, the steam of boiling water, issuing from

* The stem, which was used for this experiment, was afterwards

compared, when made up, with other hygrometers ; and it did not

appear to have lost of its activity, by this process.
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the spout of a tea-kettle, was applied to one of them;

when it moved, from left to right, with violent con

vulsive motions, (so rapid as hardly to admit of

counting them) 6 revolutions; the 2d, 6; and the

3d, 6g ; when they remained quiescent.

Now, we have seen above (exp. IV.) that a stem,

of this length,' and number of twists, revolved in that

It. ' R.

case 6 + 300°; and, in the present, nearly 6+180 (on

a mean of three). The application of steam, there

fore, if we consider the small difference of the two

results, may be conceived to have affected the stem,

only in as much as it moistened it.

Several other experiments were also tried, but be

ing of the same nature as the foregoing, and the re

sults nearly similar, they need not be particular

ized.
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II.

Description of a very sensible Hygrometer,

BY LIEUTENANT HENRY KATER,

H. M. 11th Regiment.

In the Mysoor and Carnatic is found a species of

grass, which the natives call, in the Canarese lan

guage, Oobeena iwoloo, in the Maratta, Guvataa see

cooslee, and, in Tamul, Yerudoovaal pilloo *. It is met

with in the greatest abundance, about the month of

January, on the hills; but may be procured in al

most every part of the country, and is very gene

rally known.

Accident led me to remark, that the bearded seed

of this grass possessed an extreme sensibility of mois

ture ; and being then in want of an hygrometer, I

constructed one of this material, which,, on trial, far

exceeded my expectations.

I caused a box to be made of brass, four inches in

diameter, and an inch and a half in depth. Within

the box, about a quarter ofan inch from the top, was a,

flat ring, three-tenths of an inch in breadth, and di

vided into a certain number of equal parts. A hole

was made, through the centre of the bottom of the

box; and a circular plate of brass, about an inch

in diameter, was rivetted to the bottom. On the

outside, a notch was made in the rivet, similar to that

in the head of a common wood screw ; so that the

circular plate, within the box, could be turned round,

at pleasure, by means of a turn-screw, applied to the

notch on the outside.

* It is the Andropogon Contortum of Linn.kus, and may be ea

sily distinguished from all others, by the seeds attaching themselves

to the clothes of those who walk where it grows.
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A seed being chosen, the top of it was cut off, it

having been found by experiment to be perfectly in

sensible. A straw, the lightest that could be procured,

two inches and a half in length, and coloured at the

end intended to be the index, was divided longitudi

nally, in the middle, by the point of a fine pen-knife :

the knife was then turned a little on one side, till the

opening was wide enough to admit the beard of

grass; which being inserted, and the point of the

knife withdrawn, the straw closed and held the beard

of grass sufficiently firm.

Not being able to procure workmen, capable of

executing what I wished ; the hygrometer, thus pre

pared, was fixed, in a rude manner, to the circular

plate at the bottom of the box, by means of a piece

of sealing wax, in which a very small hole had been

made, with a hot wire. The beard of grass being

placed in the hole, it was closed, by touching the wax

on one side with a heated wire, taking care to set the

grass as upright as possible.

Tt remained now to determine the extremes of

dryness and moisture, and to fix on some mode of

division, by means of which this hygrometer might

be compared with any other.

A new earthen pot was made very hot, by put

ting fire within, as well as around it; and when it

was supposed to have been sufficiently burnt, to be

perfectly free from moisture, the fire was taken from

the inside, and the pot suffered to cool, till the air in

it was of the temperature of 16'0°, but not lower. The

hygrometer was then placed in the pot, being kept

from touching the bottom, by means of a piece of dry

wood; and it remained there nearly an hour; long

before the expiration of which time, the index was

perfectly steady. The hygrometer was then quickly

taken out of the pot, and the circular plate, carrying
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the whole, was turned round, by means of the notch

on the outside, till the index, or coloured end of the

straw, pointed to Zero.

To obtain extreme moisture, it was at first thought,

that the best mode would be to fill the box with

water ; but, on trial, this was found to disturb the in

dex too much. The beard of grass was therefore

thoroughly wetted, with a fine hair pencil dipt in

water, and the number of revolutions, made by the

index, observed. Care was taken, to allow sufficient

time, for the water to have its utmost effect ; and, in

this manner, the hygrometer I have at present was

found \o make three and a half revolutions, between

extreme dryness and extreme moisture.

As some fixed mode of division is necessary, to ren

der observations, made by different persons, intelli

gible to others ; I imagine the scale of this hygrome

ter to be divided into 1000 equal parts, commencing

at extreme dryness.

The sensibility of this instrument is very great.

The effluvia of a finger, applied about a quarter of

an inch from the grass, causes the index imme

diately to shift eighteen divisions ; and, on withdraw

ing the finger, it instantly returns to its former situa

tion. Gently breathing on it, at the distance of about

a foot, moves the indexjifty-siy divisions. It is equal

ly susceptible of the moisture of the atmosphere;

scarcely ever remaining steady, for any length of

time, in variable weather.

Such was the construction I at first employed ; but

on applying it to use, so much difficulty occurred, in

ascertaining the number of revolutions made by the

index, that I was induced to attempt to give the

whole a more convenient form, and to adapt to it a

scale, such as might preclude the possibility of mis-
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ial<e, and, at the same time, leave the hygrometer in

possession of its extent and sensibility.

A BCD fig. 1. represents a piece of wood, about

fourteen inches long, three inches broad, and one

inch, and two-tenths thick: the tipper part is cut

out, as in the figure, to the depth of two inches,

leaving the sides A and B, about three-tenths of an

inch thick : the wood, thus prepared, is morticed

into a square board, which serves as its support.

Fig. !2. is an ivory wheel *, about an inch and two-

tenths diameter, and two-tenths of an inch broad at

the rim. A semicircular groove is made in the cir

cumference, of such a depth, that the diameter of the

wheel,- taken at the bottom of the groove, is one

inch. Through the axis, which projects on one side

four-tenths of an inch, a hole is made, the size of a

common sewing needle ; and, on this, as a centre, the

wheel should be carefully turned ; for, on the truth

of the wheel, the accuracy and sensibility of the in

strument chiefly depend. From the bottom of the

groove, a small hole is made, obliquely through the

side of the wheel, to admit a fine thread. All the

superfluous ivory should be turned away, that the

wheel may be as light as possible.

Fig. 3. represents a piece of brass wire, two inches

long; on one end of which a screw is made, an inch

and a half in length ; and, in the other, a notch is cut,

with a fine saw, to the depth of half an inch. This

part is tapered off, so that the notch, which is intend

ed to hold the beard of grass, in the manner hereafter

described, may be closed, by means of a small brass

ring (a) which slides on the taper part of the wire.

* In my first experiments I used a wheel made of card paper, with

an axis of wood, which answered very well. . (
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A little below the centres of the semicircles A and

B, (fig. 1.) two holes are made, precisely in the same

direction : one of these is intended to receive the screw

fig. 3, and the other a gold pin, which is to project

four-tenths of an inch beyond the inside of the- part A.

The pin is made rather smaller than the hole in the

axis of the ivory wheel, and is highly polished ; in

order that the motion of the wheel may be the less

impeded by friction.

Two fine threads, about fourteen inches long, arc

passed together through the hole in the groove of the

wheel, and are prevented from returning, by a knot

on the outside. To the ends of these threads, two

weights are attached, exactly similar, and just heavy

enough to keep the threads extended.

One of the threads having been wound on its cirr

cumference, the wheel is to be placed on the pin,

about the tenth of an inch from the side A, as in fig. 4.

Two glass tubes, of a sufficient bore to admit the

free motion of the weights, are fixed in grooves, in

such a manner, that each thread should fall exactly

in the axis of the tube. The tubes are so long as nearly

to touch the ivory wheel.

The beard of the Oobeena hooloo being prepared, as

for the circular hygrometer, by cutting off that part

which is useless, is inserted about the tenth of an inch,

in the projecting end of the axis of the wheel, and

confined by a small wooden pin, which is to be bro

ken off close to the axis; the other end is placed in

the notch of the brass screw, before described, and

secured by means of the sliding ring.

It is evident, that when the grass untwists, the

wheel will turn on the gold pin; and the thread,

which is wound about it, with the weight attached,
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will descend in the one glass tube; whilst, on the con

trary, the weight on the opposite tube will ascend,

and vice versa.

The beard of the grass is now to be thoroughly

wetted, with a hair pencil and water, and when the

wheel is stationary, the weights are to be so adjusted,

by turning the brass screw, that the one shall be at

the top, kand the other at the bottom of the glass

• tubes, which points will mark extreme moisture.

The instrument must then be exposed to the sun,

or to some heat, not powerful enough to injure it, but

sufficient to obtain a considerable degree of dryness.

The weights will now change situations ; and, pro

bably, on the first trial, will continue to move beyond

the glass tubes. Should this happen, the beard of

grass is to be shortened, by sliding back the ring,

and advancing the brass screw, so as to include a

longer portion in the notch. Other trials are to be

made, and the length of the grass varied, till the ex

tremes of dryness and moisture are within the limits

of the glass tubes.

As this instrumentcannot conveniently be exposed

to so high a temperature, as is necessary to obtain ex

treme dryness ; this point may be ascertained by

means of a standard circular hygrometer. The point

of extreme moisture has been already determined;

and in the circular hygrometer, the number of revolu

tions, &c. between the extremes is known. The two

hygrometers are to remain sometime together, that

they may be in the same state with respect to mois

ture; marks are then made, where the weights rest

in the glass tubes, and the degrees shewn by the in

dex of the standard hygrometer noted. Lastly, the

distance between these marks and extreme moisture,

is to be divided into the same number of equal parts,

as are indicated by the standard hygrometer, and the
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divisions continued to the number denoting extreme

dryness.

If the whole of that part of the Oobeena hooloo, which

possesses the hygroscopic property be used, the scale

will comprize more than twenty-four inches, a length,

which, though perhaps useful on particular occasions,

will not be found convenient for general purposes.

From an idea, that in a high state of moisture, the*

grass would not retain sufficient power to move the

wheel equably, it was thoroughly wetted, till it indi

cated extreme moisture, and, while in this state, the

wheel was drawn round , by laying hold of one of the

threads : on releasing it, it instantly regained its for

mer situation, with considerable force. The same

experiment was made, in various other states of mois

ture, and it was always found, that the weights re

turned immediately to the degree from which they

had been removed.

It would perhaps be an improvement, if a light

wheel, of brass, or any other metal, not liable to rust,

were used instead of the ivory one ; the grass having

been found, by experiment, to be capable of moving

a wheel of lead. The axis of the wheel might be

made very small, and supported on Ys, which proba

bly would add much to the sensibility of the instru

ment.

I have as yet had no opportunity of comparing this

with any other hygrometer; but it is simple in its

construction, not easily disordered, and should seem,

from the extent of its scale, to be particularly adapted

to experiments, in which small variations of moisture

are to be observed.

The hygrometer has been hitherto an instrument,

rather of curiosity* than utility. But from most
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. accounts that we have, it appears very probable, that

this instrument has more to do with the phenomena

of refraction, than either the barometer or thermometer.

If then we could obtain a number of observations of

apparent altitudes, together with data from which to

calculate the true, noting at the same time the hygro

meter, barometer, and thermometer, perhaps some law

might be discovered, which might enable us to ascer

tain the quantity of the effect of moisture on refrac

tion. It was with this view the hygrometer above

described was constructed ; but not having yet had

an opportunity of obtaining the requisite observa

tions, it is to be hoped, they may be made, by those -

who are in possession of time and instruments, equal

to the undertaking.
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nr.

An Essay on the Sacred Isles in the West, with

other Essays connected with that work.

BY CAPTAIN F. WILFORD.

ESSAY II.

Axu-G avngam, or the Gangctic Provinces, and more

particularly of Macad'ha.

The kingdom of Maga<Tha in Anu-Gangam is the

province of south Bahar, and is acknowledged to be '

thus called, from the Magas, who came from the

Dwipa of Saca, and settled in that country, which

was called before Clcata ; from which, its principal

river, .the Fulgo, is called Cacuthis by Arrian. Ma-

gad'ha, or Magad'ha, is called Moktah in the Ayin-

Acberi*. The Chinese, according to Mr. De Guig-

nes, call it Mokiato, and Mokito, and Kempfer says,

that the Japanese call the country, in which S;a'cya

was born, Magatta-kokf, or country of Magatta. Ara

bian and Persian writers and travellers call it Mabad:

for one of them, according to D'Herbelot, says, that

the Emperors of India resided in that country. Mabad,

Mabed, and Tabet, are, I conceive, derived from Mu-

bad, which, according to the learned Hyde, is a con

traction from Mughbdd, or the learned among the

Mughs, or Magas; and the author of the Dabistan

calls a certain sect of Brdhmens, if not the whole of

them, Mahbad. From Magad'ha they made also

Maiet, and Muiet. These appear generally as two

different countries ; but I believe, they are but

one. Thus Maiotta, one of the Comorro islands,

is called by former European travellers Maiotte,

and Magotte, answering to Maied and Magad,~

ha. The same is mentioned in the Peutingerian

* Vol. 3d. p. 241. In the original UCjC* and probably should

be read Magata.
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Tables, under the name of Elymaide; which appel

lation, being probably obtained through the informa

tion of Arabian travellers, and merchants, seems to

be derived, either from the Arabic El-i-maied, the

inhabitants of Mated ; or from Almaied, in the same

manner that they say Al-tibet, Al-sin. Former

European travellers mention a country called Mevat,

in the Eastern parts of India, and which can be no

other than Mabat : and instead of Modubaz in Pliny,

we should, probably, read Mobedce, answering to the

El-i-maied of Arabian travellers. On the borders

of Elymaide, toward the N. E. are the Lymodi moun

tains, near which were elephants in great numbers.

Magadha proper isSouth-Bahar : but, when its kings

had conquered, according to several Puranas, the

whole »f the Gangetic Provinces, (which they consi

dered afterwards, as their patrimonial demesnes ;)

Magadha became synonymous with Anu-Gangam,

or countries lying on the bairks of the Ganges. The

Gangetic Provinces are called to this day, Anukhenk

or Anonkhek in Tibet ; and Enacuc by the Tartars ;

and they have extended this appellation to all

India.

In Ceylon, according to Capt. Maijony, and in

Ava, according to Mr. Buchanan, the appellations

of Pali, or Bali, and Magadhi are considered as

synonymous, at least, when applied to their sacred

language ; which I consider, from that circumstance,

to be the old dialect of Magadha : which is called

also the kingdom of Poli by Chinese writers. In

India this name for Magadha is unknown : but its

origin may be traced through the Puran'as. Dio-

dokus the Sicilian says, that PMi-putra was built

by the Indian Hercules, whose name, according to

Cickro, was Belus, and in Sanscrit Bala, or

Balas, the brother ofCrishna, more generally called

Bala-Ra'ma and Bala-de'va. Balade'va built three

cities for his sons, which he called after his own

Vol. IX., , d
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name, Bala-dha-pattan : but they were better known

under the name of Bdli-pura, and Maha-Bdli-pura,

pronounced Mavdivoram in the Deccan. One was

on the Coast of Coromandel, south of Madras ; the

second, in the injand country of Beder, in the Penin

sula ; and the third,-on the banks of the Ganges : this

is acknowledged to be Rdja-griha, or Rdja-mahl, the

royal mansion, or city ; and which we must not

confound with Raja-griha, the royal abode of

old Sand'ha. It is true, that according to some

legepds, current in the Deccan, the founder of Maha-

Bdli-pura, was Bali the Da itya, an antediluvian :

but other legends refer its foundation to Bala, the

brother of Crishna : and the principal circumstances

of these legends shew, that it is taken from

the Purdrias ; and that it is the story of the wars of

Crishna, and Bala, or Bala-ra'ma with Ba'na'-

sura, who lived in the countries bordering upon the

Ganges; and whose place of abode is still shewn

near Purneah: and about whom, many wonderful

stories are related by the inhabitants. This Bali

is then the same with Bala, the brother of Crishna:

and in Lexicons we find a certain Angada, said to be

called also Bali-putra in a derivative form, or the

son of Bala, or Bali : but in the Puranas he is said

to be the son of Gada, also a brother of Crishna,

to whom he gave the district of Ghazipoor, the true

name of which, is Gddi-pura, from Gada. The

country of Canouge fell also to his lot : and from him

that city is also denominated Gadipoor, or Gada-pura.

Vali was also the name of a chief of the monkies,

and his son was equally called Angada. Ba'n'a'sura

built three cities, which Bala took, and destroyed ;

and then rebuilt, for his children, calling them after

his own name Bati-pura ; as Gada called his own

place of abode Gadl-pura. The children of Bala

are not mentioned in the Purartas, and he is never

called Ba'li there : but it is admissible, particularly

in composition. He is also called Hala and Ha'li :
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and Sa'la-va'hana is more generally denominated

Sa'li-va'hana. Palipotra, or Palibothra, according

to Diodorus the Sicilian, was built by the Indian

Hercules ; whose real name, according to Cicero,

was Belus from Bala, or Balas. His son was

better known under the name of Bali-putra ; as the

founder of Patna, under that of Pa'tali'-putra, or

the son of the Goddess Pa'tali': Angada, his sir-

name, was given to him from the country of Anga,

which had been allotted to him. Thus Magdd'ha

takes its name from the sage Maga, who settled

there. These three cities were to be destroyed by

water, and this is true of Mahd-bali-voram near

Madras, and of Pali-putra on the Qanges : the third

is yet existing in the province of Bedcr in the Penin

sula, and its name is Bali-grika, or Bali-pura. It is

more generally known under the name of Mu'zaffer-

nagar. It is not far from Cundana-pura, where king

Bhishmaca resided, and was the father ofRucmani,

Crishna's legal wife. Cundana-pura is generally

mistaken for Bali-griha, on account of its vicinity;

and, of course, supposed to have been built by Bala ;

and it is but lately that I have been able to rectify

this mistake. The descendants of this Hercules,

says Diodorus, did nothing, which deserved to be

recorded : in this agreeing with the Pauran'ics.

The kingdom was restored to the posterity of old

Sand'ha, who ruled there, for a long time, under the

name of the Va'rhadrat'has, or children of

Vuihadrat'ha.

These are not then the Ba'li-putras, or Pa'li-

botiiri kings, who sate on the throne of Magad'ha,

in the time of Alexander, and his successors.

Before the conclusion of the great war, the conquerors

gave various districts to theirfriends. Duryo'd'hana

gave the district, about Bhagulpoor, to his friend

Carna. Cr¥shna, long before, had given the

country, now called Bhdja-pura, to his friend and re-

■
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lation Bho'ja ; and Bala-Ra'ma placed his family

in the country about Raja-mahI: these were ofcourse

Ba'li-putras : but they could not be the Ba'li-pu

tras, or Pa'li-bothri kings, in the time of Ale-

ander, and his successors. We are informed, in the

Bhdgaxata, that king Maha-Nanda assumed the

title of Bali, and Maha'-bali : consequently his

offspring, who ruled after him, for a long time, were

Ba'li-putras : the kingdom of Magadha was called

the kingdom of Bali, Pali, and Poli: the dialect of

that country is, as before observed, indifferently called

Bali, Pali, and MagacThi in Ceylon and the Barman

Empire, according to Captain Mahony, Mr.

Joinville, and Mr. Buchanan. The city, in which

the Ba'li or Pa'li-putras resided, was of course

denominated from them. Bali-putra, or Pali-putra ;

and by the Greeks Pali-bothra, and, in the Peutin-

gerian Tables, Pali-potra. Their patrimonial estate

was called Paliputra-rnan dalam, the circle, or country

of the Pali-putras. This simple and obvious deno

mination, was strangely disfigured by Ptolemy, who

calls the city, Pali-bothra of the Mandalas ; instead

of saying that it was in the Maridala, or country of

the Palibothras, or Bali-putras.

Tradition says, that Maha'-bali built a country

seat, on the banks of the Soane ; round which a small

town was soon formed, and called Ma'ha-ba'li-pura,

(or Mawbellypoor in Major Rennell's Atlas). There

I was looking, at first, for Bali-putra, or Palibothra.

Patna, or at least a town called Cu'sumd-puri, was

built, according to the Brahman'da, by king Udasi,

grand father to Ma'ha-bali, about 450 B. C. It was

then called Cu'suma-puri, or the flowery city, and

Padma-vati, or the city of the Lotos. Tradition says,

that the old site of this city was at Phukcari, which,

in the spoken dialects, signifies the same with Cusumd-

puri : but, the Ganges having altered its course,

the^city was gradually removed ■ from Phuhvari,
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to the present site of-Patna ; which was called also

Patali-putra, from the son of a form of De vi, with

the title of Pa'tali'-devi', or the thin Goddess. Her

son was, in general, called Pa talp-pui ra, and the

town Pa'tau'-putra-pura. I have shewn, in my

essay on the chronology of the Hindus, that this city is

called Patale by Pliny. It was called Patteati

simply, at the time of the invasion of the Musulmans,

as it appears from Ferishta's translation by Colonel

Dow: and the inhabitants are considered there as

robbers, and, of course, ranked with those of Bhojepoor

and Kuttchr. The last district, formerly called

Castere, and now Cuttere, is a Ptirgmiah, a little to

the west of Benares; and the inhabitants behave very

well now : those of Bhojepoor are far from being ra

dically cured of their evil propensities. When the

Musulmans took possession of Patna, many of the

most obstinate robbers withdrew to Deryapoor,

according to * tradition, - and were very apt to

commit depredations occasionally ; at least for

merly.

It is said in the Bhagavata, that Maha-Bali re

sided at Padmavatl or Patna: and one of his titles,

in that Puran'a, is Maiia-padma-Pati-Nanda, or

Nanda the great Lord of the Lotos. Like Bara'su-

ra'ma, he either destroyed, or drove out of his domi

nions, the remnant of the Cshettris, or Military

tribe, and placed Si/dras in their room. These

were the Barons Of the land, who often proved

troublesome, Ra'ja Bulwant Sing, the predecessor

of Chet Sing, did the same, in the district of

Benares, with the Zemindars, who represented the

Cshettris, and even pretended to be really so ; from '

an idea, that it was impossible to improve the re

venues, arising from the land-tax, under their ma

nagement. Maha'-padma, or Bali, was born of a

woman of the Sudra tribe. According to Ptolemv,

the country of the Bali-putras extended from the

d 3
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Soane, beyond Moorsheddbad, as far as Rangdmatty ;■

which he places in their Mandalam, or country, under

the name of Oreophonta, as I have shewn in my essay

on the chronology of the Hindus : in the west, he

mentions Samhalaca, now an assemblage of small

huts, on a sandy islet, opposite to Patna, called

Sambulpoor, and Sabelpoor in Major Rennell's Atlas.

II. The Nubian Geographer, with Renaupot's

two Musulman travellers, place together the countries

of Hdrdz (Orissa) Mehrage, and Mdbed or Mdyed,

Tdfek or Tucha (now D'hdcd,) and Mougd, or the

country of the Magas, or Mugs, now Chittagong,

Arracan, &c. The country of Mehrage, says DTIer-

belot, is placed, by some, in the Green Sea, or Gulf'

of Bengal; and by others, in the Chinese Seas: and

the Gangetic provinces, at least Bengal, were known

under that name, even as late as the fifteenth cen

tury ; for it is called Mahdrdjia, or Maarascia by

Nicolo De Conti, who visited that country. There

were two countries of that name, which are occa

sionally confounded together : the first, at the bottom

of the Green Sea, included Bengal, and other countries

on the banks of the Ganges, The second compre

hended the Peninsula of Malacca, and some of the

adjacent islands, in the Seas of China. In these

countries the Emperors and Kings always assumed

the title of Maha'-ra'ja', even to this day. Their

country, in general, was called Zdpdge or Zdbdja,

which is a corruption from Jfood, or Jdbd, as it was

called in the west ; and was also the name of Suma

tra, according to Ptolemy, who calls it Jdbd-diu,

and to Marco Paulo. In the peninsula of Malacca

was the famous emporium of Zdba: Zdbdja, in San

scrit, would signify those Zdba. The Empire ofZdbdje

was thus called, probably from its metropolis Zdba,

as well as the principal islands near it. Zdbd was a

famous emporium, even as early as the time of

Ptolemy. It remained so till the time of the two
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Musulman travellers of Renaudot, and probably

much longer. It is now called Bdta-Sdbor, upon the

river Johore, which is as large as the Euphrates, ac

cording to these two travellers ; who 'add, that the

town of Calabar, on the coast of Coromandel, and ten

days to the south of Madras, belonged to the Ma-

ha'ra'ja' of Zdbdje. The wars of this Maharaja',

with the King of Al-Comr, or countries near Cape

Comorin, are mentioned by the two Musulman tra

vellers, in the ninth century : and, it seems, that, at

that time, the Malayan Empire was in its greatest

splendor. About two hundred years ago, the Ma-

ha'ra'ja' of Bengal sent a powerful fleet to the Mal-

divian islands. The King was killed in the engage

ment, and the Maha'ra'ja"s fleet returned in triumph

to Bengal, according to Delaval's account. Tra

dition says, that the King of Ldnca, which implies,

either the country of the Maha ra ja', of Zupage, or

Ceylon, but more probably the first, invaded the

country of Bengal, with a powerful fleet; and sailed

up the Ganges, as far as Rangdmatty, then called Cu-

sumd-puri, and a considerable place, where the King,

or Maha raja', often resided. The invaders plun

dered the country, and destroyed the city. This

happened long before the invasion of Bengal by the

Musulmans, and seems to coincide with the time of

the invasion of the Peninsula by the MAHA'RA'jA'of

Zdpdge. This information was procured, at my re

quest, by the late Lieutenant Hoare, who was re

markably fond of inquiries of that sort ; and to whom

I am indebted for several curious historical anecdotes,

and other particulars, relating to the geography of

the Gangetic Provinces. It seems that there was

little intercourse, probably none, between India and

China in former times. The first notice we have of

such an intercourse, is, that an Emperor of China,

called Vouti, sent his General Tchang-kiao, with a

Tetinue of a hundred men, to visit the western

countries, such as Khorassan and Meru-al-ndhdr.

d 4
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There he procured some information about Persia;

and seeing rich articles of trade from India, his curio

sity prompted him to visit also that country. Me

began his travels 126 13. C. and returned to China in

115. That there was a constant commercial inter

course between China and India, and even Ceylon,

about the beginning of the Christian Era, is attested

by Pliny*. The same passage establishes also a re

gular intercourse between the Roman merchants and

China, at that early period. This singular passage I

6hall insert here, as corrected by Salmasius : for

Pliny's style is often obscure, from his fondness for

quaint words and expressions. A certain King of

Ceylon sent once four ambassadors to the Emperor

Claudius; and the chiet of this embassy wascalled

Rachias, who being interrogated, whether he knew

the .Seres, or Chinese, answered "Ultra mo?ites Emodos

Seras qaoque ab ipsis aspiei, notos etiam commercio.

Patrem Rachle commeasse ed : advenis sibi Seras

occursart" Then Pliny says, " Catera cadem quae

nostri negotiatores : jluminis ulteriore ripd merces

positasjux ta venalia tolli ab his, si placeat permutation

This I shall take the liberty to paraphrase in the

following manner, Rachias answered, that the

Seres lived beyond the Haimada, or Snowy mountains,

with regard to Ceylon: that the Seres were often

seen, or visited, by his countrymen ; and were

well known to them, through a commercial inter

course. That his father had been there, and when

ever caravans from Ceylon (and India I should

suppose) went there, the Seres came part of the

way to meet them in a friendly manner ; which,

it seems, was not the case with the caravans from

the west, consisting of Roman Merchants. Then

Pliny adds ; as for the rest, and the manner of

disposing of the goods, the Seres behave to them

as they do to our merchants. Rachia is derived

* Pliny, lib. 60, c, 2?0.
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from the Sanscrit Racsha, pronounced Racha in

the spoken dialects : and Rdchya, or Rachia is a

derivative from. It is the name, or rather the

title, of one of the heroes of the Purdnas. Another

derivative form is Racshita, and is the name of

a priest of Budd ha in Ceylon, mentioned in the

sixth vol. of the Asiatic Researches*; where, ac

cording to the idiom of the spoken dialects, he is

called Ra'c'hita-budd'ha : and I suppose, that

neither Racsha, nor Racshita, can be properly used,

but in composition. Yarchas, the name of a

Brahmen, mentioned in the life of Apollonius,

is probably a corruption from Rachyas. The Em

peror Claudius began his reign in the 44th year

of the Christian Era ; and the predilection of the

Chinese for the people of India, and Ceylon, was

very natural. Thus we see that the people of

that island traded to China, at the very beginning

of our Era, and by land. There can be no doubt,

that they went first by sea to the country of

Magaa"ha, or the Gangetic provinces ; where

their legislator Budd'ha was born, and his religion

flourished in the utmost splendor. There they

joined in a body with the caravans of that

country, and went to China, through what Pto

lemy, and the author of the Periplus, call the

great route from Palibothra to China. It was in

consequence of this commercial intercourse, that

the religion of Budd'ha was introduced into that

vast empire, in the year 65 A. C. and from that

Era we may date the constant and regular in

tercourse between Magadlia and China ; till the

extirpation of the religion of Budd'ha, and the in

vasion of the Musulmans.

The account given by the son of Rachias, has

nothing very extraodinary in it, when the whole is

* p. 450.
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considered in a proper light ; and it shews the

carelessness of the Greeks and Romans, in inquiries

of that nature. The regard the Hindus have for the

seven Rishis, or the seven stars of the great Bear,

and which they saw so much above the Horizon,

made them often look up to them, as well as to

the Pleiades. From this circumstance, the Ro

mans foolishly conceived they never saw them be

fore. They also often mentioned the star Canopus,

for which the Hindus entertain the highest respect.

The ambassadors of Ceylon were surprised, to see

the Romans consider the East and West, as the

right and left of the world ; and declared it was

otherwise in their own country ; and that the sun

did not rise in the left, nor set in the right, ac

cording to their mode of reckoning. For the

Hindus say, that the East is before, and the West

behind ; and the shadow of bodies must have been

affected in the same manner. With respect to the

moon's course, there is the bright half, and the

dark half; which, in India, constitutes what is called

the day and night of the Pitris, The day is reck

oned, from the first quarter to the last ; and this

is called the bright half, or the day of the Pitris ;

the dark half is from the last to the first quarter of

the next moon ; and this constitutes their night.

When Pliny says, that, in their country, the moon

was seen only from the 8th to the 16th, he was

mistaken ; he should have said, that the bright half,

or day of the Pitris, began on the eighth day, and

lasted sixteen days, including the eighth : and then

began the dark half, or night of the Pitris ; and,

from these expressions misunderstood, the Romans

concluded that the moon was not to be seen, in their

country, during the dark half.

III. According to Mr. Deguignes, the king of

Tientso, or India, sent men by sea to China, carrying

presents to the Emperor, in the years 159 and 16J.
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The Chinese called India Shinto, and Into, Sind, and

Hind: they call it also Tientso, and divide it into

five parts : middle Tientso, with North, South, East,

and West Tientso. Mr. Deguignes says, they

called India Mokiato, and Polomuenkoue, or country

of Polomuen ; Mokiato, the Magatta of the Japanese,

is Magadha, including all the Gangetic provinces ;

and it was called Polomuen, from the famous Em

peror Puuma'n, or Poeoma'n, called by Deguig

nes, Houlomien and Holomiento. The Chinese

gave the name of Magad'ha to all India ; because

their knowledge of that country, and their inter

course, was for a long time confined to Magadlm,

which is also called Anu-Gangam ; distorted, by

those of Tibet, into Anonkhenk, and Andkak by the

Tartars, who have no other name for India. Thus,

in the Empire of the Burmuhs, they call India Ca-

lingdhdrit, from Calinga, or the Peninsida of India,

with which they are better acquainted : hdrit in their

language, and harita in Sanscrit, signifies country ;

and the whole compound the country of Calinga.

The metropolis of India was situated on the banks

of the Kengkia, or Hengho, the Ga?iges. This river,

says the same author, they call also Kiapili, because,

I suppose, it enters India through the pass of Capita,

called, in the life of Timuk, Kupele.

The name of the Metropolis was Chapoholo-ching,

Kiusomopoulo-ching, Potoli-tsching, answering to Pd-

tali, Cusuma-puri, the well known names of Patna.

Chapohob answers to Samalla, or Sambala, now Sum-

bulpoor, written also Sabel-poor, and close to Patna :

and is obviously meant for that city, by the Chinese,

as well as by Ptolemy.

Another Chinese name for it, is Cutukilopoulo,

which I must give up, unable to reduce it to its

original Sanscrit, or Hindu standard.

In the year 408, Yuegnai king of Kiapili, that
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is to say, of the countries bordering on the river

Kiapili, or Ganges, sent ambassadors to China. He

was a follower of Budd'ha, and his Hindu name

was probably Yajn'a.

In the year 473, the king of the country of Poli

sent also embassadors to China. The kingdom of

Poli is that of Magadlra ; for Magaa"ha, and Pali,

or Bali, are considered as synonymous, by the peo

ple of Ceylon, Siam, and the Burmahs.

In the year 641, the Indian king of the coun

tries, belonging now to the Great Mogul, and in

cluded in the Moldato or Magadlia Empire, says

Deguignes, sent embassadors to China. The fol

lowing year, the Emperor of China sent embassadors

to him. His name was Hoolomiek, Pulima'k or

Loma, and he was greatly surprised at it. There

the Chinese learned, that the Hindus called their

country Moho-chintan, for Mahd-china-sfhan: in the

Peninsula this word is pronounced Mac&china.

In the year 647, the Emperor of Mokiato, or Ma-

gad'ha sent again embassadors to China, as well as

the king of Nipolou or Nepal. In the following

year, Taitsong sent an embassy to the king of

Mokito, or Magad'ha. In the mean time, Houxo-

mien died, and the whole country was thrown into

confusion : he was a great warrior, and reduced all

India, in the year 621, under his yoke. The name

of his family was Kielitie'; which, for a long time,

had been in possession of the throne. Pulima'n

was the last of the kings of the royal family of

And'hra. This family is considered, in India, as a

spurious branch ; which circumstance is fully im

plied, by the appellation of Caulat'kya in Sanscrit,

or the offspring of the unfaithful woman, and from

Caulat'&ya is probably derived the Kielitie' of the

Chinese. There is a Dynasty of Canlateyas barely

mentioned by the Paurdn'ics; and they are, pro
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bably, the same with the And'hra-ja'ticas, and

the Kielitie of the Chinese Historians.

The Axd'hua kings, on the banks of the Ganges,

were famous all over India, and in the west: for the

And'hra tribe, or family, is placed to the north of

the Ganges, by the compiler of the Peutingerian

Tables, under the name of Andrk-Indi, or Indians of

the And'hka family or tribe. After Pumma'n, the

And'hra Bkrityas, according to the Purdn'as, or

the servants of the And'hra kings, usurped the go

vernment ; and the Chinese historians take particular

notice of this circumstance.

It is declared, in several Purdn'as, that Maha-

nanda, and his successors resided at Padmdvatl, or

Cummlqniri, by which Patna is understood. But

these are only epithets, and not the real name of a

city ; and always given by poets to favourite towns.

Thus Burdwan was called Cummdpuri ; and Rangd-

matti, near Moorshedabad, likewise, as well as the

town of Hustindpoor. It is remarkable, that of the

cities in India, once famous in the writings of the

Greeks and Romans, few now are known under these

names in India. Thus Taxi la is a name unknown

in Indui ; and -it was only after perusing the Purdn'as

for many years, that I found it barely mentioned in

one or two of them. It is the case with Tagara',

the name of which is only found in a grant, some

years ago discovered at Bombay.

The kings of Magadlia certainly resided very often

at Patna, and latterly they forsook intirely Bdliputra,

probably owing to the vicinity of Gaur, the Rdjdhs

of which, when powerful, could not but prove trou

blesome neighbours ; besides, the continual encroach

ments of the Ganges, and the gradual but constant

decay of the metropolis, occasioned by them, natu

rally obliged the kings to look out for a more agree
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able situation. Of the time of the total subversion

of Bdli-putra, or Rqja-grTha, we cannot form any

idea ; but there is every reason to believe it took

place at a very early period ; for Pdli-bothra is not

mentioned in the Peutingerian tables, and MagacTha,

or Patna, is pointed out as a capital city, under the

name of Al-mdgadlia, or Eli-maide, Al-maied.

IV. The trade of Pdli-bothra, and of the kingdom

of Magad'ha, in its tlays of splendor, was astonishing,

and is attested by Ptolemy, Arrtan in his Periplus,

and the Peutingerian tables. The same is attested

by Chinese historians, and the two Mohammedan tra

vellers. From Pdli-bothra to the Indus there was

the royal road ; and the distances all along were

marked with columns. There was another road,

leading from Baroche to Elymaide, Al-maied, Al-

muiet, and Al-mujiat, or Patna, called also, in San

scrit books, Magad'ha, as well as the country. This

is mentioned in the Peutingerian tables, and the dis

tance marked 700, which I take to be Brdhmeni coss,

equal to 856 British miles. In the Peutingerian

tables, Baroche is called Paricea, and the road to

Elymaide leads through a place called Nincilda, the

true name of which .1 take to be Nila-cwida, the

Blue-pool, or rather the pool-cun'da, dedicated to Ni-

lacaktes'waua or Is'wara, with the blue neck.

From Al-maied there is another road, leading through

the Burman empire, Siam, and ending at Calippe,

now Columpe, in the kingdom of Cambodia. Accord

ing to the Peutingerian tables, this road went from

Patna, first to the country of Colchi, called Chalcitis,

Chalcis, by Ptolemy, and the distance marked is

625 ; which, being supposed to be coss, are equal to

742 B. miles. Near the Colchi country, in the tables,

are placed the Sindi, equally mentioned by Ptolemy,

and also a place called Pisauta, probably the modern

Pitshiai. Then, from Colchi to Thimara, probably

the Tomara of Ptolemy; and the distance is 450
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coss, or 565 B. miles. Then to Calippe, or Columpl-,

220 coss, or 270 B. miles. This route was certainly

known to Ptolemy, from whom we may collect a

few more particulars. From Palibothra this route

went towards the east, to Sagoda, Authina, Salatha

and Randamarcotta. Sagoda is Sagow, on the west

ern bank of the Burrampooter, and in lat. N. 24°

35', according to Mr. Burrow, in the fourth volume

of the Asiatic Researches. This I mention, because

it is not noticed in Major Renn ell's Atlas. Sa

goda is the form of the possessive case in the western

parts of India, and generally used instead of the first

case, by the Greeks formerly, and modern travellers

of the two last centuries, Athina is Eetenah, to the

westward ofAzmerigunge : Nonnus calls it AnthenS,

and takes notice of its flowery shrubs*': thence to

Salatha, or Silhet. The next place is Randamarcotta,

which I suppose to be Ava, the real name of which

is Amara-pura : it is called also Rdd'hun-pura, ac

cording to Col. Symes ; and Randamarcotta appears

as a compound of both. Amara signifies the im

mortal gods ; and Rdd'han, or Rdd'hd, are rendered in

Lexicons, by (Amalaci) pure, (prdpti) complete, per

fect, resplendent. Thus Rddhdmmara-pura, or Rdd-

hamara-pura, will signify the city of the pure and

immortal gods. Instead of Radhdmra-pura, we may

say Rddhdmara cota, or the fort of the pure and im

mortal gods. Amar-pur, Amar-cote, Amar-ganh, are

generally used, the one for the other, in India. Be

fore it became the capital of a vast empire, and in

the beginning, it was probably called Amara-cote in

India; but now it would be improper to say Amara-

cote, unless it were sanctioned by usage. The dis

tance of Randamarcotta from Salatha, in Ptolemy,

corresponds pretty well ; but the proportional dis

tances seem to point to some place much nearer.

Randamar-cotta is obviously the name of a city ;

* NoNW. Dionys. lib. 26. v. 87.
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but, from Ptolemy's context, it was also the name

of an extensive country, the capital of which is

called Nardos, perhaps from Aniruddha, or from Na-

reda ; for there are in India places called Anurodgur,

and Naredcote. Nardos, or JVardon, is perhaps a cor

ruption only from Radhan, the old name of Amar-

piiri, according to Col. Symes. As the Spike-nard

does not grow in the countries to the east of the

Burrampooter, according to Mr. Buchanan's infor

mation, no alteration is to be made in this passage

from Ptolemy.

From the metropolis of China, says Ptolemy,

there was a road leading to Cattigara, in the same

country of Cambodia, in a S. W. direction.

The Royal road, from the banks of the Indus to

Palibothra, may be easily made out from Pliny's

account, and from the Peutingerian tables. Accord

ing to Dionysius Periegetes, it was called also

the Nysscean road, because it led from Palibothra to

the famous city of Nysa. It had been traced out

with particular care, and at the end of every Indian

itinerary measure there was a small column erected.

Megasthenes does not give the name of this Indian

measure, but says that it consisted of ten stades.

This, of course, could be no other than the astiono-

mical, or Panfabi coss ; one of which is equal to

1.23 British mile.

Pliny's account of this royal road is, at first

sight, most extravagant, and, of course, inadmissible.

But on considering the whole with due attention,

we shall immediately perceive, that in the original,

from which it was extracted, it consisted of two

distinct accounts or reckonings : the first was, that

of the intermediate distances between every

stage ; and the second contained the aggregate sum

of these distances for every stage. Pliny, whose

inaccuracy is notorious, selected out of them only
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a few distances and stages, here and there; and I

have presumed to present the whole, arranged in the

following manner :-—

From the Indus and Peucolais, - Rom. Mil.

To Taxila, - - - - 60

Hydaspes, .... omitted 120

Acesines, - - - - ditto omitted

Hydraotes, - - - - ditto ditto

Hyphasis, - 49 390

There ended Alexanders conquests, -

and a new reckoning begins -

Hesidrus,

Jomanes, -

Some add 5 miles,

Ganges, -

Rodapha,

Calinipaxa,

Some say, -> - 265

Conflux of the Jomanes with the

Ganges, - - - - omitted

They generally add 1 3 miles (638) -

Palibothra, * . - - - 425

- _ 168

- - 168 omitted

- 112 ditto

• 119 325

- 167 500

625

omitted

Here we have, first, 390 miles, from the Indus to

the end of the conquests of Alexander; and thence

638 miles to the conflux of the Jumna with the

Ganges ; making in all 1028 miles, for the distance

from the Indus to Allahabad. These distances were

given in the original in stadia, which Pliny reduced

into miles, at the rate of eight to one mile ; and, by

turning again his miles into stadia, M'e may easily

find out the original numbers. Thus, his 1028 miles

give 8224 stadia, at the rate of eight to one mile.

Again, these 8224 stadia, divided by ten, give 822.4

Cos; or 205.6 yqjanas, equal to 1012 British miles;

and Major Rennell, after a laborious and learned

investigation, finds 1030 miles between the Indus

and Allahabad, through Delhi. But the roval road,

Vol. IX. E
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according to Pliny, from the context, and marc

positively, according to the Peutingerian tables,

passed through Hastinapur ; which gives an increase,

between the Indus and AllahabadT of ten miles nearly,

making in all 1040 miles.

Megastiienes gives twenty thousand stadia for

the distance from the Indus to Palibothra : some read

only ten thousand. Both numbers are obviously

wrong; and Strabo tells us, that some, as Patro-

cles, reckoned only 12000: and this was the true

reading in Megasthenes' itinerary. These 112000

stadia are equal to 1476 British miles. Now, the

distance from Allahabad to Sdncri-guli, commonly

called Sdcri-gutt, or the narrow pass, and answering,

I should suppose, with regard to its distance from

Allahabad to the western gate of Palibothra, several

miles to the north, is 439 miles ; which, added to

1040, give 1479 miles for the whole distance, from

the Indus to Palibothra. The numbers, in Pliny,

give only 1 1624 stadia, instead of 12000 ; and there

is a deficiency of 376 stadia, or 46 B. miles ; part of

which must be added to 425, the distance from Alla

habad to Palibothra, and the rest to the first sum of

390 miles in Pliny, which is certainly too short :

and instead of CCCXC, in the text, I should pro

pose to read CCCCX, or 410. Such transpositions

of numeral letters are not uncommon in Pliny's

text. This was the extent, says that author, of

Alexander's conquests, from the Indus towards

the east. We must not suppose that they extended

no further than the Hyphasis, which he crossed ; for

Piiegelas, or Phegeus, was king of the country

beyond the Bcyah, and as far at least as the Sttkj,

if not as far as Serhind. He submitted to Alexan

der with a good grace, and was graciously received

•by him. Piiegelas was probably the name of the

city he lived in, which is called to this day Pag-

ssearah, or Pag-wala, Phag-xcdrd, and Phag-wdld, ber
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tween the Beyah and Setkj. Ser-hind is neither a

Sanscrit nor Hindu denomination; but it is an Indo-

Scythian compound, and signifies the limits or bor

ders of Hindi The Cathrei, or C'hdtdrs, were a Scy

thian tribe, as we may safely conclude from their fea

tures and manners in the time of Alexander, and

even to the present day. The word Ser, or Serek, is

used in that sense in Biducshan, and the adjacent

countries : and So^-hind was probably the limit of

the conquests of Alexander, though he never was

there himself, as well as of the Persian dominions in

India; that part of which was called Hodu, accord

ing to the book of Esther : and that it was once

so called, is attested by the natives to this day, who

say that it was formerly called Hud.

As I intend to write expressly on the marches of

Alexander through India, (having all the materials

ready for that purpose,) I shall now content myself

with exhibiting an attempt toward the correction of

the various accounts of this famous Royal, or Nys-

scean road, from Pliny, the Peutingerian tables,

Ptolemy, and the anonymous geographer of Ra-

venna.

From the ferry of Tor-Boileh, or Tor-Bcilam, (or

the black Beilam,) on the Indus, to the westward of

Peucolais, (now Pucaidi, or Bir-zvdld, called Pirhola,

in the maps, and Parke, in the Peutingerian tables,)

to Taxi la, on the river Suvarna, (now the Sone, the

Soamus for Soanus of Arkian). It is called in San

gerit; Tacshila ; and its true name is Tacsha-Syala,

according to the natives, who call themselves Syalas.

Its ruins extend over the villa2.es called Rubbaut

and Pekkeh, in Major Rennell's map of the coun

tries between Delhi and Candahdr. The royal resi

dence is pointed out by the natives, at a small village

, near the river, and is called Sydla to this day; and is.

a little to the north of Rubbaut. Tac-Sydla having
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been ruined at an early period by the Musulmans, it

was rebuilt afterwards under the name of Turruk-

pehri ; and a Perganah of that name is mentioned in

the, Ayin-Acberi. But this last has met with the

same fate as the former.

Thence to Rotas or Raytas, called Rhodoes by

Nonnus, in his Dionysiacs, who says it was a strong

place. It is called Rages, for Rates, in the Peutin-

gerian tables, and in the Purditas its name is Hridu,

and that of its inhabitants Hridan.

According to the Peut'wgerian tables, we have an

other route, which ought to join here. It comes

from Ami, Aornos, or Attock, and goes to Pileiam,

(which appears to be transposed ; or Ec-Bolima, from

Ac-Beila, or Ac-Beilam, or the white Beilam, sands

or shores, and now called Hazru).

Thence to the ferry over the Jailatn or Behat, and

Alexandria-Bucephalos, near which is a famous peak,

called the mountain of the elephant, by Plutarch*.

Its present name is Bal, Bit, or Pil, which, in

Persian, signify an elephant. It is famous all over

the western parts of India for its holiness, and its

being the abode of numerous penitents; the chief of

whom, as well as the deity of the place, is called

Bal-Na'th or Bil-N'ath. It is generally called

Bal-Na'tu-Thileh, or the mountain of the Lord

Ba'l ; another name for it h-Joghion-di-tibbi, or the

tower of the Joghis.

Thence to the Acesines or Chandra-bhaga, and the

town of Spatura of the Peutingerian tables, called

Simtura by the anonymous geographer, and probably

• Plut. de flum.
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the same with Sadhora. There appears to he a trans

position in the numbers expressing the distances.

Thence to the Hydraotes, or Rdvi, (the Irdvati of

the Puran'as,) and the city of Laboca or Lobaca,

mentioned by Ptolemv, and which is the present

Lahore. Its true and original name is Lavaca or La

boca, from Lava or Laba, the son of Ra'ma ; and its

present name is derived from Lava-wdra, the place of

Lava or Laba. Its distance from Sangald in Pto

lemy, with its name, have induced me to suppose

that it is the same with Lahore, which is 53 miles

to the east of the extensive ruins of Sangala, so

called to this day ; and the true pronunciation is

Sangala, not Sangald. There are two places in Pto-

lkmy, one called I^aboca, and the other Labocla,

which I take to be the same place, the true name of

which is Labaca; for the other is not conformable to

the idiom of any of the dialects in India.

Thence to the Hyphasis, and afterwards to the

Zadadrus, (the Satodara or S"atadru of the Puran'as,

or with 100 bellies or channels;) and to the town of

Tahora, in the Pcutingerian tables (now called, with

a slight alteration, Tchaura, antl in the Puran'as, 27-

hotra and Trigarta ; there Semiramis, or Sami-

devi', was born).

Thence to Ketrora, in the same tables, for Cshatri-

xvdrd, or Chetri-wdrd, the metropolis of a powerful

tribe of Cshetris or Clietris, who lived in a beautiful

and woody country. The famous Lacki Jungle, or

forest, is what now remains of these charming woods

and groves. They are called Cetri-boni by Pliny,

with the epithet of Sylvestres, or living in forests ;

and Cshatrivana, in Sanscrit, and C'hetri-bdn, in the

C'hetritvdrd, or Cotrora, is,now Thahehsar ; informer

tjmes, the metropolis of these Cshatris.

 

forest of the Cshetris:

E 3
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Thence to the Jumna at Cunjpoora, and to the

Ganges at Hustinapoor, or Hastina nagara, called in,

the West, and in the Ayin-acberi, IVustnaur, for

Hastin-nora. It is the Bacinora of the Peutingerian

tables, the Bactriana of the anonymous geographer,

and the Stoma of Ptolemy. In the Greek origin

nal it was written BACTINOPA, Bastinora, altered

afterwards into BACINOPA, and BACTPIANA,

Basinora, and Bastriana ; and the latter was misT

taken for Bactriana. Indeed the Greeks could

hardly write JVustnore, or JVustinore, otherwise,

than OYACTINOPA, or BACTINOPA, Ouastinora,

Wastinora, or Bastinora: they chose the latter.

Hastina-nagara, commonly called Hustind-poor, is

about twenty miles S. W. of Ddrindgur, on a branch

of the Ganges, formerly the bed of that river. There

remains only a small place of worship ; and the ex

tensive site of that ancient city is entirely covered

with large ant-hills ; which have induced the in

habitants of the adjacent country to suppose, that it

had been overturned, or destroyed, by the Termites.

In the Peutingerian tables we are presented with

a route, leading, from Hustinapoor, into Tibet: the

first stage of which is Arate, called TIeorta by

Ptolemy, but transposed by him- It is Haridwar,

of Hardzwh, as it is corruptly pronounced by many ;

and in Arate and Heorta, we can retrace the original

name Hartoa, or Hardwah. The second stage is

Pharca, called Paraca by Philostratus, in his life

of Apollonius; and placed by him in the moun

tains, to the north of the Ganges. Its present name

is Prdgh, often pronounced Pardgh, generally with

the epithet of Diva, or Deo, Deo Prdgh, or the di

vine Prdgh. It is in the country of Sri-nagar, on

the banks of the Ganges, and is a famous place of

worship.

On the road from Hustinapoor to Allahabad,

Pliny places the town of Rodapha, called Rapphe by
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Ptolemy. Its present name is Hurdmvah, or IIul-

dozcah ; for both are equally in use.

The next stage, according to Pliny, is Calinipaxa,

the true name of which was C&lirii-basa, implying

its being situated on the Cdliul, a river which retains

its ancient name to this day : but the town is now

unknown.

The next stage is Allahabad, called the town of

Ganges, (or Gangupoor,) by Autemidorus. All the

intermediate distances, in Pliny, are erroneous, and

inadmissible: thus he tells us, that from Rodapha,

to Calinipaxa, there are 368 miles: but according to

others 265 ; whilst some reckon 500. The distance,

assigned by him, between the Sutluj and Jumna,

amounts to 336 miles, which is a most gross mistake.

The half, or 168 miles, reckoning from Tahora to

Cunjpoora, is pretty near the truth.

From Allahabad to Palibothra, the road, it seems,

did lie along the southern bank of the Ganges: and

in Ptolemy we find the following places. From

Allahabad to the river Tuso, now the Tonse: and,

eighteen miles from its conflux with the Ganges, in

aS. W. direction, he places a town called Adisdara,

probably the same with Attersar, or Attersarour in

the same place ; and, about one mile and half to the

north of the Tonse. Thence to Cindia, now Cauntce,

on the banks of the Ganges, and almost opposite to

Goopygunge. But this place is out of the direct

road : though it might not have been so formerly,

on account of the continual encroachments and

shiftings of the Ganges. '•

The next is Sagala, now Hfirzapoor, and con?

nected with another called Sigala, or rather Sagala,

now Monghir. The present Sanscrit name of the

former is Vindliyfrcasini, from the Goddess of that
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name, who is worshipped there, and who resides in

the VincThya, or Bind mountains, as implied by her

name. The common title of this tremendous deity,

is Bhadra-ca'li', or the beautiful Ca'li'; though

she by no means deserves that epithet. This place

is supposed to communicate with the other Sagala or

Monghir, through subterraneous passages, opened

by lightning; which sunk underground at Vindliya-

vasM, and re-appeared at Monghir, at a place dedi

cated also to the same Div't, though little frequented.

This accounts for these two places having the same

name in Ptolemy ; though these names are now en

tirely unknown to the Hindus. But Bhadra-Ca'li',

and Su-Ca'li' are perfectly synonymous : the latter,

however, is seldom used as an epithet of that deity,

except when persons, either male, or female, are

denominated after her; then they never use Bhadra-

Ca'li', but they say Su-Ca'li'. Mirzapoor is some

times called the Sfhan, or place of Bhadka-Ca'li',

which appellation is distorted into Pxitrigally, in the

voluminous treatise of the religious ceremonies of

different nations.

The other Sagala, or Monghir, is called Mudgala

in Sanscrit, as I am told, in a derivative form from

Mudga, its name in the imperial grant found there :

for Mudga-giri signifies the hill of Mudga. In the

Deccan, Ptolemy mentions two places, nearly at the

same distance from each other, one called Petirgala,

and the other Modogulla. Madighir, or rather Mo-

du-gir, is a very common name for places in the

Peninsula, and also in other parts of India; as Ma-

dugar, near Jaypoor ; Matgar, near Cotta, &c. The

frrst part of this compound is found, in composition,

with pura city, giri hill, griha fort, vona, or ban fo

rest, &c. thus we have Modu-pura, Modugiri, Modu-

ghir, Modu-vana, or Modu-han, &c. That Monghir

was called Mudga-giri, Mudgala, and Sagala, is

certain; and that Mirzapoor was denominated
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equally, Bhadra-Ca'l'i or Petrigally, and Sagala, is

equally so ; like the two places in the Deccan, called

Petir-gala, and Modogulla, by Ptolemy. In all

the names of places, in which the word Modu is in

troduced, this word is uniformly interpreted pleasing,

charming, from the Sanscrit Moda: thus Modu-ban

signifies the beautiful grove : Modwa, the name of

several rivers, implies their being delightful. Thus

Moda-giri, or Modu-gir, in the spoken dialects, sig

nifies the beautiful hill ; Modu-gali, the beautiful

pass : thus Sancri-gali, now Sacrigulley, implies the

narrow pass. The word gali is not Sanscrit ; but

Sancri is derived from Sancirn'a: and innumerable

instances might be produced, of compound names of

places, and even of men, in which one word is San'

scrit, and the other borrowed from the spoken dia

lects. In this case Modu-gali, Bhadra-gali, and

Su-gali, imply equally the beautiful pass, between

a projection of the hills and the Ganges. Several

places in India are denominated Su-golley, Sugouley,

and Sucouley, from their being situated near a pass,

either through mountains, or almost impervious

woods. Pliny seems to suppose, that the Royal, or

Nysscean road passed through Pacli, or Peucolais ;

but this is highly improbable. It went directly

through the ferry of Aornos or Attock-Benares, to

Nysa. Aornos, or Avernus, is probably derived from

the Sanscrit Varariasa, pronounced Benares in the

spoken dialects. Father Monseurat, who accom

panied the Emperor Acbar, in his expedition to

Cabul, says, that that Emperor paid the greatest at

tention to the measurement of the roads, during his

march ; and that, instead of a common rope, he sub

stituted Bamboos, joined together by iron links. He

then says, that there were twenty-six and one fourth,

of these Cos, to one degree : each Cos consisted, of

course, of 1 39 1 1. 77 feet, or 46'37- 26" yards,

V. From China, says Ptolemy, there were two
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roads : one leading to Bactra; and the other to Pa-

libothra. The author of the Periplus lias strangely

disfigured this passage, or a similar one, from some

other author. He says, that wool (I suppose some

particular kind of it), and silk, were brought by land

from China to Baroche, through Bactra, or Balkh ;

and then, down the Ganges, to Limyrica. He cer

tainly meant, that the goods were sent, part to the

west, through Balkh, and part to Palibothra ; and

from the latter they were carried down the Ganges,

and by sea, to Limyrica : this was, I suppose, the

original meaning. The country of Limyrica is that

of3Iaru, in the peninsula ; called also, though im-i

properly, Mura, Mur, and Muri ; which, in a deri

vative form, becomes Muruca > and Murica; from

which, Arabian travellers made Almurica, and the

Greeks Li-myrica. In Sanscrit, but more particu

larly in the spoken dialects, the derivative. is often

used for the primitive form. Thus they say, Ben-

gala for Benga : and for Lar, they said Larica, a

district in Gurjarat. With regard to this track,

from Magadlta, and Palibothra, to China, the Pcu-

tingerian tables afford us considerable light. From

the Palitas, the Bolitce, and CaboUtes of Ptolemy,

now Cabul, there was a road, leading through the

mountains, north of the Punjab, and meeting another

road from Tahora, in the same country, (still re

taining the same name,) at a place called Arts, in the

mountains to the north of Hari-dwar. These two

roads are frequented to this day ; and they meet at a

place called Khama-lang, a little beyond what is called

the Eyes of Mansarovar ; which are three small

lakes, and to the south of Bindu-Sarovara, or Lancet

lake. This information I received from several na

tives, who had travelled that way. The road then

goes to Aspacora, or Asparaca, a place in Tibet, men

tioned by Ptolemy : there it met with another from

the Gangetic Provinces ; and passing through Par-

thona, probably now Kerten, orKelten, with the epithet
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of Ponjuling, from which is probably derived the

Paliana of Ptolemy. This road, in the tables, ends

at Magaris, corruptly for Thogaris, or Thogara, in '

Ptolemy ; and now Tonker, near Lassa, on the river

Calchexv, (called, in the Peutingerian tables, Calincius).

The mountains to the north, are called by Ptolemy,

Thaguri, and the inhabitants of the country, Itaguri,

These famous mountains still preserve their ancient

name, being called Tingri to this day. The road,

from the Gangetic provinces, is represented as .

coming from a place called Carsania, near the Ganges ;

and probably the Cartasina of Ptolemy, now called

Carjuna, near Burdwan. Between this, and Aspacora

in Tibet, the tables place a town called Scobaru,

which strange and uncommon name is still preserved,

in that of Cucshabaru, (in the maps, Cocsabary,)

near Jarbarry, to the north of Dinagepoor. Cucsha

baru is the epithet of a giant, living in the mountains

to the north of India. His real name was St'hulo-

bara, and, from his insatiable and ravenous voracity,

he is surnamed Cucshabara, and he is often mentioned

in the Puran'as. This was probably the rendezvous

of the caravans, from Taprobane, or Ceylon; which,

according to Pliny, went by land to China." Rachia,

the chief embassador of the king of Ceylon, to the

Emperor Claudius, said, that his father had gone by

land to China.

Abbe' Giiosier, in his description of China, says,

that at Pou-eul, a village in Yunnan, on the frontiers

ofAssam, Ava, and Laos, people resort from the ad

jacent countries : but that the entrance is forbidden

to foreigners, who are permitted to approach no

nearer than the bottom of the mountains. There

they exchange their goods for tea, the leaves of

which are long and thick. They are rolled up into

balls, somewhat like tobacco, and formed into masses,

which are carried into the adjacent countries, and

even tp this day to Silhet,
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This trade was carried on, exactly in the same

maimer, 1600 years ago, according to' Arrian's Pe-

riplus. On the confines of China, says the author,

there is a nation of men, of a short stature, with a

large forehead, and flat noses. They are called Sesata,

(and by Ptolemy Basadcs). These come, every year,

to the frontiers ; not being permitted to enter the

country. They make baskets of certain leaves, as

large as those of the vine, which they sew together,

with the fibres of bambus, called petri ; and fill them

with the leaves of a certain plant, rolled up into balls,

which are of three sorts, depending on the quality

and size of the leaves; and are of course denominated

balls of the larger, middle, and smaller size ; and are

carried all over India. Petri could not be the name

of the bambus, but of the leaves, called in Hindu

patrd. These leaves are probably those of the Dlidc

tree*, used all over India to make baskets, and made

fast together, with skewers, from the fibres of the

bambu, or other similar plant. These Basadce were,

in my opinion, a Wandering tribe, still called Bisati'\,

who live by selling small wares and trinkets ; for

which purpose they constantly attended markets, fairs,

and such places, where they think they can dispose of

their goods. These Bisdti, or Bcsada, from their

features, must have belonged to some of the tribes

living on the eastern borders of Bengal, whose fea

tures are axactly such as described by the author of

the Pcriplus. Mr. Buchanan mentions two places

called Pale, perhaps Pon cul, and Palaung, in the

mountains to the N.' E. of Ava, where they pickle the

tea leaves, used all over the Burman Empire.

There is another route, in the Peutingerian tables,

leading from Tahora, (or Tahaura, in Major Ren-

* Bulea frondosa.

t See Asiat. Researches, Vol. 7th- p. 466.
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cell's map,) to Elimaide, or Patna. From Tahora to

Palipotra, 250 cos: to the Ganges 500 : to Elytnaide,

250 : in all 1000 cos, or 1228 B. M. Here we see,

that Palipotra cannot be, either Patna, or Rcljamahl:

besides, the distance is too great, in a direct line.

There are three towns, thus called, in India : the first,

or Pali-putra near Cabul, called Palpeter by Dan

ville, is unconnected with this route. The second

is Pali-putra, or Rajamahl, which is too far to the

eastward. The third is Pali-putra, in the interior

parts of India, and is now called Bo-Pal, for Bhu-

Pdla. It is mentioned by Ptolemy, under the name

of Siri-Palla for Sri-Palli. This, I conceive to be the

Palipotra, of the Peutingerian tables, and accordingly

propose the following correction. From Tahora to

Palipotra, or Bopaul, 500 cos, or 639 B. M. Thence

to Elimaide or Patna, 500 cos. also. Between Tahora

and Palipotra, the route passed near the mountains of

Daropanisus, which are those of Dluir. Between

Palipotra and Patna, there is a station ad Gangem,

or near the Ganges: this station, I take to be Alla

habad, called the town of Ganges, in ancient authors :

but then the distances, either according to our cor

rection, or without it, do not agree so well; and pro

bably there is a transposition.

I have mentioned before, the constant intercourse,

both by sea and by land, between the kingdom of

Magad'ha and China, v on the authority, of Chinese

History ; and their trade, to an island and kingdom,

called Founan, to the eastward of Siam, during the

third and fourth centuries. This was probably a

Malay kingdom : but we cannot ascertain its situa

tion. It seems that some Malay emperors, and

kings, as those of Zapdge, and Founan, did what they

could, to introduce trade and learning, into their do

minions : but their exertions proved ineffectual; at

least they were not attended with much success ;
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and their subjects soon relapsed Into their formef

mode of life. The Mohammedan travellers of Re-

xaudot, speak of the power of the kings of Mabcd ;

and declare, that they used to send, every year, em

bassadors to the Emperor of China, with presents :

but that these embassadors were narrowly watched,

on their entrance into the Chinese territories. They

lived in peace with China, but were nbt subjects of

its monarchs. These travellers consider Mabed,

and Mujet, or Maied, as distinct countries : and there

are some grounds for it ; and it was perhaps so

originally. The inhabitants of Asani were divided

formerly, into Cuj and Muj ; and the appellation of

Mujet may be derived from Muj, whom I suspect,

however, to be the same with the Magas, or Burmahs,

who greatly imitate the Chinese manners. Thus, for

Magog, they say Magiuge. After the death of Pu-

lima'n, the whole country was thrown into con

fusion, according to the Purdn'as and Chinese

Historians, as we observed before. One of his

chief officers, called Olonachun, seized upon the

kingdom, but was made prisoner by the Chinese

embassador, with the assistance of the Emperor of

Tibet.

Then, say the Pauranics, the AxiMiitA-BHitfTrAs,

or servants of the And'hra kings, set up for them

selves : but one, more fortunate, surpassed the others

in power : his name was Ripunjaya, with the title

of Visvasphurji, the thunder of the world. He ex

terminated the remnants of the Barons or Cshettris :

and filled their places with people of the lowest

classes : he drove away also the Brahmens ; and

raised, to the priesthood, men of the lowest tribes,

such as the Caivartas, boatmen and fishermen, Patus,

Pulindas, and Madracas : but these Brahmens were

no better than MlecKhas, or impure and base born

men. These boatmen and fishermen, being used to
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Kve upon fish, would never give up their favou

rite food, when raised to the priesthood : and their

descendants, the Bengal Brdhmens live upon fish

even to this day. The same circumstance is men

tioned idi.the Vishnu-Pwcufa. Then, aftewards, a

Guptavansa, or obscure race, will reign all over

jinu-Gangam, or the Gangetic provinces ; some in

SdcSta, (or Oude) others at Padmdvati, (or Patna ;)

Praydg, (or Allahabad) Mathura, (or Muttra) and

Canti-pari, (now Cutwall, nine cos to the north of

Gwalior). Here no mention is made of Gaur in

Bengal: and indeed, its kings are never noticed by

the Paurdnics.

VI. The following towns are placed, obviously,

in the country of Tibet, by Ptolemy, and in the

Peutingerian tables. Their names are Arts, Orosana,

Aspagora (or Aspacora,) Palkina (the same with Par-

thona,) Thogara, Abragana, Ottorocoras, Solatia, with

the river Bautes (or Bautisus). These are in the

country of the Batce, (or Budtari) seemingly limited

to the districts round Lassa; which, it is highly pro

bable, was originally the case. The situation of

Aris is at the meeting of two roads; one from Ta-

hora, and Hardwar (probably the Eorta of Pto

lemy ;) and the other from Cabul, through the hills.

From the nature of the country, there is every rea

son to suppose, that the place, where they met, has

not altered its situation. Thogara, at the other ex

tremity, and on the river Calincius, is obviously the

present Tanker, on the river Calchcw, near Lassa.

The distance between Aris and Thogara, in the Peu

tingerian tables, arising from the intermediate ones,

amounts to 175. But these cannot be miles, nor

even cos : let us suppose them to be 157 ybjanas, or

771. B. miles; which would be sufficiently accurate..

From Aris, to Orosana, (the Thubrassene of the ta

bles, and now called Ari-jun,) 40 ybjanas, or 1<?6' B.
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miles. Then, leaving Kheifon (the Chiron of the

maps,) to the right; the route, proceeds to Aspagora,

of which the present situation is unknown : distance

52 ybjanas, or 255 miles. Thence, to Parthona (pro

bably Carthona, or Calthona, and, of course, the

town of Kelien or Kerten, on the Sampu :) distance

15 ybjanas, or 73 B. miles. According to Ptolemy,

the horizontal distance, between Aspacora and Pa-

liana, is 47 B. miles ; which, in a mountainous coun

try, like this, must be greatly enlarged, to bring it

into computed distance. Kelten is called also Pun^

julin, according to my friend, the late Purangi'r,

who accompanied the Lama to China; and who

greatly assisted me, in ascertaining the true pro

nunciation of the names of places in Tibet. Paliana

is probably derived from Ponjulin ; and Parthona (or

rather Carthona,) from Kelten. From this place to

Thogdra, (or Tonker,) 50 yojanas, or 245 B. miles ;

and the horizontal distance, according to Major

Remjell's map, is about 150 B. miles. Accord

ing to the Peutingerian tables, a route branched out,

from Aspacora, towards India and the Ganges.

About seventeen years ago, I had a long conversa

tion with Pl'rangi'r, on the subject of Aspagora, or

'Aspacora. He told me, that Gor, Khar, and Car,

were frequently used, in composition, in the names

of places; and that Aspa might be a corruption

from Sipd, or Sdpu, which was a very common name

of places, in Tibet ; and that Sipd-gor, or Sdpu-gor,

Sipd, or Sapu-klmr, were perfectly idiomatical ; though

he did not recollect any place of that name. It struck

me then, that this was also the name of a famous river,

in that part of India, mentioned by Ctesias, under

the names of Sipa-choras, Hyparchos, and Hypo-

barus ; because it came, I suppose, from the country

of Sipa-chor, in Tibet: the same is now called the

Teestah, in Bengal. Photius has given us, in his

Bibliotheca, an extract of this curious passage, from
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Ctesias, in general true, and correct, with a few

wild and extravagant notions as usual with him.

There is a river in India, about one furlong broad,

or two stadia, called Hyparcho. Pliny, who had

seen Ctesias s works, long befoie Photius, says it

was called Hypobarus, and flowed from the north

into the Eastern sea, for gulph of Bengal, called, by

the Paurariics, the eastern, as that, between Africa

and India, is named the Western sea). The moun

tains abound with trees, hanging over the numerous

streams, which flow through them. Once a year,

during thirty days, tears flow plentifully from them,

which falling into the waters beneath, coagulate into

Amber. These trees the Hindus call Sipa-chora. In

the country, about the sources of this river, there is

a flower of a purple colour, which gives a dye, not

inferior to the Grecian, but even much brighter.

There is also an insect, living upon these Amber-

hearing trees, the fruit of which they eat; and, with

these insects bruised, they dye stuffs, for close ves

tures, and long gowns, of a purple colour, superior

to the Persian. These mountaineers, having col

lected the Amber, and the prepared materials of the

purple dye, carry the whole on board of boats, with

the dried fruit of the tree, which is good to eat;

and then convey their goods, by water, to different

parts of India. A great quantity they carry to the

Emperor (the king of Magad'ha,') to the amount of

about one thousand talents. In return they take

bread, meal, and coarse cloth. They sell also, their

swords, bows, and arrows. Every fifth year the king

(of Magad'ha) sends them, as a present, a vast quan

tity of bows, arrows, swords, and shields.

This Amber of Ctesias is obviously the Indian

Lacca, which has many properties of the Amber or

Electrum. Till very lately, authors differed, as to

the production of this curious drug. Some imagined,

that it was the indurated juice of some trees. Others,

Vol. IX. r
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that it Was produced by a sort of insect. This last

opinion is the true one : and these insects, being

bruised, make a powder, as fine as Cochineal. These

two opinions were current, in the time of Ctesias,

who, most injudiciously, has blended them to

gether.

To the trees, he has given the name of Sipa-c'hora;

and to the river, that of Hyparcho, or Hypobams ;

but Hypardho is but a corruption for Sypa-dhor. Sypc-

bari is the Hindu name, answering to the Tibet one

of Sypa-chor : for Bdri or Barry, as it is written in

the maps, is very frequently used at the end of

proper names of places, and signifies a limited spot

of ground, an inclosure, and a garden.

It is more probable, that the river was thus called,

because it came from the country of Sipa-goj\ or As-

pacora. Ctesias says, it was a Hindu name; and

yet, the meaning of it he attempts to derive from

the Persian, as most of his other Hindu etymologies :

but, though he had spent seventeen years in Persia,

it seems, he understood that language but very im

perfectly; and, I think, he was peculiarly fortunate

in not forgetting his own. He accompanied the

younger Cyrus, with the 10,000 Greeks, in the un

fortunate expedition, in which that prince lost his

life, in the year 401 B. C. Ctesias was taken pri

soner, and being a physician, became a great fa

vorite with Autaxerxes Mnemon. Sipa-gor was

obviously on the road, between Ari-jun (or Aridsong,}

and Lassa; and which, according to P. Giorgj,

branches out into three, which reunite again at Lassa.

It is tolerably well delineated in the maps of the

Lamas. The distance between Sipd-chor, and Pon-

julin, as given, either by Ptolemy, or in the Peutin-r

gerian tables, does not agree, being certainly too

short. But when we consider that the geography

of that country is yet in its infancy, and the waijt
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of accuracy in Ptolemy, and in the geographical

works of the ancients, we shall not be surprised at

it. It appears, however, that Siba-c'hor was situated

in the beautiful valley of Tankya, near the streams

which form the Teestah. There is a place called

Sipd, on the road, from Napal to Lassa: but it is .

too near Napal. Ptolemy places it on the river

Bautes, or Bautisus, now the Bont-su: though

Bot-w, or the water of But, or Bud-tan, would be a

very proper name for the Sanpoo. This, I believe,

misled Ptolemy, who places Aspacora on that river.

The southern branch of this river, the real Bautisus,

he derives from the country to the west of Aridsong,

and makes it pass through the valley of Tankya.

The town, called by him Solana, is probably Ujulin,

called Ujuk'link, in the map of the Lamas. Thus

they call Punjulin, Pusuk-liang: but my friend Pu-

rangi'r assured me, that the true pronunciation of

it, in Tibet, is Punjulin, with a nasal n at the end.

The name of the country of Ottora-cora, with a city

of the same name, is pure Hindu: Attdro-ghur, tie

eighteen forts, or Rajaships. It is the country or"

Napaul, now called the 24 forts, or Rajaships. I am

informed, that Napaul proper consisted, originally,

of eight forts, or Rajaships ; in Hindu, At-ghur ;

perhaps, the Attacori of Pliny: for the number of

vassal Rajahs, and tributary forts to Napaul, must

have been constantly fluctuating. But, let us re

turn to Ctesias, and his account of the inhabi

tants of the southern parts of Budtan, which will

be found remarkably accurate, (though received

into Persia 400 years B. C.) a few wild notions ex

cepted.

These people, says he, inhabit the whole range of

mountains, as far as the Indus, to the westward.

They are very black, but otherwise remarkable for

their probity, as the other Hindus are in general; and

with whom there is a constant intercourse, They
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live by hunting, piercing the wild beasts with their

darts and arrows: but they are also so swift as to

run them down. They have the head and nails of

a dog, but their teeth are longer; and they bark

like dogs, having no other language: yet they un

derstand the Hindu, but express themselves by signs

and barking. They have also tails like dogs, but

longer, and more bushy. The Hindus call them

Calystrii, or Dog-faced.

■ This idle story originates from their being swift-

paced, and running down their prey like Gre-howids,

These Dog-faced Sylvans, are called Swana-muchas, in

the Purdnas ; in which we read also of tribes, with

faces like horses, parrots, &c. in these mountains.

* But it was, however, a very appropriate hieroglyph,

by which to designate these people. Thus the

Icthyophagi, or fish-eaters, on the coasts of Persia,

are called in Sanscrit, I am told, Sir-mateyas, or fish-

heads, and in Persian romances, Ser-mahi ; which

signifies the same thing. Calystrii seems to lie de

rived from the Sanscrit Cauleyaca-Siras, or Caulcyd^

Siras, with the heads of Gre-hounds.

They live upon flesh, dried in the sun : (and in

Tibet they thus dry whole sheep, which they place

upon four legs). The men never bathe : women

only once a month. They rub their bodies with oil.

(This is the practice in Tibet, and they use butter

instead of oil). They generally live in caves ; (this

- is the constant practice of the mountaineers, to this

day, in winter : in summer, they live under tents,

and in arbours). Their clothes are of skins, except

a few of the richest, who wear linen.

Beyond the sources of the Sipa-c'hora, is a tribe

of men, black also; but they have no evacuations.

They however, make a little water occasionally.

Their food is milk alone, which they know how tQ
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prevent from coagulating in their stomachs. In the

evening they excite a gentle vomiting, and throw

up the whole. This strange narrative is not without

foundation :■ many religious people in India, in order

to avoid the defilement attending the coarser eva

cuations, take no other food hut milk : and previous

to its turning intoJeeves, as they say, they swallow a

small string of cotton, which, on their pulling it

back, brings up the milk, or those parts of it, which

they consider as the Caput mortuum. This they

make the credulous multitude believe : their disciples

are ready to swear to it; and they have even deluded

persons, otherwise of great respectability. I suppose

they conceal themselves, with, great address; and

their evacuations cannot be very frequent, nor very

copious; for they really live upon nothing else but

a very small quantity of milk : but certainly more

(at least I should suppose so) than they do acknow

ledge: and the ceremony of the string they per

form occasionally, before a few friends. I have

known many of these people : they are all hermits,

who seldom stir from the place they have fixed upon.

There is one near the military lines, at Sicrozvre, near

Benares, on the banks of the Burna: but, I believe,

he is rather in too good case, for a man living upon so

scanty an allowance.

The next place in Ptolemy, is Abragana, placed

by him to the S. E. or nearly so, of Paliana, and

Aspacora. This I conceive to be the large district of

Bregion, called also Bramahsong ; extending from

Nopal, along the borders of India, and Asam, tp-

ward the east; and the capital city of which was

called, also, by the same name. Ptolemy places a

famous city, about 350 geographical miles, horizontal

distance, from Thogara, to the eastward, under the

name of Sera, the metropolis : but of what country?

of the Seres ? no surely ; for they are not introduced

into his maps. It was obviously the metropolis of

F ?
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Serica, a derivative word, from Ser, .the name of

China, to this day, all over Tibet, and implying a

country subject to Ser. This Sera is, much more

probably, the ancient and famous city called Dsiri,

Siri, and Sera, to the S. E. of Lassa. Its real name

is Cheri, or Tseri, according to several pilgrims who

had visited this famous place of worship. Between

it and Tonker, Ptolemy places, about half way, a

town called Dac-sata, probably in the kingdom of

Tac-po, between Seri and Tonker.

There is another Bracmania, or Bragmania, in the

Gangetic provinces mentioned by Palladius, in his

account, in Greek, of the Bragmans. Calanus and

Dandamis came from that country ; and the latter

is introduced, reproaching Calanus with his deser

tion, who could not remain satisfied with the pure

waters of the Tiberoboas, or Taberuncus. This river

was to the eastward of the Ganges ; for Dandamis,

or Dama'-damis, says, how can Alexander be

called the conqueror of the world, whilst he has not

yet crossed the Tiberoboas, or Tybercboas : let him

only go beyond the Ganges, &c. The country of

these sages was probably Tirhoot, in Sanscrit, Tri-

bucta. This word has been distorted various ways,

which have very little resemblance with their primi

tive and original form. The district of Tirhut con

sisted originally of three divisions ; the first of which

is called to this day Tirhut, or Tyroot ; the second is

denominated Ti-Ru-hut ; and the third, Ru-Ti-hut.

These words are also pronounced Ti-Ru-buct, Ru-Ti-

buct. Thus Sri-hut, is now called Silhet, and by

Arabian authors, Sarirat. Tribucta is derived from

Tri, three, and Bucta, from a verb implying to

foster; either because there were three Rajas, foster

ing the whole country, or one Raja, who alone fos

tered the three districts, and we may say either Tri

bucta, or Tribhuc,
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Its capital city is Durbungah, by many derived

from Tir-bucta, or Tirbhuc. From Tirubucta, and

Tirbucia, the name of the river Tiberoboas, or

Taberuncas, may, possibly, be derived. Some

learned Pandits derive the etymology of Dur-bungah

from Dwctra, or Dervar, and bangah : because the

diwr, or gate way, of the palace of the king, was de

stroyed by the river, during the rains ; and the palace

was in consequence forsaken, as it had been recently

built. From Dw&ra-bangah, Dewara-bangah, syno

nymous with Deioar-bdha, is probably derived the

name of the river Tiberoboas, or Tiberobancus : for

thus we should read in the original, instead of Tibe*

rancus* The Bragmania of Palladius is probably

the same with the Bracmania of the anonymous geo

grapher: for the greatest part of Tribuct is in the

Indian Serica of that author, and, of course, belongs

to the Rdjdship of Napld. Mr. Danville was in

duced to suppose, that the country of Bramsong

was the Bracmania of the anonymous geographer of

"Ravenna ; because the French say, Brdims, instead

of Brdhmens ; Tir-hut, called also Mit'hila, and

Maifhila, is famous, from the most remote antiquity,

for the learning of many Brdhmenical families, re

siding there even to this day. The appellation of

Bramsong is probably derived from a colony of Bur-

mans, settled there. The language of these moun

taineers has much affinity with the dialect of the

Burmahs, according to Mr. Buchanan's vocabu

lary. Their country is called, in the Mahd-Bhdrata,

Varma-desa, and placed in the east, seemingly, in op

position to 'Sarma-disa, or Ethiopia. The names of

Magad'ha, or Mabed, have been distorted, by Persian

and Arabian authors, into Mdber, or the passage :

because there is a passage through it to the adjacent

countries : for the same reason, they have altered the

name of Lahaur, into Rahwer, the road ; because

there is really a road through it. They say also, that

the kings of Mdbed were called Birdowal; which

f 4
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may be a corruption from Vrish-bala, or Vrija-

bala, pronounced in general, Brijbala', and

Birjwa'la*. This was also one of the many names

of Balin, the founder of the Dynasties of the

And'kfas, and And'hra-bhrityas.

VII. From Gau&idesa, Gauds'i-var$ha, or Gaud-

rvarsha, its inhabitants are called Gadrosi, by Akri an :

their country Gandaris, by Diodorus the Sicilian,

and Goryandis, by Nonnus in his Dionysicas*, and

this last comes nearest to Gauri-desa. This passage

is really curious and interesting. The poet is enu

merating the various nations which joined Deriades,

or Duryo'd'hana, and Morrheus, the Maharliajd,

in the great war. Then came, says he, those, who

live toward the east of India, in the populous

country of Encolla, the abode of warlike Aurora,

and in the divine Goryandis, with its well cultivated

fields. After them came those who inhabit the

country of Oeta, the mother of long lived elephants,

ranging through its extensive forests. Encolla is the

country of Utcala, now Orissa: formerly inhabited

by a warlike race, at last extirpated by the Carsas,

or kings of Magadlia, according . to the inscription

on the pillar at Buddaul. Ut-cala, or Ud-cala,

implies the great, and famous country of Ca la : and,

in the spoken dialects, as well as in Latin, Udcala,

may be pronounced Uc-cala, as Ac-currere, for Ad-

currere. Nonnus gives to Gaura-dha the title of

divine, from its capital city, which was originally a

place of worship, in a forest, dedicated to the goddess

Gauri. From this circumstance, it is called Cory-

gaza, by Ptolemy, from the Sanscrit Gauri-ghosha.

The country of Oka, or Oeta, is that of Oude, with

forests in the northern parts, still abounding with

* Nonni Dionys. lib. 26. v. 29*.
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elephants. Tlic town is situated on the Gagra or

Sarjew, called after it, the river Otdanes, or Oude

river, by Stkabo, who represents it as a large river,

abounding with crocodiles and dolphins, and falling

into the Ganges: The town itself is called Athe-

nagara, or the town of Athe, by Ptolemy^ The

geography of the countries to the north of the*

Ganges, in that author, is distorted in a most sur

prising manner ; and every geographer since has been

equally unfortunate, with regard to that country, till

Major Renn ell's time. All the ancient maps of

India, -in Tiiev knot's collection of travels, and in.

other authors, are equally bad : and Mb. Danville**

description of this tract is by no means superior to

that of Ptolemy ; for he places Canouge below Alla

habad. Fortunately, the names of these places in

Ptolemy, being very little disfigured, may be easily

brought again into their proper order and situation. -

The town of Athe (or Oetd) is Oude; Suan-nagura%

for Suan-nagara, is the Nagara or town of Sewan, in

Sircar Sarun : Cassida \sCdsi, or Benares, with the

mark of the genitive case, according to the idiom of

the Mrestern dialects. Thus Tavern ier calls Sooty,

Soutiki ; and other travellers use Dacca-ca for Uliaca.

S'elampura, from the Sanscrit Ssailam-pura, or the

Stone-town or fort ; and in the spoken dialects, Pat-

tar-ghar, is near Hardwar. The kings of Gauda

were not known till the declension of the empire of

Magad'ha: until then they were vassals and tribu

taries. They extended, afterward, their dominion's

as far as Allahabad, and assumed the titles of Maha

rajas : and Bengal is called Maarazia, or country of

the Malta Raja, by Nicolo de Coxri, who visited

it in the fifteenth century.

Tradition says, that Buddha-sinua, emperor of

Gauda, was in possession of Benares, at the time of

the invasion of the Musulmans ; and this is con
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firmed by an inscription found near Benares some

years ago, and inserted in the fifth volume of the

Asiatic Researches, but without a translation. It

was written in the year of Vicramadtitya 1083, an

swering to the year 1026 of the Christian era. There

it is said, that Sthi'rapa'la, and his brother Vesan-

tapa\i,a, the sons of Buupa'la, king of Gaura, had

erected a most sumptuous monument, still existing,

zX. a place called Sarruith, near Benares. This monu

ment of Bkaudd'kist kings is mentioned by Taver-

nier, who mistook it for a sepulchral monument of

the kings of Boutan. Sthuiapa'la is mentioned

under the name of Dhirapa'la, in the list of the

kings of Bengal, in the Ay in' Acberi ; by which it ap

pears that they pretended to be descended from Bha-

gadatta, the sonof Naraca, king of Pragyotisha,

now Gauhali,beyoudGualpara, on the borders oiAssam.

Naraca was put to death by CrKshna ; but he

restored the kingdom to his son Bua'gadatta.

VIII. The country of Magadlia was thus called

from the numerous families descended from the sage

Maga, the offspring of the sun, and the grandson

of the venerable Twashta'h in the west. They

came into India in the time of Crishna, at the re

quest of his son Sa'mba. They settled in the pro

vince of C'icata, now south Bahar. There are two

tribes of Brahmens in India : those of Cariydcubja,

or Canoge ; and the Sacas or S'acalas, thus calied

because they came from Sdcam, or Saca-dwipa. They

are also called Magas, from their sire Maga ; and

from them are sprung all the Magas (or Mugs) hi

the eastern parts of India, the Burman empire, Siarn,

,and China. I shall give an account of their origin

and emigration to India, when I come to treat of the

White Island. The other Brahmens in India are

called Canydcubja, because that was their first settle*
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ment on their arrival in India. It is universally ac

knowledged, that the kings of Magad'ha gave every

possible encouragement to learning, which they en

deavoured to diffuse through all classes, by encou

raging learned men to write in the spoken dialect of

the country. Tradition says, that there were trea

tises on almost every subject in the Magad'hi, Bali,

or Pali dialect, which are supposed to be still extant.

I could not, however, procure any ; and I believe

that they were doomed to oblivion by the Brahmeni-

cal class, who by no means encourage the composing

of books in the vulgar dialects. Should thev exist,

however, they are to be found among the followers

of Jina : and Majoii Mackenzie says, that these

sectaries are in possession of a great many treatises

on different subjects. That this is the case here, I

am credibly informed: but the Jainas are not of a

communicative disposition ; and I hope that gentle

man will find them more tractable in the Peninsula.

From that circumstance the dialect of Magad'ha is

become the Sanscrit of Ceylon, Siam, and the Burman

empire, where it is called indifferently Bali or Ma-

gad'hi. Captain Mahony writes that word Mage-

dee ; and Mr. Buchanan, in his learned and inte

resting Essay on the Religion and Literature of the

Burmahs, calls it Magata. Both say that it is the

same with the Bali, or Pali, which last denomination

prevails through the countries of Ava, Sia?n, and

Ceylon, though hardly known in India, where they

call it Magadhi. According to Capt. J. Towers,

the word Pali is written in Aracan, Palit, where the

letter T has a very peculiar sound. The country of

Pali, or of the children of Pali, or Balt, the same

with Maha-nanda, according to the Purctrias, in

cluded all the country to the south of the Ganges,

from the banks of the Soane to the western branch of

the Ganges.

The Bali characters, either square or round, are
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obviously derived from the Sanscrit ; but is doubtful

whether, in their present state, they ever prevailed,

or were used in any part of India. Among the nu

merous inscriptions in Bahar, only a few in that

character have been found. One was kindly sent to

me by Mr. Dick of the civil service. It was ob

viously written in the Burmah character, but I could

not decypher it.

The Bards of Magad'ha were in great repute for

merly, and they are mentioned under the name of

Magad'has. They reckon three sorts of Bards in

India : the Magad'has, or historians, thus called be

cause those of Magadlia were the most esteemed ;

the Sutas, or Genealogists ; and the Bandis, whose

duty was to salute, early in the morning, the king

or chief, in selected phrase, and well-chosen words,

wishing him long life and prosperity. The usuat

name in India for a Bard is, Bhat, vulgarly pronounced

Bhat. It is not a Sanscrit appellation, though asserted

to be derived from it. But the original name, as it was

pronounced several hundred years ago, was Bdrdai or

Bdrdahi, though some think it a different name, ap

plied to the same class of people.

Bhat, or Bhat, is derived from the Sanscrit Varta,

or Bar'ta; and which is the same with the English

word and the German wort, a word. In the west,

Bhats were equally called Bardi in-Latin, and Bhardh

in Welsh. They were also called Vates, from fori,

fatus sum in Latin, the same with Varta, the letter

R being dropped, as in the vulgar dialects of India.

They were also denominated Eubages, from the San

scrit verb Vacha or Bacha, to speak, which becomes

Uvacha and Ubacha, through various moods and

tenses. Vacha, or Bacha, becomes also Baga, or

Vaga ; hence the Irish word Bogh, rendered Logos,

or speech, by General Vallancey. The word

Bardai, or Vardai, comes obviously from the same
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root Vurttd ; but my learned friends are of opinion,

that it conies from Bluir-danam, which signifies to

burden with ; because they are burdened with the in

ternal management of the royal household : and this

is the case, to this day, in Gurjarat ; being next to

the Prad"hdn, or prime Minister (called Pardon by

Mr. Lord), though independant of him.

The famous Chandra, or Chanda-Bardai was Bard

to PRiTHu-IlA'jA, King of Dilli, whose wars' are the

subject of an Epic Poem, in the spoken dialect of

CariogCj and of some antiquity, since it is mentioned

in the-Ayin-Acberi. lie was a favorite of Devi,

and was Tri-Cala, knowing the past, present, and

future. The title of Bardai is translated musician by

Abul Fazil*. His functions, both in the field, and

at home, were exactly those of the ancient Bards in

the west : eXcept, that, in India, a real Bard sings

only, bu <-ioes not play upon any instrument; this

being the office of musicians who do not sing.

He took a most active part in the bloody war

between PrTthu-Ra'ja, and Jaya-Chan'oka, king

of Canoge, and Mafia Raja at that time, about a

beautiful damsel given to the latter, by Vi'rabha-

dra, king of Ceylon ; when Jaya-Ciian'dra went

in person, at the head of a numerous army, to force

him to become tributary, and vassal of the empire ;

giving out, that he was only going to worship at the

place of Cdrticeya-Szc/tmi, in the fort of Sancara ghar

' in Sinhala, or Ceylon: which place is resorted to,

equally by orthodox Hindus, Bauddhists, and even

Musulmans. He was accompanied bv Carna-Da-

harya, king of Magad'ha. PrKthu-Ra'ja waged a

long and bloody war against Sultan Gori ; but

was defeated, and lost his life, in the year 1199.

Part of the poem, in which PrKthu-ra'ja's wars with

* Ajin-Acberi. Vol. 2. p. 120.
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Jaya-chandra, and Sultan Gori, are described, is

in my possession.

The Bards of mortal men are not mentioned in

any Sansa it book that I ever saw : only those of

the Gods. The Sid'dhas, the Charmi'as, and the

Cinnaras are the three classes mentioned in the re

tinue of the Gods, besides the Purohita, or high

priest: the regent of the planet Jupiter enjoys that

high office, among the Gods; and S'ucra, who pre

sides over Venus, among the giants. The Sidd'has

are priests, and persons of uncommon learning and

deep knowledge, to whom nothing is impossible. The

Chdranas are really* the Bards of the Gods : and were

probably the same with theSaron class of Druids, called

also Saronides. The Cinnaras are historians ; and the

Chdranas are also acquainted with the genealogies

of the Gods, and of mankind. The bards of

mortal men were also called Charan'as, according to

Abul-fazil. Every great man in India, had Bhats m

his retinue : the practice is still kept up in Gurjardt ;

where they are highly respected to this day, accord

ing to my Pandit, who is a native of that country.

The Bhats or Bhactas, and Chdranas, are mentioned

by Abul-fazil, in his description of Subah Gujarat.

Their employment, says he, is to sing hymns, recite

genealogies, and warlike songs in battle, to animate

the troops. They acted also as heralds, as in the

case ot Chandra-bardai. Abul-fazil makes

some difference between the Bhats, and Chdranas :

but my Pandit says, that he never knew of any,

Chhraria being really the Sanscrit word for Bhat or

Bhacta. Cha'rana, their ancestor, is said to have

sprung from the sweat of Mahade'va, who in

trusted him with the care of his Ox Nandi, who

resides in the white Island. But I am told, that, in

the Purdn'as, it is said, that they were born from the

Churning of the right arm of Ve'na, father of Prithu

or Noah. Bards, in this part of India, being with-

i
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out employ, are become a most despicable race of

men. They are more respected in the Deccan, ac

cording to Major Mackenzie, who says, that they

are generally called C'avi'sars, from C/cvyesxcaras, or

the Lords of the Drama.

The Merchants of Magadlia formed not only a pe

culiar class, but also a particular tribe, called the Ma-

gadlii tribe. It seems, that they were bold, enter

prising, and at the same time cautious and circum

spect : hence they are said to be merchants by the

father's, and warriors by the mother's side, according

to Mr. C'oeebrooke's account of the Hindu Classes.

According to the Vishnu-puua'n'a, the kings of

Magadlia originally resided at a place called Giri-

Vraja, or Giri-Braja. Vraja is synonymous with

Ghosha, a herdsman, also the abode of a herdsman :

and being situated in the hills, it was called Giri-

vrqja. From that circumstance, the kings of Ma

gad'ha were, till a very late period, tailed Vraja-balas,

or rather, in the spoken dialects, Vraja-tcalas, or

Braja-walas, distorted afterwards by Musulman

writers, into Birdaoval, according to IIerbeeot, and

Birdawal according to Abuefeda? who says, that*it

was also the name of their metropolis. Giri-Braja

was situated in the province of South Bahar, among

the mountains of Sivira, now called the Rqja-gir, or

the Royal mountains : but more probably the real

name was Ra'jagriha, from a place of that name,

implying the Royal abode. It is erroneously written,

in Major Renneei.'s atlas, Rargiara. This is ac

knowledged to have been one of their places of

abode : for they say, that the royal throne was at

a place called Asana, above Gdyd, on the river Balga,

now Fulgo, called Cacuthis, by Arriajj. Asana signi

fies a Royal seat, or throne : and Ptolemy mentions,

also, a place of that name, Asana mora, or the de

stroyed thi.one.' It is called Prdcjyotisha in the

Purarias, and its remains are near Go-hati, on the

frontiers of Assam.
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There, among the Raja-griha mountains, the un

fortunate Jarasand'ha had a palace, near some hot

springs, where he generally resided : some remains of

it are to be seen to this day, and it is considered as a

place of worship. The Pujd is there performed, first

1 in honor of Chi shn a, and the five Pandavas : then

with flowers in honor of old Sand'ha, and his son

Sahadk'va. There, in memory of this unfortunate

hero, martial games- are annually exhibited. They

are performed with clubs, whilst drums are constantly

beating. I am informed, that there is a statue of

him, of an ordinary size, and seemingly of great an

tiquity. He is represented naked, with a club in his

hand. Formerly the same games were exhibited, in

his honor also, opposite to Patna, in a small island,

called, from that circumstance, Sam-Mallaca, and

Sambalaca by Ptolemy. They were then celebrated

with great solemnity: people came from distant

parts ; and, during the time they lasted, a fair was

held there. The games, the fair, and the place

where it was held, were famous all over India, and

the name of Sam-Mallaca became synonymous with

Pdtali-putra. It is now called Summalpoor or Sum-

bulpoor, and, in Major Rennell's atlas, Sabclpoor.

From the manner in which Jara-Sand'ha is re*

presented there, and also from other circumstances,

he is fully entitled to the epithet of Hercules or

Hara-cula, given to him by Nonnus in his

Dionysiacs.

The "Slnhalas, according to Capt. Mahout, say

that Budd'ha was born in the country of Madda-

desa (Magad'ha-desa) in Dumba-deeva (Jambu-dwipa,)

at a place called Cumbool-wat-pooree, (Camald-vati-

puri) : and that he died at Cooscemapooree (Cusuma-

puri) in the same country. Camaldvati-puri is the

same with Padmdvati-puri, or the city of the Lotos ;

which we have seen is the same with Ousumdpuri,

now understood of Patna. It is added, that he
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died af the court of king Mallalel, which should be

Mahd-ballaldi or Md-vallala^ a very common name for

kings. I have shewn before, that Cusumdpurij Pad-

mdvati, Camald-vati-puriare epithets, and not proper

names of places ; and applicable, and generally ap

plied, to the place of residence of great kings. Pd-

tall-putra is never mentioned in' the Purdrias, or

Sanscrit books of any antiquity J and its grammati

cal name is Pdtali-pura. As it was the metropolis

of the empire of Magadha, in latter times, and had

also the emphatical name of Padmd-vati-puri given

to it ; every transaction mentioned, as having hap

pened at Padmdvatij was of course understood of the

last known place under that name 5 and indeed, it

was soon forgotten, that there were once several

cities of that name in that country.

The Magas in Bengal are mentioned by Plint

under the name of Macca-Calingas. It appears from

the context, that the upper part of the Bay of Bengal

was divided into three parts, called in general

CalingaH or the sea-shore in Sanscrit, from its abound

ing with creeks; West Calinga extended from the

river of Quttaca to the western mouth of the Ganges^

In an island of the Ganges, amplce magnitudinis, of

very great magnitude, and of course the Delta, was

a single nation called Modo-Galica and Modo-Galenca,

from the Sanscrit Madhya-Calinga, or middle Calinga:

then came the Macco Calingas, or the Magas of

Chittigong, from Maga-Calinga. The Magas or

Mugs maintained themselves as an independent tribe

in the Delta for a long time ; and they were at last

expelled by the Musulmans and the Rajas of Tipera,

about the beginning of the sixteenth century, as

mentioned by P. Moxserhat*. Through the Bur-

* Gens vero Modo-Galica, ii qui vulgo dicuntur Mogi, quamvis

nostra memoria a Patankis et Tybreris ultra Baharis rivum pulsi

Arracani consistent. P. Mojjserkat de legatione Mongvhai.

Vol. the 1st. p. J 9. a manuscript in mv possession.

Vol, IX, e
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man empire, Arracan and in Chittigsng the Priests

only are called Magas according to Col. Symes :

but in Chittigong and adjacent countries, the name

of Muga is also attributed to the whole tribe.

ESSAY III.

Of the Kings of Magad'ha ; their Chronology.

I. As the kings of Magad'ha were Lords Para

mount, and Emperors of India, for above two thou

sand years; and their country the seat of learning,

civilization, and trade ; a Geographical and Histori

cal description of this once famous country, cannot

but prove both curious and interesting. By Ma-

gad ha proper, South Bakar is understood : but, in a

more extensive sense, it includes all the Gangetic

provinces, and is by far the richest and best part of

the British empire in Asia. It is also famous for

having given birth to Buetmia, and being, as it

were, the cradle of the religion of one of the most

powerful and extensive sects in the world.

The Chronology of its kings is connected with the

period of the Caliyuga ; which consists of 432,000

years. This, the Hindus have divided into six un

equal portions, or subordinate periods, called KSacasr

because they derived their origin from six Sacas, or

mighty and glorious monarchs * three of whom have

already made their appearance ; and three more are

expected. This system of the six '•Sacas, with their

periods, is thus explained in the Jyotirvidabhai'ana,

an astronomical treatise. Whatever man kill's

550,000,000 "Sheas, (a mighty tribe of heretics), be

comes n'Saca; and whoever kills this KSaca only, be

comes a KScSca also.,

The first was Yud'hish tira, born on the Saba^
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Sringa, or mountain with an hundred peaks, at the

extremities of the world ; beyond which no body can

go ; his period lasted 3044 years. Then came the

Era of Vicrajia'ditya, the second *Saca, which

lasted only 1 35 years. He was born at TAmrd-vati-

nagari, or the town abounding with copper. It is

called Tramba, or Tambd-vati, in the spoken dialects.

It no longer exists, having been overwhelmed with a

deluge of sand. It was near Cambdt, thus called from,

a place of worship, denominated Stliamba-tiri'ha, or

with a Sfhambq or pillar, called, in the spoken dia

lects, Camba. From Sfhamba, the Greeks made

Asta : and from Tdmra, (Tramba,) they made Tra-

pera, Campra, and Copra, Copper : and, as these two

places are contiguous, they said Asta-Trapera, Asta-

Capra, Campra, &c. Sometimes they represented

them as two distinct cities.

The third xSaca was Salivahana, born at Sdleya-

Dhdra in the Deccan ; and his period will last

18,000 years. The fourth "Saca will be Vijava'bhi

Nandabta, who will be born at Su-Chitra-cut'a : his

period will last 10,000 years. Then, at Rohita (or

Rotas,) will be born Nagarjuna^ whose period,

will last 400,000 years. Then will re-appear the an

tediluvian Bali, who is to be born at Bhrtgu-gosha,

Barigaza, or Baroach : his period will last only 82 1

years ; when a general renovation «f the world will

take place.

The Hindus have thought proper to connect their

chronology with an astronomical period of a most

strange nature. It is that of the seven Rishis, or

seven stars of the wain, which are supposed to go

through the Zodiac, in a retrograed motion in the

space of 3700 years. They are at present in the Lunar

mansion of *Sxcatica, according to the most famous

astrologers of Benares, who cautioned me against the

erroneous opinion of otherastronomers, in various, parts

of India, who insist that they are now in AnuradhL

g S
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I requested an able astronomer to give rue, ire

writing, an account of this wonderful revolution.

This period, says he, is not obvious to the sight

but it does, however, really exist, being mentioned in

old Sdstras, and by holy Munis; and certainly the

seven Rishis preside in. every Lunar mansion, for a

hundred years ; and" their presence,, or rather influ

ence, over itr is sufficiently obvious : and, according

to Sa'caxya m,un.i, their yearly motion is- of eight

lipids, or minutes.

In the Vardhi-sanlrita, the Vishnii-P'urana, and also-

m the Bhdgavata, I believe,, it is declared, that, at

the birth of Paricshita, the seven Rishis had been

m Magha for tour years, or 4'yOJ years ago ; and they

were in Purvdshard in the time of Nan da.

But in the Brahma-SidcThdnta, it is declared", that

they were then m^Sravan'a, which makes a difference

of fifteen Lunar mansions, or 1500 years: so that,

according to that author,, the Cali-yugd began 2405

years ago, or 16*00 years B. C. supposing the seven

Rishis to be now in "Swdticd, in which they are to re

main ten years more ; but, if they are in Anurddhd,

the Cal-yugd began 1400 years B. C. The author

of the Garga-Sanhita, according to Bhattotpa'la

in his commentary, seems to be ofthat opinion, when

he says, that the seven Rishis were in Magha, in the

twilight between the Dwdpar and the Caliyuga. In

the Lalloctdd'hi-vridd'hi, it is declared, that they were

then in Abhijlt, or in the first of ^Sravana*

The names of the seven Rishis, shining fn the-

wain, are Puldha, or the star*; Cratu,^-r Atri,v ;

Pulastya,^ ; Angiras,1 ,■ Vasishfka,K ; and, close to

it is a small star, representing Arwidati his wife -r

the seventh is Marrchi, or ». My friends insist that

their motion is perceptible ; and they shewed them

plainly to me in Swatted. Of this they wanted to

convince me, by drawing a line, from that mansion
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through the stars jS and <* of the great bear. "When

they are in Magha- then the line passes through this

astcrism and the stars ^ and a. By these means they

could see them in every part of the starry heavens.

When Nanda was born, they were then in Pitrvas-

MdhA, or about 400 years B. C. and he -died S27

before the Christian Era. Astrologers watch care

fully their motion, because their influence is variously

modified through every mansion : and whatever new

married couple see them rn a fortunate moment, they

are sure to live happy together for a hundred years.

Hence, says the ingenious Mr. Bajlly, wemay safely

conclude, that no hotly ever saw them in that propi

tious moment

Theperiod of the seven RteJth' begins toucneglected

in the more northern parts of India, because they are

not always to be seen at the lucky moment ; and, iu

their stead, they use Dhruva, or the polar star :

This star is often mentioned in the sacred books of

the Hindus, and it is connected "with their mytho

logy; 'but has not long been near enough to the Pole,

to be thus denominated after it': and for a long

series of years, before, there was no Dhruva or im

moveable star. Be this as it may, Dhruva, with

his relations, shines in the lesser bear. In the Yantra*

ratna-xalyam, this constellation is called the fish of

Dmruva-brah'ma'na'd'hica'ra. It-consists of thir

teen stars : Dh&uva is in the mouth, and Uttava-

pada Iris father in the tail. The mouth is turned

towards Bharani, and its revolution is the same.

The wives of the seven Rishisave the Pleiades,1 at

least six of them ; for the Hindus 'do not know that

they were seven formerly. Agni fell in love with

them; but his wife, dreading the resentment of the

holy Rishis, assumed their shapes and countenances,

and thus personifying them, satisfied her husband's

lust- She was however unsuccessful with regard to

c 3
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Arund'hati', the consort of Vasis-ta, on account

of her extraordinary holiness and sanctity. Soon

after, some scandalous reports prevailed, and the six

other Rishis dismissed their consorts, and drove them

out of their places, within the Arctic circle. They

were intrused with the education of young Ca'rti-

ce'ya, who placed them in the Zodiac, after expelling

Abhijit.

The Pleiades, according to Mythologists in the

west, were intrusted likewise with the education of

Bacchus, (who, according to Macrobius, was the

same with Mars, or Ca'rtice ya) ; and, on that ac

count, he translated them into heaven. According

to those writers, they suffered a real bodily pollution;

and the seventh, says Hygistus, left her sisters, and

fled to the region of the heavens within the Arctic

circle* \ and this is the Arundhati' of the Hindus.

I have not been able to ascertain whose daughters

the consorts of the seven Rishis were : neither did

the western mythologists agree about it; though

they supposed, in general, that they were the

daughters of Atlas ; but, as they never existed, it is

a matter of little consequence. Thus we see, that,

accordihg to some, Yudhishti'r, or Jddhishter,

lived 3100 B. C. and began his reign immediately

after the Pralaya, orflood ; like Xisuthrus, or Si'

sisthrus ; whilst, according to others, he lived

between the years 1500 and 1370 B. C. like Sesos*

OTRIS,

The beginning of the Cali-yuga, considered as an

astronomical period, is fixed and unvariable; 3044

years before Vicramaditya, or 3100 B. C. But the

beginning oftthe same, considered either as a civil,

or historical period, is by no meaus agreed upon.

* Hygin. Poetic. Astronom. p. 471.
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In the Vishnu, Br&hm&rida, and Vayu Puranas, it

is declared, that from the beginning of the Cali-yuga,

to Ma iia-Nan da's accession to the throne there

were exactly 1015 years. This emperor reigned 28

years; his sons 12; in all 40; when Chandragupta

ascended the throne, 31.5 years B. C. The Cali-yuga

then began 1370 B. C. or 1314 before Vicra-

ma'ditya : and this is confirmed by an observation

of the place of the Solstices, made in the time of

Para'sa'ra, and which, according to Ma. Davis,

happened 1391 years B. C. or nearly so. Para'

sa'ra, the father of Vy'asa, died a little before the

beginning of the Cali-yuga. It is remarkable that

the first observations of the Colures, in the west,

were made 1353 years before Christ, about the same

time nearly, according to Mr. Baillv.

In the same Puranas, it is also declared, that, from

the Dynasty of the Nan das, to king Pulima'n,

there would elapse 836 years. Puloma', or Lomadi,

called Poulomien, Oulomien, and Oulomiento, ia

the annals of China, died in the year 648, according

to DeGuignes. This passage from the Brahman'da

is obscure, being in a prophetical style: the words

are: 'From the birth of Paricshita to Nanda

(I suppose his accession to the throne) there will be

1015 years: from Nanda to Puloma' and the An-

suras, 836 years.' Nanda died 327 years B. C. and

Puloma in the year 6i8, according to the Annals of

China: the difference is 975 years, instead of 836.

If we suppose that the 836 years are to be reck

oned, from the end of the Dynasty of Nanda, in

stead of the death of their primogenitor, the num

bers will agree perfectly well. This Dynasty lasted,

either 137, or 139 years, according to the Puranas ;

which, added to 836, give exactly 975, the number

of years required.

g 4
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The accuracy of the annals of China, and the care

lessness of the Hindu chronologers, are equally

known; and, of course, the former must be our

guide.

According to the Baudd'hists, the ancient Bud-

dha, or Diiarma-Ra'ja, probably the same with

Yudhishti'ra, manifested himself, or began to reign,

1367 years B. C. as mentioned in the Ayin-acberi.

It will appear hereafter, that the Dharma-Ra'ja,

the subordinate Menu of his Calpa, was really the

Minos of the Greeks: that Crishna, or Ra'd'ha''

mo'hAna, wa6 the same with Rhadamanthus, or

Radhamanes. Minos could not have lived earlier

than 130, or 140 years, before the Trojan war, which

happened 1 184 B. C. and the time of his death hap--

pened about 1 320 years before the same Era. If the

taking of Troy happened 1200 B. C. as some suppose,

then Minos died about the year 1330: and admit

ting, that the first year of the Cali-yuga was the 1370

yearB. C. Yudhishti'ra, ofcourse, died in the 1332;

according to some who assert, that he died 38 years

after the beginning of the Cali-yuga. Others say,

that he lived 28, and even 8 years only, after the

beginning of that period. The Dharma-Ra'ja of

the Bauddhists lived 120, and Minos 120 also, or 125

years, according to others. Nonnus, in his Diony

siacs, shews that Jara'-Sandha, literally old Sandha,

Maha-r&ja, of India, and whom he well describes,

when he says, that Morrheus, the Emperor of India,

who was called Sandes, was contemporary with

Minos; and his Bacchus is the same withBuAGAVAN,

in the character of Crishna. Thus we have two Eras

of the same event, (an inferior, and subordinate Ca

taclysm, or desolation,) one 1578, and the other 1370

years B. C. This desolation of the world was the

deluge of Deucalion, as I have shewn in my Essay

on mount Caucasus; and they made use of the same
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computation nearly witli the Pauranics, for they

say, that it happened 1529 years 13. C. according to

Eusebius and the Parian Chronicle, and other au

thors: whilst the ablest Chronologers have shewn,

that it could not have happened earlier than the year

1380 B. C. The Greeks had also four ages, like the

Hindus ; and the last, or Iron age, answering to the

Cali-yuga, began some time before the Trojan war,

and a little after the expedition of the Argonauts and

Deucalion, Hesiod laments very much, that he

was born during that age of corruption and wretch

edness. Thus the Greeks and the Pauranics them

selves, in their more sober moments, agree perfectly

about the beginning of the Cali-yuga, or Iron age.

According to the Institutes of Menu, we may

place the beginning of the Cali-yuga about the year

1370 before Christ. For we read there, that men

in the golden age lived 400 years ; 300 in the next,

or silver age: 200 in the brass one: and 100 in the

Cali-yuga. These four ages are obviously to be

reckoned from the flood; after which men, as far

down as Eber, lived about 400 years : and then,

regularly decreasing, till the beginning of the Iron

age, or 1370 B.C. when we find that Yud'hishthi ra,

Cr*shna, Minos, and Jupiter lived about 100

years.

The followers of Jina place the beginning of the

Cali-yuga in the year 1078 B. C. as we shall see here

after. Their chronological system has of course,

much affinity with that of Sir Isaac Nem'ton.

Every Pandit will boast, that they have uninter

rupted lists of kings, from the beginning of the

Cali-yuga, to the Era of Vicrama'ditya ; and even

lower down, for the space of 3044 years : but what

was my astonishment, to find in perusing the Purcl-

9i'as, that this was by no means the case, as it ap

pears from the accompanying table, in which, one

i
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list gives only 1718 years, and the other no more

than 1672, from the first year of the Cali-yuga to the

Era of Vicram'aditya. In the third column,

which I have made out of the shortest numbers in

both lists, the sum total amounts only to 1409 years;

from which we must deduct 36 years, for the sup

posed reign of Pushpamitra, (for he did not ascend

the throne himself, after having murdered his own

sovereign ; but resigned it to his son ;) and there re

main 1373 years: and the highest numbers in both

lists give 1 855. The first list is from the Brahmanda,

and the second from the Vayu-puraiia. In other

Purunas, the number of years, during which each

prince reigned, is omitted ; but the sum total of the

reigns of each dynasty is recorded. From the first

year of the Cali-yuga, to the death of Puranja'ya,

they reckon 1000 years, for 22 reigns, or perhaps

generations ; which is inadmissible. From the first

year of the Cali-yuga to the birth of Budd'ha they

reckon also 1002 years, including 23 generations:

now Budd'ha was born 61 8 B. C. This places 'the

first year of the Cali-yuga 1564 before the Era of

VlCRAMA'DITYA.

From the first year of the Cali-yuga to the death

of Puranjaya, they reckon 1000 years, as we have

6een before : add to this,

From the Bha'gavat, From the Vishnu Parana,

for the Sustacas, - 138 - - 128

the Sisunacas, - 360 - - 362

Maha'-nauda, &c.

to Chaxd'ragupta's reign, 100 - - 100

1598 1590

before Christ, - - 315 315

1913 1905

Subtract, - 56 - - 56

Before Vicr'amaditya, 1857 1849
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It appears, that the Slfnacas and Si-sunacas were

two branches of the same family : the first sat on

the throne 128 3'ears; but the sum of the reigns, in

both dynasties, amounted to 362. Maha'-nanda

and the Suma'lya'dicas reigned only 40 years, in

stead of 100: and the whole may stand thus cor

rected, from the first year of the Cali-yuga, down to

1000^ the accession of Chand-ragupta, or 315

362/

40 Vyears B. C. There are 52 generations and

1402 J reigns mixed together, to fill'up that space, or

about 31 years for one reign ; which calculation is

too large. These different computations of the era

of the Cali-yuga from the Puraiias, with the several

corrections which they are susceptible of, I thought

of the greatest importance to lay before the learned.

In the two accompanying lists, the numbers, parti

cularly in the beginning, are obviously too large,

either for generations or reigns, and of course they

must be rejected. It. is remarkable, that these num

bers are pretty regularly decreasing, from 98 for a

reign, in the beginning down to Vicrama'ditya, to

three or four years. This regular decrease is equally

inadmissible.

The first king of Magad'a was Jara'-Sand'ha ;

for that country began to be known under that

name in his time, being before denominated Cicata.

But Jara'-Sand'ha was not the first king of Cicata;

his ancestors had ruled over it for many generations,

at least from the time of Vrihadratha, or Vrihat-

Rat'ha ; from whom the whole dynasty, as far down

as Puranjaya, or Ripunjaya, is denominated the

dynasty of the Barhadrai'has, in a derivative form.

They were descended from Puru, the fifth son of

Yaya'ti, the son of Nahusha. We are told in

general, that Yaya'ti divided his empire, the whole

World, amongst his five sons. To Puru, the youngest
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and his favourite, he gave India, or the middle

part; to the others, who had incurred his dis

pleasure, he allotted inferior kingdoms. To(Ya d u, the

ancestor of CrIshna, he gave the south, hy which

they understand the Deccan or Peninsula. The north

to Anu, the east to Druhya, and the west to

Turvasc : hut this division does not agree with

what we read in the Harivansa. Besides, as the

Brahmens acknowledge that they are not natives of

India, hut came from the N. W. and that Canoge

was their first settlement; their ancestors, at that

early period, surely could not yet have conquered

India, or even made any settlement in it. The off

spring of Turvasu, so far from settling in the west,

is declared, in the Harivansa, to have settled in the

southern parts of India; and in the tenth generation,

including their sire, four brothers divided the Penin

sula among themselves. Their names were Pandya,

Ce'rala, Cola, and Cho'la; and this division ob

tains even to this day. Co'la lived in the northern

parts of the Peninsula, and his descendants are called

Coles and Collers to this day ; and they conceive

themselves, with much probability, to be the abori

gines of India, to which they give the name of Coller

or Colara. Hence we read in Plutarch, that the

Ganges was called formerly the Calaurian river; and

the same author mentions a Calaurian, or Hindu, and

a handsome damsel, called Diopethusa, who was

also a Calaurian, or native of India, or country bor

dering upon the Calaurian river *.

In the same manner, we find the posterity of Anu

dividing the eastern parts of India, among them

selves, under the names of Anga, Banga, Calinga,

Pundhra (now Tamlook) and Undhra (ovOrissd); and

we are always reminded, that CrKshna and the Pa'n-

davas came from the west, and their first settle-

* Plutarch, de fluruiaibus.
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ments were on the banks of the Hydaspes or Vitastar

the country bordering upon which is called, by Pto

lemy, the country of the Pandovi or Panbavas.

Chrishna had a small estate near Dxvaraca, in Gur-

jarat, where he generally lived.

The first kings of the Dynasty of the Barhadratlias-

being omitted in the table, are given here from the

Harivansa. The famous Uparichara was the sixth

in lineal descent from Cubu ; and his son was

Vrihadrath'a

Cush'agra

VRtSHABHA

Pushpava'n

Satvasahita

Urja

Sambhava

Jara'-Sand'ha.

Jara'-Sand'ha, literally old Sand'ha or Sand'has,

was the lord paramount of India or Maha Raja, anil

in the spoken dialects Mii-Raj. This word was pro

nounced Montis by the Greeks ; for Hesychius says,

that Morieis signifies king in India, and in another

place, that m«; in the language of that country, signi

fied great. Nonnus, in his Dionysiacs*, calls the

lord paramount of India, Morrhcus, and says that

his name was Sanjjes, with the title of Hercules.

Old Sand'ha is considered as a hero to this day in

India, and pilgrimages, I am told, ate yearly per

formed to the place of his abode, to the ea3t of Gayd,

in south Bahar. It is called Raja-Gbiha, or the

royal mansion, in the low hills of Raja-giri, or the

royal mountains; though their name 1 suspect to be

derived from Raja-Gb^'ha. The Dionysiacs of Non

nus are really the history of the Maha Bhurata, or

great war,, as we shall see hereafter- A certain Dio-

nysius wrote also a history of the Mahdbharatq in

* Nonn. Dionys. lib. 3 4. v. 197-
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G^eek, which is lost: but from the! few fragments

remaining, it appears that it was nearly the same

with that of Nonnus, and he intitled his work Bas'

sarica. These two poets had no communication

with India; and they compiled their respective

works from the records and legendary tales of their

own countries. Nonnus was an Egyptian, and a

Christian. The Dionysiacs supply deficiencies in the

Maha-Bharata in Sanscrit ; such as some emigra

tions from India, which it is highly probable took

place in consequence of this bloody war.

Jara'-Sand'ha erected a Jaya-sthantba or pillar" of

victory at Benares. According to tradition, it was

destroyed by the Masulmans, and the capital, the

only remains of it, has been shewn to me. It stood

near the Ganges, at the Gaut, or landing-place of

Jara'-Sand'ha, as it is called to this day. These

pillars are pretty numerous along the banks of the

Ganges, and most of them are of very great anti

quity. They were known to the Greeks, who called

them the pillars of Bacchus.

The accession of Chan'dra-gupta to the throne,

and more particularly the famous expiation of Cha-

nacya, after the massacre of the Sumalyas, is a fa

mous era in the Chronology of the Hindus ; and

both may be easily ascertained from the Puranas, and

also from the historians of Alexander. In the yfcar

328 B. C. that conqueror defeated Pouus ; and as he

advanced*, the son of the brother of that prince, a

petty king in the eastern parts of the Panjab, fled at

his approach, and went to the king of the Gangarida,

who was at that time king Nanda of the Puranas.

In the Mudrd-rachasa: a dramatic poem, and by no

means a rare book, notice is taken of this circum

stance. There was, says the author, a petty king of

* Diodor. Sic. lib. XVII. c 91. Arrian also. &c»
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Vicatpatti, beyond the Vindhyan mountains, called

Chandra-ddsa, who, having been deprived of his king

dom by the Yavanas, or Greeks, left his native

country, and assuming the garb of a penitent, with

the name of Suvi'dha, came to the metropolis of the

emperor Nanda, who had been dangerously ill for

some time, He seemingly recovered ; but his mind

and intellects were strangely affected. It was sup

posed that he was really dead, but that his body was

re-animated by the soul of some enchanter, who had

left his own body in the charge of a trusty friend.

Search was made immediately, and they found the

body of the unfortunate dethroned king, lying as if

dead, and watched by two disciples, on the banks of

the Ganges. They concluded that he was the en

chanter, burned his body, and flung his two guar

dians into the Ganges. Perhaps the unfortunate

man was sick, and in a state of lethargy, or other

wise intoxicated. Then the prince's minister assassi

nated the old king soon after, and placed one of his

sons upon the throne, but retained the whole power

in his own. hands. This, however, did not last long;

for the young king, disliking his own situation, and

having been informed that the minister was the mur

derer of his royal father, had him apprehended, and

put to a most cruel death. After this, the young

king shared the imperial power with seven of his

brothers; but Chandiiagupta was excluded, being

boru of a base woman. They agreed, however, to

give him a handsome allowance, which he refused

■with indignation ; and from that moment his eight

brothers resolved upon his destruction. Ciiandua-

cupta fled to distant countries ; but was at last .

seemingly reconciled to them, and lived in the me

tropolis: at least it appears that he did so; for he is

represented as being in, or near, the imperial palace,

at the time of the revolution, which took place

twelve years after. Pokus's relation, made his escape
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to Palibothra, in the year 328, B. C. and in tli*e Lif

ter end of it. Nanda was then assassinated in that

year; and in the following, or 337, B.C. Alexan

der encamped on the banks of the Hyphasis. It was-

then that Chan drag upta visited that conqueror's1

camp; and, by his loquacity and freedom of speech,

so much offended him, that he would have put

Chandragupta to death, if he had not made a pre

cipitate retreat, according to Justin*. The eight

brothers ruled conjointly twelve years', or till 315

years B. C. when Chandragupta was raised to the

throne, by the intrigues of a wicked and revengeful

priest called Cha'nacya. It was Chandragupta

and Cha'nacva, who put the imperial family to

death; and it was Chandragupta who was said to-

be the spurious offspring of a barber, because his

mother, who was certainly of a low tribe, was called

Mura, and her son of course Maurya, in a derw

vative from ; which last signifies also the offspring

of a barber; and it seems that Chandragupta

went by that name, particularly in the west ; for

he is known to Arabian writers by the name of

Mur, according to the Nubian geographer, who

says that he was defeated and killed by Alexan

der; for these authors supposed that this conqueror

crossed the Ganges: and it is also the opinion of

some ancient historians in the west.

In thtCumarica-c'handa, it is said, that it wasthe wick

ed Chanacya who caused the eight royal brothers to*

be murdered • and it is added, that Chanacya, after

his paroxism of revengeful rage was over, was exceed

ingly troubled in his mind, and so much stung with1

remorse for his crime, and the effusion of human blood,

which took place in consequence of it, that he withdrew

to the Sucla-Tirfha, a famous place of worship near

* Lib. xv. c. 4.
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the sea on the hank of the Narmada, and seven

coss to the west of Baroche, to get himself purified.

There, having gone through a most severe course of

religious austerities and expiatory ceremonies, he

was directed to sail upon the river in a boat with

white sails, which, if they turned black, would he to -

him a sure sign of the remission of his sins ; the

blackness of which would attach itself to the sails.

It happened so, and he joyfully sent the boat adrift,

with his sins, into the sea.

This ceremony, or another very similar to it, (for

the expense of a boat would be too great), is per

formed to this day at the Sucla-Tirfha ; but, instead

of a boat, they use a common earthen pot, in which

they light a lamp, and cam\ it adrift with the accu

mulated load of their sins.

In the 63d section of the Agni-purcuia, this expia

tion is represented in a different manner. One day,

says the author, as the gods, with holy men, were

assembled in the presence of Indra, the sovereign

lord of heaven, and as they were conversing on va

rious subjects, some took notice of the abominable

conduct of Cha'nacya, of the atrocity and heinous-

ness of his crimes. Great was the concern and

affliction of the celestial court on the occasion ; and .

the heavenly monarch observed, that it was hardly

possible that they should ever be expiated.

One of the assembly took the liberty to ask him,

as it was still possible, what mode of expiation was

requisite in the present case? and Indra answered,

the Carsha'gni. There was present a crow, who,

from her friendly disposition, was surnamed Mitra-

Ca'ca : she flew immediately to Cha'nacya, and

imparted the welcome news to him. He had applied

in vain to the most learned divines; but they uni

formly answered him, that his crime was of such a

Vol. IX. h
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nature, that no mode of expiation for it could be

found in the ritual. Cha'nacya immediately per

formed the Carsha'gni, and went to heaven. But

the friendly crow was punished for her indiscretion :

she was thenceforth, with all her tribe, forbidden to

ascend to heaven ; and they were doomed on earth

to live upon carrion.

The Carsha'gni consists in covering the whole

body with a thick coat of cow- dung, which, when

dry, is set on fire. This mode of expiation, in des

perate cases, was unknown before ; but was occasion

ally performed afterwards, and particularly by the

famous Sancara'cha'rya. It seems that Chan-

dkagupta, after he was (irmly seated on the impe

rial throne, accompanied Cha'nacya to the Sucla-

tirfha, in order to get himself purified also.

This happened, according to the Cumarica-c'handa,

after 300 and 10 and 3000 years of the Cali-yuga

were elapsed, which would place this event 2 10 years

after Christ. The fondness of the Hindus for quaint

and obscure expressions, is the cause of many mis

takes. But the ruling epocha of this paragraph is

the following : " After three thousand and one hun

dred years of the Cali-yuga are elapsed (or in 3101 J

will appear king Saca (or Sa'liva'hana) to re

move wretchedness from the world. The first year

of Christ answers to 3101 of the Cali-yuga, and we

may thus correct the above passage : " Of the Cali-

yuga, 3100 save 300 and 10 years being elapsed (or

2790), then will Cha'nacya go to the' "Sucla-

firt'ha,"

This is also confirmed in the 63d and last section

of the Agni-purdna, in which the expiation of Cha'

nacya is placed 312 years before the first yea^ of the

reign of "Saca or S'aliva'hana, but not of his era,

This places this famous expiation 310, or 312 years
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before Christ, either three -or five years after the

massacre of the imperial family.

My Pandit, who is a native of that country, in

forms me, that Cha'nacta's crimes, repentance, and

atonement, are the subject of many pretty legendary'

tales, in verse, current in the country ; part of some

he repeated to me.

Soon after, Chandragupta made himself master

of the greatest part of India, ami drove the Greeks

out of the Punjab. Tradition says, that he built a

city in the Deccan, which he called after his own

name. It was lately found by the industrious and

active Major Macken-zie, who says that it was

situated a little below "Srl-Sctiam, or Puru'ttium, on

the bank of the Crishna ; but nothing of it remains,

except the ruins. This accounts for the inhabitants

of the Deccan being so well acquainted with the his

tory of Chamdragupta. The authors of the Mit-

drd-lidcshasa, and its commentary, were natives of

that country.

In the mean time, Seleucus, ill brooking the loss

of his possessions in India, resolved to wage war, in

order to recover them, and accordingly entered India

at the head of an army ; but finding Chandragup-

ta ready to receive him, and being at the same time

uneasy at the increasing power of Antigonus and

his son, he made peace with the emperor of India,

relinquished his conquests, and renounced every

claim to them. Chandragupta made him a pre

sent of 50 elephants ; and, in order to cement their

friendship more strongly, an alliance by marriage

took place between them, according to Strabo, who

does not say. in what manner it was effected. It is

mot likely, however, that Seleucus should marry an

Indian princess ; besides, Chandragupta, who was

H 2
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very young when he visited Alexander's camp,

could haVe no marriageable daughter at that time.

It is more probable, that Seleucus gave him his na

tural daughter, born in Persia. From that time, I

suppose, Chandragupta had constantly a large

body of Grecian troops in his service, as mentioned

in the Mudra-Racshasa.

It appears, that this affinity between Seleuccs

and Chandragupta took place in the year 302 B.C.

at least the treaty of peace was concluded in that

year. Chandragupta reigned four-and-twenty

years; and of course died 292 years before our era.

III. After the decline, and ultimately the fall of

the imperial house of Nan da, and of the Bali-putras,

the most illustrious family that sat afterwards upon

the imperial throne of India, was that of the An-

d'rhas. From the Bdli-putras, the inhabitants of

the Gangetic provinces were denominated Pdli-both-

rns and Pdli-potras : in the same manner they'were

called, after the And'hras, the And'hRa Indians ;

these are the Andre-Indi, which lived along the

banks of the Ganges, according to the Peutingerian

tables.

The And'rha dynasty lasted 456 years : in the

Vdyu-purdn'a, it is said 418; but some copies have

458. Be this as it may, the general opinion is, that

it lasted 456 or 458 years. These deducted from

648, there remains 192, or 190, for the year of the

inauguration of its first king, called Ba'ein, Baliht-

ta or Ba'leya, Csheshmaca, Sind'huca, Sipraca,

Sudraca, and Suraca. In the Cumarica-chairda,

it is declared, that after 3300 years, save 10, of the

Cali-yuga were elapsed, a great king, called Su

draca, would reign in Chdfchita : the name of his

metropolis is, however, omitted in many copies.
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Sundraca, Sipraca, or Sind'huca began then hi*

reign in the year 19 1 of the Christian era.

From Chandragupta's accession to the throne,

315 B. C. to the year 190 A. C. there are 505 years;

but during this period the chronological particulars,

from the Purartas, are not to be easily reconciled

with the general outlines which I have traced out.

According to the Puranas, there were ten Maurya

kings, who ruled 139 years: these were succeeded

by the Sunga dynasty, consisting of ten kings also,

and Vicramamitra was the eighth of that dy

nasty.

The next was that of the Caracas, consisting of

four kings ; then 'Sudraca succeeded to the throne

in the year 191. Thus we have six reigns, the last

of the Sunga dynasty, and the four Canwas only, to

fill up a space of 246' years; which is impossible.

These Caracas, are said to have reigned 345

years ; which is still more extravagant. It is ob

vious, that there is some gross error in the context ;

to rectify which, in a satisfactory manner, can hardly

be expected. It is my humble opinion, that a dy

nasty is omitted here ; and that dynasty is that of

the seven And'hras, mentioned in the Brahmdnda,

Vdyu, Bhdgavata, and Vishnu Puranas ; but out of

its place. In some Puranas, the And'hra dynasty

is made to consist of seven, and in others df nine,

kings. In one it is said, that they reigned 300

years ; in another only 250 years.

The And'hras made a most qonspicuous figure on

the banks of the Ganges for above 800 years, under

three distinct dynasties. The first was called simply

the And'hra dynasty; and its kings were considered

as pure and genuine And'hras. The second dynasty

is that of the And'hra-Ja'ticas, or of the family

u 3
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or tribe of the And'hras, but a spurious branch of

it. The third is that of the And'hra-bhri'tyas, or

servants of the And'hra sovereigns ; who, after the

death of Puloma, seized upon the kingdom, and

divided it among themselves. Sipraca, or Suracca,

was the first of the And'hraj'aticas ; and the vene

rable Puloma was the last. In the Puranas no

place is assigned, in the chronological lists of the

kings of Magadlia, to the first dynasty of the ge

nuine And'hras : except in one, in which they are

placed immediately after Puloma', who, it is well

known, was succeeded by the servants of the An

d'hras, not by the seven genuine And'hras. In

the Bhagavata, we read only, that the seven An-

'd'hras would reign over the land. In the Vishnu-

puran'a they are not mentioned, unless they be the

same with the Cos'alas or Causalas. In the Brah-

marida, they are introduced between Puloma' and

the And'hra-bhrityas in an obscure manner; aud

there the nine And'hras with the And'hra-ja'ticas

are joined together in an immediate order of succes

sion ; and it is added, that there were thirty-six of

them, nine genuine And'hras, and twenty-seven

belonging to a spurious branch of the same family ;

Jbut it is not said which of them ruled firsts Now,

it is universally acknowledged, that the And'hra-

bhrKtyas succeeded Puloma'; and the fact being

testified by the annals of China, no doubt can re

main concerning this circumstance; and the seven

or nine genuine And'hras must of course be

placed before the spurious branch, and immediately

after tile Canxva dynasty. Thus we shall have either

13 or 15 kings, to fill up a space of 246 years. The

occasion of this omission is, I believe, that the first

kings of the And'hra and And'hra-ja'tica dy

nasties, were prime ministers, and both put their

■masters to death, and usurped their throne. That

SiSftjMAN, the last of the Cariwa dynasty, was put ta
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Heath by his prime minister, an And'hra, is ac

knowledged by every bistorian ; and in the Mahd-

bhrdta*, it is declared, that Maha'-carn'i, or Su-

DitACA, usurped the throne from his master, the king

of MagctcTha ; whom he confined, in a place, amid

waters; from which circumstance, the venerable old

man was called, by way of ridicule, Ambu-vicha. It

is added, that the old king was blind and deaf.

The famous 'Sri'-car'nna-de'va, in his grant,

lately found at Benares, declares that he was of the

Haihaya tribe, who lived originally on the banks of

the Narmada, in the district of the western Gauda,

or Gaur, in the province of Mdlava. Their residence

was at Chauli-Maheswara, a famous place of worship

to this day, on the Narmada ; and built by one of

his ancestors. The western Gaur was also the native

country of a most respectable tribe of Brahmen.*

called Sandila; who, for several generations, acted

as prime ministers to the emperors of the And'hra

tribe. That this was their native country, is attested

by Major Mackenzie, in his account of the kings

of JVarangal. One of the thirty-six musical modes

in India, and belonging to the superior Ra'ga, or

mode, called Mdlava, is denominated Gaiidi, from

the country of Gau'da, which was part of the pro

vince of Mdlava.

They afterwards were called And'hras, from the

country of And'hra, on the coast of Coromandel, and

extending from Nellore to the Godaveri; of which

they became kings : but in what manner, and when

this was effected, we do not know. They were called

And'hras in the time of the Canwa dynasty, about

* Rtijagrihe nagarc Magadhanain Raja AmbuvIcha sa Caranaiti

cbacsliiislnuiiliiiiah. Tasjamat yb mahd Carni iswary rajanam ava-

iuanjat6 amatoadliina iti carnoctih.

H 4 *'
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the beginning of the Christian era. At that time,

says Pliny, the And'hra, Andar^e kings, were very

powerful in India. They had no less than thirty

fortified cities, with an army of 100,000 men; and

1000 elephants. Their cavalry consisted only of

2000 men. Sri-Carnna-de'va takes the title of

king of Tri-Calinga, or of the three shores, to the

east and west, and to the south of India.

There was another Carna, mentioned in the

Mahd-Bhdrata, (section of the Rajah-Dharma) to

whom Jar-a-sandha gave the city of Ma/ini, with

the country round it, now the district of Bhdglepoor,

called from him, the country of Carna. Malhii, in

lexicons, is said to be the same with Champd-nagari,

now Champd-nagar in that country. This Carna

was the son of Canti, the wife of Pand'u, who

conceived by the sun ; and, of course, Carna is an

incarnation of the sun. Tradition says, that the

little kingdom of Carna, now the Bhaglepoor dis

trict remained, for many generations, in the pos

session of the descendants of Carna. This Carna

is totally unconnected with our Carna, who like

wise is of divine extraction, as one of his ancestors,

Ca'rtavirya, was conceived in a miraculous man

ner; and to this day, divine honours are- paid to

him, in the west of India. Hence, they all assumed

the titles of 'Sri and De'va, as in 'Sri-Car'na-De'va,

the fortunate and divine Car'na, and in Sri' De'va-

Pala-Deva', whose original name was Deva-Pa'la,

answering exactly to theGreekTheo-philos, in which the

word Philosis taken in a passive sense, as well as Pa'la,

in Sanscrit, in the word Deo-Pa'la. In the com

pound Sri-De'va-pa'la-De'va, the second De'va, is

no part of the name, but a title. There is a living

instance of such an hereditary divinity, near Poona,

of which an interesting account is given in the se

venth volume of the Asiatic Researches, in the family
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of Murabagossetn, whose descendants add the

epithet of De'va to their proper names, and the chief

of the family is considered as a god. There is then

every reason to believe that Siu-De'va-Pala-Dk'va

claimed equally a divine origin: and as he was origi

nally from the same country Gaiida, in Mdlwa, it is

probable that he belonged to the same family.

For by Gaiida we must not by any means under-

statfo Bengal: which, as far as I can recollect, is

never thus called in any book I ever met with. Its

metropolis is indeed called Gaudt from the goddess

of that name, who was worshipped there : hence it is

with propriety called Gaiirigosha (Corygaza) by Pto

lemy. But Gaiida, as the name of a country, does

not seem to be in the least connected with that of the

goddess Gaudt.

In the names of six kings, mentioned in the grant

found at Mongir, we find the adjunct pa/a, which

seems to be characteristic of that branch of the

Ha i haya tribe.

The Haihaya tribe, to which the And'hra family

belongs, claims for their ancestor Haihaya, the son

of the godlike Yadu, and the grandson of Nahu-

sha, or Noah : Mahishma'n, the fourth in descent

from him, built Mahkhmat'i, now Chaull-mahhwara

on the Narmadd. The fourth descendant of the last

mentioned was CrKtavIrya, whose son was the fa

mous Ca'utavIrya, to whom divine honors are paid

to this day.

There is a dynasty of Haiiiayas, mentioned in

the Purdnas, who have no connection with the An

d'hra dynasty; and they are introduced as possessed

of some district, the situation and name of which

^are omitted ; but it was probably the country of An
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d'hra in the Deccan. A powerful tribe of these

Haihayas, according to the Puranas (as I have been

lately informed,) lived in the countries on the banks

of the Ganges, in the time of king Sagara ; but in

consequence of their ill behaviour to him and his son,

he was obliged to drive them out of India, except a

few, who held the conduct of their relations in ab

horrence. Tradition says, that they withdrew to

western countries, where it is added that they were

better known under the names of Parasicas, Asva-

mux; has or horse-faced, and that of Asva pati for the

title of their kings. This traditionary legend origi

nates probably from their name, Haihaya, implying

horses, or horsemen : Puny mentions a nation in

Persia called Hyi.

The Carn'a of the Maha-Bharata, to whom

Jar'a-sand'ha gave the country of Bh/iglepoor, can-

• not be the same, who dethroned the king of Ma-

gadha ; for this king was blind and deaf, and the

usurper was his prime minister: but Jar'a-sa^d'ha

was in the full enjoyment of his bodily faculties,

when he was put to death' by Crishna, or rather

BhIma. The first is called Garn'a, and the usurper

Mah'a-Car'ni. This last is famous, all over India,

and even as far as Malaca, and the adjacent islands,

according to Mr. Marsden ; who says, that they

have legends there, mentioning Maha'-Carn'a, and

a lion possessing surprising powers, and shooting

arrows at him. This lion they call Singa-sactee,

(Sinha-'sactIj) and Singa-Rajoon (Sinha-ra'ja*).

He in mentioned also in the grant of the king of

Tagara, inserted in the first volume of the Asiatic

Researches, and his munificence and liberality are

there highly praised. King Bho'ja, in his address

* AsiaU Researches, Vol. 4. p. 22.
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IoRa'ja Munja, considers him and Vicrama'ditya

as the two most powerful kings that ever existed.

He is, for that reason, called Ad'itya, and also N

Ra'ja-Vickama : and in the Agni-puran'a Vicra-

ma'ditya, the son of Ganp'iia-rupa, is positively

declared to be Ca'rn'a'nsya, or descended from

Ha'ja'-Carjt'a. This is, of course, the Vicram'a-

ditya mentioned by Ferishta, as contemporary

with Sapor king of Persia, who ascended the throno

in the year. 24 1: and in some lists Soraca is said to

have reigned 56 years. Ferishta knew of no other

Vicrama'ditya, but this; and some missionaries,

who have fixed the death of Vicrama and the be

ginning of his era, in the year 250, must have been

misled by legends wholly relating to this Vicrama.'-

ditya.

He is mentioned in the Vrihat-cafha, under thc-

of name SuDRACAjOr'SuRACA, among the several wor

thies, dignified with the title of Vicram'aditya.

In another section he is introduced as the prime mi

nister of an emperor of Pdtal'i-putra, or Patna, who

was labouring under various infirmities; when he

was advised, by a mischievous Brahmen, to avail

himselfof these circumstances, and usurp the throne;

which he did, according to the Puranas and the Ma-

habhlirata.

In the Bhagavata, he is called Dalihica, or rather

Baeihita : in the Vishnu-purana, Sipraca ; in the

Brahmcirida, Ch'hesjiaca ; in the Vayiipurana, Sind'-

huca: he was the first of the And'hra-ja'tiyas.

In the Cumcirica chanda he is called Su'draca, and

in some copies Su'raca; and the first year of his

reign was the 3291 of the Cali-yitga. In the Maha-

Bhdrata, he is called Maha'-Carn'i, king of

kings; and the.name of his. sovereign, whom be de
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throned, but did not put to death, was Ambu-vicha.

In his giant, fouftd lately at Benares, he called

himself "SrI-CarnVa-De'va, king of Tri-Calinga,

or India.

A few years ago (in 1801) this grant was found at

the bottom of an old well filled with rubbish, in the

old fort of Benares. It is engraven upon two brass

plates, -joined by a ring, to which is affixed the im

perial seal; It is of the same size nearly, and in

the same shape with that found at Mongir. The

writing is also the same, or at least without any

material deviation. The imperial seal is about three

inches broad : on it, in bas-relievo, is Pa'rvati, with

four aims, sitting, with her legs crossed : two ele

phants are represented, one on each side of her, with

their trunks uplifted. Below is the bull, Nandi,

in a reclining posture, and before him is a basket.

Between Pa'bvati and the bull is written SrI-

Carn'n'a-De'va. The grant is dated the second

year of his new era, and also of his reign, answer

ing to the Christian year 192. According to the

Puran'as, he reigned twenty-three years, and was

succeeded by his brother CRtsHNA, who reigned

eighteen; and his son was 1SrPSat-Ca"rn'i, or 'Sri-

'Sat-Carn'a, who reigned 56 years. This surely

could not be his name, as it signifies the prosperous

seven Carn'is.

The ancestors of 'SrI-Carn'n'a-De'va, mentioned

in the grant, were, first, his father Ga'nge'ya-

De'va, with the title of Vijaya-Cantaca : he died

in a loathsome dungeon. He was the son of Co-

calla-De'va, whose father was Lacshmana-Raja'-

De'va. Maha'-Carni, according to tradition, re

sided at a place called Jangirah, near Sultangunj,

and about half way between Mongir and Bhaglepoor.

There some remains were shewn to me of his, palace,
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on the site of which an indigo factory now stands.

He is called there "Sui-Carn'e'swara, or simply

Carn'e'svara, perfectly answering to Sri'-Carna-

De'va. The opposite rocks in the Ganges were

known by the name of Carnagiri, or the hill of

Cauna'. There lived the old king ofMagacTha, blind

and deaf; and in that state of infirmity, this was

certainly a very comfortable place for him to live in.

It does not appear that Sri-Carn a-De'va used him

ill : -certainly, the good old man could no longer act,

or appear as a sovereign. Be this as it may, from

that circumstance the old king was nicknamed

Ambu-vIcjua, or he who resides in the middle of

waters^

There was also another king of MagaiTha, called

Carn'a with the surname of Daha'riva ; because

he generally resided at a place called Dahara, be

tween Mongir and Surujgurh ; and inserted in Major

Rennell's atlas. This Carn'a is mentioned in an

Epic Poem, entitled the wars of Prit'hu-Ra'ja, in the

spoken dialects ; and part of which is in my posses

sion. PrKt'hu-Raja waged war against Sultan

Gori, in the year 1 192 of the Christian era. The

king of Magad'ha is called there, Carn'a Daha'ra,

and he accompanied the Emperor Jaya-Chandra,

in his expedition against Ceylon, which he undertook,

under pretence of a pilgrimage to worship the famous

statue of Ca'rticeya-Swa'mi. At the head of

a numerous army, he marched from Yogini-pura, or

Dilli, for thus the last is spelled throughout the poem.

The general rendezvous of the vassal kings was to be

at Goval-chanda, said to be Gowel-ghur, near ^Mich-

poor. He then sent a message to VYra-bhapra,

king of Singula, (or Ceylon,) to prepare every thing

for his reception ; being a vassal of the empire.

Vira-bhadra submitted with good grace : and

Jaya-Chandra went to Ceylon, worshipped Ca'rti
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ce'ya-swa'mi, and visited the famous fort of San-

cara-griha, near the sea shore, and saw there the

statues of Ra'ma and Ra'vana. I arc also informed,

that this Carn'a had a daughter, who lived in one of

the royal seats near Co/gong ; and wa& seduced by

the poet Ciiauda, whose works are still extant. I

have mentioned before, that the And'hra princes, who

ruled on the banks of the Ganges, are divided into

three classes, the dynasty of the genuine Aicd'hras,

consisting of nine kings : then the And'hra-jatiyas,

or of the family of the Ano'hras : and lastly the

Andhra-bhrityas, or servants of the And'hra princes,

■who seized upon the government. It is not an easy

matter to ascertain, whether the And'hra dynasty is

to be placed before, or after the And'hra-jatiycs. I

tiave placed it before, first to fill up a chasm in the

list of the emperors of India : in the second place, it

is universally agreed, that the And'hra-bhrKtyas

usurped the throne, immediately after the death of

Puloma, the last Of the Andlira-jatiyas: and this

last circumstance is corroborated by the testimony cf

Chinese historians, according to Mr. Dj?guignes.

Besides, in the Brahmtirida, the And'hra s and

AND'HRA-jATiYAsare considered but as one dynasty,

consisting of thirty-six kings, from which, sub-

tracing the nine And'hkas, remain twenty-seven

kings, which is the exact number of kings in the

dynasty of the And'hra-ja-ti'yas, resulting from

four lists compared together.

Nothing is related of the kings of this dynasty,

except of the last, called Pulima'n, Puloma, Lo-

ma'di, and Puloma'rchhi, or Pulom'a the pious

Rishi. He was a great conqueror, and put an end

to his life in the holy stream of the Ganges.

In an inscription found at Buddlia-gaya, and in

serted in the first Volume of the Asiatic Researches,
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mention is made of three kings of Magad'ha, em

perors of India. The first called Yajnya-varma,

was a most religious prince, and, taken up with the

performance of religious duties, he disturbed *not

the powerful ocean. His son Sardula-varma',

though religiously inclined, was a great warrior : and

he conquered the world or India: and he terminated

his brillant career, by the voluntary deed of death,

near the uprising ocean; probably at old Sdgar be-

hind Fulta near Moorgatcha, in Major Rennell's

atlas. His son was also a pious prince, called

Anaxta-Varma'. Yajnya-varma' appears to be;

the same with Yajnya'sri in the accompanying lists,

and the great grand-father of Puloma'. His name

Yajnyas'ri, as mentioued by the Paurdnics, implies

that he was fortunate, through the constant perfor

mance of the Yajnya. Yajnya-varma signifies

the warrior, who delighted in the performance of

the Yajnya : and had he been of the sacerdotal

class, they would have called him Yajnya-'Sarma'.

His son conquered the refractory princes through

India, ox the world ; he was then entitled to the

epithet of Vijaya, or the great conqueror : and such

is the name of the son of Yajnyasri', in the Purdnas,

where Ananta-Varma'Is called CiiANPRAWr, be

cause, being a religious prince, he was probably ad- -

dieted to the worship of the moon. The Chinese

historians mention an emperor of India, called

Yeugnai, which name is the same with Yajnya,

generally pronounced Yagnya. As he lived in the

year 408, the times do not coincide : but this was

probably the title of some other pious prince. Pu

tt man, Puloma' or Loma' is called Poulomuen,

Houlomien, and Houlomiento, by the Chinese.

According to Mr. Deguignes, he conquered all

India, in the year 621, and died in 6\18. prom him

India was called Poulomuen-KouS, or the country of

Pulima'n by the Chinese: and the And'hra princes

were so famous, that the inhabitants of the Gangetic
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provinces were called, in the west, the Andlxra

Hindus, or Andre Indi, according to the Peutingerian

tables, in which they are placed along the banks of

thetranges. After the death of Pulima'n, the whole

country was thrown into confusion, according to

Deguignes. Olonachun, one of the chief officers,

(perhaps Calyana'-chandra,) seized upon the

Gangetic provinces, and hearing that the embassa

dors, from Taitsong, Emperor of China, to king

Puliman, were coming with Hiuentse, the chief of

the embassy, he sent troops to seize them : and

Hiuentse effected his escape, with much difficulty,

to Tibet; where Yetsonglongtsan, king of that

country, gave him an army, with which Hiuentse

re-entered the Gangetic provinces, defeated the

usurper, and took him prisoner. s

From the death of Puliman' we may date the fall

of the empire, though not of the kingdom, of

Magad"ha, or south Bahar, in the year 648. There

were Maharajas, or Emperors, at Canoge, in Gur-

jarat, and other parts of India. Anu-Gangam, or the

Gangetic provinces, was parcelled out, among several

petty kings, such as the kings of Maga&ha, (or

south Bahar-) Maifhila (now Tirhoot ;) Saceta •

(Oude,) and Benares : the kings of Carna-des'a for

merly Anga (Cahna-Daha'rva, in the latter end of

the twelfth century, was one of them). There were also

kings of Tamralipta (or Tamlook in Bengal,) and one of

them sent an embassy to China, in the year 1001 :

he is styled king of Tamnouielieou, by the Chinese.

The kings of Gaur became very powerful after

wards, and even conquered all the Gangetic pro

vinces, at least as far as Benares. They assumed the

title of Maha-Rqjds, even as late as the 13th century.

It was then, that the town of Gaur (or Gaudd)

became the first city of that part of India: and

this certainly accelerated the fall of Pali-putra ; if it
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existed then : and two rival cities, so near, or rather

close to each other, could not exist together; and

the vicinity of Gauda probably induced the kings of

IHagad'ha to reside at Patna ; and this, at so early a

period, that even the name of the ancient capital is

almost effaced from every record, and even from the

remembrance of the Hindus.

The emperor SrI-De'va-Pa'la-De'va boasts of his

having humbled the Hun'as, a foreign tribe, who

had invaded India, and are occasionally mentioned

in the lists of countries and tribes in India. They

succeeded the Partitions, and seem of course to be the

same with the Munmdas, whose thirteen kings ruled

in the northern parts of India, immediately after the

Tushdras or Partitions. These are the Morundce of

Ptolemy, who were masters of the whole country

to the north of the Ganges, from Delhi to Gaur in

Bengal. They are declared in the Puranas to be

Mliclihas, impure tribes, and, of course, they were

foreigners. The same are called Maryanthes by Op-

pian in his Cynogetics*, who says that the Ganges

runs through their country. Cosmas calls them

white Huns ; and relates, that when he wrote, their

king Gollas besieged a certain city, and that his

elephants and horses drank up the water round it,

and thus forced it to surrender. This has happened

very often in the parched countries of Bicanere and

Jesselmere ; and it does not even require a numerous

army, to drink up the scanty waters of a few wells

round a city: but then the besiegers, far from taking

the town, are obliged to raise the siege in the

greatest distress.

The seven Carn'as, in despite of the Brahmanical

tribes, are still famous all over India; and their me

mory held in the greatest veneration, and their fame

* Oppian Cynoget. lib. 4. v. 163,

Vol. IX. r
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reached even as far as the Peninsula ofMalacca, where

they have still poems mentioning Carn'a, the Mahd-

Rdjd, or emperor of India, according to Mr. Mars-

den *. These poems, if procurable, might possibly

throw some light on the history of those kings.

Among the And'hra princes of this dynasty, there

is one called Gautami-putra, or the son of Gau

tama, being supposed to be an incarnation of him*.

He appears to be only a Bodhi-satwa, a disciple, or

spiritual son ; an appellation of the same import, but

more generally used in the western parts of India,

and by the followers of Budd'ha. It is foretold in

the Cumarica-dharida, that after the year 3600 of the

Cali-yuga, answering to the year .500 of our era, a

Budd'ha would be king of Magad'ka, of the house

of Hema,, and a Chandra-vansi ; and that after

reigning 64 years, he would ascend into heaven.

This Bod'hi-satwa, or subaltern incarnation of Bud

d'ha, or, in other words, Budd'ha himself, the

D'harma-ra'ja, went to China, in the year 515 of

our era, where he is called D'harma: at Siam, and

in the Peninsula, he is called Pouti-sat, and Poti-

satu.

We may consider Pulima'n as the last king of

Magadlm at the same time emperor of India. After

him appeared a powerful king called Visvasphati-

ca, Visvasphurji, and Visva-sphan'i. His real

name was Puranjaya. He expelled the Cshettris

or the barons, as being too troublesome ; and exalted

the lowest classes, such as the Caivarttas, boatmen

and fishermen, the Pdtics, the Pulindas, &c. He

was, however, a great and powerful prince, and his

Then came a dynasty of nine kings, called the

nine Ndgds, or Ndcds. These were an obscure tribe.

dominions extended

Gangetic provinces.

ml i

 

* Asiat. Researches, Vol. IV. 22 7.
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called for that reason Gupta-v&nsas ; there were nine

families of them, who ruled independent of each

other, over various districts in Anu-Gangam ; such aa

Padmavati (Patna); Cantipurt (now Cotwall, nine

coss to the north of Gzvalior) ; Magadlia (or Bahar) ;

Prayaga (or Allahabad) ; SdcSta (or Oude) ; and Be*

nares. There is still a powerful tribe of the Ndcds

on the banks of the Jumna and the Betzva-nadi. The

Causalas or Pund'hracas ruled in Tamralipta, near

the sea-shore, according to the Vishnu-purand. In

other Purdn'as, we read the Causalas, or And'hras,

which is inadmissible. The kings of Maifhila (or

Tirhui) are often mentioned; but the kings of Gaur

(or Bengal) are never noticed, unless they be the

B&ngavas, once mentioned in the Brahman da. The

kings of Bengal ate not mentioned in the book of

the wars of Prit'hwika'ja in the twelfth century;

whilst those of Oude, Tirhut, Bahar, Napal are no

ticed;- asA well as Bhoj'a king of Udya-desa, now

Orissa.



A COMPARATIVE TABLE

Of TUB

KINGS OF THE ANDHRA DYNASTY,

tROM THE

Bhagavat Vishn Vayu and Brahm&nda.

Balihita

Crishn'a

'Sri- Sata Carn'a

Paurriamasa • •

Lamb6dara • •

Vivilaca • » » » • •

M6gha-Swati • •

A'taraaiia • • » •■

Haleya

Talaca

Purishbh6ru • •

Suuandana

Chacon

Vataca ......

Siva Sw6ti

Gomati-putra..

Purlman

Madasird • • • •

'Siva-scanda • •

Yajnasri ......

Vijaya

Chandj

Lomadhi . . .

Sipraca

Crislma • • •

Srf-Sat-Carn'*..*.

Purn'6tsanga

Sata Carn'i ••••..

Lanib6dara ......

Vivilaca ...... • •

Megha-Swati

Putuman

Arishta-Caraa ••••

Hdla • ...

Pattalaca- •

Pravillasena

Sundara Sat-Caru'a

Chac6ra Sat-Carrii

SivaSwati

Gomati-putra

Puliman

Sata Carn'i

'Sivasri

Siva-scanda • • • •

Yajnas'ri

Vijaya

Chandrafri ......

Pul6m&rch'hi

Sindhuca 23

Crishn'a 18

Sri-'Sal-Carn'i

Purn'otsanga ••••18

Sata-Carn'i 56

Lambodara 18

Apilaca -12

PutumSbi ......24

Nemi-Crishna • • • • 25

Hdla ....l

Pulaca • 5

Puricashen'a ....21

Sata-Carn'i 1

Chacora Sat-Carn'i

6 month*

Siva Swami 28

GAUTAMI-PUTRA21

Yajnisri 25

Sdta-Carn'i 6o

Dandasri 3

Pul6lll4 7

Ch'hismaca 23

Crishn'a ••• 18

Sri-Sat-Carnl-.-.lO

Purn'6tsanga • • • • 18

Sita Carn'i 56

Lambodara ...... 18

Apilaca 12

Saudasa 18

A'bi 12

Scanda-Swati ••••28

Bhavaca 5

Pravillasena 12

Sundara S&t Carn'i • » 1

Charcora Sat Carnl 6

Mahendra Sat Carni 3

Cuntala Sat Carni "8

Sw&tishena 1

Yantram&ti 34

SSt-Carni 29

Abi ...4

SivascandaSataCarni 8

Yajnasri-SitaCami 19

Dandasri Sata Carni 3

Pulomi 7
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ESSAY IV.

VICRAMA'DITYA and SALIVAHA'NA :

i

THEIK RESPECTIVE ERAS,

With an Account of tlx

BALA-RAYAS OR BALHAR EMPERORS.

The two periods of Vicrama'ditya and vSa'li-va'-

hana are intimately connected ; and the accounts

we have of these two extraordinary personages are

much confused, teeming with contradictions and ab

surdities, to a surprising degree. Their history is to

be found in the Vicrama-charitra, the Sinhasana-Dzva-

trins'ati, and the VStdla-pancha-vins'ati, which have

been translated from the Sanscrit into all the dialects

of India ; and the two last tracts are sections of the

Vrihat-catha. The Vicrama-charitra is very scarce

in the Gangetic provinces : but this deficiency is

abundantly supplied, by ample extracts from that

book, communicated to the" Society, by Major

Mackenzie of the Madras establishment. In ge

neral, the Hindus know but of one Vicrama'ditya ;

but the learned acknowledge four ; and when, at my

request, they produced written authorities, I was

greatly surprised to find no less than eight or nine. I

Those who reckon four heroes of that name, agree

only about two. The first Vicrama was he, after

whom the period is denominated : the second is

Ra'ja' Bho'ja. Some suppose that'SA'uvA'HANA was

one of them, and that the fourth was the son of

Bho'ja ; whilst others insist that this last was

either Jaya-chanpra, or PrKthwi'-Ra'ja, who fell

in the great war against the Mahabhatadicas, or

Musulmans, in the year 1 192. Every Vicrama'ditya

i 3
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is made to wage war against an antagonist called

\Sa'liva'hana, Sa'laba'n, and often denominated

NrKsinha, Na'ge'ndra, &c. except one, whose oppo

nent's name was Maha-bhat, and that of his fol

lowers Mahabhatadicas, that is to say Mohammed

and the Muhammedans.

Vicrama'ditya made a desperate tapasya, in

order to obtain power and a long life from Ca'li-

de'vi', and as she seemingly continued deaf to his

intreaties, he was going to cut off his own head,

when she appeared, and granted him undisturbed

sway over all the world for 1000 years, after which a

divine child, born of a virgin and the son of the

great Tacshaca, carpenter or artist, would deprive

him both of his kingdom and of his life. Such are

the words of the Vicrama-charitra ■: and in the Cumd-

rica-chanda it is said, that this would happen in the

year of the Cali-yuga 3101, answering to the first

of the Christian era. Tbus, Vicrama'ditta

reigned for 1000 years nearly unmolested, in the en

joyment of every rational pleasure, and never trou

bling himself about his latter end ; till, recollecting

the prophecies about this wonderful child, and that

the time for their being fulfilled was near at hand, he

grew very uneasy, and sent people all over the world,

to find him out, that he might destroy him : and

having discovered the place of his abode, he ad

vanced at the head of an immense army, but was de

feated, and lost his life, by the hand of this divine

child, who was then five years of age.

The history of these nine worthies, but more par

ticularly when considered as a single individual, is a

most crude and undigested mass of heterogeneous

legends, taken from the apocryphal gospel of the

infancy of Christ, the tales of the Rabbis and Tal-

mudists concerning Solomon, with some particulars

about Muhammed ; and the whole is jumbled toge
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ther with some of the principal features of the history

of the Persian Kings of the S&ssanian dynasty. For

Vicrama is supposed to have waged war with the

Romans, all the time that he lived : that is to say

for 145 years : and to have taken one of their em

perors prisoner, whom he carried in triumph through

the streets oiUjjayini. One of these Vicramas was

really a Sassanian prince : and the famous Shabour

or Sapor, of that dynasty, took the Emperor Vale-

rian prisoner.

Thus Vicrama is made contemporary with Solo

mon ; and, like him, he is said to have found the

great mantra, spell or talisman ; through which he

ruled over the elements, and spirits of all denomina

tions, who obeyed him like slaves': otherwise they

were sure of being severely punished. Like Solo

mon, he bad a most wonderful throne, supported and

adorned with lions, who were endued with reason

and speech : and this wonderful fabric is called, in

Sanscrit, Sinhasana, or the seat supported by lions.

We read in the vetala-pancha-v'wsati, that it was

through the assistance of the great Vttala, or..Devil,

that two Vicrama'ditvas obtained the empire of

the world, a long life, with unlimited sway.. They

performed the puja, in his honor, offered sacrifices,

and in short dedicated, or gave themselves up to him.

This is highly reprobated by divines in India, yet

they seem to allow, that when all other means fail, it

may be done, provided it be not for wicked and abo

minable purposes. We read in the Thamurathnameh*

that the div. Argenk had likewise applied to the

devil, to become the Solomon or Vicrama of his

age. Zohac gave himself up also to the devil, in

order to become the sovereign lord of the world,

and with his assistance he killed his predecessor.

* D'Hkrbblots's Bibl. Orient, v. Suleiman.

I 4
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But let us return to the extract from the Vicrama-

charitra, by Major Mackenzie. Then cameBALA-

rishi, Vicrama'rca, Bali and Bhartrihart, four

brothers, from four mothers, of the four different

classes, and sons of a holy Brahmen of Benares. The

last, or Bhartrihari, was of the fourth class, and

succeeded to the throne. He was learned, pious, and

valiant; and it is believed that he is still alive, as a

Muni, in the wilds above Hari-dwar. He was suc

ceeded by Vicrama'rca, who made a sacrifice in

honor of the goddess Ca'li', and offered his own

head. The goddess appeared to him, saying, what is

your boon ? That I may rule the world for a long

time. The goddess, pleased with his faith and devo

tion, told him, that at Ujjayini, he should rule the

terrestrial world for 1000 years, without hindrance or

molestation, and at last that he should be slain by a

child, b orn of a virgin one year and a half old. His

brother, being informed of this circumstance, said he

would lengthen his life to 2000 years, for, as he was

to rule at ijjjayini for 1000 years, he had only to re

main in that city six months in the year, and the

other six out of it. He then ascended to heaven, in

his human body, where he was well received by

Indra, saw Rambha' and Urvas'i' dancing, and

there was presented with the famous Sinhhana, or

seat adorned with lions.

He chastised the Ve'ta'la-de'va, or the king of

the devils, made him his slave, who then related to

him twenty-five curious stories, to be found in the

Vetdla-pancha-virisati. Toward the latter end of his

reign, he sent secret emissaries, through all the world,

to inquire, whether a child were born of a virgin one

year and a half old. The messengers returned to

Ujjayini, with the news, that a male child was bom

of a virgin, the daughter of a potmaker, begot by the

king of snakes (called Tacshaca, or the Carpenter,

in the original,) while she was in her cradle. They
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informed him also, that this child, named Sa'la-

va'iiana, had attained the age of five years ; and

that his grandfather had made numberless clay

figures of soldiers to amuse him.

Vicrama'rca marched at the head of an army;

but the protecting snake came to the assistance of

the child, and inspired the figures of clay with life,

who started up as able warriors, attacked Vicra

ma'rca and his army, and defeated him. <Sa'la-

va'haka cut off his head, and flung it into Ujjayini,

that his death might be known to all the world.

The queen was delivered in that very monrfi of a

male child ; after which she burned herself with the

head of her lord, who was re-united to the Supreme

Being. Whilst the grandees of the state were as

sembled to place the child upon the imperial throne,

a voice from heaven declared, that as the child was

born after the death of his father, he could not suc

ceed to the empire of India, but only to the throne

of Malava ; and the same voice ordered the Sinhd-

sana, or the imperial throne, to be buried in a secret

place. 'Sa'la-va'hana, who was a learned and

pious man, became a Muni, and withdrew to desert

places, to give himself up to devout contemplation.

Major Mackenzie informs us, that in the chrono

logical list, Vicrama'rca is declared to have reigned

only 944 years ; and in another, that it was only his

dynasty or empire which is said to have lasted so

long.

The learned of the western parts of India, whom

I had an opportunity to consult, assured me, that the

first Millenium ended about the beginning of the

Christian era, and the second Millenium, when the

Musulmans penetrated into the more inland parts of

India; probably under Mahmood, about the year

1000 of our era.
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The year 5044 of the Cali-yuga is looked upon by

many as the year of Vicrama'rca's death: hence

in the Deccan, they have reduced his supposed reign

to 944 ; but by others it is looked upon as the first

of his reign, which then must have ended in the

1000th year, answering to the first of the Christian

era. Hence Vicrama is said, in the Tadkerat-Assaldtin,

as cited by Bernoulli to have lived 1100 years,

■before he re-appeared and reigned at Dill'i.

This Vicrama'rca, called also Vicrama-s'ena

and Vicrama-sinh, is supposed to be the most an

cient; yet his brother Bhartr5(hari (also named

'Suca'ditya or Sucara j a), besides a treatise consist

ing of 300 moral sentences, and simply called Bhar-

trihari, after him, wrote likewise a collection en

titled Sucasaptati, or the 70 tales of the Parrot.

Mention is there made of a more ancient king, Vi-

crama-s'ena, to whom, and his daughter-in-law Pra-

bh'ati', the Parrot relates these amusing stories.

Every Vicrama has either a parrot, a demon, or

statue to entertain him. Another peculiarity of

every one of them is,vthat upon the least disappoint

ment, or fit of ill-humour, he is ready to cut off his

own head, and throw it at the feet of the goddess

Ca'lI, who interposes and grants his boon. Hence

it is said, that the first time he cut off his own head,

Ca'li granted him only one hundred years ; when

cutting it off again, he obtained to live for 100 years

more: and every time, his familiar, the Vetala, re

placed it upon his shoulders. This he did ten differ

ent times, when the Vetala, or the devil, informed

him that this could be done ten times only, and no

more, as in the case of Ra'van'a, as every body knows.

We read, that there was a king of Pataliputra-

Jnira, called Vicrama-tunga, who was like a lion,

sinha: hence he is called Vicrama-sinha through

the whole legend. He happened to be in the holy city
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of Pratishtmia, when fifty of his relations (the heads

of whom were Maha'bha'ta, and his four confiden

tial associates, Maha'-vIra-ba'hu, or Maha'-ba'hu,

Su-ba'hu, Su-bha'ta, and Preta'pa'ditya, all maha-

balas, strong and valiant men), surrounded him with

a numerous army of Mah&bhatadicas, or Muhammc-

dans. He effected his escape with much difficulty,

and fled to Ujjayini, where he concealed himself in

the house of a rich merchant, who with his wealth

enabled him to raise- another army, when he attacked

the Mah&bhatadicas, and gained a complete victory.

In the mean time, his wife Sa'sile'c'ha', having

been informed that her lord had been killed in battle,

burned herself. The merchant's son having been

confined by the king of Ujjayini, Vicrama-sinha,

at the head of his army, set him at liberty, and then

returned to his own capital Patali-putra-pura, or

Patna. It is said, in the third story of the Vetala-

pancha-vins'ati, that Maha'-bhata', or Maha-ra'hu,

was from Anangapura, in Ananga-de'sa, or country

Pandits suppose to be toward the west. Muham

med is said to be the grandson of a king of India:

hence he is called a relation of Vicrama'ditya.

In the seventh section of the Vrihat-cafha, we

read, that there was a king of Patali-putra-pura,

called Vicrama'ditya, who, hearing of the growing

power of Nrisinha, king of the consecrated city, or

Pratishtana, called to his assistance the Gqja-pati,

(lord of the elephants, or king of Tibet), and the A'sva-

patiQord of horses or horsemen, or the k'mg ofPersia).

The confederates took the field ; but were defeated

by NnisiNHA-NRtPA or Sa'eiva'hana, with an in

credible slaughter. Vicramaditya fled with the

utmost precipitation to Pdtali-putra ; but meditating

vengeance, he disguised himself like a carpati, or

man who carries all over India the holy water of the

Ganges, and went to Pratishtdnla. There he was

 

same
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kindly received by a rich merchant, in whose house

he remained a long time. King Nrisinha, or S'a'-

liva'hana, happening accidentally to call at the

merchant's house, they recognised each other ; and

Nrisinha, admiring his comely appearance, and also

his courage and confidence, acknowledged himself

overcome by him; when Vicrama'ditya ad

vanced, and they embraced each other most cordi

ally. NuIsinha carried him to his palace, where,

having entertained him in a suitable manner, they

parted in peace, and Vicrama returned to Patali-

putra-pura, having seemingly settled every thing

concerning their respective eras, at least it is so sup

posed.

In the tenth section of the Vrihat-cat'ha, we read

that Vicrama-ces-ari, was prime minister to Mr¥-

ga'ncadatta, king of Patah-putra. The king used

to wander by himself through the woods, where he

often lost his way, seemingly through some infir

mity; and his prime minister used to go in- search of

him. It happened once that he could not find him,

and, passing near a holy place called Bruma-sfhala^

he saw a Brahmen, sitting under a tree, near a well.

Vicrama-ces'ari approached the holy man, who for

bade him to come near, as he had just been bitten

by a venemous snake: but Vicrama, who was well

acquainted with the medical art, soon cured him.

The Brahmen, willing to shew his gratitude, asked

him why he did not aspire to power and dominion.

Vicrama-ce's'ari seemed willing enough, and asked

him how this could be effected. The priest replied,

perform the pujd in honour of the great Vktdla, or

the devil, and you will obtain from him whatever

you wish ; and you will become like Vi-sama-saila,

with the title of Tri-Vicrama, who had the sidd'his,

•r power or working miracles.

At Pratish'tdncc, says the Brahmen, on the banks
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of the Gddaveri, reigned Tri-Vicrama-sena, the

the son of Vicrama-s'ena. He was thus called, be

cause he possessed acrama, pracrama, and vicrama,

three synonymous words, implying energy in a great

degree. A Brahmen used to come very often, and

presented him every time with a flower, in whicli

was concealed a jewel of great value. The king re

spectfully received the flower, and afterwards threw

it away into a corner, where they all remained neg

lected and undisturbed. At last the king accidentally

discovered a jewel, and searching into every flower,

found in every one a gem also. When the priest

came again, he asked the reason of this strange cir

cumstance, and what he meant by it. The Brahmen

informed him, that, if he would come alone to a cer

tain place, which he pointed out, he would then re

veal the whole mystery. The king did not fail to go,

on the appointed day: when the Brahmen informed

him, that before he could unfold this secret, it was

necessary that he should go into an adjacent grove,

Avhere was a corpse hanging upon a tree : cut the

rope, says he, and bring the dead body to me. The

king, though very unwilling, was obliged to comply,

and having cut the rope, he placed the dead body

upon his shoulders ; and, on the road, a spirit that was

in it, spoke, and related five and twenty stories to

amuse and deceive the king ; when, at the end of

each story, the corpse flew back to its tree, and every

time Tri-Vicrama went and brought him back, and

being at last irritated, he took care he should rio

more escape. Then the spirit informed him that the

Brahmen wanted to destroy him, and usurp his

throne. For this purpose, he was going to perform

some magical rites, in which a dead corpse was ab

solutely necessary ; and that this was the reason why

he had insisted on the king bringing him a dead

body. Tri-Vicrama-s'ena being satisfied with the

truth of this information, put the Brahmen to death ;

and Maha'de'va appeared to him, saying, thou wert
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before Vicrama'ditya, a portion of my own essence.

I have now generated thee in the character of Tri-

Vicrama to destroy the wicked; and ultimately thou

wilt be Vicrama'ditya again ; and, when thou diest

in that last character, thou wilt be re-united to me.

This alludes, according to the learned, to the two

Millenniums of Vicrama'ditya. This legend is a

little obscure, and the compiler seems to have jum

bled together the legends of Vicrama'ditya and Sa-

liva'hana ; though of the latter no mention, by

name at least, be made.

As Vi-sama-s'ila was at first king of Pratisht,dndt

he was, of course, the same with 'Sa'liva'ijan'a ;

and the first part of the legend has an obvious refer

ence to him in that character. Vicrama-cesa'ri

appears to be the S'ri'-Carn'a'-deva-Ra'ja-Vx-

crama, with the title of A'ditya, who dethroned

his sovereign, taking advantage of his infirmities ;

and this Vicrama-ces'ari, in the third story of the

Vetdla-panchavinsati is declared to be king of Pd-

tal'i-putra-bhu-mandalam, or country and region of

Pdtali-putra, as every body knows : and his wife's

name was Chandra-prabha'-magadhi, being a na

tive of Magadha.

It is said, in some legends *, that three male

children were born the same day : one, the son of a

Brahmen, the second, a Cshettri, and, the third, a

Vaisya: some add a fourth of the Sudra tribe. It

was foretold, that one of them would become king,

or, at least, remain so without being molested, if a

king already ; but not before the two others had been

put to death. The Brahmen, hearing of this, easily

circumvented the Vais'ya, who was a Taili, or oil

man, with whose body he wanted afterwards to per

form a most abominable sacrifice to Vetdla, or the

* In the Dhoja-praband'Jm,
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devil, in order to destroy Vicrama'ditya. Maha -

dkva became incarnated in the person of Tri-Vicra-

ma, at Ujjayin'i, or rather Pratisht'ana, on the follow

ing occasion. The gods, that is to say, the Brah-

we«A' and Hindus, being vexed by the Mlectihas, or

foreign and impure tribes, went in a body to Caildsa,

to Maha'-de'va, to whom they said, you and Vishnu

have destroyed the Asuras, or Daityas, but these are

born again on earth as MlichUias. They vex the

Vipras, or Bruhmens, and will not allow the perform

ance of religious rites and sacrifices, destroying all

tire religious instruments, and other requisites : they

even carry away the daughters of holy Munis. In

consequence of this remonstrance, Tripura'ri, or

Maha'-deva, was incarnate, in the house of Sura-

Mahe'ndra'ditya-Jagatjaya, ntUjjayini, who was

making Tapasya, to obtain a son. As soon as his wife

had conceived, the heavenly host came down to wor

ship her. The high-priest and prime minister, who were

also childless, obtained each a son ; and young Vi

crama'ditya, called also Vi-samas'ila in this place,,

soon surpassed his teachers in learning and wisdom.

The old king resigned the throne to him, and then

withdrew to Benares ; and Vicrama'ditya became

king of heaven, hell, and earth : the genii and de

mons were obedient to him, and his fame reached the

White island in the sea of milk, or White sea. His ge

neral, Vicrama-s'acti, conquered Dacshiria-patlia,

(or the Deckin,) Mad'hya-des'a, (or the inland parts

of India,) Casmir and Saurashtra, (or Soret,) and

the countries to the east of the Ganges. He forced

Vira-se'na-Sinha'les'wara, or the king of Sinfwla,

or Ceylon, to sue for peace, and to give him his

daughter, and Cut'aca, (or Cuttaca,) was obliged, at

last, to submit. He extirpated several tribes of

MlecKhas, and others surrendered at discretion. He

married, at Ujjayini, three wives, Gun-avati, Chan-

draVati, and Madana-sunda'ri : wishing to marry ,

/
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a fourth, he saw, in the house of Vis'vacarma, a

beautiful damsel, daughter of Calinga-s'eni, king

of Stambhasta, (now Combat, or Cambay,) in Calinga-

des'a. He sent a trusty man to demand her of her

father, who refused his consent: but Vicrama'ditya

sent one of his attending spirits, who soon obliged

him to comply.

This is, it seems, the Vicrama'ditya who ob

tained a famous boon from Indra, in favour of his

favourite country M&lwca, that it should never be

visited by drought. In his time there had been no

rain for twelve years, owing to San'i, (or Saturn,)

passing into the house of vSucra, (or Venus,) in

VrIsha, (or Taurus,) through the S'acata-bhtda, (or

section of the wain,) in Rbhini, (or the stars near

Aldebaran). In the time of Da'sarat'ha, Saturn,

the offspring of the Sun, attempting to go through

this path, was prevented by Das'arat'ha, and hurled

down into a country which he set on fire, and it

was, from that circumstance, called Barbara.

In the Sinhasana-dzvatrinsati, the twenty-fourth sta

tue is introduced, giving to king Bh6ja an account of

Vicrama, and of 'Sa'liva'han'a. There was, in

Purandarpura, a rich merchant, who, before he died,

gave to every one of his four sons an earthen pot,

sealed, with injunctions not to open it till after his

decease. When opened, the first was found to con

tain nothing but earth ; the second, coala ; the third,

bones ; and the fourth, bran. Vicrama was applied

to for an explanation, but neither he nor any body

else could explain this enigma. The- four sons

went afterwards to Pratisht'an'a, and neither the

king nor any body else there could give them an

answer; but there was a wonderful child who

did. There were two Brahmens, who had a sister,

who lived with them in a state of widowhood,

her husband having died whilst she was yet very
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young. She conceived by a Ndga-cumdra, (or Tac-

shaca ;) and the brothers ashamed of this seeming

disorderly behaviour of their sister, left the country.

The unfortunate young widow, thus deserted, found

an asylum in the humble cottage of a pot-maker,

where she was delivered of a male child, whom she

called 'Sa'liva'hana. The child, hearing of this

strange case, went to the king's presence, where the

four sons of the merchant were, with a numerous and

respectable assembly. He spoke without embarrass

ment, and they were astonished, for his words were

like amrit or ambrosia. The first pot, says he, con

taining earth, entitles the owner to the landed pro

perty of his father. The second contains coals, and

of course all the timber and wood become the pro

perty of the second son. The third is entitled to the

elephants, horses, cattle, and animals of all descrip

tions belonging to the estate ; and the fourth is en

titled to the corn and grain of all kinds, the property

of his father. Vicrama'ditya, on hearing of this>

sent for the child, who refused to come: go, says he

to the messenger, and tell him that when I have com

pleted my business, or in other words, when I shall

be perfected, or my time is arrived, he will come to

me of himself. Vicrama'ditya, irritated at this an

swer, wanted to kill him ; and advanced, at the head

of a numerous army, against the child, who, making

figures of soldiers with clay, animated them. They

fought on both sides with courage ; but the Ndga-

cumdra, or son of the great serpent, stupified Vicra-

ma's army ; who, finding his soldiers asleep, implored

the assistance of the serpent Vas'uci, who gave him

some amrit, with which he revived his troops; and

'Sa'liva'hana, hearing of this, sent two men for

some of it, and Vicrama complied with his request :

and here ends the legend, which was introduced only

to give an instance of Vicrama'ditya's unbounded

generosity.

Vol. IX. x
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The next Vicrama'ditya, and whose history ia

hest known all over India, was the son of Gardda-

bha rupa, or he with the countenance of an ass ;

and an account of him is given in the Vicrama-upa-

chyana, or first section of the Sinhasana-dzvatrin*

s'ati.

The next Vicrama'ditya was the famous king

Bhoja, who recovered the Sinkasqm, and going to

the White island, dived into the infernal regions,

where he saw the apartments ofCri'shna, or Vishnu;

and close to them those of Bali, who received him

kindly, and bestowed upon him the title of Vicra

ma'ditya ; and his son, called Jaya'nanda, was

stiled also Vicrama'ditya. According to others,

Jaya'jjanda was only either the adopted son, or

the son-in-law of Raja-Bhoja, having married his

daughter Bha'nu-matL

The principal feature of the history of these Vi-

crama'dityas, as I observed before, at whatever

period they lived, is their quarrels with a certain

king, called Sa'liva'haka, with the title of Nrisin-

ha, Na'ga-cuma'ra, Na'ge'ndra, &c. except one,

who is introduced as contemporary with Muhammed,

and waging war against him, and his followers, the

Mahabiiatadicas. Even in the time of Java Chan

dra, the last emperor of India, we find, in Persian

records, a 'Sa'lea'han, king of Dilll: and in the

district of Budhaon, in that province, there is a small

town, the capital of a Pergannah of the same name,

called Cote-Sdlbdiian, or the fort of 'Sa'lba'han, and

said to have been built by him.

The chief authorities, after the Vicrama-charilra,

and the other books I have mentioned before, are the

last sections, or rather supplements to the Agni and

Bhavishya-purdrias, the list of the kings of Mdlwd, in
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the Ayhi-Acberi, the Vansavali, or Rajceodli, written

by Ra ja' Raghdna'tha, of the Cach'hrva tribe, at the

command of the emperor Aurengzebk ; and, lastly,

a list of the Bala-Rayas, or Balhara emperors, and

of the sovereigns of Malwa. The last section, or

rather supplement or appendix to the Agni-purdn'a, is

the best chronological list that has come to my know

ledge. It is seldom found annexed to that Puran'a;

no more than the appendix to the Bhavishya. I was

however fortunate enough to find it at the end of a

eopy of the Agni-purdn'a, at least two hundred years

old; and,, though complete, almost worn out. There

I found the beginning of the appendix on futurity,

exactly in the same hand-writing with the body of

that Puran'a, and the owner most kindly made me a

present of the last leaf, which contains both the end

of that Puran'a, and the beginning of the appendix.

In a copy of that appendix, it is said to be the 63d

and last section of the Agni-puran'a. The numbers

do not correspond now, though it be acknowledged,

that the division of the Puran'as, into sections, has

not been the same, at all times, and in every part of

India.

With regard to the appendix, or section, of the

Bhavishya-purdn'a, it is obvious that it never made

part of that Purdna, at least in its present state :

but, as it treats of futurity (Bhavishya), it was pro

bably on that account attributed to it; for it appears

that it belonged originally to some astronomical trea

tise, and it is very much like the preliminary section

to the Jybtiroiddbharana. It is supposed by some,

that it is a short extract from the second part of that

Purdna, which either no longer exists, or is not to

be commonly found. In the first part, there is not

a word about futurity, or the times to come.

These lists are the .more valuable, as they give us

k2
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an account of the emperors of the west in India, of

whom little or no notice is taken in the Pwan cut.

The chief object of the compilers seems to be to esta

blish the chronology of the western parts of India,

since the expiation of Cha'nacya, down to the death

of Pithaura', and Jaya-Chandra, in the year

1192. The three first lists are nearly the same, and

probably they were originally so; and as* the list of

the emperors of the west in India, in the Ayin-Acbcri,

is one of them, it is obvious, that above two hun

dred years ago, they were considered, by the Pan"

dits who assisted Abul-Fazil, as authentic docu

ments.

The fourth list is from a work entitled Vansuvati,

or the genealogies; but more commonly called Rcija-

vali, or reigns and successions of kings. It wa,s

written in the year 1659, by Ra ja Raghuna'tha,

of the CacKhzva tribe, at the command of Aureng-

zebe. This has been translated into all the dialects

of India, and new modelled, at least twenty different

ways, according to the whims and pre-conceived

ideas of ' every individual, who chose to meddle

with it.

It is, however, the basis and ground-work of mo>-

dern history among the Hindus ; as in the Khulaset-

ul Tuwdric, and the Tadkeratussalatin. The latter

treatise is a most perfect specimen of the manner of

writing history in India; for, excepting Raghu*

na'th's list, almost every thing else is the production

of the fertile genius of the compiler, who lived

above a hundred years ago. In all these lists the

compilers and revisers seem to have had no other

object in view, but to adjust a certain number of

remarkable epochs. This being once effected, the

intermediate spaces are filled up with names of kings

not to be found any where else, and, most. probably,
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fanciful. Otherwise they leave out the names of

those kings of whom nothing is recorded: and attri-

bute the years of their reigns to some among them

better known, and of greater fame. They often do not

scruple to transpose some of those kings, and even

whole dynasties; either in consequence of some pre

conceived opinion, or owing to their mistaking a fa

mous king for another of the same name. It was not

uncommon with ancient writers, to pass from a remote

ancestor to a remote descendant ; or from a remote

predecessor to a remote successor, by leaving out the

intermediate generations or successions, and sometimes

ascribing the years of their reigns to a remote successor

or predecessor. In this manner the lists of the ancient

kings of Persia, both by oriental writers and others

in the west, have been compiled: and some instances,

of this nature, might be produced from scripture.

I was acquainted lately, at Benares, with a chroni

cler of that sort ; and, in the several conversations I

had with him, he candidly acknowledged, that he

filled up the intermediate spaces between the reigns

of famous kings, with names at a venture ; that he

shortened or lengthened their reigns at pleasure; and

that it was understood, that his predecessors had

taken the same liberties. (His lucubrations were

of little use to me; but he had collected various

lists of kings, of which he allowed me, with much

difficulty, to take copies.) Through their emenda

tions and corrections, you see plainly a total want of

•historical knowledge and criticism ; and sometimes

some disingenuity is but too obvious.

This is, however, the case with the sections on fu

turity in the Bhagavat, Vdyu, Vishnu and Brahmaiida-

purdn'as ; which, with the above lists, constitute the

whole stock of historical knowledge among the

Hindus; and the whole might be comprised in a few

quarto pages of print. These I have collected to°e-

>

k 3
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ther, with notes,, derived from the assistance of fo

reign writers ; and hereafter they may be corrected,

from a few historical passages in their books, grants,

and inscriptions, which last mnst be used soberly.

With regard to these lists, their being brought down,

even to our own days, can be no objection; for it is

the case with many of our old chronicles. We have

them in the Ayin-Acberi, in the state they were in at

that time. I have some copies, in which their chro

nology is brought down to the reign of Aureng-

zebe: and, lastly, some, in which the arrival of the

English is foretold, under the name of Tdmra-varn'a,

foreigners, the offspring of Maya, the engineer of

the giants, and the son of Twashta. Tamra-varria

literally signifies copper-coloured, but is interpreted

Aruna-varn'a, or of the colour of the morning dawn ;

and, in lexicons, the Greeks, or Yavanas, are said to

be Tamra-varria. In Raghuna t'h's list, it is re

markable, that no obvious notice is taken, either of

the elder Vicrama'ditya, or of 'Sa'liva'hana ;

they are however concealed under the names of

Aditya, ridiculously written Adhescht by Tief-

fenthaler, and under that of D'hananjaya, which

last is meant for Sa'liva'hana. 'Aditya is obvi

ously meant here for Vicrama ; in some copies he is

called Hara-bha'ga, or a portion of Hara, the de

stroyer ; because it was necessary that he should de

stroy 550,000,000 men from among the impure tribes,

before he could obtain the rank of a Sachsxcara ; and

whatever man kills a Sace'swara only, obtains that

exalted rank, as did Sa'liva'hana.

Dhananjaya, or Dhanid'hara, as he is called

also, is supposed by Abul Fazil, to have been the

grandfather of 'Sa'liva'hana * : but, as there are se-

* Aj'in-Acberi, vol. 2d, p. 54.
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vcral kings and legislators called Vichama ; in the

same manner we find also several Sa'liva'hanas. ,

This grandson ofDiiANANjAYA is made contempo

rary with another Vicrama'ditya, who is supposed

to have begun his reign A. D. 19 1 ; but, according

toothers, either in- the year 184 or £00. In Ra-

ghuna't'h's lists, current in the western parts of In

dia, which have appeared in print, instead of 'Sa'li-

va'hana, we find Samudra-pa'la, perhaps a disciple

of his, and thus called, because he came by sea. In

this remarkable instance, these lists differ, most ma

terially, from those in use in the Gangetic provinces,

and eastern parts of India. In the latter, in the room

of Vicrama'ditya, we read 'Suraca, or'SuDRACA,

a famous emperor of India, mentioned in the Purd-

iras, and of whom it is said, in the Cwnarka-dharida,

that he would ascend the imperial throne, after 3290

years of the Call-ynga were elapsed, that is to say,

in the year of our Lord 191, and that he would reign

in the citv of Charchita, thus called from the search

(cherche in French,) or inquiries made there into vari

ous religious opinions, and new dogmas ; and thus

it is understood by learned men from the west of

India, and it appears that there were several cities

thus called. This 'Sudraca had also the title of Vr-

ckama, and of A'ditya : but in the eastern lists no

mention is made of Samudra-pa'la. Tieffentha-

le« takes notice of him, and Bernoulli has given

us the whole legend, such as it is in the MSS. co

pies.

When Vicrama'ditya was ninety years of age,

then came Samudra-pa'la, or he who was fostered,

or wafted over, by Samudra, or the ocean, because it

is understood, that he came from distant countries by

sea. He appeared in the character of a holy man,

working miracles, and, as it seems, preaching about
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regeneration. He was kindly received by Vicrama'-

ditya, who being old and decrepit, wished very

much to be regenerated. Samudra-pa'la complied

with his wishes; and, as there was a stout young

man just dead, he directed the old king to send his

own soul into that corpse, and showed him how to

do it. Vicrama'ditya did so, and the young man

revived immediately, to the great astonishment of the

multitude. In the mean time, Samudra-va'la con

veyed his own soul into the body of the king; and,

in that old and decrepit frame, he contrived to main

tain himself, for the space of .55 years, or more cor

rectly 54 years, two months, and twenty days ; and

thus governed the country, with unlimited sway, in

the shape and character of Vickama'ditya. These

55 years being added to the 90 years of Vicrama's

life or reign, the sum, 145, is exactly the difference

between the eras of Vicrama, and (Sa'liva'hana,

in the Delihin ; for, in the northern parts of India,

they reckon only 135 years. This new 'Sa'liva-

hana, or rather his disciple, or follower, if he ever

existed, died in the year 335 : for this second Vi-

XRAma, or 'Sudraca, as he is called in the Cumd-

ricd-chanda, ascended the Imperial throne in the year

of Chrtst 191 : but in Raghuna't'h's list, this

event took place in the year That there is an

error of 100 years is obvious, on the authority of the

above section of the Scanda-purdna, and also from

the particulars in the same list. There it is declared,

that the succession of the Hindu princes ended in

the year of the Cali-yuga 4116, answering to that of

Christ 1016; but the particulars give 4216; and,

by retrenching these 100 years, the aggregate sums,

resulting from the subordinate periods, perfectly

agree with the general one, as given at full length in

the list. These subordinate periods become also pro

portionate tooneanother, from Maha'bali's accession

to the throne, 355 B. C. down to the year 10 16 of
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our era. The reason why these 100 years, and a few

more in another place, were introduced, is that the

correctors of this list confounded the final overthrow

of the Hindu empire, in the year 1192, hy Sahebud-

deen, with the mortal wounds given to it by

Sebecteghin, and his son Mahmud, in the begin

ning of the eleventh century. In all the copies

which I have seen, of Ragiiu nath's' list, an obvious

notice is taken of the famous emperor Bh6ja: yet

the learned insist that he is concealed there, under

the epithets of Deva-Dha'ra'-sinha, as he is called

in some lists, and xSaila-Dha'ra-sinha in others :

but in many copies these names are written errone

ously Damo-Diiara-s'ena, and Jala-dhara-sena.

In the Bhoja-prabandha the epithet De'va is always

prefixed to his name, thus De'va-Bhoja; and in the

room of these various surnames, we find in some

copies Diva'yana-sinha, As Bhoja was king of

Dhdrd (now Dhdr) he might certainly be denomi

nated Dha'ra'-sinha. This famous city is called also

*Saila dhdrd, and Bhoja is called "Sa'ila'ditya, or
Vicramaditya, who resided at sSdila-dhdrd, in the

Satrujaya-mahatmya ; and in the same manner, 4Sa'li-

va'hana is denominated Pattan-sinha or vSe'na,

from the town of Pratisthdna (or Pattern^ where he

is said to have resided. If so, the new modellers of

these lists have introduced many obscure, or rather

fictitious names, in order to fill up the space, between

that emperor and the downfal of the empire in 1 192,

by Sahebuddeen, which they have confounded

with the catastrophe under Mahmud-ben-Sebec-

teghjn. In various lists, which I have seen; Se-

becteghin's name is written Sebectekin, Sanec-

TEKIN, NECTEKIK, &C

As Bh6ja is not noticed by any foreign writer, it

is impossible to ascertain the time in which he lived,

from the vague and contradictory data to be found ia
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Hindu romance, within 100 years at least of the

veal time. Such is however the state of the Hindu

chronology, even in modern times : and from such

wretched materials what can be expected? Western

historians, and those of China, have occasionally re

corded eclipses, which are of great service in chrono

logy ; but they are absolutely disregarded by Hindu

writers ; at least, I have never been able to procure a

single observation upon record, and connected with

any historical fact, or the reign of any well-known

king or emperor.

. 9

In these different lists, the principal eras are, the

accession of Maha'-Bali to the Imperial throne,

355 years B.C. his death in 327, the massacre of the

Imperial family in 315, and finally, the expiation of

Chan'acva, 312 years B. C. and of these remarkable

events I took particular notice in my essay on the

Gangetic provinces.

The next remarkable era is that of Sa'mva'hana

and the eldest Vicrama'ditya : this the compilers

and revisers have wrapt up in such darkness, and I

believe designedly, that it is almost impossible to re

cognise these two famous king's. In some, Sa'i.iva-

hana is called Pattan-s'inha ; in others Dhanan-

jaya, Dhanadhara, &c. 'Saca, Sacti-s'ixha ; and

in the Vrihat-cat'ha, Sama-sila, and Vi-sama-s'ila,

and lastly Ha'la and Sa'i.a, Ha'u and Sa'lt, NrK-

8INHA and Nara vahaxa. Vicramaditya is

sometimes called \Aditya simply ; in other places

VlCRAMA, VlCRAMAMITRA, VlCRAMA-TUXGA, Vl-

crama-Sinha, Vicrama-se'na, Vicrama-cesa'ri,

Vicrama'rca, &c. whilst he is sometimes left out

entirely; which is immaterial, as they say, when Sa-

liva'hana, his antagonist, is mentioned;

The third epoch is that of king Suraca, called
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also Aditya, and Raja-Vickama, who began his

reign in the year 191.

The fourth era is that of Vickam'aditva the son

of Gandharupa, whose reign began in the year 441.

The fifth is the appearance of Maha'-bhat' or

Muhammed; and the sixth is the accession of

Bhoja, called also Vicramaditya, to the imperial

throne.

The seventh era is the defeat and death of Pi-

thaura in 1192, and that of Jaya-chandra, in

the year 1 194.

Let us now examine and compare together the lists

in the appendix to the Agni, and to the Bhavishya-

purarias, and also in the Ayin-Acberi. In the Bha-

vishya, the years are omitted, but it agrees otherwise

with the other lists, as much as can reasonably be

expected.

There are three kings in the appendix to the Agni

puran a, seemingly in a regular order of succession;

but who are to be rejected from the list ; as it ap

pears, from the context, that they were only in a

collateral line, and seem to have been rebellious vas

sals, who, taking advantage of the weakness of their

liege, set up for themselves, in their own country.

The first was a rebel of the name of 'Ataca, as seem

ingly implied by his name, who made himself inde

pendent, and resided in the town of Hhara. He

lived 190 years; that is to say, his collateral dynasty

lasted so many years, and this dynasty was very

properly omitted in the Ayin-Acberi. Then comes

Suc'h-s'ena, or Sumuc'h-s'ena, with another king

called C'ha'dga or C'harga; and these resided at

Chitra-cut'a in Bundclc'hand, as asserted in that sec
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tion or appendix, . Sumuc'h a-s'ena is called Kkneck*

sein in the Ayin-Acberi ; and in that treatise, Chitra*

cuta, their metropolis, is metamorphosed into a king,

to whom a reign of one year only is allotted. The

names of the three next ; princes, Chandrapala*

Maiie'ndra-pa la and Kurrum-chund, in the Ayiffy

Acberi, should he written in this manner, Ra'ma-

chandra, who did not reign : his son was Chat-

tka-pa'la, who was elected emperof of India after

the death of Jaya-nanda. His son and successor

was Ma'ha-chandra-pa'la ; hut I conceive that

the true name of the latter was Mahe'ndra-

pa'la.

From Cha'nacya's' expiation to the first year of

Vickama'ditya, the son of Gandha-rupa, the

three lists do not materially differ from each other

with regard to the number of kings, and the order

of succession. The greatest difficulty is, from the

.first year of Vicrama'ditya, the son of Gand

ha-rupa, or Harsha-me'gha, which last is a ridi

culous epithet for an ass, to the first of Bh6ja. The

greatest part of the names of the kings, in this list, are

probably fictitious, except some of the most illustrious.

The first we recognise is Mahabali, or Nanda,

who ascended the throne of India 355 years before

Christ. From his accession there elapsed §99 years,

according to Raghuna'th's list, to the death of

Vicrama'ditya, which happened 56 years B. C.

Then appears Dhananjaya, who put to death Wdit-

ya : these are 'Sa'liva hana and Vicrama'ditya :

the times coincide, and the name of one of them.

Dhananjaya is also the name of A'rjuna in the

Maha-bharat, of whom it is said, that he did not

exult over the ignorant and ill-favoured, but spent

his riches among the needy; in short, he was the

wonder of all good men. This is the character

given of Sa'livahana in the Cumdricd-c'harida, and
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I

the Agni-puran'a. This second Difananjata, called

also Dhanandhara, is reckoned as an Utpata, or

prodigy; and some account of him is given in the

Ayin-Acbcri*, , and also in traditionary legends.

He sprang suddenly from the middle of a temple at

Prat-shtum in the Dekhin, in a human form, and

with a divine countenance, holding a bright sword.

He attacked A'ditya, or Vicramaditya, whom he

put to death ; then, leaving the DeiMn, he made

Ujjayini the seat of his empire. In the grant found

at Monghir, allusion is made to Vicrama'ditya,

under the name of 'SA'Cadwishi, the foe of "Saca

or Sa'liva'hana ; and it is not improbable that the

prime minister, in the inscription on a pillar at Bud-

daul, is compared to 'Saliva'hana, under the name

of DHAXAN-JAYAf. ' . • .

There were undoubtedly many Vicrama'dityas;

but which of them instituted the era denominated

after him, is by no means obvious : for there is hardly

any instance, I believe, of any sovereign or legis

lator that ever instituted an era called after him,

and beginning with some memorable event, during

the course either of his life or of his reign. Any

one of them might have instituted the era ; but it

does not follow that he lived at the beginning of it.

The author of the Vansuv&U, and in general all those

who have attempted to new model his list, say, that

the era of Vicramaditya was instituted by his

brother Bhartrihari, or "Suca'ditya, who is called

Sacwanta on that account. He reigned fourteen

years ; and after his death, Vicramaditya took it

up, made some corrections, and had it called after

his own name. This circumstance is noticed by

* Vol. II, p. 54.

t Asiat. Researches, Vol. I.
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Bernouillt, from the Tadkerat ussalat'm ; but the

copy in Mr. Hahington's possession is the most ex

plicit on this subject, and I find that it is by no

means a new idea. According to some, these fourteen

years are the difference between the era of Vicra-

ma'ditya in its corrected, and the same in its original

state. This Suca'ditya is called also Vicrama'dit-

ya in the Dekhin, and is said to have begun his

reign in the year of the Cali-yuga 3020, and to have

died in the year 3034, from which they reckon the

era of Vicrama : but in the northern parts of India,

they say that he began his reign in the year 3030,

and died in the year 3044. Yet this Bhartr¥hari,

in the collection of tales attributed to him, alludes

to another Vicrama'ditya, who, from the context,

certainly lived long before him. Such is the uncer

tainty about this famous emperor, that we are obliged

to distinguish between the years since the time of

Vicrama'ditya and those of his era. Thus, in the

^Satrujaya-mahatmya, we read, that after 46*6 years

of the era are elapsed, then would appear the great

and famous Vicrama'ditya ; and then, 477 after

him, 'Saila'ditya, or Bii6ja, would reign. In the

Ayin-Acberi, the various dates, from the era of Vi*

crama'ditya, are to be reckoned from his acces

sion to the throne, in the middle ages of the Chris^

tian era.

The third epoch in my list, and in most of the

lists in the eastern parts of India, is that of vSuraca,

who was succeeded by his brother CrIshna, accord

ing to the Purctnas. He began his reign in the year

and was also considered as a Vicrama'ditya,

or rather a Samvatica, or author of a civil period ;

and of him also I took particular notice in my essay

on the Gangetic provinces.

The next period is that of Vicrama'ditya, the
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son of the man with the countenance of an ass. He

is called in the list Gandha-pi'la, or fostered by

an ass. This prince is omitted in several copies from

the west; and between Gandha-?a'ea and Vicra-

ma'djtita, or ViCRAma-pala, as lie is called in

these copies, there intervenes a king called Sa'dat-

pa'ia. This Vicrama'ihtya had two sons, one

called Tilaca-chandica, who reigned only two

years, and was succeeded by his eldest brother, Vi-

CflAMA-sE'NA,or Vjcrama'ditya ; and thisTitACA-

chaxdra appears in tlte character of BhartrI-

HARr.

The next period is that of Maha'bhat'-Sri'man-

Maha'raja', or Muhammeo the blessed, or fortu

nate, the great commander of thefaithful. In various

copies he is called Maha'bha't't'a'raca, and Maiia-

bhat't'a'rica. In Mr. Harington's list, the epi

thet of Paras'0, answering to Setjullah in Arabic,

or the sword of God, is prefixed to his name. In all

the copies from the west of India, he is called Maha-

Prema, for Maha-Prama'ra, the great des-royef ;

and to the names of his four confidential associates,

the epithet of Prema, or Prema'ra, is also added.

Instead of Prema, we should read Prama'ra, or

Parima'ra, the destroyer; for, in the 'Satrujaya-

Mahutmya, a favourite tract of the Jaims, he and

his friends are called the Pancha-ma'kas, or the

five destroyers. It is said there, that Jin a, in his

last incarnation, as Gautama in the shape of a

white elephant, and therefore denominated 'Sal-

Hasti-s'exa, having obtained eternal bliss, then,

three years, eight months, and fifteen days after this

event, there would appear 'Sacra-Pa ncha-M'ara,

who would put an end to all Dkarma, or religion *.

* Sacra, or the mighty chief.
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Thus the death of Gautama happened in Novem

ber 6 17; and his death, in the Puranas, and according

to the Japanese, is placed either late in the sixth, or

early in the seventh century. Pram'ara, the great

destroyer, or Pari-m'ara, he who destroys all round,

is one of the titles of Yama, and very applicable to

Muhammed. The Hindus, in the western parts of

India, are well acquainted with the famous Chdrydri

of the Musulmans, or the four friends and associates

of Muhammed. Some, with a little straining, de

rive this name from the Sanscrit; and thus the four

destroyers, with their leader, become the Pancha-

Ma'ras, or the five destroyers. Mr. Harington's

list, which was brought from Assam by the late Dr.

Wade, seems to have been new modelled by the

Jainas ; as Gautama is introduced there, waging

war against a certain Manu.

The next subject of inquiry is the Cumdricd-

c'harida, a section of the Scanda-purdn'a. The copy in

my possession was written in Gujjarat two hundred

and thirty years ago, or in the year of Vicramadi-

tya 1630, A. D. 1574; and in the year of Vicrama

1796, or A. D. 1740, it was the property of a learned

Pandit, who made several corrections in the margin,

as usual in India. The owner of that section, 250

years ago, obviously considered it as authentic, and

as making part of one of the canonical books ; and

the copies in general use in this part of the country

do not materially differ from it. According to the

context, this Purdn'a must have been written when

the Roman empire, probably in the east, was in the

zenith of its glory; for the author mentions it as the

largest in the world, and says that it consisted of no

less than 18,030,000 villages, or rather parishes, and

he speaks of it as existing in that powerful and ex

tensive state in his own time. Six dates only are given

in this section. The first ia 'Sudraca, or Suraca,
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*

who was to appear when 3300 years, save 10, of the

Cali-yuga were elapsed in the city of Charchita.

The first Vicrama'ditya is mentioned in the Cu-

mdricd-chanda*, in which it is declared, that after

3020 years of the Cali-yuga had elapsed, then would

Vicrama'rca appear. He reigned fourteen years,

and of course died in the year 3034, when the era

of Yudhishtir ended, and his own began. In the

list of the kings who were to appear in the Cali-yuga,

to be found in the Bhdgavata, Brahmdnda, Vdyu,

and Vishnte-purdn'as, there are two kings, the seven

teenth and eighteenth in regular succession from

Chandragupta, who reigned seven years each. The

first is called Vicrama, and the other Mitra ; and

they are supposed to have been originally meant for

Vicramamitra ; who, according to some, reigned

fourteen years : and in these lists, the father, or pre

decessor of Vicrama, is called Ghosha-Ra'ja, or

the king of thickets, which is another name for

Gandharupa, or Gadha-ra'ja in the west. This

looks like an interpolation ; and the more so, as it

will appear hereatter, that Ghosha-Ra'ja died in

the year 440 of our era.

This is the Vicrama'ditya, after wbom the pre

sent Samvat is supposed to be denominated; and it

is the general opinion, that the first year of it is the

next to that in which he died. Yet the Pandits,

who assisted Abul-fazil, declared that it was the

first of his reign: it is also the opinion of many re

spectable Pandits, particularly in the western parts

of India. This is more conformable to a passage

in the Cumarica-chanda f, in which it is declared,

that after 3100 years of the Cali-yuga were elapsed,

then would nSaca, or 'Sa'liva'hana, appear. By

* Paragraph. 42tl. t Paragraph. 42d.

Vol. IX. h
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this first year of Sa'liva'hana, we must not under

stand it, as meant of the first of his era; but of the

first of his reign, which is unconnected with his

period. In that case, Vicrama'rca lived 56 years ;

his death happened then in the 57, or the first of the

Christian era, the very year in which Sa'liva'hana,

the lord and master of Rome, made his appearance,

and after whom the era, in use through that empire,,

is denominated.

The second Vicrama'ditva is 'the same with

'Sri-Carn'a-De'va, called also S'udraca and S'ura-

Ca; and is mentioned in the Ve'tdlapancha-vinsati,

under the name of Vicrama-ce'saki, prime minister

of' the Emperor of India, 'at Putali-putra-puram. It

is he, to whom a Brahmen gave strong hints, to seize

upon the throne, and avail himself of the infirmities

of his master. He is the Vicrama'ditya mentioned

by Ferishta, in his history of India; and whom he

makes contemporary with Sapor, king of Persia.

He is also mentioned in the Bhya-charitra ; for,

when Ra'ja'-Munja wanted to destroy secretly

young Bhoja his nephew, the latter, being apprised

of it, effected his escape, and wrote to him several

couplets, well known to the learned ; wherein, re

proaching him with his dark and base scheme, he

says, " 'Suf-CARNA-RA/jA-VicRAMA is no more, and

he carried nothing along with him out of his immense

treasures ; but died like another man." From that

circumstance, the title 'SRi-CARNA-RA'jA-VicRAMA

was conferred upon Bhoja by posterity. It seems

- that he attempted to establish an era of his own,

which however did not last long. The Pandits, who

waited upon Abul-Fazil, informed him, that several

princes had attempted to set up eras, denominated

after their own names : and this is also asserted by

many learned men now; but these new eras were

sopn doomed to oblivion.
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The third Vicrama'ditya was the son of Gard-

Dabharupa, or Rashabha-se'na, or the man with

the countenance of an ass. That name is pro

nounced* Gadha'-rupa, or Gandha^rupa, in the

spoken dialects; and he is called also Gadhendra,

or the lord of asses, and Ghosha-ra'ja, or the king

of thickets and bushes.

>

In the list of the emperors of India, in the annexed

table, he is called Gand'ha-pa'la ; and, at Ujjayini,

his name is GA'NnHA-RUFrsENA, according to Dr.

Hunter of our Society *. A. Roger writes it

Veneroutfsi, or Gueneroutfsi : but says, that

it was the name of the sister of VicrAma'ditya,

who, they insist in the Deccan, was himself the son

of a Brahmen of Benares, called Chandra-gupta ;

and there is a fulsome account of the birth of this

Vicrama, in the first section of the Sinhdsana-

dzedtrin'sati, called Vicrama-Updc'hydna. " In Guty-

jara-martdalam are the Sdbharamati, and Mahi rivers :

between them is a forest, in which resided Tamra-

lipta-rKshi, whose daughter married king Tamra-

s'ena. They had six male children, and one daugh

ter, called Madana-rec'ha'. The king had two

young lads, called Deva-s'arma' and Hari-s'arma',

whose duty chiefly was to wash, every day, the

clothes of their master, in the waters of the nearest

river. One day, as De'vas'arma' went, by himself,

for that purpose, he heard a voice saying, tell king

Tamra-s'ena to give me his daughter; should he

refuse me, he will repent it. The lad, on his return,

mentioned the whole to his master; who would not

believe it, and next day sent Hari-s'arma' to the

river, who heard the same voice also, with the threats

in case of a refusal. The king was astonished ; and,

going himself, heard the voice also. On his return,

* Asiat.. Research. Vol. 6tb. p. 35.

L2
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he assembled his council; and, after consulting to

gether, it was agreed, that the king should go again,

and ask him who he was. The supposed spirit, being

questioned, answered, I am a GancTharva, br heavenly

choirister ; who, having incurred Indra's displea

sure, was doomed to assume the shape of an ass. I

was born in that shape, in the house of a Cumbha-

cava, or potter, in your capital city ; and I am daily

he was very willing to give him his daughter ; but

that he conceived, that such an union was altogether

impossible, whilst he remained in that shape. The

Gandharva said, trouble not yourself about that ;

comply with my request, and it will be well with

you. If, says the king, you are so powerful, turn

the walls of my city, and those of the houses, into

brass ; and let it be done before sun-rise to-morrow.

The Gandharva agreed to it, and the whole was

completed by the appointed time ; and the king, of

course, gave him his daughter." Several learned

Pandits inform me, that this Gand'harva's name

was Jayanta, the son of Brahma'. When cursed

by Indra, he humbled himself ; and Indra, relent

ing, allowed him to resume his human shape in the

night time ; telling him, that the curse should not

be done away, till somebody had burned his ass-like

frame.

It is said, in the Vicrama-Up&c'hyana, that the

mother of the damsel spied them once in the night ;

and, to her great joy, found that the Gandharva

dallied with her daughter in a human shape. Re

joiced at this discovery, she looked for his ass-like

form, and burned it. Early in the morning, the

Gandharva looked for this body of his, and found

that it had been destroyed. He returned immediately

to his Avife, informing her of what had happened,

and that his curse being at an end, he was obliged fo

return to heaven, and leave her. He informed her

 

The king said, that
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also, that she was with child by him, and that the

name of the child wag to be Vicrama'ditya : that

her maid vyas with phild also, and that the name of

the child should be BhartrK-hari. He then left

his wife, who resplyed to die ; and, ripping up her

awn belly, she took out the chijd, and intrusted it to

the care of a Mdlini, or the wife of a gardener, or a

flower woman, • Go,' said she, • to some distant

place, and there remain concealed ; because my father

will attempt to destroy the child.' The Mdlin'i went

to Ujjayini, with the maid; and from the signal pre->

servation of the child, in that city, it was also

called Avanti, from the Sanscrit ava, to preserve.

In the Agni-purdn'a, the father of the damsel is

called Sadasvas'ena, in the Bhdvishya-purdn'a Va-

sud'ha-: Ferishta says that his name was Basdeo;

whom he represents as emperor of India, and re

siding at Canouge ; but the author of the Vicrama-

Updchyana says that he was a powerful prince, in the

west of India, and possessed of the countries which

we find, afterwards, constituting the patrimonial

territories of the Balahara, which included Gurjja-

rdsht'ra (or Gyjjarai,) with some adjacent districts.

In the Ayin-Acberi he is called Sudhrowsheneh,

and at Ujjayhu, Sundersena, according to Dr.

Hcnter, who says that this incarnation took place

in the time of that prince *. This is obviously the

history of Yesdejird, son of Bahram-G6r, orBAii-

kam the ass, king of Persia: the grand features are

the same, and the times coincide perfectly. The

amours of Bahram-G6k, with an Indian princess,

are famous all over Persia, as well as in India. Ac

cording to D'herbelot, there is still a romance in

Persian, called the amours of Bahram and Gul-

Endam, the Indian princess.

• Asiat. Researches, Vol, VI. p. 35.

L 3
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This Vicrama'ditya ascended the throne of Ma

lawi, in the year 441, reckoning from the first of

'Saeiva'hana ; and 753 years after the expiation of

Cha'nacya, according to the Agni-purdria, answer

ing equally to the year of Christ 441. In the Bha-

vishya-puraria, in which the years are omitted, Vi

crama'ditya is placed in the same order of regular

succession : conformably also to the list of the em

perors of India, in the annexed table. Du Fresnoy,

in his Chronological tables *, says, that the first year

of his reign answered to the 441 of the Christian

era ; and the authors of the Ancient Universal His

tory place this event in the 442d : and surely no greater

degree of precision could be expected f.

This Vicrama was the son of the man with the

countenance of an ass ; but his grand father was Ati-

Brahma', in the Ayin-Acberi, and whose father was

Brahma'. Now Yezdej'ird, called Isdigertes by

the Greeks, was the son of Bahram with the nick

name of Gur or the ass. His grand father was

another Yezdejird, called also Vakames or Baram,

with the title of Athim, and answering to Ati-

Birmah; and whose father was called Bahram,

the same with Brahma, Birmah, or Bahram, as

his name is spelt by Tieffenthaler, and in many

MSS. lists. The Greeks pronounced it Varames,

and even Baram, as it is written by Theophylact

Simocatta J. Jayanta, the son of Brahma', in

curred the displeasure of Indra, king of the elevated

grounds of Meru, or Turkestan; and was doomed,

by him, to assume the shape of an ass, in the lower

regions. Bahram-Gur, or the ass, likewise incurred

the displeasure of the Khacan, or mortal king of

* Du Fresnoy, Vol. 2d. p. 408.

f Anc. Univ. History, Vol. 9th. p. 278,

J See Photii Bibliotheca. p. 87.
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Mcru. He ascended the throne of Persia ; and,

after having overcome his enemies, he went to Indiay

in disguise, to the court of a powerful prince of that

country, who took particular notice of him, on ac

count of his valour and personal merit. The Indian

prince loaded him with caresses and honours; and

-gave him his daughter, with an immense fortune;

when he was recognized by some nobleman, who

had carried the usual tribute to Persia. Being thus

discovered, he returned to his own country, after an

absence of two years. The Hindus assert, that he

refused to take his wife along with him ; and that,

in consequence, she killed herself. They shew, to

this day, the place where he lived, about one day's

march to the north of Baroach, with the ruins of

Lis palace. In old records, this place is called Gad-

'hendra-puri, or the town of the lord of asses. The

present name is Goshera, or Ghqjara for Ghosha-rayd

or Ghosha-rdja : for, says my Pandit, who is a native

of that country, the inhabitants, being ashamed of

its true name, have softened it into Ghoshera, which

has no meaning. Bahram, the ass; had 18000 danc

ing women sent to him, from India ; and it is sup

posed, that those of that profession, in the same

country, to this day, are descended from them. This

Bahram had been brought up among Christians,

in Arabia; and king Nooman, who had been in

trusted with his education, died a Christian, But

Bahram abhorred the Christian name, and cruelly

persecuted all those of that profession ; and this was

the cause of a bloody war with the Roman emperors,

in Avhich the. armies of Bahram were repeatedly

defeated; and once forced to plunge into the Eu

phrates; when above 100,000 men were drowned.

His son inherited all his rancour; but, being be

loved by his troops, the emperors of Constantinople

were obliged to submit, and to pay a yearly contri

bution.
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This Bahram, or Vicrama'ditya, the Hindus

claim as their own countryman ; for, in the appendix

to the Agni-purana, he is declared to be Carriansya,

or of the family of "Sri-Carn'a ; which is possible on

the maternal side.

This is the Vicrama'ditya, whose younger brother

was called Bhartrihari; famous for his piety and

learning ; and who succeeded his father, though

the youngest : but being disgusted with the world,

on account of the' infidelity of his favourite wife,

he abdicated the throne of Malava, and retired to

Benares ; where he ended his days in devout con

templation : though many are of opinion that he

is still alive. When lie left the throne, his brother

was gone to distant countries ; and the whole king

dom being thrown into confusion, was soon over-

run with demons, the chief of whom had taken

possession of the throne ; and it was with the utmpst

difficulty that Vicrama drove him away, by gentle

means, and even conciliated his favour, and there

by obtained a boon from him, to sit upon the throne

for 100 years.

It is the general opinion, that Vicrama'ditya

put his brother Suca'ditya, or Bhartrihari, to

a most slow and cruel death, by severing his head,

with a knife, both small and bad. His putting

him to death is mentioned by Holwell, and Mr.

Wilkins *.

Bhartrihari, according to the Hindus in general,

withdrew to Chun'ar near Benares, where he remain

ed some time ; when his brother gave him a purganah,

or small district, called to this day Bhartari, and

* Asiat. Researches, Vol. 1st. p. 12^.
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Bkittri, after him; and which is to the. eastward

of the mouth pf the river Gornti. There are the

remains of a pretty large fort, with the ruins of his

palace. Near it is a stone pillar, with an inscription,

containing only a few couplets from the Mahd-Bhd-

rata : it is however remarkable, on account of the

curious connexions of the letters.

Being obliged to go often to Benares, he raised

an artificial hill, at some distance from the northern

banks of the little river Burn'd, to the north of the

city, exactly in the shape of the hill of Chundr, on

which he resided. It is a work of great magnitude ;

and near it is a small village, called, from that cir

cumstance, Pdhar-piftr, or Hill-burgh.

In the lists of the kings of Gzcalior, both MSS.

and printed, it is declared, that Su'rya-se'na, or

Su'rya-pa'la, called also So'ma-pa'la, built the fort

of Gwalior, in the year 332 of Vicrama'ditya, by

whom we must understand the son of Bahram-

Go'r ; and thus, the building of this famous citadel

' took place in the year 773 ; and probably, on ac

count of the astonishing progress of the Musulman

invaders, on the banks of the Indus. The kings

of that country resided at a place called Cqnti or

Cdntipura (now Cotwall, nine cos to the north of

Gwalior, according to Lieut. Wilson's information).

The origin of this little kingdom is mentioned in

the prophetic chapters of .the Vdyu, Brahmanda and

Vishnu-puran'as : but the latter is more explicit, on

this subject, than the others. After the death of

Pulo'ma', in 6*48, there appeared, in Anu-Gangam,

or the Gangetic provinces, a king, called Vjs'vas'pha-

tica, or Vis'va-s'piiurji ; who drove away the Brah~

mens and Cshettris, and raised to that dignity persons

of the lowest classes. After him came the Ndgas

or Ndcas, who divided among themselves Anu-Gdng*
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am, and the countries to the westward : some resided

at Padmdvat'i (or Patna ;) others at Prayaga, (or

Allahabad). There was a branch of them who set

tled at Canti (now Cotwall near Gwalior,) and

another at Mathura: and there were nine families

of them. There is still a tribe of the Ndgas, or

Ndcas, on the banks of the Jumnd, about Calpi.

They seem to form a singular tribe, but I am other

wise unacquainted with them.

Thus Su'rya-pa'la, or S6ma-pa'la, built this

fortress, in the year 773, and of Vicrama the son

of Bahram-Gu'r 332; which computation is fur

ther confirmed by another epoch. Aja-pa'la or

Gebal, is said by Ferishta', to have been assisted

in his wars against Maiimud, by Tandepa'la king

of Gwalior. There is one Dhand'iiupa'la, in the

Persian list of its kings, and the sixteenth from

its foundation. He was the friend and ally of

Gepal, and their combined forces were defeated

by Mahmood, about the year 1017.

The dynasty of Su'ryapa'la consisted of eighty-

five princes, according to the prediction of Gopa'-

chala the hermit, (called in the Persian list Gua-

lipa';) and ended in the person of Te'ja-ca'rn'a,

103 years before Gwalior was taken, by Sijam-

seddin, or Firoze the 2d; (who ascended the im

perial throne in 1289;) having lasted above 410

years, which is certainly too little for 85 reigns:

but these inaccuracies are not uncommon with Hindu

chronologers. Lieut. Wilson informs me, that a

Brahmen, in the service of Ca'ndu-jee, has some

time since written a history of Gwalior, in Sans

crit, in which he places Su'rya-pa'la, or S6ma-

pa'la, in the Dxcapar age: and the author declares,

that his account is conformable to ancient inscrip

tions, still existing on th? rocks of Gwalior ; and
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that the chief circumstances in his history are entirely

taken from them. If so, neither the inscriptions,

nor the work itself deserve much credit. Bahram,

with the epithet of Guit, in Sanscrit Gardabha,

or the ass, is the founder of the Garddabh'ina dy

nasty, mentioned in the prophetic chapters of the

Puran'as. The Hindus say, that when Garddabha

withdrew from India, he left his wife and her maid

behind, and that both were with child by him; but

Persian writers assert, that he took his wife with him

to Persia with her immense fortune. In Ragiiu-

na't'h's list, we find, that the son of Gadha'-fa'la,

or Garddabha, was Vicramad'itya; who had

two sons Talaca-chandra, who reigned only two

years, and another called Vicrama'ditya also,

who succeeded him. According to Persian history,

Garddabha had a son called Yesdejird, who suc

ceeded him. This prince had two sons Firoze,

the eldest, and Hormuz the youngest, sirnamed

the wise; whom, on account of his wisdom, he

appointed for his successor ; and, to Firoze, he gave

the government of Sis>istan and Mecran. The ac-

count of these two brothers has- much affinity with

what they relate, in India, of Vicrama'ditya and

BHARTRiHARi. Some say that Vicrama'ditya put

him to death; others, that he banished him to dis

tant countries. Be this as it may, they show the

ruins of his place of abode in Gujjarat', at Ujjayini,

and near Benares. The dynasty of the Gardabhinat

is probably that of the descendants and successors

of Bahram Gur in Persia. The princes in the

N. W. parts of India were vassals of the Persian

kings, at a very early period ; and the father-in-law

of Baiiram-Gur used to send a yearly tribute to

, them. According to the Hindus, he was not em

peror of India, but only a powerful king in the

western parts of that country, and his capital city

was Cambat (or Cambay). It is not improbable
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that Firoze spared the life of his brother, and ba

nished him to distant countries; and spread a report

of his death to prevent any further commotion in

his favour. Shirovyeh, the son of Khosru Purt

Viz, caused his seventeen brothers to be secretly

conveyed to India; and it was firmly believed, in

the west, that he had put them all to death: yet

there is hardly any doubt, that the kings of Oudy-r

poor, and the Marhattas, are descended from them

and their followers, as it will appear in the appendix.

In many copies of Raghu-na'tVs list, instead of

Gadha'-pa'la, we read Cshe'ma-pa'la, or some

other name. Next to him, a prince is introduced,

called Sadat-pa'la; probably for Sada's va-pa'la,

the name of the father in-law of Gadiia'-pala,

or Baiiram-Gur.

As the famous emperor Bhoja is not noticed by

foreign writers, the period in which he lived is in

volved in much obscurity. In the Jyin-Acberi*,

Bhoja is said to have ascended the throne, in the

year 541 of Vicramaditya's era; which is im-r

possible ; for it would place Bhoja's accession to

the throne in the year 982 ; and, therefore, there

would be no room, either for his reign, which was

a long one, nor for those of his two successors, the

last of whom died in 100£>. In the "Satrujaya-

mahatmya, we read 477 instead of 541, and this will

place Bh6ja's accesssion in the year 9 1 8 of Christ.

But the author of the above treatise uses another

mode of calculation, which will give a difference

of four years. In the year 466 of the era, says he,

was Vicrama'ditya, who reigned 108 years;

and 477 years after, appeared Sala'ditya, in Asa-

T&pura. The era is that of Sa'eiva'hana, and as

.'-II' 1 ' ■ 1

* Vol. 2d. p. 55.
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tlic Jainas reckon from the death of Vjcra'maditya,

the whole will stand thus, 466+79—108+477=914,

for the year of Christ, in which Bh6ja ascended

the throne. Major Mackenzie, in his extracts com

municated to the Society, says, that in the Dekhin it

is recorded of Bh6ja, that he reigned fifty years

five months and three days ; and that the famous

Ca'li'-da'sa lived at his court. Accordingly, Bh6ja

died in the year 965 or 969, if we place his accession

in the year 9 18. The author of the xSatrujaya-ma-

hatmya places the accession of Vicrama'ditya in

the year of Christ 437, instead of 441; and when

we read, in the Ayin-Acberi, that Bh6ja ascended

the throne in the year of Vicrama'ditya 541, this

might possihly he a mistake for that of his death;

and such mistakes are unfortunately hut too frequent

with Hindu writers; and his death would, in this

case, fall in the year 977; or in 982, if we reckon

from the year 441. This account is the most pro

bable, as it leaves room for the reign of his adopted

son Jaya-nanda, who died without issue, when

Chaitra-pa'la, or Jyte-pa'la of the Towara tribe,

was raised to the throne. After fighting several un-

succesful battles with Sultan Ma h mood, he put

an end to his own life, in the year 1002, and was

succeeded by his son Mahe'ndra pa la. This

Chaitra-pa'la or Chandra-pa'la, and in the spo

ken dialects Chaitra-pa'la, Jyte-pa'la andGEPAL,

by Musulman writers, is called Chaitra-Chandra

in the Bhavishya; which cannot be explained other

wise, than by supposing, that1 the author meant, that

he was called indifferently either Chaitra-pa'la or

Chandra-pa'la. He was a most powerful prince,

and his authority was acknowledged all over India;

and he is mentioned in the Ayin-Acberi*, under the

name of Chandra-pa'la: but he is placed erro-

* Tol. 2d. p. 55.
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neously before Ra'ja'-Bhoja. This is the Vicra-

ma'ditya, who is made to wage war against Ma-

iiabha't and the Mahabhatadicas, MuiiAMMEDand

the Muhammedans. No Hindu prince could have

waged war against Muhammed; but the whole is

an allusion to the subsequent wars with his followers;

and in the same manner we must probably consider
the wars of the other Vicramas with vSa'liva'hana.

The Hindus have confounded Sultan Mahmood

with Muhammed, whom they claim as their own

countryman, as well as Sa'liva'hana, whilst neither

of them ever was in India.

The propensity of the Hindus, to appropriate every

thing to themselves, is well known. We have no

ticed before their claims to Bahram-Gur, and his

descendants; and in the same manner, they insist,

that Ac bar was a Hindu in a former generation. . The

proximity of the time, in which this famous emperor

lived, has forced them, however, to account for

this in the following manner. There was a holy

Brahmen, who wished very much to become em*

peror of India; and the only practicable way for

him was to die first, and be born again. For this

purpose he made a desperate Tapasya, wishing to

remember then every thing he knew in his present

generation. This could not be fully granted; but

he was indulged with writing upon a brass plate,

a few things which he wished more particularly

to remember; then he was directed to bury the

plate, and promised that he would remember the

place in the next generation. Mucunda, for such

was his name, went to Allahabad, buried the plate,

and then burned himself. Nine months after he

was born in the character of Acbar, who, as soon a»

he ascended the throne, went to Allahabad, and

easily found the spot where the brass plate was

buried. Thus the Hindus claim Muhammed and

Acbar as their own; exactly like the Persians
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of old, who insisted that Alexander was the

son of one of their kings; so that, after all,

they were forced to submit to their countrymen

only. But let us return to Maha'bhat, or Mu-

HAMMED.

The Hindus say, that the son of a certain king

of India, being disgusted with the world, turned

pilgrim, and went to Mocshe'swarast'ha'na, (or

Mecca). In his way thither, and in Arabia, he

stopped at the house of a Brahmen, who received

hiin kindly, and ordered his daughter to wait on

him, as usual. Whilst asleep, the cloth, with which

his loins were covered, was accidentally defiled.

When he awoke, he took it off, and concealed it

in a corner of the house, in some hole, and out of

the sight of the damsel, as he thought. Being from

home, to perform his ablutions, in consequence of

this nocturnal defilement, the damsel came at the

usual hour; and her courses suddenly making their

appearance, she was much distressed, and looking

every where for some cloth, she spied the bundle—

in short, she conceived. He departed for Mecca;

and some months after, the parents of the damsel,

and herself, were thrown into the greatest con

fusion, as may be imagined.

The holy man was considered as the author of

their disgrace, though the damsel exculpated him :

yet she could not account for her present si

tuation. She was like Hagar, turned out of the

house, into the wilderness, with her son : where

they were miraculously preserved, both being in

nocent. Some years after, the holy man returned,

unconscious of his having been the cause of so

much uneasiness to the family of the hospitable

Brahmen.

After much abuse, the matter was explained; but
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the son of the damsel could not be admitted to

share with liis relatives, or even to remain in their

communion. He was, however, honourably dis

missed, with his mother, after they had given him

a suitable education, and rich presents ; and they

advised him to shift for himself, and to set up a

new religion, as he could not be considered as a

member of the old one, on account of his strange

birth, or rather conception. When advanced in

years, he wished to see his paternal relations and

India; and to persuade them to conform to bis new

doctrine; but he died in his way thither, at Medina,

near Candahdr. This Medina is Ghazni, called em

phatically the second Medina, from the great number

of holy men entombed there: and it is obvious,

that the Hindus have confounded Mohammed with

Sultan-Mahmood, whose sumptuous Mausoleum is

close to that citv. Thus we see, that the account

they give of Muhammed is a mere rhapsody,

retaining some of the principal features of the his

tory of Ishma'el, Ha'gar, Muhammed himself,

and Sultan Mahmood.

This Sanvcat, or era, of Maha'bhaT, was early in

troduced into India, and the Hindus were obliged

to use it, as they do now in all their civil trans

actions; and thus Muhammed became at least a

Sambatica or Santica. According to the rules laid

down by the learned in India, Mohammed is cer
tainly a xSaca and Sacisxtiara, and is entitled to the

epithet of Vichama. He is a -Saca, or mighty

chief; and, like other "Sacas, he killed his millions:

he is Sace"swara, or the ruler of a sacred period,

still in use in India. For these reasons, the

Pandits who assisted Abul-Fazil, did not scruple

to bestow the title of Vicramaditya upon him;

and even to consider him as the real worthy

of that name; and in . order to make the era, ox

at least the time of Viceamaditya's appearance,
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coincide with the el'a of Muhammed, they have,

most shamefully distorted the chronology of the

appendix to the Agm-purana.

Ayin Acberi,

AONIPUKANA, ^Salivahana, 1 or 0

Sahvahana 1 ... 84 Naravahana, . 100

ia 3 Putra-rajas, ■•• 100Naravahana

Vausa-vali, or Putra-rajas, 1

that is to say the royal >100 ^qo

O!

Aditya, 86 73

184 Biniiahraj, 30

A'ditya, 55 At-Birmah, 90

Brahma-raja, •• 87 ( Sudhrowsheneh, for

Ati-Brahma, 31 \ Sadasva-sena, SO

Sadas'va, 1 „ Heymert, ,....100

Harslia Mcgha, j* Gundrup, 35'

1st. of Vicramaditya, 437

1st. of Vicrauiaditya, •• 621 7 3

In the MSS. copy of the Ayin Acberi used hy

Tieffexthaler, the days and months were omit

ted. In several we find seven months, and three

days once only ; and the repetition in other MSS.

is owing probably to the carelessness of transcribers.

Here one year only is allotted to Sa'liva'hana,

and 100 to Nara-va'hana, who is the same with

■Sa'liva'hana, to whom one only is allowed, in order,

probably, to keep up his rank and place in the list.

It is also to be observed, that where we put 0 at

the beginning of a chronological list, the Hindus put

1, as we used to do formerly ; and that year should

be rejected in calculations ; but this precaution is

often neglected, even in Europe.

. The first year of "Sa'liva'hana, but not of his

era, was the 5101 of the Cali-yuga, answering to

the first of the Christian era, according to the Cumd-

rica-c'harida; and consequently, thisViCRAMA'DiTTA's

accession, to the throne, happened 621 vears after

Vol. IX. k
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the birth of Christ, according to tile MSS. pe

rused by TtEVi'KN thaler; and 621 years 7 months

and 3 days, according to others : and the Hejrcs

began, when 621 years 6 months and 15 days, of

the Christian era, were elapsed ; the difference is

surely trifling. That the Pandits, who assisted

Abul-Fazi£, pointed to Muhammed, under the

name of Vicrama'ditya, is confirmed also from

two dates in the Ayin Acberi, in which the years,

said to belong to Vicrama'ditya's era, are really

to be reckoned from the beginning of the Hejra.

Probably it was meant as a compliment to the be

nevolent Acbar, whose tolerant spirit could -not

fail to endear him to the Hindus. Even in the time

of Aureng-Zebe, the. most intolerant of all princes,

when Raghu-n'atha wrote the Vansdvdli, at his

command, he introduced Muhammed by name* with

the title of 'Sri'ma'n-Maha'ra'ja. In this attempt,

the Pandits, who assisted Abul-Fazil, most shame

fully disfigured the chronology of the Supplement

to the Agni-purdna. Of S'a'liva'hana and Nara-

va'hana, they made two distinct persons ; as well

as of Bahram, with the title of Gur, in Persian,

and Haimar, or the wild ass, in Arabic. Thus

they introduced Haimar or Haymert, and Gur or

Ganda-rup : to the former thejr allotted 100, and

to the latter 35 years ; and they had the assurance

to tell Abul-Fazil, that it was declared,, in their

sacred books, that Haimar having been killed in

battle, his soul passed into the body of Ganda-

rup *. They were also forced to lengthen the reigns

of the intermediate princes : thus one abyss calls

to another, and a single lie requires often fifty to

support it.

The accession of Vicrama'ditya, the son of

* Ayin Acberi, Vol. 2. p, 5 Jr.
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I

Bahram-Gur, to the throne, is placed, in the supple

ment to the Aghi-p'urana, A. D. 437 ; and the same

date is given, in the ^Satmjaya-mahatmya, as we

have seen hefore *, This event is placed, however,

in the year 441, or 442, hy chronologers in the west;

and in the appendix to the Agni-puraria, the ac

cession of Aditya is placed in the year of Christ

185; but, in the Cumdricd-c'harida, it is declared

to have taken place in the year 101 : the difference

is six years, which added to 437, or rather to 43£,

will place the same event in the year 442.

The name of the emperors, called Muhammed,

or Mahmood, is generally written, and pronounced,

by Hindus, Ma'hAbmat', which implies a great

warrior : hence he is called also Ma ha' Ba'hu,

VIra-ba'hu, and Maha'-Vira-ba'hu. It is written

also Maha'-bhat't a'kaca, Maha'bhat't'a'rica, and

Moha-bhat't'a'r. In the Vansdvuli, he is styled

SrIma'n-maha'-raja, the prosperous (or on whom

blessing and happiness) the great commander. In

the list of kings, the titles are generally placed after

the proper name : thus Bho'ja is dignified with the

title of Sri-Carn'a-Ra'ja-Vicrama, in the appendix

to the Agni-puraria. In the Vansdvali, as new mo

delled by the Jainas, the epithet of Paras'u is pre

fixed to his name, and not improperly ; because,

like another Paras'u, he and his successors destroyed

the kings of the earth. Paras'u signifies a sword,

or scimiter ; and here, perhaps, alludes to the epithet*

•of Seisullah, (the sword of God,) and of Zulfecar,

so famous among his followers.

It is said,, in the Vrihat-cafha, that he was from

Ananga-desa, or the country of Axanga, another

name for Ca'made'va, and supposed, by Pandits,

"See before, p. 157. • • .

M 2
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, to be to the westward of India. In the Fansdrdli,

instead of Ananga, it is written Benga, or Bengat

The Ha'mir, or Homar', introduced as his successor,

in this list> is probably meant for Omar, who, as

early as the year 636, began to form regular plansr

for the invasion of India ; and actually sent a large

detachment, by sea, to invade the Delta of the

Indus : or rather, this Ha'mir is the famous Ha'mIr,

general of Moavyeh *, who waged a long and Woody

war, with the Hindus, in the countries bordering

upon the Delta. Moavyeh began his reign in the

year 661, and died in 679; and the wars of Hamin,

with the Hindus, took place about the latter end

of his reign. In the Vansavuli, he is- called Ha'mi»-

^inha, and Ha'mir-se'na : but, in many copies,,

the first syllable of his name is dropped, and we

read MIr-s'e'na, D{rs'e'xa, and even Disei*a ; and,

rn some copies, he is said to have been a native of

Ananga^

The title SrIma'n-maha'-ra'ja was. probably be

stowed upon Maha'-bhat', in compliment to Au-

reng-Zebe, by whose order the Vansaculi was written.

The Hindus, i» general, never speak ill of Muham-

med; and they think that he was a good man;,

but they by no means entertain the same idea of

his disciples.

During the time of Muha«me», neither he, nor

his followers, ever troubled themselves about India z

but soon after his deaths and in the year 636",

Oma'r began to devise means for the invasion of

that country • and the first step he took, was to

build Basrah, or Bussorah. He then sent Magai-

Eeh-abul Aas, according to the Ayin-Acberi f, whoj

setting off from Baharein by sea, invaded the west-

/U 1 , . -■ .—-

* Ayin Acberi, Subah Tatab.

t 1<A.,2&. Awwai of Sircar Tatab, p. U/T.
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•em parts of the Delta of the Indus : but meeting

with unexpected resistance, he was defeated, and

lost his life; and as Omar died in 641, this expedi

tion must have taken place between these two years,

and probably in 639 or 640. OthmAn, his suc

cessor, attempted an invasion by land; but having

sent people to survey the roads, he was deterred

by their report. A^r, after him, sent a general:

who effected some trifling conquests, on the borders

of Sind. Moavyeh sent twice his general Amir,

or Ha'mir; but, after long and bloody conflicts',

he was forced to desist. Under the Caliph Wa'lid

the conquest of Sind was at last effected by Muham-

med-Casim, A. H. 99, or of Christ 717 f-"

The rapid conquests of Omar, and his successors,

through Iran and Turan, and their constant and

unrelenting attempts upon Tndia, though not always

successful, particularly at the beginning, could not

but alarm very much the princes of that country ;

who thus soon became acquainted with the Mahd-

bhat'adicas, Mljhammed their chief, and the intoler

ant spirit of their new religion.

Let us now pass to the second part, from the

first year of Vickama'ditya, to the death of

PrKthwi-ra'ja, and of Jaya-chaxdra. In this

part, the appendix to the Agni, and also to the

Bhavishya-purarias, agree pretty well with the Ayin-

Acberi, in regard to the number of kings, and the

order of succession. There is, however, in the Ayin-

Acberi, a material difference; for three kings, who

are placed after Bho'ja, in the two first lists, are

transposed in the Ayin-Acberi, and put before Bho'ja,

and in an inverted order of succession. These are

Ra'ma-chandra, (called there erroneously Kurrum-

* Vol. 2(1. Account of Sircar Tatah, p. 147".

}i3
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cund) Chandra-pa'la, and Meiie'ndra-pa%a.

The reason of this transposition is, that the Pandits,

yvho, assisted Abul-fazil, having placed the ac

cession of Bho'ja 110 years before the death of

Jaya-chandra, in 1 1£)4, that is to say, in the year

of Christ 1084, there was no longer room for these

three kings ; and they concluded, that they must

have reigned before Bho'ja, particularly as they

found there a king, called also Mah'endra-pa'la,

the grand-father of Bho'ja. Another mistake, in

the Ayin-Acberi, is the introduction, not only of

a collateral dynasty, but the metamorphosing the

place oftheir residence into a king.

The succession of kings, from Vicrama the son

©f Gardabha, to Jaya-chandra, stands thus in

the appendix to the Agni-puran'a.

Vicrama'ditya - - - 100 years \ •

Chandra-se'na, 50

Su'rya-se'na, - - - - - 85 .

Chandra-s'ena is omitted in the Ayin-Acberi,

'Sacti-sintia, - - - - 85

In his time the era. of 'Sa'eiva'hana prevailed

over that of Vicrama'ditya.

C'ha'dga-se'na, - - - 85

he resided at Ujjayim,

' 'At that time A'taca, called Va'taca in the Pitr-

an'as, reigned at Dh&ra-nagara, for the space of JQO

years, or rather his dynasty. Suc'ha-s'ex'a or

Sumuc'h-se'na, and after him C'hadga-sena reign

ed at Chittracuta ( in Bundelcund). The first reign

ed 88, and the second 86 years j and these appear

to be collateral dynasties.

Then came Mahe'ndra-pa'la, called Vijaya-

nanda in the Ayin-Acberi, and these two epithets

imply a great conqueror. It is said, that he reigned
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300 years at Ybgin'i-pura, or D'rili; but it is a mis

take, for the Mahe'ndra-pa'la, who reigned in

that city, lived after Bhoja. After his death,

Munja was appointed regent, during the minority of

his son Bhoja. He resided at a place called Sonitpara,

and reigned 86* years. After him, Bhoja reigned

in the Dekhin, gi years. He was succeeded by

Jaya-nanda, sometimes, but erroneously, called

Jaya-ch a.ndka, and he reigned 89 years. Thus,

the compiler of this list seemingly places the death of

Jaya-nanda 1095 years after the accession of Vi-

crama'ditya, the son of Garddabha, to the throne;

or in the year of Christ 1480; thus confounding

together this Ficrama'ditya, with the one after

whom the era is supposed to be denominated. In

this manner, he has carried back the first year of

'Sa'liva'hana, 441 years before Christ; and the

• (expiation of Cha'nagya and Chandragupta, 753

before the same era. His idea however, was, that

.Jaya-nanda died in the year 1095 of Vicrama-

ditya's era, answering to the year of Christ 1039:

and as, Bhoja reigned only 50 years, instead of 91,

a further correction will place the death of Jaya-

nanda in the year ,of Christ 998, which is pretty

•near the truth. These inconsistencies and contra

dictions, so frequent among Hindu chronologers, are

■disgustful in the last degree, and must greatly retard

the progress of historical research.

He was succeeded by Chaitra-pa'la, the son

of Ra'ma-chandsia,. a powerful zemindar, in the

country of Gauda, in Malaya, and of the Tomdra

tribe. In the Ayin-Acberi* we read, that, when

Jaya the son of Bh6ja died, there was not found

any one of the Pomdra or PozvAr tribe, worthy to

1..
—, — . . . ——*

• Vol. 2d. p. 56.

il 4
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wear the crown; on which account, Chytepa'e, ah

eminent zemindar, was chosen king; and he founded

the Toward dynasty.

In these three lists, we find two dynasties intro

duced, the Tomura and the Chauhdn: but these were

collateral, at least for some time ; as is obvious from

the context of the appendix to the Agni-puran'a, in

which it is declared, that Jidaha'na, called PkXth»

wi-raja in the Ayin-Acberi*, was defeated, and

killed in battle, in the country of Sambhala, by the

Chauhans, who thus became kings of Yogim-pura,

or DUIL This happened, says Abul-Fazil, in the

year of Vicrama'ditya 848 (it should be 488);

and as the first year of Vicrama'ditya is made in

that section, to correspond with the first of the

Hejra, the death of Jidaha'jsta happened in the

year of Christ 1110. This is further confirmed by*

another passage from the same author-)", in which

he says, that the dynasty of Bala-deo, or Bildeo,

the Chauhdn, lasted 83 years, and seven months,

that is to say, from the death of PeKthw'-ra'ja,

who was slain by Baedeo, to the death of Pi-

thaura', in the year 1192, or of the Hejra, 588:

and from the beginning of the Hejra, to the year

1x10 of Christ, there had elapsed exactly 488

Hindu or Lunisolar years J. Accordingly, these two

dynasties will stand thus :

* Vol. 2d. p. 1 1 8. t Vol. 2d. p. 13 5.

J Vol. 2d. p. IIS,
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TArTQMA'RA Family.

Rama-Chandra, Zemindar

of Gatida did not reign.

Cbaitra-pala his son, emperor

of India, had iivo sons ;

Mahendra-pala,

emperor

Raya-sena, called also Chauh'ANA Family,

Anan<ra-p<ila, and Eea-

pala, builds D'tll), A. D.

1050. | Bahusali

Rana Badi ! Vis'alacsha

Jidahana, killed in Battle j Soma-deva

by Bala-deva A. D. 1110. | Bala-deva

had two sons.

Yigahnna,

withdraws to

Gaudd his native

country.

Sanca-pala,

Cirtti-pala,

Anangapala.

Naga-deva

Cirtti-pala

Frit hwi-ra'ja,

died A. D. 1197.

In the account of Subah D'dli, by Abul-Fazil*,

the list of the Chauhan princes, who reigned after

the year 1109, is erroneous; but in the account of

Subah Mdlwa-f, it agrees with the appendix to the

jigni-ptiraria.

Musulman writers inform us, that after the death

of Gebal, or Chait-pa'la, the Balhara kings, ia

Gujjarat', became lords paramount, or emperors of

India: and, in the Agni-pur&ria, we find that Ciiai-

tra-pa'la had two sons, Maha'-chandra-pa'la,

or Mahe'ndra-pal'a, who proved at last a weak

and foolish prince^ and his brother Raya-s'l'na

carried away his wife, and built Dilti. lie was

called Ananga-pa'la, or befriended by love, and

RatIpa'la, or fostered by Rati, the goddess of

love, and the consort of Ca'matDEva; perhaps in

allusion to the above transaction : hence the founder

of Dillt is called by some, Ananga-pa'la/ and by

* Vol. 3d. p. 115. t Vol. 2d. p. 62.
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others Raya-s'ena. He is noticed by Tieffek-

thaler, who calls him Rasena, and says that he

built DHl'i*. Abul-Fazil, in his account of Subah

Diili, places this event in the year of Vicrama-

bitya 429 : ar>d in a former section, he makes the

first year of that era to correspond with the first of

the Hejra f. It happened then in the year of Christ

1050; and this is confirmed by another passage

from the same author J, in which he places the

building of DUll, or the beginning of the Tomara

dynasty, in that city, 142 years before the death

of Pithauka', in 1192; and this gives the same

result.

After the defeat and death of PrIthwi'-pa'la, ot

Jioa'hana; in the year 1110, his son Vigaha'na

returned to Gaud'a, his native country, according to

the Agni-purdn'a ; but we find still three of his de

scendants, reigning at DIM, Sanca-pa'la, Cirtti-

pa'la and Ananga-pa'la. In the Agnipuraria it

is said, that Ray-sena conquered the Antar-vedi,

or country between the Jumna, and the Ganges; and

also the country about DIM, and settled there.

The Chauhanas possessed at the same time, Sarri-

bhala-des'a, or the country of Sambhala, to the north

df Canouge.

Anaga-pa'la, the last king of DIM of the 7b-

mara dynasty, being without male issue, adopted

Prithwi-ra'ja, or Pithaura', the last of the Chau-

han dynasty. This account is to be found in the

history of the wars of Pirthi-raj a, or Pithaura',

in the spoken dialects, part of which is in my pos-

* Beschreibung von Hindustan, p. 111.

t SoobaU Malwa, vol. 2d. p. 6l. Sec above, p. l6l, 162. .

I Vol. 2. p. 115, 118.
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session. There it is declared, that Ananga-pa'la

had no male issue ; and that he gave his only

daughter in marriage to the Chauha'n king of

Sambhula-des a ; who had by her a son, called Pi-

thaura'. Anasga-pa'la adopted him for his own

son, and appointed him his successor to the throne

of Dilli; recommending him, at the same time;

to Jaya-chandra, emperor of India, and residing

at Cdnouge. This happened, says the author of the

above treatise, in the 120th year of king Ananga-

pala'; but more probably of his dynasty, which

lasted 142 years; and accordingly, this adoptioa

took place in the year 11 70 of the Christian era.

It is ackno\|jledged, that the imperial throne be

longed of rigrre" to the Chohan family, and that

they were deprived of it by Java-chandra, of

the Rattore tribe; but we are not told the ground

of their claims and pretensions. Be this as it may,

such was the cause of the last great war in India;

for, when Jaya-chandra attempted to perform a

grand sacrifice, at which the presence of all the kings

of India was required, he was told, that he was not

qualified to preside at. such a sacrifice, as the empire

belonged to the Chohan family; and of course, that

it was the province of Pithaura', who had absented

himself, because he thought- that the usurper would

not allow him to preside at the sacrifice. A love

affair contributed also to exasperate both parties;

for, when Jaya-cuandra led an army into Sinhdla-

dzvipa, or Ceylon, the king of that country sub

mitted, and made him a present of a most beautiful

and accomplished damsel: but Jaya-chandra,

being advanced in years, adopted her for his own

daughter; and she was soon to have been married

to a powerful king: but she, having heard of Pit-

haura's valour and achievements, fell in love with
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liim, and refused her consent. Jaya-chandra,

enraged at her behaviour, caused her to be confined;

and this was the cause of a most bloody Avar, in

which the heroes of India fell, by mutual wounds.

Pithaura' proved successful, set the young damsel

at liberty, and carried her in triumph to DUi'i, and

recovered also the imperial throne. But he did not

enjoy it long ; for Sahebuddin made his appearance

with an army, and Jaya-chandra, entered into a

league with the invader, which soon brought ruin

and destruction on both parties. Pithaura' fell

in the plains of Sfhariu-sar or Thariu-sar ; and it is

said, near a village, called Narayana pura. The

league, between Jaya-chandra and Sahebuddin,

did not last long; and in an engagement, in the

year 1194, between Chandwur and Etmvah, Jaya-

chandra was completely routed, and obliged to fly;

and, in attempting to cross the Ganges, in a small

boat, he was drowned*.

After the famous expiation of Chanacya, which

I mentioned before, in my essay on the Gangetic-

provinces, the author of the appendix to the Agni*

puraria proceeds in the following manner. " Ambu-

ra'ja4 (or the king of the waters surrounding India)-,

Maha'-pati (the great sovereign lord), Bhumi-pa'la,

(the fosterer of the world), reigned a hundred years.

After him came Ra'ma-chandra, who reigned

twelve years; and was succeeded by Bha'rata, who

reigned in Ujjayini, 200 years."

Ambu-ra'ja is obviously Chandra-gupta, whose

reign here is made to begin, and not improperly,

immediately after the expiation of Cha'n'acya ;

when every thing was settled, and Chandra-gupta

acknowledged paramount of India.

* Ajin Acberi, Vol. 2d. p. 102.
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Thus, from that famous expiation, to the end

of Bha'rata's dynasty, there are 312 years, ending

the year preceding the first of the Christian era: but

according to the Cumdricd-chanda, this expiation

took place 310 years B. C. ami the difference is

trifling.

" Then," says the compiler of the appendix to-

the Agn'i-purdria, " at Pratishtdna in the Deccan,

through the mercy of S'xva, will appear 'Sa'liva'-

hana, Mahd-bali, great and mighty; Dhartndttnd,

the soul and spirit of righteousness and justice; Sa-

,tyavdca„ his word truth itself; Anasuyaca, free from

spite and envy ; llajyam-uttamam-ci'itavdn, whose

empire will extend all over the world; Nara-vdhana,

the conveyer of souls (to places of eternal bliss) :

and he will reign 84 years.**

Nara-vdhana signifies literally the conveyer of

men, which is here the same thing : for the idiom

of the Sanscrit language will hardly admit of ouv

saying conveyer of souls. Thus Christ is repre

sented by the Manichcans, when they call him

animarum vector in majore navi, the conveyer of

souls in the larger boat.

"Then will come Nara-va'hanta (in the Bha-

vishya purdn'a NrI-sinha) who will reign 100 years."

Nara-va'hana and Nri-sinha are two well known

epithets of 'Sa'liva'hana, and they have been pro

bably introduced here in order to enable the com

piler to bring in 100 years to answer his purpose.

What induces me to think so, is the passage imme

diately following. " Then will appear Nara-

va'hana and Vansa'vali." In the Ayin-Acberi *,

* Subah Malwak
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in the room of Va'nsava r.T, we read in one copy

Vans'a-ra'ja, and in another Putra-ra'ja, arid the

former is retained by Tieffenthaler. Vans'a-

ra'ja, signifies the royal offspring, Putra-ra'ja

the royal children, and Van'sa'vali, offspring

or descendants, and also an account of them. The

two former are generally pronounced Raja-putras,

and Ra'ja-vansa's; and they are introduced here,

because there are some families of Ra'ja-puts, and

Ra'ja-vansas, who really pretend to be Sa'lavansas,

Or the offspring of Ha'la or 'Sa'la-vahana. To

these, very properly, no years are allotted in my copy

of the Agni-parana; but, in that used by Abul-

Fazil, 100 years are given to them; and none to

'Sa'livaha'na, or if you will, one year only.

Thus in my copy we read,

'Sa'liva'hana, ------ 84

Na rava ha n a and the Vansa-halis \ j^

or Vafisavalis ----- 3

184

 

But in the Ayin Acberi we have,

'Sa'eiva'hana 1 —or—Q

Nara-va'hana ------

Vansu-rajas or Putra rajas - -

200

Hence it appears, that originally 'Sal'iva-hana

and Nara-va'hana, in this place, were considered

but as one individual.

" Then will come IAditya, who will reign 65

years." His reign began the 185th year of Saliva'-

hana, and of the Christian era, according to my

copy; but in the year 201, according to the, Ayin

Acberi. This is the Vicrama-Aditya, who was
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contemporary with Sapor king of Persia, according

to Ferishiva, and reckoned among the several kings

called Vicramaditya, in the Sinhdsana dwdtrin-

shati. He is mentioned under the name of Sudraca,

or vSuraca in the Vfihat-cathd, and under that of

Vicramacesari in the Vetalapaiichavinsati, as we

have seen before*; and according to the Cumdrica-

charida, began his reign in the year 191 of the

Christian era. After him came Brahma'-ra'ja,

who reigned S7 years in Vidharbha-iiagari. His

successor was Ati-Brahma', who reigned at Uj-

jayinl: he went with an army to countries toward

the north, but was defeated and killed after a reign

of 31 years.

" He was succeeded by Sada's'wa," called Va-

sudha in the Bhavishya, and Basdeo by Ferishta;

** he reigned 84 years."

In his time appeared Haksha-me'gha or Ra-

shabha, called Gandha-rupa in the Ayin Acberi,

and Bahram-G6r in the history of Persia.

His son was Vicama-ditva, (in the Bhavishya

two persons are mentioned, Bhaktrihari and Sai-

Vicrama'ditya ;•) who began his reign accordingly

in the year 441, reckoning from the first of SA'Li-

va'hana, and answering of course to the same

year, (441,) of the Christian era: and the son of

Bahram-G6r ascended the throne in that very

year. 'Sri-Vicrama'ditya is supposed to have

reigned 100 years, and of course he died in the year

54 J. It is here said that he went and subdued the

Paitanas ; that is to say, the inhabitants of Pdtdna

in the Deccan, but not the Patans, as Bernoulli

f ...... . _> . .

* Page 107, V 46.
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gays. His successor was Chandra-sen'^, who

reigned 59 years: then came Su'rya-s'e'na, who

reigned 85, and died of course 135 years after Vi-

cram'a-ditya. S'ukya'-s'ena seems to be a corruption

for Su'rYa'nsa, or vSiu-su'rya'nsa, another name

for 'Sri-Sa'liva'hana, as I shall shew in the next

essay: and, like Sa'liva'hana's death, his is placed

exactly in ISithyearof Vicrama'ditya's era, and

the same number of years after hi& death, and in

the year 676 of the Christian era. But it does by

no means follow, that there existed at that time a

prince called either Sa'liva'hana or Su'rya'nsa ;

but what we can reasonably conclude is, that his era

was introduced at that time, and finally prevailed.

"Then," says our^ author, (under the reign of his

successor 'SactI-sinha, and in the room of Vicra-

jia'rca, the Saca-bahdhi,) " 'Sa'lavahana will be

(chief of the "Saca, or sacred period ;" or, in other

words, his era will prevail over that of Vicra'-

mabca.

Vicramarca't param chaka^ACA cartta bhavishyati.

'Sa' lava'hana namnaiva prasiddliam punarasya tu.

Then, after Vicrama'rca, Sa lavaiia'na will he

the maker {ruler) of the S'aca.

The famous Bh6ja was the son of Ra'ja-sin-

dula, and born unto him in his old age. When

he died, his son being a minor, and only eight

years old, his uncle Muxja, whose name is often,

written Punja, was therefore intrusted with the

regency.

Muxja wrote a geographical description, either

of the world, or of India; which still exists, unde*

the name of Munja-pruti-desa-vyavastha, or state of va

rious countries. This voluminous work was afterwards
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corrected and improved, by Ra'ja-Bh6ja; and this

new edition is called Bhqja-pratidesa-vyavastha, and

still exists in Gujjar&t, . ■

When Bh6j A ascended the throne, he -found the

famous Sinhasana, or lion-seat, which had been

buried since the days of Vicrama'ditya, and thereby

became entitled to that epithet, which was con

firmed to him by Balt, when he visited the infernal

regions. He is also called Sri-Carn'a-ra'ja-Vi-

crama, with the title of Aditya, which last is

used often separately, and was also a title bestowed
upon vSri-Carna-De'va, whom he alluded to in the

stanzas he sent to Munja *, and which afterward,

from that circumstance, was bestowed on him.

When he died, the goddess Sarasvati, presiding

over the sciences, wept bitterly, saying " where shall

I find now a place to dwell in." Bhoja ascended

the throne, as we have seen before, in the year of

Christ 9 1 S ; and'he resided at Dharti-nagar, com

monly called Dhar, in the province of Mulava.

He had an only daughter, called Banumati, whom

he gave in marriage to Jaya-najjda, who conquered

all India, and is reckoned as the last of the worthies

dignified with the title of Vicrama'ditya, though

some reckon Jaya-chandra as the last ; and indeed

Jaya-nanda and Jaya-Chandra are often mis

taken the one for the other.

In the appendix to the Agni-puraria, the author

concludes with declaring that some hundred years

ago, " the gods and men in India, groaning under

the tyranny of foreign tribes, went in a body, with

Brahma' at their head, to ^Szveta-dwlpa, or the

White Island in the west, to implore Vishnu's pro

tection, in their own name, and also in the behalf

* Page 14,6.

Vol. IX. n
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of men. Vishnu cfoniforted them, as usual, and:

promised that he would appear in the character of

Calci-avata'ra, when he would exterminate all

their enemies." If so, the Hindus must wait no less

than 429, 917 years for relief. Everyr Vicrama'-

ditya had a certain number of learned men at his-

court ; the chief of whom is, in general >t called CV-

iiDASA, According to the supposed appendix to

the Bhavishya-puraria, Vicrama'pitya the son o€

Ga'rdabha had' ■sixteen of them. Ra'ja-Bhoja

had; nine, among whom Dhanwantari and Bara-

kuchi were the most famous. These two learnedi

men.are called ©huispa'l and Berujjc. in. the- Ayin~

Acberi. Another I Vicrama'dItya had only five -T

and these learned men were dignified with the title

of Hatna, or jewels, with which the courts of those

emperors were adorned. It is the general opinion,,

in; the west, that the real Ca'lidasa lived at the*

court of king Bh6ja. This is confirmed by the ex

tracts- communicatetli to the society, by Major

Mackenzie, and also in the 8th vol. of the Asir

»tic Researches*; and ^Sa'liva'hana is even sup

posed to have had a poet of that name at his- court.

The next list, coming under examination, is from

Gujjar&t, and was given to me by a Pandit, a native

of that country. It is entirely confined to the ancient

rulers of that time, and of the adjacent countries;

and comes down no lower than the year ] 309 ; and

I was happy to find, that it was the same list which

was used by the Pandits who assisted Abul-Fazti,.

This shews that it existed above two hundred years

ago; and such as it is, that they had .no better do

cuments at that time. They borrowed from it only

the last dynasty of the king of Gttjjarat', which

began A. D. 746.

* Page 243,
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This list; called also Vansavalij contains the

names of the rulers of these countries, under (the

title, either of Bald-rajas, or> Rayas, or Mahd-Rdjas;

sprung from various tribes, or belonging to different

dynasties. Many of them were only petty kings,:

and vassals to the more fortunate kings of another

tribes sitting then upon the imperial throne: For

these various tribes were always struggling for su*

preme power; and the imperial dignity was con

stantly shifting: from the one to the other. -AUm

fortunately, the compiler lias not pointed odt those

who were Rttjdniras ; and there were, of course,

many of these inferior sovereigns, in a collateral suc

cession with the emperors. The whole is compiled

with the usual negligence arid carelessness ot»tb.4

Hindus, and the author carries the beginning of this

lis* as far baofc as the beginning of the Cali-yvcga\

and yet he mentions onlythifty-sifx kings, or rather

nine and twenty, in the list, from that period to the

year of Chkis?' 746.' It is customary with Hindu

genealogists to re-ascend « to the beginning of the

Cali-yuga, whenever they ifancy theycan do it with

propriety; otherwise, these families would be looked

upon as a new race,1 and their princes as men of

yesterday. But these nine and twenty reigns cannot

carry the origin of the Bala-Rdyds beyond the be

ginning of the; Christian era. This ideaj however,

is by no means novel ; for, among Musulman wtiters,

some make Dabshei.im the first Bala-Ruyd,' con

temporary with Htrsn£NK, the second king of the

Pishdadian dynasty in Persia (- but, according to

Masoudi, he must have lived a little after the be

ginning of the Christian era.

The title' of Bala-Rdja, Bala- Raya, or Bala-RaU

jn the spoken dialects, signifies the great king, and

is unknown in India, as belonging to the ancient

sovereigns of Gujarat'. According to our compiler,

there were two sorts of these sovereigns, some were

» a

• ...
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Rdjd-Culas, or of royal extraction, such as Vicra-

ma'ditya and Bh6ja; others were descended from

powerful Zemindars of different tribes, the names of

which were the Cha-uhdna or Chauhdna, Chaiida

and Goheld, to which we, may add, from the context

of the list, the ^Solanci, and the Bdgheld tribes.

According to Musulman writers, the first Bala-Rdyd

was Dab-Selim, Dab-'Slim, Di-Salem and Dx-

'Slam. These are strange appellations, and unknown

in India, at least in that shape ; and are hardly

reducible to any standard, either Sanscrit or Hindi.

My inquiries, concerning this ancient and famous

king, have proved unsuccessful, unless his real name

were >Saila-de'va, according to learned men from

Gujjardt'. This vSaila-deva, Satla-deo, Deb-

'Saila or De-Saila, was, according to tradition,

a most holy man, of royal extraction ; and I find

him, or one of the same family, mentioned in the

Ayin-Acberi, under the name of Syel-deo*. The

word Deva is pronounced Deb in the eastern parts

of India, Deo, De' and Di in the western parts of

India ; and, in the present list, such proper names

as end in De'va, or Deo, in the Ayin-Acberi, have

constantly De' in the room of it. This word is

seldom prefixed to proper names, yet there are se

veral instances of it, as in Deb-Pa'l-deb, a famous

emperor, mentioned in the imperial grant found at

Monghir, and in De'va-Nausha, pronounced Di-

Niesi in the Deccan. In our list, the first Bala-

Rdyd is called Di-Saca, or De'va-Saca, which

I suppose to be meant for Di-Sala, Di-Saila or

Sail deo.

His descendants are known to Musulman writers

under the appellation of Deb-Salimat, according to

D'Herbelot|; and their sire is represented as a

* Ayin-Acberi, Vol. 2d. subah Gujjerdt, p. SJ).

t See D'Herbelot, Dabschelim and Dabsehalimat.
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most virtuous and powerful prince, and king of the

country of Soma-ndtka, or Gujarat'. Pilpai was

his prime minister, and at his command, wrote the

famous testament of Hushenk, still existing in

Persian. In the present list, Di-Saca or De'va-

'Saca is declared to have been a Yadu by birth, and

of this tribe was CrKshna. Masoudi, who wrote

about the year 947, and had been in India, throws

some light, in his golden meadows, upon the time in

which De'va-Saila lived.

" The dynasty of Phour, who was overcome by

Alexander, lasted 140 years: then came that of

Dabschelim, which lasted 120 years. That of

Yalith was next, and lasted 80 years; some say

130." (Yalith is a strange name, and the nearest

proper name to it in Hindi, is Ja'lIya', or Ya'liya',

the name of a descendant, or successor, of De'va-

S'aila.) " The next dynasty was that of Couros,"

(a corruption, from either Carn'a, Cura'n or Curu:)

" it lasted 120 years."

" Then the Indians divided, and formed several

kingdoms; there was a king in the country of Hind}

one at Canoge ; another in Cashmir; and a fourth

in the city of Mankir, called also the Great Housa;

and the prince, who reigned there, had the title of

Balhara*."

Now, it is acknowledged, that Deb-Saeim was

the first Balliara emperor, and the founder of that

dynasty ; and if so, that emperor and his dynasty,

have been transposed by Masoudt, and erroneously

placed before Couros, whoever he was. The other

* See accounts and extracts of the MSS. in the library of the

king of France, vol. 1st, p. 124.

N 3
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dynasties of Puru, Ya'lIya' and Curu, lasted ac

cording to him, either 390 or 350 years. We can

not fix, with precision, the begining of the dynasty

of Pimv; but at all .eventB, the division of India

into four empires, happened in the first century after

Christ; and according to Arrian, uinsbis Periplm,

the city of Mmnagara or Mankin, hvas the metropolis-

of that part of the country. The city is placed,

by Ptolemy, upon the banks of the Narmadu, and

is now called Manhawer. 1 have not yet been able

to procure much information about this famous

place, as very few people from that part of India

pwer.come to Benares: but it is mentioned in the

Ayin Acberi, as a town of some note in the district

of Mandow, in the province ofMalwah. • .

. The dynasty of De'va-Sailiji, in Manhaicer'

according to Masoudi, lasted 120 years; that is to

say, his descendants Avere, during that period, lords

paramount of India, or at least of that part of it;

and in the time of Ptolemy, the metropolis of that

country was no longer tManhaxcer, but the seat of

empire had been transferred to lljjayin'i or Ozene; and

he wrote in the beginning of the third century. In

his time, the Bala-Rayds were no longer lords pa-*

ramount of India; but were either vassal, or inde

pendent kings, residing in some "fastnesses among^

the mountains, at a place called by him Hippocura <

and now Pay-gurra or Pawa-gurra. This was,

says he, the place of abode of the Balcr-cnros ; or

rather the gur, euros, fort or abode, of the Balher-

kings. According to the appendix to the Agni-pu-r

rdn'a, the supposed dynasty of 'Sa'eiva'hana lasted

-184; but according: to the Ayin-Acberi, 200 years,

After it, came A'ditya, of the Ppmdra tribe, called

also. Vicrama'ditya, Sudraca and 'Stjraca: he

was Visvcpati, ; that is lord paramount of the world,

or rather of that part of India, According to the
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^Cumarica-chand'a, he ascended the imperial throne

in the year- of 'the Cati-yuga 3191,- and of Christ

101 • The appendix to the Agni-Jmran'a places his

accession in the year 185, and the Ay'm-Acberi in the

year £04 of our era, and he reigned at Ujjayini.

By Ptolemy, the king of that famous- city, is called

Tiastan; a strange name, and not reconcileable to

the idiom, either of the Sanscrit, -or Hindi languages.

1 strongly suspect however, that it is a corruption of

Adityasthdn, which may have been misunderstood,

by travellers, who knew very little of the country

languages. I suppose that either these travellers, ofc

Ptolemy, who conversed with many Hindus at

Alexandria, asked what weie the names of the me

tropolis of that ' country, and of its king. The

.answer was Ujjayini-R/rja-Aditya sthdn; 'Ujjayini

is the residence of king AdityA:' which was erro

neously -rendered ' OjenS is the metropolis of king

Tyastha'v,' or Tiasthax. In the same manner

he has disfigured the name of the Balher kings,

-saying that Htypocuros was the place of residence

of kirrg Baler-curos, which h obviously a cor

ruption for Balher-glmr, the fort or place of abode

iOf king Balher. Thus Strabo, in speakii;g of the

country of TeJ, in Cacti/ia calls it the kingdom of

Tessa Rro9TU>s, thereby implying, that this was the

aiame of the king.; whilst Thsariostus is a. corruption

.from Tejarashtr, or Teja-raskt, which signifies the

(kingdom of TejA, an ancient king; who built the

town of Teja, to the eastward of the Indus. As

king De'b-'Saila, or Dl'-Saila, is called, in our

list, Di-xSaca, or Deva-Saca, which is also one

of the titles of 'Sa'liva'hana ; this would induce

an opinion, that Dab-Sheltm, or Di-Salim, is the

same with 'Saliva'hana. But such is the confusion

and uncertainty of Hindu records, that one is really

afraid of forming any opinion whatever.

As -it is said, that it was by his order, that the

N 4
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famous treatise, called Jdvidan-khird, or eternal wis

dom, called also the will or testament of Hushenk,

had been written; he has been probably, from that

circumstance, made contemporary with that ancient

prince, who began his reign 700 years after the

accession of Cai-umursh, to the throne of Persia,

Cai-umursh, according to Masoudt, was the son of

Aram, the son of Shem, who died 502 years after

the flood.

Masoudi says, that Manhawer was also called

the great Houza, which, translated into Hindi, is

Burra-Houza, or Burra-Gouza, and has such affinity

with Bary-Gaza, or in Sanscrit Bhrigu-Cacliha or

BhriguCula, Bhrigus shore or beach, that I strongly

suspect, that Masoudi mistook Baroach for Man

hawer ; and that the blunder originated from a want

of knowledge of the Hindi language: Manhawer

is also called Mahoura, by other Musulman writers.

.Our compiler says, that there were, in all, 36

kings, from De'va-Saca, to the year 802 of Vi-

crama'ditya, answering to A. D. 746; but we oan

make out only 29 from the list; fov the five Pra-

maras must be rejected, as they do not belong to

India. They are called in this list, Ch'hdrui-ti-hahd,

which is an expression partly Sanscrit and partly

Hindi, as usual in these lists. It signifies the four,

great destroyers, and is an allusion to the famous

Char-ydri of the Musulmans ; and which as I ob

served before, is made with a little straining, to sig

nify, in Sanscrit and Hindi, the four destroyers, in

stead of the four friends and associates. Several of

their names imply the abhorrence, in which the

Hindus hold them ; for one is called Savala', Cer

berus or the infernal dog - another, Prama'ra or

Parima'ra, is here meant for Mfhammed, and sig

nifies YAMAor Pluto, the infernal and universal de

stroyer. Cu't'apal'a. he who was fostered by Ma'ya',
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or worldly illusion, otherwise the impostor, and per

haps intended for Moavyeh. Mohammed was

originally introduced into this and other lists, he-

cause it was to the Hindus an ever memorable, though

most unfortunate epoch, and from which their con

querors dated their sacred era. It is not to be sup

posed, that- he was thus introduced into those lists,

from an idea that he ever was emperor of India. This

was well understood at first; but the case is very

different now, Such is the opinion of those who

reject the legendary tales about Sa'liva'hana and

Vicrama'ditya ; and this is by no means a new

idea, for it is noticed in the Raja-Tarangini, which

is a work highly esteemed in India, and of some an

tiquity : for it was presented to the emperor Acbar,

in his first visit to Cathmir, by learned Pandits, who

considered it as containing the most authentic do

cuments of the history of their country.

About the time of Muhammed, the descendants

of De'va-Saium, who for a long time had lost their

rank of Vis'va-pdti, lords of the world, Rajendra,

lords of kings, Rdjd-rdjh, kings of kings ; began to

lose also their influence and power, even as vassal

kings, and they even finally lost their patrimonial

territories and kingdom, which was usurped by the

KSolanci tribe. It seems that they retired into the

province of Mahca, in the vicinity of Ujjayini,

where they lived in retirement, and entirely given up

to devout contemplation, still very much esteemed

and respected. There, at Ujjayini, we find one of

them called Saii a-de'va; who found, in the wil

derness, young Vana-r'a'ja, and sent him to RAd-

hanpur to be brought up ; and this happened in the

year 696; for Vana-ra'ja, when fifty years of age,

built the town of Nanccileh A. D. 746 *. In the

* Ayin-Acbei i, Vol. 2d. p. 89. 90.



year 1005, we find another of them, Irving also In

obscurity, and equally called De'va^Sai la, or

Dabshelim ; and who was raised to the throne of

his ancestors, by Saltan MaAIuud. The list- of

the Bala-Jiayas, from' Vana-Ra'ja to Ra'ja Car-

:na', was originally the same with that to he found

in the Ayin-Acberi, excepting some variations ; for

it is hardly possible to find two lists in India exactly

alike. The number of kings, in both, is twenty-

three; and the aggregate sum of their reigns agree

within two years. But the arrangement is some

what different, and the years of each respective

reign by no means correspond. Some kings are

transposed, and the names of a few quite disagree ;

and each list supplies also deficiencies, which oc

cur in others. Owing to the uncertainty of Persian

orthography, several names ane strangely disfigured,

l>oth in the English and German translations; which

last is by no means to be neglected, as there are

particulars in it, not to be found, either in the ma

nuscript list, or in the English translation of the

Ayin-Acberi. Thus, for instance, Ra'ja'-A'ditya

is called Resha'dut in the English translation, and

Ha-Schadat by Tieffenthalek. Vana-Ra'ja is

called Bansra'je by the former, and Birj by the

latter. The summary history of the Hindu princes

of Gujarat', in the Ayin-Acberi, contains many in-r

teresting particulars, not to be found in our list.

Vana-raja, according to our list, was of the

Chand'a tribe, still extant in Gujvat'. .Abul-Fazil

says, that his father was called Samanta-Sinha ;

and the word Samanta implies, that he was a petty

king, probably in Gujrai; but being of a base and

turbulent disposition, he was put to death, by order

of "Ski-Buuada'-de'va, emperor of Canoge ; and his

family was plundered, as usual. His wife fled into

the forests, or Vana, where she was delivered of a

son, cajled, from that circumstance, Vana-ba'j a.
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A holy man, caller! >Saila-Deva, Deva-SaTlA o*

Deb-Saixim, happening to pass by, on his return;

from Ujjayini, to Radhava-pura, in the northern'

parts of Gujrat', took compassion on the woman*

and gave the child in charge of one of his disciples,

who carried him to Rddhana-pura, where he was

brought up. He afterwards associated with a band

of robbers; and at last seized the royal treasure?

which was going to Canoge. He then made him

self independent, and built the city of Narzvdreh or

Narwdleh ; and his friend Champa, ;a market man,

says Abul-Fazil, and of the Bhil cast, (a very low

tribe, according to learned Pandits from Gujrat',)

built the town of Champa-nagara or Champa-nere.

The next king, noticed by Abul-Fazil, is an

other Samant-Sinha ; but this could not be his

name, for Samant, as before observed, implies a

petty king in Sanscrit, and vassal princes are thus

denominated, - Thus we read, that PitifrHwi-RA'YA'

had with him one hundred Samaritan* or petty

princes, commanding their own quota of troops.

His name was probably Bhuad'a-deva, the imme

diate predecessor of Mula-ra'ja in our list, but the

fourth only in the Ayin-Acberi. He gave his daugh

ter to 'SkI-Dhundhaca of the Solanci -tribe, after

whom the town of Dhundliaca, in Gujrat', is deno

minated.

King Jamund, in the Ayin-Acberi, is omitted in

our list, probably because it is a corruption from

Samanta, and a title belonging to Mula-ha'ja. In

his time, Sultan Mahmud Ghaznevi conquered

Gujrat' ; and, in the year 1025, replaced, upon the

* Ayin-Acberi, vol. 2d, p. 118.
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throne of his ancestors, Deb-sailim, a descendant

of the famous king of that name, who led a re

tired life, entirely given up to devout contempla

tion. He is called Vallabha in our list, Beyser

and Bipla in various copies of the Ayin-Acberi*.

Being a weak man, and blind, he reigned only six

months, and was succeeded by the two sons of his

brother, Duklabha and Bhima'-raja'.

Then appeared the famous Visala-de'va, with

the title of Carn'a-Raje'stdra, that is to say,

powerful and magnificent like Carn'a, and lord

paramount over many kings. He is said, in our list,

to be a Chait'urd, that is, of the Chit'ura tribe, still

extant in Gujrdt'-\; and after which the famous

place of Chait'ur or Chait'or is denominated. He

was therefore a native of Mewar, now called the

Sircar or province of Chaitbr. This induces me to

believe, that he is the same with Visala-deva,

mentioned in the inscription upon the pillar of Fir

roze, at the hunting seat of the emperors near Dilli,

and called Stambhacamandira in the appendix to the

Agni-puraria ; that is to say, the palace with the

pillar. There he is said to be king of 'Sacambkart,

which is probably the town of Cambher or Cambher-

nere, in the province of Mewar. At all events, it

was certainly in that country, as I shall shew here

after. His father Ve'lla-de'va was originally a

petty king of that country, and his son Visala-

deva caused that pillar to be erected, in the year „

1 164, and thus the times coincide. Visala pro

bably availed himself of the indolence and supine-

ness of the princes of Ghazni, and drove the MlecK-

~* • Ayin-Acberi, Vol. 2d. p. 91, 95.

t See Ayin-Acberi, Vol 2d. p. 84. The true name is, I am told,

Chittrore.
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has, or Musulmans, out of Arydvarta, or the land

of virtue, thus making it, once more, what it sigr

nifies according to the inscription. Ary&varta in

cludes all the north of India, from the snowy moun

tains, down to the Vindhyan hills. He destroyed

all the princes who refused to submit, and kindly

treated all those who did ; and having visited all the

places of worship, through his extensive domains,

he retired to Sdcambhari, to end his days in peace

and rest, exhorting all the kings of India not to

slumber, but to go on with his plans, and follow his

measures. He is mentioned also in the \Sdrngad'ha-

ra-paddhati, written by Sa'rngad'hara, grandson

of Raghu-de va, spiritual guide of Ha'mmIra, king

of Mewar, or Sacambhari-dfoa, nearly in the same

words with the inscription, which was written in

the year of Vicrama-ditya 1 220, answering either

to 1164 or 1154 of Christ; for in that country

they reckoned the era of Vicramaditya ten years

earlier than in the eastern parts of India. He was

succeeded by Jaya-sinha, called also Siddha->

raja, Siddha-ra'je's'a, and in the dialect of Gu

jarat, Siddha-raje'saga-de' for Deva. It seems

that Vis'ala-de'va left no male issue ; for no chil

dren of his are recorded in the above inscription,

which would not probably have been the case had he

left any. Who this Jaya-sinha was, is unknown ;

but it seems that Cunhwar-pa'la, a near relation

of his, was the lawful heir; at least Abul-Fazil

says, that the latter, from the dread of losing his

life, lived in obscurity, during Jaya-sinha's reign ;

after whose death he ascended the throne, but was

poisoned by Aja-pa'la, the son of Jaya-sinha.

The next is Luc-mula-Ra'ya, mentioned in the

Ayin-Acberi, but omitted in our list, unless he be the

same with Ba-lu-muia, or Ba'luca-muea, called

Birdmool in the English, and Hardohx in the
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German translation. They are probably the same

individual ; for . what is asserted of Luckmipl in the

Ayin-Acberi, is affirmed of his supposed successor in

our list; namely, that after his death the nobles

elected a prince of the BhageHa tribe, called BrRD-

mool in the Ayin-Acberi*, and Bhala-BhIma-deva

in our list: the larrer's name is split into two, and

two princes made of them in the Ayin-Acberi, under

the names of Beil-deo and BHiM-DEof. Be thi»

as. it may, >'Lacmul-Ra ya, whose real name was

Lac'han'-mula-ra'ya, or simply LAc'HA.N-RkYA,

from the Sanscrit Lacshan a-RaVa, is well known

to Eastern writers, under the name of Lagham-

Ra'ya'%• He i Was born of obscure parents, and

raised himself by his own merit, and ultimately be

came emperor, or Bala-rdya, He governed with

justice and equity : but after a long and prosperous

reign, and when he was above eighty years of age,

he was disturbed in his possessions by Mahmu'd-

Bactyar Ghilji general of Sultan Mahmu'd, who

began his reign, in the year 1205, and died in 1200.

In the years 1207 and 1208, that general was in

Bengal ; and, therefore, he must have invaded Guj-

rdt in the year 1209; but the death of the emperor

probably prevented his completing the conquest of

that country. For though the authors cited by

D'Herbelot say that, he effected the reduction of

the country, yet Abul-Fazil says, that it was a

mere incursion §.

The reigns of Siddha-ra'jes'a, of his cousin

Cunhwar-pa'la, and of Aja-pa'la, son of the

former, are obviously too long ; for they amount to

T1 '. "~' ' '

* Vol. 2, p. 91, 95. t Ayin-Acberi, Vol. 2d. p. $5.

I See D'Herbelot v. Lagham-ra'ya',

§ AyinAcberi, Vol. 2d. p. 92.
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73 years in the Ayin-Acberi, and to 1 13 in my list,

which, is..hardly possible; and it is not unlikely that,

Lac'han^ka'Ya was the prince, minister pf Vis^ala,-

deVa, mentioned in the inscription ; for he waa

above 80 years pld, at the time of the; invasion of

Gujrat', by Mahmu'i) Bactyar. Ther e is such, a

disagreement in the lengths of the. respective reign*

of each ,l^}»g,i;jni, the..various copies, .that no certain

inference can be drawn from them ; and I no*ic<sJ

before a few transpositions : we must therefore rer

main satisfied with the grand outlines. Visa^a*

de'va was not a native of Gujrat ; and though a

$ala-raya, or lord paramount, lie was not king of

that country, but of the M&war, or "Sacambharii

and, of course, his supremacy did not in the least

interfere with the order of succession of the kings, of

Gujrat'. \iHe. belonged to no dynasty, and reigned,

as . well as his prinie minister, collaterally with Sid-

IWActRa'ja and his relatives; and after the extinc

tion, of that family, Lac'haN'-ra-va was not only

T$alaTray,ai but became also king of Gujrat', and re

sided in the metropolis of that, country, both as an

emperor and as a king, during a space of twenty, or

according to some, only eight years.

The last Bah-rqy& was .Carn'a the Gohila, who

fled .into; the Deccan^ when SytiTAar-ALLA-UDDiM

conquered Gujrat'. This happened, according to

©ur list, in the year of VicitAaiAmrYA 1365, or

A. D, 1309.

At that time, the famous Ra-tna-sinha was king

of the mountainous country of Mew,ar, and resided!

at Chaitor. He was descended from Khosru-Pjcr-

viz, called also Nushirva'n; and his amours with

the beautiful Padma'vati or Peuma'nI, are the

subject of a poem, both in Hindi and Persian. Her

beauty was the innocent cause of a bloody war, be
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tween the Raja and Sultan-Alla'-uddiv, which

ended in the destruction of her lord, and his son-in-

law Rawul-Arsi, a Chauhan. Hammira, the son

of the latter, fled from Chaitor, sheltered himself

among the more mountainous parts of Meivar, and

maintained his independence as king of that coun

try, and made Setcambhai'i the metropolis of his

little kingdom. Mewar is divided into three parts,

Chaitor*, Cambher (or Cambher-nere for Cambher-

nagara) and Mandala (or Mandalica) built hy king

Manda'lica of the Bhil tribe, and who lived about

the year 796 f. Cambher is probably the same

with Sacambhari, which was certainly situated in

Mexodr.

Sultan Muhammed K'hunt, or the murderer,

gave the government of Chaitor, and Mewar, to

Ma'la-de'va, a Chauhan, and king of Jalbr : but

the latter was unable to reduce Hammira, though

he had defeated him, in a bloody engagement, near

the sea shore, according to the appendix to the

Agni-purdna. lie then made peace with him, and

gave him his daughter in marriage \ ; but, after his

death, Hammira murdered all his sons, and usurped

the kingdom. This happened, according to the ap

pendix to the Jgni-puran'a, in the year of Vicra-

ma'ditya 1490, which is impossible ; and we must

read 1390, or A. D. 1334; for Sultan Muhammed

began his reign in 1325, and died in 1351. In that

appendix it is declared, that the base murderer was

at last defeated and slain, by the joint forces of

Secunder, governor of Gdyd, Jala'la, gover

nor of D'dli, and a body of Yavanas (Turcomans

or Mogols) commanded by Uluc'ha'ga', perhaps

for Ulughkha'n, a title of honor sometimes

* Ayin-Acberi, Vol. 2. p. 97. f Ibid. p. 98. J Ibid p. 101 .
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bestowed upon noblemen, by the emperors of India.

In the English translation of the Ay'm-Acberi, Ha'm-

iiiRA is erroneously called JemeEr. The dynasty

of the princes of Mahoah was a collateral one with

those of the Bala Raylis, though it be placed be

tween NhKpati and Vana-ra'ja in our list. Such

mistakes are not unfrequent among Hindu Chrono-

logers: but as Vana-ra'ja's dynasty began in the

year 746, and that of Malwah began in the year

191, and ended about the year 977, it is obvious

that they were collateral, and I have arranged them

accordingly. In the dynasty of the princes of Ma-

lava, Gardabha and his son Vicrama'ditva re

appear; and, in the room of SYirya-Sena, or S'Rf-

Surya'n'sa, we have S'a'mva'hana ; which confirms

my former conjecture, that they were but one and

the same individual.

'•■ ' t

My Pandit observes, that many of the names of

the priuces, who reigned before Vana-ra'ja, are

not proper names of individuals ; but belong, either

to tribes, or ancient families, from which they

sprang, or to small districts, or towns, their patri

monial estates, and with which he is well ac

quainted ; and many of these names are in the

plural form. Thus, Ja'iJya', the name of a king,

implies only that he was a Ja'liya', or of the Jalim

tribe, which is settled on the banks of the MahL

Musulman writers say, that the metropolis of

those Baler kings was equally called Balhar, as

well as the mountains among which it is situated*.

It was in a country belonging to the Chauhdn tribe,

the chief of which generally resides at Alimohan\ :

and it became the metropolis, when that tribe

* See D'Herbelot's Bibl. .Orient, v. Balhar.

i This is also confirmed by Afi^LrfAZlLi See Ayin-Aileri,

Tol. 2(1. p. 87.

Vol. IX. ©
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usurped the rank and power of Bala-Rayas. It i*

declared in our list, that the Chaulums were, at

some period, rulers of the whole country, as Bala-

Jldyds ; but our author has forgot to point out, in

the list, the princes- of that famous and ancient

tribe, i

In the fifth century, Tamra-nagara, or Cambat,

was the metropolis of the Bala-rdyds ; and perhaps

of the emperors of the west also, when these two

dignities happened to be united in the same person ;

and it was the place of residence of the father-in-

law of Gardabha, or Bahram-Gur, called Sa-

dasva, 'Sadas'va-pa'la, Vesudha and Ta'mra-

sen'A, from his metropolis, Tamra-nagara, or

Tamra-pura, signifying the Copper city, which is

supposed, accordingly, to have been intirely built

of that metal. It was near Cambat ; but tradition

says that it was swallowed up by the sea ; and Cam-

bat was a famous place of worship, called, in the

Pararias, Stambiiasi'ha-l'irfha * from a Stambha or

column, close to the sacred pool. Now, a column

is called Camba in the spoken dialects ; and from

Cambasta, is derived its present name of Cdmbdt.

Sfambhasfha and Tamrapura are called Asta and

Traperd, by the author of the Periplus; but Pto-

xemy, considering these two places as one only, for

they, were close to each other, calls it Astacampra or

Astacapra ; and instead of Tamra, which signifies

copper, he writes Campra or Capra. The reason

why he has carried this place so far inland, on the

banks of the Makt, is, that either he, or some other

writer, misunderstood the natives, who have no

word for a bay or gulf, and use generally the word

river instead of it, particularly when there is one at

the bottom of the gulf, as in the present case f.

* Cumarici C'handa. f Cola signifies only a Creek
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Osomo, a Portugueze writer, says, that when

Fraxcis D'Almeida landed, near Cambdt, in the

year 1519, he saw the ruins of sumptuous buildings

and temples, the remains of an ancient city, the

history of which was connected with that of a fo

reign prince. My Pandit informs me, that such

ruins exist to this day, not close to Cambdt, but at

a place called Cavi or Cavi-gauw, to the south of

Cambdt) on the Baroach side, and a little to the

southward of a place called Cdnd, and in the maps

Camva. There are temples and other buildings, with

statues half buried in the sands, with which this

place was overwhelmed. Its Sanscrit name is Capila-

gram, from which is derived its present one.

The promontory ofAsta-Campron, mentioned in the

Periplus, at the entrance of the gulf, appears to me

to be Groapnaught point. It was thus called, because

it was on the side of Stambha, and Tdmra, or Cambdt.

Another name for it was Pdpicd, from a place of that

name in its vicinity. As it is the same place called

Pakidare" by Ptolemy, the true reading will stand

thus, Bhaucd-derd, Bhauki-derd, Bhaui, or Bhdvicd-

derd, that is to say, the house or dwelling place of

Bhau or Bhaui, an ancient hero of that country,

who built the town of Bhau-nagara, or Bhwvi-gauw,

and probably the same with Bhau-ki dcra. Beyond

this cape, according to the Periplus, there is an

other place, toward the north, much exposed to the

wives ; and at the entrance of it, that is to say, of

the channel leading to it, is an island called Baiones.

This island is that of Berum, at the entrance of the

channel, leading among shoals to the dwelling place

of Bhaui, or Bhau-nagara, on the river Bhaui, and

near the point of the same name. There is also a

sand thus called ; and the island of Baiones pro

bably claims the same etymological origin ; and per

haps, instead of Baiones in the original, we>should

read Baio-ne'sos, or the island of Bhau or Bhaui%

0 2
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This place, says" our author, is difficult of access, on

account of the rapid tides, and because the cables

are liable to be cut, by sharp rocks at the bottom of

the sea. This island was once the seat of govern

ment, according to Abul-Faztl, who calls it

Birunt *. Opposite to Bhavi-gauw, says the author

Of the Periphis, and on the right side of the gulf, in

the narrowest part of it, there is a reach, where the

land near the sea appears much broken, and consists

' entirely of clay. It is called Heroni, and there is a

place called Cammoni or CamanL This reach is the

sea coastbetween the Narmadd and the Jambusser river.

My Pandit observes, that the country between these

two rivers, and along the sea coast, is called to this

day Canum ; but he does not know of any particular

place so called. There is not a single stone to be

seen ; and the country is flat, the sea shore much

indented, and there are very few trees : but it is pro*

table that it was otherwise formerly ; and Heron6 is

perhaps from the Sanscrit Arariya, which signifies a

thick, but not impervious forest.

Ptolemy has confounded the points of Stballey,

Diu and Jiggat into one, which he calls Balaion,

probably meant for Diu-head, a name given to it by

Europeans, but unknown to the natives; and the

nearest place of note to it is JVeylanoo in Major

Rennell's map, from which Balaion or Valaion

seems to be a corruption. The island called by hint

BaraH is Dwdraca, as obvious from its relative po

sition ; and BarakS may be only a mistake for Dxcu-

racd. Besides, these two denominations are syno

nymous, or nearly so, and imply a door or gate-way.

Dwdra is properly the opening, and Bhdr is the bar,

or barriere, or the leaves of the door, with which

the opening is kept barred or shut; and it is used,

* Ajio-Acberi. Vol. 2d. p. »3.
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though improperly, for the door itself. It is used

in that sense only in the west of India ; yet the

verb derived from it, barna, in the infinitive, and

bar in the imperative mood, is used all over India,

except in the peninsula. Twasht'a', the chief en

gineer of the gods, having built a palace there, for

Ran'achurji or CkKshna, (that is he who fled from

the field of battle,) and TricumjI his brother, placed

many of the doors the wrong way ; and those that

were properly situated were barred or shut up. When

finished, every body crowded to see it; but were

astonished to find the doors either placed wrong or

barred ; and great was the confusion and the uproar,

some calling out Dwdra-c'hdnh ? where is the door? 4

and others bawling out Bhdrco-col, open the door ;

hence the place was ever since denominated Dwd-

raca ; and this ridiculous etymology is countenanced

in the Purarias.

The geography of Ptolemy, in this part of India,

is distorted to an astonishing degree ; for besides a

few mistakes, which I have mentioned, he supposes

the river Mahi to form an elbow, and to run close

to the Narmadd, with which it is made to communi

cate, through a short canal ; and then afterwards to

fall into the gulf of Cfaitha, or CacKha. We were

guilty of as gross an error, two centuries ago; for

we made the Indus to fall into the gulf of Cambdt.

The Maht is a celebrated river, and the daughter of

the earth (Mahi,) and of the sweat (ushna,) that

king of Ujjayint, and famous in the legends relating

to the white island in the west. The place where

this happened, in consequence of a most fervent

iapasya, was called Usknmahi and Ushmahi, and is

tolemy. The author of the Periplus * says, that

 

 

* P. 25 and 34.
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at the mouth of the Narmadd, they used boats, which

they called Trappaga and Cotymba; and we read in

the Ayin-Acberi, that in Gujarat' the cargoes of ships

are put into small vessels, called Tahwtry, and thus

carried ashore *. My Pandit informs me, that the

true pronunciation is Tdberi, and in a derivative

form Tabericd, from which the European sailors made

Truppaga. Cotymba is no longer in use in that

country; but, from derivation, it implies a boat

made of the trunk of a tree, and seems to answer to

the cathimarans on the Coromandel coast. ' When,'

says our author, ' several of these canoes are put to

gether, they are then called Sangara"? (from the

Sanscrit Sangraha an assemblage ;) but in Gujarat'

they, are called Jurd, from their being coupled to

gether. The king of the country about Calydn and

Bombay was called Saraganks; but the true Hindu

name was Saranga, or Sarange'sa. He was very

friendly to the Greeks: but, his kingdom having

been conquered bySANDANES, they were no longer

allowed to trade there f. He was king of Ariake,

the country of the Aryyds ; who were foreigners,

according to the Brahmdnda-purdn'a^, and were de

nominated Sadinoi, according to Ptolemy, from

the Sanscrit Sddhana, lords and masters. Thus, the

Portugueze were, and are even to this day, styled,

in Bengal, Thdcurs. The English, in the spoken

dialects, are called Sdheb-logs ; but, by learned men,

Slidhana Engriz ; and all these denominations sig

nify the lords and masters. Thus, the famous Bh6ja

is generally styled, in the west, Sa'dhana, or Sa'd-

hana Bh6ja. Such probably is the origin of the

name of Sandakes, king of the Sadinoi, or Sddha-

n6sa. I shall speak more fully, in the next essay,

of these Aryyds, in whose country was a famous

* Vol. 2d. p. 78. t Arriani Pcripl. p. 3Q.

| Section of the e?rlli.
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city, called by Ptolemy Banazvdsi. It still exists*

and great was its fame in ancient times; but my

inquiries concerning it have hitherto proved fruit

less.

In the eighth century, Vana-ra'Ja built Nar*

wakh ; and his friend Champa built also the famous

town of Ckampd-nere. In the tenth century, accord

ing to MASounr, Manhaxver became again the me

tropolis of the Baia-rfajas ; but in the latter end of

the eleventh, and in the beginning of the twelfth

centuries, they returned to Narzvaleh or Narw&rch ;

and in the year 1022, Sultan Mahmud passed

through it, and was much delighted with its situa

tion. The princes of Mahva resided at first at

Ujjayini, but Munja transferred the seat of Empire

to Sotfitpura in the Dekhin, according to the appen

dix to the Agni-purawa, and now called, after him,

Munja-pattana. It is situated on the banks of the

GodaoM; but whether it be the same with Pattana,

or Pratishtan'a, where Sa'liva'hana is supposed to

have resided, is unknown to me; though I suspect

that the latter is a little higher up the river, and is

called Baithana by Ptolemy, who says, that in his

time it was the metropolis of king Siri-Polemaios,

the nearest denomination to which, in Hindi, is

'Sri-Puloma', or 'SrI-Pulima'na. "Soriitpura im

plies the city of blood, and was thus called, accord

ing to tradition, because Munja's army was defeated

there, with immense slaughter, and himself lost his

life. His being killed in the Deccan is mentioned in,

the Ayin-Acberi *. The old city of Benares, north

of the river Burria, and now in ruins, is sometimes

thus called, and tradition variously accounts for it.

Munja's successor resided afterward at Dh&rd-na-

gara, now Dhdr, and called also, according to lexi-

* Vol. 2d, p. 55.
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cons, As'drapura, As'dra-griha or As ara-gur ; which

is probably the town called Zerogere or Xerogeri by

Ptolemy. Bammogara, mentioned by the same

author, is probably Bamun-gauw, or Bamun-gur, on

the northern bank of the Narmadd, about thirty

miles S. W. of Mandate, and noticed in a route from

Sultanpoor, on the Tapti, to UjjayinL

The immediate predecessor of Vana-ra ja, at

least in the corrected list, is styled Ntti-PATi, the

lord of men, or the emperor ; but there was an in

terregnum ; for there were, at that time, neither

Bala-Rayas nor emperors in Gujarat' ; and the whole

country was subject to the emperors of Canoge ; for

Vaka-ra ja' seized upon the royal treasure, on its

way from Gujarat' to that metropolis.

In these lists, and also in those from the Purdriasi,

the names of many kings, posterior to the Christian

era, are hardly reducible to the Sanscrit standard ;

and most of them seem to be epithets, and nick

names, borrowed from the vulgar dialects; or else

names of persons of low tribes.

In our list we read first, " then will appear princes

of the Chaukdna, Chaxvd'a and Gohila tribes." Dr-

«'aca, the first emperor was a Yddava, or from the

Yadu tribe. After the eleventh king, called Da-

shima', " then will appear the following tribes, the

■Cshdlds, Macxcdnas, Hun'as, Bhoanas ;" all names

in a plural form : and these tribes, except the Hunds,

belong to Gujarat, and are still extant. What the

author meant, by introducing them here, is not

easily conjectured : but I suppose that there was an

interregnum, during which, these tribes became in

dependent in their own districts. " Then will come

Nicumbha, the Jdlid" or of the Jdlim tribe. " His

successor M'as Tha'ca ; when the CKhdrui-vi-lidlia
appeared ;" in some copies we read sCIihdruada-vi
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~kah&, and the first part is to be pronounced nearly

CKharuara, answering to the Persian Char-6-aur, or

the four associates.

The third table contains Rawhu-na't'ha's list, as

current in the eastern parts of India. It begins with

the Cali-yuga, or rather with the Mahd-Bhardta, or

great war : but I have omitted the first part, prior to

the times of Maha'-Bali, as it has not the least affi

nity with the lists from the Pur/ma's, and throws no

light on that part of the ancient history of India,

Maha-bali, according to the present list, reigned

forty years and eight months; which is conformable

to the Parana's, in which he is said to have reigned

40 years, including the 12 years, during which his

sons, the Sum&lyddicas, reigned together, and which

are generally ascribed to him. From the first of

his accession, to the first year of Vicrama'ditva's

tra, the present list allows 298 years, 6 months and

9 days ; to which 56 years being added, it will place

his accession to the imperial throne 355 B. C. which

is very correct, as I have shewn in my essay on

Anu-Gangam. Unfortunately, it is the only correct

part in the whole list. The successor of Maha-

bali was Chandra-gupta, or Chandra-pala,

fostered or concealed by Lunus ; and who lies here

concealed under the name of Amr¥t-pa'la, for

Lunus is but a mess of Amrtt, which Chandra-

gupta is supposed to have been fed with, during

the time of his concealment ; and a reign of 28 years

is here assigned to him, as in the Purdnas.

From the first of Wditya's era, to the first of 'Su-

jDraca, there are 347 years, answering to A. D„

291 : but in the Cumarica-chanda, it is declared,

that he began his reign in the year of the Cali-yuga

S29 1, or A. D. 191 ; and other circumstances prove,

that this date is true, or very nearly so. There are,

*o fill up that space, .only nine kings, whose reigns
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are of an excessive length; and 100 years exactly

must be struck off. Sudraca is also styled Vicra-

ma'ditya; and here is the most material difference,

between the various copies of the Vansavali: for in

those current in the west, instead of Sudraca, we

read Vicrama'oitya, whose predecessor was Bhar-

trX-hari, or Sacwant and Samudrapa'i<a his suc

cessor.

From the first year of .Sudraca, to the first of

Vicrama'ditya the son of Bahram-Gur, there

are 343 years, and only fifteen kings to fill up that

space. He began his reign, A. D, 441. or 442, and

of course we must strike off 100 years more from that

period.

From the first year of this Vicrama'ditya, to

Maha'bhat' and the first of the Hejra, there elapsed

I96 years; which is about 16 years too many. From

this period, to De'va-Dha'ra'-sinha or Bii6ja, 148

years; which is too little by about 200 years; but

by introducing here the 200 years we have struck off

before, it will place either the accession or death of

Bh6ja, in the year 9/0. From Bhoja to Trai-

locya-pa'la, or Jaya-chandra, 192 years. 'Su

draca, Suraca, called also Aditya, Sri'-Carn'a-

Dewa and 'Sri-Caiin'a-Raja-Vicrama, was a fa

mous conqueror and most powerful emperor. He is

introduced, in the list of the kings of Bengal, as one

of the successors of the famous Bh'aga-Datta, the

son of Naraca, king of Pragyotisha, in Assam; and

to whom Ca'neya' the black, or Crishna, restored

the kingdom, after he had killed his father.

In that list, he is supposed to have lived 1367

years after the Maha-Bharata ; which will place

him about the beginning of the Christian era ; but,

according to the Jainas, who place the beginning of
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the Cali-Yuga about 1000 years B. C. this will make

his reign coincide nearly with the period assigned to

it by the Paururiics.

The last king of Bengal was Lacshman'yah, who

was deprived of his kingdom by Muhammed Bak-

thyar, the general of Cotub-uddin, about the year

1207; for, in 1209 the same general was in Gujarat",

and the emperor died also in that year. From the

first of 'Siu-Carn'a-De'va, or Sudraca, to 1207,

there elapsed 1017 years, during which reigned 49

kings, at the rate of about 20. 7 years to each reign.

The last dynasty in this list, consists ofseven princes,

who reigned 106 years in all.

The dynasty next to this is remarkable for the

epithet of Pula, which every one of them added

to his own name or title. The first of that dynasty

was Bhu'-pala, who was still alive in the year of

Vicrama'ditya 1083, answering to the year of

Christ, either 1017, or 1027- Bhu'-pa'la had two

sons, Sthira-pala and Vasanta-pa'la, who erected

a singular, and at the same time sumptuous monu

ment, in honor of Budd'ha, at a place called Sarnath,

near Benares. This was in the year of VicRAsrA--

ditya 1083, as recorded in an inscription found

there some years ago, and inserted in the fifth volume

of the Asiatic Researches. Tradition says, that be

fore it was completed, it was destroyed by t"he Musul-

mans ; and there is every reason to believe, that this

was really the case. For the arches and vaults of*

the greatest part of .the buildings which are now

buried under ground, still retain the supports of sun-

dried bricks, over which the arches were turned. In

the year 1017 Sultan Mahmud took Benares, and

the town of Casam, or Cusuma, now Patna, and

went even as far as the country ofOuganam, or Unga,

to the. west of the Cosiim-bazar river. The next

year, he overrun again these countries, and penetrated
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as far as Kisraje, or Cachha-Rajh, in the northern

parts of Bengal, called Koge by Ferishta, and

Couche by European travellers of the 15th and 16th

centuries, (such as R. Fitch:) and Cug or Coos-Behar

made part of it. In a manuscript account of Benares,

compiled for me by learned men, about sixteen years

ago, it is said, that according to tradition, this monu

ment was built by a powerful prince, called Buddha-

s'ena, an epithet which implies that this king, who

soever he was, was a zealous follower of Buddha.

He abhorred the Musulman name, and during the

very first invasions, he was summoned to submit, and

pay an yearly tribute, but refused.

The Musulman army advanced, put every body to

the sword, and destroyed the fort and the place ;

and it is obvious from the remains, that neither was

completed. With regard to the date 1083, it was

suggested to me that it may answer either to the year

of Christ 1027, or 1017; because formerly the era of

Vicrama'ditya was reckoned ten years earlier than

now ; and this mode of reckoning is still in use in the

south of India. It was in use in Caskmir, at least

some hundred years ago, as appears from the Raja-

Tarangini. When this alteration took place, and

when it was received in the northern parts of India,

is not known. On my asking the reason of this cor

rection, my learned friends did not appear to under

stand the subject well : but, from what I could gather

from their conversation, it appears to me, that their

ideas on this subject were, that the years of the era

©f Sa'liva'hana being Sydereal, are not subject to

any variation. That the years of the era of Vicra-

maditya, which are now Luni-Solar, were not so

formerly, and that the lunar years of it, instead of

being regulated by the course of the Sun, and adapted

to it, were formerly regulated by the revolution

of Jupiter, the years of which were believed, at

that early period, to be equal to as many solar
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years*: for this planet, as seen from the earth,

comes back to the same point in heaven, after a

period of twelve years and five days ; and in the

Deccan, they reckon the cycle of Jupiter ten years

earlier than in the northern parts. When the error

was discovered, the years of Vicrama'ditta were

made Luni-Solar, and they retained tro further con

nection with the revolution of Jupiter. They added,

that several corrections, more or less perfect, obtained

at different times, and particularly one of fourteen

years ascribed to Bhar trKhart, or rather referred

to his time; and which was said to have been the

length of his reign.

In that case, the demolition of the monument,

which we are speaking of, took place in the year

1017, during the invasion of Ma hmud; for front

that period, the Hindus, in this part of India, re

mained for along time unmolested by the Musulmatis.

Modud's invasion, in 1043, was directed toward

the south; and in that direction only, he penetrated

further than Mahmdd, as recorded in history.

King Bhu -pa'la is called also MahI-ta'la, in tint

inscription; but these t\vo epithets are synonymous, and

signify he who fosters the earth, or world. SthSra-

pa'la, called Dhir-pa'la in the Ayin-Acberi, had a son.

called Deb-pa'la, or de'va-pa'i.a; who, in my opi

nion, is the same who is mentioned in the grant found

at Monghir, and in the inscription upon a pillar at

Budddi. His father was Dharma-pa la, which pro

bably was the title given to him, when he succeeded

his father Bhu'-pa'la, called G6-pa'la in the grant.

The Hindus always have two names, one of them

answering to our Christian names, and used in the

* Asiatic Researches, Vol. III. p. 216. kr.
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performance of religious rites. Besides, kings have

at least one title given to them, besides nicknames

occasionally ; and it is allowed to make use of sy*

nonymous terms; and thus G6-pa'La, on ascending

the throne, was indifferently styled Bhu'-pa'la and

and MahI-pa'la. The son of Sri-De'va-pa'la was

Ra'ja-Pa'la, perfectly synonymous with Bhu'pati-

pa'la, as he is called in the Ayin-Acbcri ; for all

Rajas are equally denominated Bhu-pati.

As the Hands or Huns, are mentioned in the

inscription at Budddl, SuI-De'va-pa'la must have

lived at a period comparatively modern; for the

Huns made their first appearance on the borders of

Persia, in the time of BahRAM-Gun, who began

his reign in the year 421. In the year 458, Balkk

"was their metropolis; and, in the beginning of the

seventh century, they were settled in the Panjdb,

according to Cosmas Indicopeeustes, who calls

them White Huns ; and they are the same, of course,

with the Abtciis, Abtelitcs or Enthalites. It is the

opinion of several well informed men, from Cabut

«nd the adjacent countries, that the Abddlis existed,

as a nation or tribe, long before Muhammed; and

that the denomination of Abddli is not derived from

the Persian word Abddl, the servant of God. In

that case, they may be a remnant of the Abtalis,

or Abtelites. It was about that time, that the dy

nasty of the Hands in India began, and which is

recorded by the Paurdnics. There were thirteen

kings of them, and eleven more under the name of

Mannas, as it is supposed ; but whether in due

succession, or in a collateral line, or only partially

so, is unknown. We find that their power extended

even into Gujarat', as I observed before, about

the era of Muhammed ; and some think that Mauria

is a contraction from Machwdria or Mahd-Hurias ;

for, in the west of India, they say Maga, and write
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Macha, for Maha; and instead of Muhammed,

they say, Mac'homat and Mac'hobhat, as we

used to do formerly in the west*. The Macivan'as

are noticed in the Gujarat' list, and also in the

lists from the Purarias, in the chapters on futurity.

In the Facsimile of the grant of Monghir,- in the

first volume of the Asiatick Researches, the date is

plainly 132, instead of 32; but, had it been as ob

vious in the original, Mr. Wilkins, and the Pan

dits, who read it with him could not have l>een

mistaken. To decide this, recourse must be had

to the original, which is, I believe, deposited with

the Royal Society. The two Musulman travellers

of Renaupot, in the ninth century, remark, that

the Hindus did not, like the Arabs, use a general

era, but reckoned the years from the accession of

the reigning prince. Th's is acknowledged by the

learned in India, and that it was the constant prac

tice, till a period comparatively modern, and the

limits of which it is not easy to ascertain. Several

princes liave attempted to set up eras of tlieir own,

and these princes, instead of <Saca-bandhis, or 'Sac*

wantas, were styled simply Samvaticas or Santicas.

Thus, Vicrama'ditya's era was considered as Scica

for the space of 135 years, and himself was then a

sSac-wanta: but his era is now Sanwatsara, or

Samvat, and himselfonly a Samvatica ;and the present

"Sacwanta, or Saca, is Sa'liva'hana. The Pandits,

who assisted Abul-Fazil, took particular notice of

that circumstance, and carefully pointed it out to

himf. As the date in the Monghir grant is within

the 135 years, during which the era of Vicra'ma-

ditya was Saca, it should have been styled thus,

and not Samvat : and hence it may be concluded,

that the date has no connexion with that era.

* See Tamuli dictionary. f Ayin-Acberi Vol. i. p. 331.
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The reason, why the famous 'Si^-De'va-Pa'la

is not mentioned in the lists from the Ptiran'as, is,

that he lived in too modern times, for they do not

come so low. After the invasion of Suetan-Mah-

mud, in the years 1017 and 1018, the Hindus' en

joyed some respite, till the last Mahabhdrat, or great

war, in 1192, when all the heroes of India fell in

the plains of Thdnu-Sar. During that period, >Sr{-

De'va-Pa la might humble those of Dravira and

Gurjarat' (that is to say the Bala-rayds), and the

Hunas in the Panjab; for he by no means conquered

them; and he probably humbled them only, by re

fusing to pay some yearly tribute, and putting on a

bold countenance, at the head of a powerful army.

It seems, however, that he marched through the

Vindhyan hills, to the west of the Jumna, and then

went into the Punjab, as far as the borders of the

kingdom of Camboja or Ghaznu The time in which

this expedition took place, cannot be ascertained,

but within certain limits. After Modud's invasion,

in the year 1043, the Hindus recovered some strength

and courage, under the weak reigns of Togrul

the usurper, and Furrugk-Za'd. The enterprising

Ibrahim succeeded him; but it was not till the

year 1079 that he was enabled to lead an army

into India; and probably the expedition of Sr{-

Deva-pa'la took place between the years 1052

and 1059, during the weak reign of Furruck-

Za'd, of whom nothing is recorded.

The list of the kings of Bengal, in the Ayin~

Acberi, was formed by Jainas, who place the be

ginning of the Cali-yuga only 1078 B. C. but it was

afterwards altered by the followers of Brahma, and

the beginning of it placed 3100 B. C. and the reigns

ofevery king prodigiously lengthened, in order tomake

the whole coincide with the first year of the Cali-yuga.

The Rajas of Sirinagur pretend to be descended from
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Bhaga-datta, contemporary with Crishna; but

in their pedigree, communicated by the present

king, to Captain Hardwicke, in the year 1796",

it is acknowledged that for the space of 900 years

after Bhaga-datta, nothing is recorded of his suc

cessors, not even their nani.es*. If the same correc

tion be introduced into the list of Bengal princes,

it will place the reign of Ananga-Bhima in the

first century before the Christian era, and bring the

whole list, at least, within the bounds of historical

probability.

Through the uncertainty of Persian orthography,

and the carelessness of transcribers, the names of

these princes are most miserably disfigured; and I

shall only observe here, that the real names of the

three predecessors of Sudraca, areSANCARA-sixiiA,

aSatrujita, and Bhui'ati-pa'la, or Ra'ja-pa'la.

His successor's name is Jayadraca, called CrIshna

in the Pyrarias, and said there to have been his

brother.

I shall now produce another list, which was

brought from Assam by the late Dr. Wade : and

given by him to Mr. Harington. It was originally

*he same with the Vansu-vaii, but it was new mo

delled, according to the ideas of the Jainas ; though,

I must confess, that it is difficult to say which is the

original one. Be this as it may, it is certainly a

most curious list, and in some instances it affords

■useful hints.

To YUDiJTSHT'HIRA,

To MlTRA SINHA,

yrs. m«. days.

. - - - 1880 8 10

- - - - 296 6 9

i * ■ '—

* Asiatic Researches, Vol. 6. p. 335.

Vol. IX. p
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yrs. km. tkf%<

To Nri-sinha, ------ 497 0 10

To Vrija-pa'la, ----- 334 6 19

To Sada's'vatPa'la, v - - - 327 11 9

To Ha'mi'r, ------ . 152 0 1

To Ma'dhava-se'na, ? - - T 107 1 22

To Sailadha'ra' or Bh6ja, - - 3.54 7 22

To Rati-pa'la, - » 85 77

In this list, Mitra-sinha is meant for Jina,

and NrI-sinha for Gautama; and Yudhisht'hir

is placed here, by the followers of Jina in the

1881st year of the Cali-yuga of the followers of

Brahma', but in the beginning of their own, for

which they have two different reckonings. Ac

cording to one, the Cali-yuga began 1078, but

according to the other, 1219 B. C. and this last

computation has been adopted here. According to

it, Jina or 'Saca was born 1207 years* B. C. or

12 years after the Cali-yuga and CiiisHNAf- He

lived 257 years, and died accordingly 950 years B. C-

Those who place the beginning of the Cali-yuga

1078 B. C. say, that Jina was born in the year

1108, and died in 1036. Others, admitting the same

era, say, that he was born in the year 1036*, and

died A. D. 950; and thus, whether he lived 257

or 77 years, his death equally happened in the same

year before Christ.

The next is NkK-sinha or Gautama: NrIFshtha

is a well known title of 'Sa'liva'hana, and in the

Gujarat1 list I mentioned before, 'Sa'liva'hana is

introduced in the solar line, in t]ie room of Sugata

or Gautama. This explains a passage from the

* See Kempfer.

f Asiatic Researches, yol. 2d. p. 122 and J£.
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Varaha-sanhita, in which it is said, that 'Sa'liva-

hana, or Saca, the ruler of the period denominated

after him, appeared when 2526* years of the era

of Yudhisht'hira had elapsed ; that is to say, he

was born 574 years B. C. and the year 544 is consi

dered as that, either of his manifestation to the world

as a legislator, or of his ascension into heaven. The

Jainas, as well as the followers of BaAHMA', claim

Sa'liva'hana as their own, and suppose that he

manifested himself several times to the world ; and

as there are several Vicrama'oitvas, there are, of

course, several worthies of the name of Sa'i.iva'-

HANA.

VrKja-pala, or BrYja-wa'la, is the famous Ma-

iia'-bali : for the kings of Magadha were thus called,

as I observed in my essay on Anu-Gangam ; and this

title was distorted into Birdwal and Berdaul by

Musulman writers. He is placed, erroneously, a

little before the era, of Vicrama'ditya, by the

compiler, for reasons which will appear immediately.

From this famous emperor, he passes to Sada't-

pa'ea, or SadaVva-pa'la, father-in-law of Bah bam-

Gur, and who gave him his daughter in marriage,

about the year 426 ; thus passing over the dynasties

of Sudraca and 'Sa'liva'hana. The last dynasty,

which he supposes to have lasted 500 years, our

compiler has transported and brought down as low

as the invasion of Timur, in the year 1398. This

famous conqueror is generally called Timub-eenk,

by Hindus, in their Chronological lists, and also in

an inscription near Bijigur.

This account of 'Sa'liva'hana's dynasty at D'dli,

and at so late a period, however strange, is not en

tirely groundless. Tieffenthaler, in his account of

Subah DUll, mentions two kings of that name, on

the authority of some Persian writers, whom he docs

v 2
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not name. I saw the good old man, at Luchiow,

in the year 1784. He was a man of austere manners,

and incapable of deceit. His list of the kings, of

the Tomdra and Chohan tribes at Dilli, has cer

tainly much affinity with those in the Ayin-Acberi*:

and the Kholussey-ul-Towaric and Ferishta's account

of the Subahs of India, are most likely the sources,

from which the good father drew his information •

but as these tracts are not at present within my reach,

I cannot ascertain this point.

The Shots, or Bhattks, who live between Dilli

and the Panjdb, insist that they are descended from

a certain king, called Sa'liva'hana, who had three

sons Bhat, Maya, or Movk, and Thaima'z, or

Tha'ma'z. Moye settled at Pattyukh, and either

was a Thdtiovi or Tkawoni, or had a son thus called.

When Amir-Tjmur invaded India, he found, at Tog-

locpoor, to the N. W. of Dilli, a tribe called Soloun

or Salwan, who were Thanovis or Manicheans ; and

these he ordered to be massacred, and their town to

be burned f. 'Sa'lIva'hava is generally pronounced

*Salwan and 'Salbav in the west, and JtfjEByiia

calls him ShahJLewan.

The Manicheans were Christians ■ and when Fa

ther M0N6ERRAT was at Dilli, at the court of

Acbar, he was informed, that near that metropolis,

and to the S. W. of it, and of course at Toglockahad,

near the palace of Pithaura', the usual residence,

of the ancient kings of that city, there were certain

tombs, which were asserted to be those of some

ancient princes of Dilli, who were Christians, and

lived a little before the invasion of the Musulmans,.

If these tombs really existed, they did not belong

to Hindus, who never erect any : they could hardly

* Vol. sd. p. 62.

t Deguigncs Hjsty. of the Huns, Vol. 5. p. 50.
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belong to Musulmans, for it is scarcely possible that

they should he mistaken by Musulmans; since the

tombs of those among them, who fell in battle, or

otherwise died, in the beginning of their invasions,

arc looked uport as places of worship; and those

entombed there are considered, either as martyrs,

Or saints. In speaking of the tombs, and other mo

numents or events in India, Father Monserrat

says, with much candour, ' I was told so in that

country,' or, ' I was assured of it by respectable

persons ; but whether it be so or not, I cannot fur

ther say.' He explains himself in these terms, with

regard to thirteen figures, in basso relievo, upon the

rocks of Gwalior, which he visited in his way from

Surat to DHli, and which were supposed, by Chris

tians in India, to represent our Saviour and his

twelve disciples; one figure in the middle being a

little higher than the rest* Monsehrat says, that

they were so much defaced, that no inference could

be drawn from them, except their- being thirteen in

number*. The foregoing particulars, concerning

the Bhats, Sa'liva'hana and his three sons, I ob

tained from an intelligent native, whom I sent to

survey the countries to the N. W. of DiUi. He was

employed, on that service, from the year 1786 till

\79Gi and, in the year 1787, he was in the country

of the Bhats. His instructions Were to inquire par

ticularly, into the geographical state of these coun

tries; and, whenever he could find an opportunity,

to make inquiries also into their history and antiqui

ties. At that time I knew very little about Sa'liva'

hana, and was still less interested in his history ;

and of course that ancient prince was not mentioned

to him ; and-the knowledge which he obtained, con

cerning him, among the Emits, was merely accidental,

and by no means in consequence of any previous

directions from me.

» P. 164.

? 3
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The Heresy of the Manicheans spread all over the

western parts of India, and into Ceylon, at a very

early period, in consequence of violent persecutions

in Persia, during which the followers of Manes fled

in great numbers, and at different times, into India ~

and it is even highly probable, that Manes remained

a long time concealed in that country in the fort of

Arabion, on the eastern banks of the river Strangha,

now called Ckitrangh and Caggar. The Mesopo

tamia here mentioned by Auchelaus the Bishop,

is the five Antarvedis, or Mesopotamia* of the Panjdb,

commonly called the five Bheds or Bhedies ; and

Strabo, speaking of the Bbed or Antarv&li, between

the Chindb and the Jellam, says, " in this Mesopo

tamia," and here the pronoun this has an obvious re

ference to the several Bheds or Mesopotamias of the

Punjab. The river Strangha is called Saranges by

Arhian ; and the Ckitrangh, flowing from the

northern hills, passes to the westward of Sfkdn'u-sar

or Thdnu-sar, at some distance from which the water

is absorbed by the sands ; yet the vestiges of its

ancient bed may be traced as far as Bacar on the

Indies. The report of my native surveyor concerning

•this river, is also confirmed by the report of Gene

ral Thomas in his Memoirs*. There were Bhats-

or Bhattis in that country, long before the arrival of

Manes; for Ptolemy, in the beginning of the third

century, takes notice in that country of two con;-

eiderable towns, obviously denominated after them.

The first is Bata-tmgra or Bhat-nagara, the town of

the Bhats. Bhatnere is the vulgar pronunciation

of it; but the present town of Bhatnere is not the

same with the Bhat-nagara of Ptolemy; which

was to the westward of the river Bet/ah, and is

probably the town called Bhattyaleh, The other

place noticed by Ptolemy is Bataii-cai-sara, a com

pound name; and in the true idiom of the Hindi

* Page l64>
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language, Bh'atton-ki-sara, or Bhattoii-ca-sara, the

pool of the Bhats. Bhatton is the plural form from

Bhat, and ki or ca the mark of the possessive case ;

and ietm is a pool or lake. Bhdtton-ca-sara is ac

cording to the idiom of the dialect about DUli ; but

at Lahore, and in the Panjab, they would say Bhatt-

yan-da-sara ; for as they say there Bhatti for Bhat,

the plural form is then Bhattyanh with a nasal n,

and da or di are the usual marks of the possessive

ease with them. Bhattyan-da, is also a derivative

form, implying as much as belonging to the Bhattis,

and is synonymous with Bhattyakh. From the

situation assigned to it by Ptolemy, I suppose it to

be the same place which is called Bhattinda, to the

N. N. E. of Bhat-nere. The Bhattis are shepherds,

and various tribes of them are found in the Panjab ;

and they also inhabit the high grounds to the east of

the Indus, from the sea to Uch. These tribes are

called Ashambhetty in the Ayin-Acberi ; but several

>veU informed men, who had long resided in that

country, say that the true pronunciation is Acsham-

Bhatti : which implies the many troops or bands of

the Bhattis ; because they go by troops selected from

various tribes or families. ' .

Manes gave himself ost as the Christ, and had

also twelve disciples ; and, in the character of

Christ, he became 'Sa'liva'hana in India. He

had three disciples exalted above the rest, and their

names were Bljijda or Addas, Hermas or Hermias,

and Thomas ; which I conceive to be the same with

Bhat, Maya or Moye, and Thaima'z or Tha'maz',

the supposed sons, or rather disciples, of Sa liva-

hana. In the seventh century, there were Christians

at Serinda, or Ser-Hind, with a monastery ; and two

monks from that place, at the command of the em

peror Justinian, carried silk worms, or rather their

eggh t0 Constantinople.

p 4
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The compiler of the list, brought from Assam by

the late Dr. Wade, was well informed, with regard

to the last blow given to this dynasty of Mankheans,

by Amiu-Timur, in the remains of a feeble tribe of

them, at Toglock-pmr. But it is much more reason

able, I think, to place the overthrow of that dynasty

in the latter end of the twelfth century.

There was in Egypt a certain Scythtanus, who

had studied, it seems, at Alexandria, and visited the

anchorets of Thcbais. He went by sea to India, ac

cording to St. Epiphanies, and brought thence four

books, containing the most extravagant notions ;

but he died, Wore he could preach his new doctrine,

in the latter end of the second century. He was-

succeeded by his disciple, calledTEREBiNTHUs, who

went into Palestine ; but was obliged to fly to Persia,

where he declared he was- another Budda or Buddha,

and, like him, born of a virgin, and brought up by

angels, among certain mountains. Perhaps this new

name was concealed in the old one Tebebinthus,

from the Arabic Daru-Botatn. Botam in Arabic,

and Butam, or Buthem, in Chaldaic, signify a Tere

binth in general ; but the largest and best sort is

called, in the former language, Daru-botam, which

may possibly have some affinity with the Buddham-

gaclih, or Buddham-Teru of the Cei/latme and Baud-

dhas in general, and which signifies the tree of

Buddha, for GacKh m the spoken dialects, and

Teru or Dm, in Sanscrit, signify a tree. For he said,

when he entered upon his mission, Se nonjam Tere-

BINthum sed alium Buddam vocari, that he was no

longer Terebinth us, but another Buddha *. The

Terebinth is unknown in India, except beyond the

Indus, where I am told that there are forests, of that

sort which produce the Pis-tachium, or Pistachio,

called Pistd, in that country, and all over India.

•Saxmasivs de Homonjiuis, and Alj>hab. Tib. P. 37.0.
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This name was probably given to him, in his in

fancy, by Scythtanus, who was conversant with

the notions of the Hindus. Having met with a

strong opposition, from the priesthood in Persia, he

was obliged to conceal himself in the house of a

widow; where, falling from his bed, he broke his

neck, and died. His writings fell into the hands of

an adopted son of the widow, who became a convert

to his opinions. Cedrenus and Suidas say, that

he was by birth a Brahmen : a good musician, and

an excellent painter. He maintained that he was

the Paraclete, and Christ; and the ignorant

among the Christians, with his disciples, insisted

that he was Budda or Budd'ha, himself, regene

rated ; and he was afterwards regenerated, in die

same manner with the Lamas, in the person of his

disciple Buddas-Addas, or Ada-Manes, who,

after many narrow escapes, was put to a most cruel

death, by the king of Persia. His followers, being

alarmed, left the country; and many, according to

D'Herbelot, retired to India. This is confirmed

by the testimony of one of Renaudot's Mohamme

dan travellers, who went to Ceylon, in tlie ninth

century; and says, that in that island there were

many Jervs, and Manicheans or Thanovians : for thus

they were called in Persia. Peter the Sicilian, who

lived in the ninth century, says, that a little before

his time, a certain Sergius asserted, that Tychicus,

the disciple of Paul the apostle, had been regene

rated in him ; that he was the Paraclete, and a

bright star descended from heaven. He boasted

that he had preached the Gospel in various countries,

and particularly to the inhabitants of Laodikekt, near

the country of the Cynachoritce, in the East. The

Gangetic provinces were known, at that time, in

Persia, under the name of the country of Canacor,

its metropolis : and Laodikeia is probably Lhahk-dao,

or Lhah-dac as suspected by Father Cassiano.

This Skkgius, a Manichean, appeared in the character
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of Christ, and of the Paraclete ; and was in tndid,

and at Lhu-dac, in the ninth century, towards the

latter end of which there appeared another 'Sa'eiva'-;

hana, in the country about Dilli, (according to the

list brought from Assam, by the late Dit. Wade),

Deguignes shows, that Manes propagated his doc

trine in Tartary, where he was revered as a god*

In the country of C/iegi/, in Tartary, often men

tioned in Persian Romances with Khoten, he erected

several temples, which he adorned with pictures.

His skill, as a painter, is greatly extolled, by Persian

and Arabian writers, as well as his famous collection

of drawings, in a book called Erteng ; and every

collection of pictures is still thus called to this day-

Many authors, both ancient and modern, have la*

boured to find out the etymology of his name Mani ;

but it seems that it was his original Hindu name,

which signifies a jewel in general, and is not un

common, to this day, in compound names, as Ma'-

ni<-ra'ma, Nila-Mant, &c. It was the general

opinion formerly, that Manes was a Hindu, and his

father a Brahmen. He was also called Cubricus.

Cubri in Hindi signifies a hunchback ; and Cubrica,

in a derivative form, signifies, either a man who is

crook-backed, or the son of such a man. His father's

name was Patekius, and Pdtliaca, to this day, is

a very common surname in India. Carossa, the

name of his mother, is more obscure and uncommon.

The Manicheans said, that Christ was the primeval

serpent, who enlightened the minds of Adam and

Eve ; the creator, the preserver, and the destroyer ;

the original soul, the preserver of the soul, and the

fabricator of the instrument, with which the salva

tion of the soul is effected. He was born of the

earth, and, for the redemption of mankind, sus

pended on every tree : for they saw him crucified on

every tree, among its branches.

The reader will easily perceive some deviations
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from what I had advanced in my essay on Ami-Gan-

gam, which was already in the press, when I found,

m perusing various tracts, several scattered passages,

which have induced me to make the present cor

rections and additions. I shall conclude this essay

with a few remarks on the various tribes which ruled

over the countries bordering upon the Indus, ami the

Vtndhyan mountains, according to the Paurdriicas.

The Icskwdcavas, or children of Icshwdcu, who ruled

in the countries watered by the Indus; and this dy

nasty consisted of 24 generations. The Abh'iras, or

Shepherds, in the upper parts of the Indus, ten gene

rations or reigns: then the "Sacas, under ten kings,

and probably kings of Persia. Then came eight

Yavana kings, or Greeks of Bactriana ; and fourteen

Tushdran'as, or from Turin ; and these belonged

probably to the Parthian dynasty. Then came

seven Garddabhinas, thirteen Moruridas, or Buruti'-

das, as many Hun a kings, and eleven Maunas.

Many suppose the Morun'das and Maun'as to be

dynasties of various branches of the Hunas ; but they

produce no authority, and it is of course a mere sur

mise. Be this as it may, they are acknowledged to

be foreigners. The Garddabhinas are the descend

ants of Garddabha, or Bahram-Gur, who began

his reign in the year 421. The Hunas are the white

Huns of Cosmas-Indicopleustes, and consequently

the same with the Euthalites, or white Huns, who

were settled in the Punjab, in the seventh century.

The Vindhya-Sacti is a collateral dynasty, descended

from Kosru-Perviz, and which began between the

years 820 and 830. Their metropolis was Udaya-

pura, and the Paurdnicas have recorded the names

of seven of them, who reigned all together go years.

The Morundce of Ptolemy are the same with the

Morunda; Burunda, or Bururit'a of the Purdnas.

They are only mentioned once, in the prophetic chap

ters; and are supposed, by some Pandits, to be a

tribe of Huns; but this is a mere surmise, founded
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on their being mentioned with that tribe. Thef

were foreigners, and according to Ptolemy, in the

beginning of the third century, they were in pos

session of the countries, lying between the Ganges

and the river Cosa, or Coosy, including North-Behaf

and the province of Oude. It seems, that their pos

sessions extended even to the south of the Ganges *

for Oppian says, that this river flowed through the

country of the Maraunthes*. The country which

they possessed constituted afterwards what was called

the country of Canoge, denominated also the king

dom of Bourou, by the earlier Musulman writers i

and this appellation is perhaps only a corruption from

Burunda. The Burundas were probably thus called,

because they were originally from the country, called

Porout by Deguignes, and which seems to have

been the ancient name of Tibot, or Tibet, called also

Barantal, in a derivative form, as Bengal from Beng*

Its metropolis is called Lassa, Barantala and Putala.

Putala, Bootan and Tibot seem to be derived from

Buddha, called, in that country, But, Put, BoT

and Pot. The natives of that country understand,

by Bootan the kingdom of Lassa, and by Tibot the

regions to the westward, toward the source of the

Ganges; and this was, it seems, the country of

Porout ; and the idea seems to be confirmed by De

guignes-)". The kingdom of Tibot, according to

Chinese writers, extended as far as the country of

the Brahmens, in the year 589 1> a°d m the year

6*49, the king of Tibot invaded the inland parts of

India, that is to say, Benares, according to De

guignes. This account of these western dynasties,,

which ruled over the countries bordering upon the

Indus, I shall resume, in an essay, both geographi

cal and historical, on such parts of India as were

* Oppiani Cynegetica, lib. 40, v. 164.

i Hist, des Huns, vol. 1, p. 59. J Ditto, p. 104.
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traversed by Alexander. It is nearly finished, as

well as the map intended to accompany it,

The doctrine of Manes could not fail of meeting

with many admirers, in India, where he appeared

in the character of Buddha, and of Christ, or

Sa'eiva'hana, Transmigration was one of his

tenets ; and the rule of life and manners, of his

disciples, was very severe and rigorous. They al>

stained 'from flesh, fish, eggs, wine, &c. and the

ruler of every district, and president of their assem

blies, was considered as Christ; and, about the

sixth century, they had gained considerable influence

in the east, The Bhfittis, in the west, are now

Musulmans; but, as they are of a roving disposition,

some tribes, at various periods, emigrated, and set--

tled in the adjacent countries, particularly to the

eastward of the Ganges. Such an emigration took

place of late years, and they settled near Chandowssey^

in Rohilcund: but, at a much more ancient and un

known period, they crossed the Gauges, and settled

in the district of Bicddkaown, and there built a fort,

called, after their supposed grand-sire, Cote-Sdliva-

hana, or "Sdlbdhan, the fort of 'Sa'eiva'hana, aud

which is mentioned in the Ay'm-Acberl*; and this

happened, before they had embraced the religion of

Islam : they emigrated probably on account of some

religious persecution ; as well as the other descend

ants or followers of Sa'liva'hana, in the Purganah

- of Baisyawdrd, about three days journey from Luck-

fiow, and in the district of Khairabad.

These call themselves Vals'yas, or Bais'yas, and

also the Vaisyas of Saliva'hana, "Saca-R(jja-vansas

and ^Saca-Rdja-cumdras, that is to say, the royal

* Vol. 2d, Tucsim Jumnia, p. 84
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offspring of -Saca or 'Sa'liva'hana. All the mem

bers of this tribe insist, that their chief is really an

incarnation of Vishnu, in the character of nSaca

or "Sa'liva'jiaxa, regenerated like the presidents

and chiefs of the Manicheans. This the chief, with

affected modesty, seems rather unwilling to acknow

ledge; but in despite of his affected endeavours to

conceal his divine origin, peculiar circumstances will

betray him, and which are related, }n numerous

and fulsome legends, current through the whole

tribe, and which I shall pass over. There are also,

in the Peninsula, Saca-vansas or \Saca-Rdja-vansas,

which signify, and are understood in that country,

to signify, the offspring of Saca, or king 'Saga or

Sa'liva'hasta ; and in the east, and also in the west,

the followers of a deity, or some legislator and in->

stitutor, are often called his offspring*. It is but

lately that I have been acquainted with this singular

tribe of Raja-Cumaras, who do not differ from

other Hindus of the same class, and have now lost

every vestige of their ancient religion, except the

name of their institutor.

* Asiatic Researches, Vol. 8. p. 507.
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APPENDIX TO ESSAY IV.

I,

PTOLEMY^aces Vjjayinl about 255 geographical

miles from the mouth of the river Mahi, but the real

distance is not above 200. The different places,

mentioned by that author, between Vjjayini and the

sea, stand thus. From the mouth of the Mahi, to

its supposed communication with the Narmada, 60

G. M. to Tiagura 50 : to Minnagara 50 : to 'Zerogere,

now Dhar or • 'Asdra-gur, 55 : and to Ujjayini 40.

The two last towns are erroneously placed by him,

on the banks of the Narmada, and I strongly sus

pect, that it is also the case with the two others.

They are also placed on the left or southern bank

ofthat river, which is not the case, unless perhaps

with regard to Tiagura, which might have been si

tuated to the south, either of the Nannadd, or some

other river mistaken for the Narmada. Tidgur is

certainly a "true Hindi denomination, and there are

several places thus called, in the more southern parts

of India; yet in this instance, I suspect that it is

a mistake, for Paya-gurra, or Pawa-gur, to the

south of the river DhdcThara, mistaken by Ptolemy

for the Narmada; because these places were said to

be in the tiram of the last river. Tiram implies only

the country bordering upon the sea, or a river: but

it was misunderstood by travellers, and supposed

by them to imply the banks of the Narmada. Thus

Payagurra was said to be in the tiram of the Nar-

fnadd, which is very true; and to the eastward of a

river that runs by it. The DluuVhara river runs

afterwards very near to the Mahi, in the vicinity

ofJBrodra; and there might have been formerly a
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communication, cither natural or artificial, between

these two rivers; and the nature of the soil, with the

distance, certainly countenances the possibility of

such a communication. The town of Nasica, placed

by Ptolemy on the Narmadd, I strongly suspect

to be out of its place, and to have been originally

meant for Nasiea or Nassuck, near the source of the

Goddveri, and to the N. E. of Bombay. It is also

my opinion, that the Sardonyx mountains are mis

placed by Ptolemy: and indeed such is the con

struction of his map in that part, that there is no room

for them in their natural place ; and I take them to

be those situated to the east of Baroche, between

the Narmadd and the river Mahi, where to this day

they dig for precious stones. In consequence of

this erroneous construction, the rivers Paddar,

Sdbhra-mdti, and Mahi are confounded, and the

whole peninsula of Gujarat disappears. The reason

I conceive to be, that the shores were not frequented,

on account of the vicious and untractable disposi

tion of the natives. In the fourth century, mention

is made of Diu, under the denomination of Dibit or

Divu*: its inhabitants were called Divai, Dibeni

and Diveni; and it appears that this denomination

extended to the whole peninsula. In the same man

ner, the Musulmans gave formerly the name of

worship of that name.

It seems, that the inhabitants of that country

had, by their piracies, greatly offended the Ro

mans: for we read that they, were forced to

send an embassy to Constantinople, and give hos

tages for their future good behaviour, and the

famous Theophilus was one of them. When

 

—■

* Pbilostorgius, p. 487. Aramian. Marcellin. lib, 220. Diu is called

Dib in thejAyin-Acberi, Vol. 2d. p. £4.
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we read in Strabo, that Menander conquered not

only Patalene, but also the country of Sigertis, and

the kingdom of Tessariostus, there is a strong pre

sumption, that these countries were contiguous to

each other. Patalene is well known ; and Sigertis

is from the Hindi Seher-des, the country of Seher, or

Sehr, mentioned in the Ayin-Acberi, where it is

called Seeree, and its Raja Sehris, and by others

Sihar*. Abul-Fazil says, that it was bounded to

the east by Cashmir (read Ajmir) ; to the west by

the river Mehran or Indus. It had the sea to the

south, and to the north the mountains, that is to

say, the black mountains of Uclih f.

I have met lately with respectable and well in

formed men J, from that country, who declared to

me, that the country to the west of the Indus, be

tween the river and the mountains, is called by the

natives Lehr and Lehereh, and its inhabitants Lehe-

rd'i or Lehrdi. In the same manner the country to

the eastward of the Indus, is called Sehr, Sehereh ;

and its inhabitants Sehrdi or Seherdi. These two

denominations might be written Lehrdhi and Sehra-

hi; but the letter H is not to be sounded, and serves

only "to separate the two vowels.

The country of Lehreh or Lehereh, is called Nedheh

or Nedeheh by Ebn-Haucal§, and Nodha by El-

Edrissi. The town of Lehrzcun near Hydrabad,

(and both cities are to the west of the Indus,) de

rives its name from that same source ; but it is gene

rally called Nehr-wun or Nehrun, Nirun by El-

• Ayin-Acberi, Vol. the 2d. p. 146 and 149. f Do. p. 145.

I One of them was several years in the service of Gliolam Mo

hammed Abassi, ruler of Sind. Abassi signifies a descendant of

Abbas, not an Abyssinian.

§ See Major Ouseley's translation.

Vol. IX. q
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Edrissi, and Birun by Persian authors, because in

that language there is very little difference between

the letters B and N. The whole country of Nedheh,

or Nehnvun, from its capital in former times, is

called Nehrtvun or Behrwun, in the Ayin-Acberi }

but it is omitted in the English translation, owing

probably to some defect in the manuscripts in that

part. Be this as it may, where we read Pergunnahs

separate in the printed copy *, there is in the original

Nehrxcun-na-Chand, the districts of Nehrwun, and

Chand, The latter is called Chandu of Bacar by

Abul-Fazil in another place |, and Sandur by El-

Edrissi. The famous port of Lehri or Lehrahi~

bunder is thus called, because it is in the country of

Lekreh ; whilst another port, on the eastern branch,

is denominated, from a similar circumstance, Sehri, or

Sehrahi-bunder. It is called Seuheri by Otter, and is

situated to the westward of an arm of the Indus, which

forms there a spacious lake, in some places seven or

eight miles broad, and is noticed by Alexander's

historians. It is well known to modern travellers

and pilgrims ; and Sehri-bunder at present is always

called Bustah-bunder. This salt water lake or bay,

(for its entrance is pretty broad,) was by the Greeks

called Saronis\, and Eirinos, probably for SeirinosL

from Sehnvun or Sehrun in a derivative form, as Len-

run from Lehr or Lehreh. It is called Eirinos by

Arrian in his Periplus of the Erythrean Sea ; and

he says that it is hardly discernable at sea; and this

is the reason why it is not noticed by modern navi

gators; but it is well known to travellers, who in

general are pilgrims, going to worship at Hinglazim

near Cape Moran, the Hindu name of which is Mu-

ddn, wherein the letter D has a mixt sound betweea

* Avin-Acberi, Vol. II. Tukseem Jumma, p. 97, 100, and 103.

t Vol. II. p. 142. I Plutarch de Hum.

■
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D and It, and signifies a head land *. The entrance

is said to be about two cos broad, or three miles and

a half. From Bustah-bunder, to *Abad, in a N. W.

direction, they reckon twelve cos. It is upon the

western bank of the main branch of the Indus, and

is called Hdbath in the history of Mahmood the son

of Sebecteghin, and erroneously Ebjat by Abul-feda,

who calls it also Mm, which in Hindi implies a

mart, or place remarkable for some manufactures, or

peculiar traffic. This lake or bay communicates with

the main branch of the Indus, called Rishad and Di-

shad, through, an arm of the river ; and the point

of separation is near a place called Podhyari, sup

posed to be either 16 or 20 miles from the sea. .

This lake communicates with the sea, through two

openings, or mouths : the largest of which is close

to Bustah-bunder, and the other to the east is very

small. East of it is a small place called Lac-put-

bunder in Cacfiha, which owes its origin to king

Lac-pat i, the grandfather of the present Raja of

CacKha. These two openings answer to two inlets,

noticed by Major Rennell, under the names of

JVarrel and Puchar, for Pokydri; thus called from

the place of that name, situated where it branches

out. The appellation of JVarrel is unknown to the

natives consulted by me, and they suppose that it

might have been occasionally so called, from being

resorted to by the pirates of the JVarrel tribe.

Pilgrims, after having worshipped at Thcarca, be-

* A legendary tale has been adapted to it, as usual ; which is, that

the head of Gane's'a fell there. Hence it is called Ganes'tica-mudd,

the head or scull of Gane'sa'; and a few miles inland, is a place of

worship, called Muda-c6t& Gank'sa', where it is supposed to have

&Uen.
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I It

tvveen Bate and point Jigat, cross the golf of CacK-

ha, land at a place called Masca-Mudai, in a small

island, at the mouth ofa river or creek. The moun

tains end at a considerable distance, and in the N. E.

To the westward is a point of land, which I take to

be that called Massada in old maps ; and Masca

seems to be the place called Assarpoor in modern

maps. From thence, to that large branch of the

Indus, called Bdnydni, or Aurunga-bunder, they

reckon three long days march, upon a high sandy

beach; and the road, in general, is several miles

from the sea. Two short days from Masca-Miidai is

a small river, supposed by some to be an arm of the

Indus, which branches out above Sehwan. They

then proceed to Lacput-bunder, and cross a small

arm of the sea ; and then, in their way to Bustah,

they cross in a boat the mouth of the salt water lake,

and proceed to Ghedd or Ghairidd, about a mile from

the sea, and on the eastern bank of the Bdnydni,

which they consider as the main stream of the Indusr

called Meran in the dialect of Cacfiha. Ghedd or

Ghairidd, may be pronounced Gherd and Ghainrd.

It is a sacred spot, but there is no place of worship

dedicated to Cotis wara-Mah'a-deva, or with ten

millions of Phalli. The Musulmans worship there

the tomb of a saint of their own ; and from this

place, the branch of the Indus is also called Gherd

or Ghord. Then they go to Shah-bunder, either by

the way of Abad, or Pokydri: and as Shah-bunder \st

now the seat of government, Hindu pilgrims in ge

neral call it Thathd.

They all insist, that, between Masca-Mudai and

Ghairidd, there are only three creeks, inlets or rivers ;

but, as they travelled several miles from the sea, they

acknowledge, that there may be a few more, but

which do not go far inland. The road is upon a flat

ridge, several miles, broad in some places, and con
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siderably higher than the country ; and a pilgrim

told me, that he had been informed, that there was

an arm of the Indus running parallel to it, but that

he did not see it. The whole ridge was probably

thrown up by the sea, and is covered with a shrub

called Luni in that country, Jhau on the banks of

the Ganges, and Ghezz in Persian, at least in that

dialect of it, which is used about Candahar and

Ghazni. Hence it is probable, that the eastern

branch of the Indus is called by Ptolemy Loni-bare,

from that circumstance. It is three or four feet

high, and delights in very sandy and low places.

Its stalk is very crooked, but its branches and leaves

are somewhat like those of the cypress *.

The various branches of the Indus, according to

the best information I could procure, stand thus.

First, the small river before mentioned, but which

is not reckoned as a mouth of the Indus: it is called

Asa, from a place of worship, or rather consecrated

spot, of that name. The second, called Lac-put, or

Pokyari, and Puckar, in a map by Major Rennell.

The third, Bustah-bunder, answering to JVarrel.

The fourth, Btiny&ni, Ghaindd or' Gor&h. Kaar is

the fifth : then follows the Jumnd, which is the

Hijjdmany of Major Rennell. The seventh is

Rishdd, or Dishdd, called also Divel. The eighth is

the Jowa, written Juhoo in the maps, with a little

village to the west, called Nowa-bunder. The infor

mation which I was able to procure does not go

beyond the Jowd, except concerning a small branch

in the track of the pilgrims, within a few miles of

Cranchi or Crdchi, and which, they say, falls either

into that harbour, or into the sea very near it. Ac

cording to Father Monserrat, who wrote above

Jt is the Tamarix Indiea f£tp*
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200 years ago, it falls into the harbour *. Through

this branch, not now navigable, Nearchus's fleet

sailed. Its entrance was obstructed by a bar, on

which the sea broke with violence. They cut

through it, and entered the harbour of Corcstis,

which is a corruption from Cdrdchi, Crdchi or Cr«w-

chi. It is more generally called R&mbdgh. The

town and fort are several miles inland, and the place

is called the fort of Ram by Frazeh, in his history

of Nadir-shah. This account of the mouths of the

Indus, has a great agreement with the early maps

by Major Rennell, but none with his last.

When the Greeks sailed within sight of the land,

they coasted along the Delta, as far as the point of

land before mentioned ; and then crossed the gulf of

CacKhd, or Cantha, thus called from a famous town

of that name, still existing. This head land is par

ticularly noticed by the author of the Peri plus f.

The Musulmans, bolder, crossed from the western

mouth of the Indus, to an island called Avicama,

which is a corruption for Auca-mandal, a district near

Dwdraca

The country of Sehreh extends, toward the east,

no further than Lac-put-bunder, on the sea shore ;

and there begins the country, called formerly, in

jara-Rdshtra, or the kingdom of the Gurjjaras.

This compound is pronounced Gurjjar-Rdsht'ra,

Gurjja-Rdshtra, Gdrja-rasht, and more generally

Guj-rdsht and Guj-rdt'. This is the kingdom of

Tessariostus, conquered by Menander, according

* The original MSS. of Monserhat's travels is in my possession.

He speaks here from report only, and he accompanied the Emperor

Acbar in his expedition to Cabul.

f Arr-ian. Periplus, p. 23. % See the Nubian Geographer, p. 60.

the Purdn'as, Su-rdshtra
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to Strabo. Renaudot's two Musulman travellers,

in the ninth century, take notice of the country of

Haraz, or Gcraz, called in the original MSS. Giourz,

or Gourz ; for they used to write, formerly, Gieuze-

rat for Guzerat. His country was situated upon a

promontory, or in a Peninsula, and there were many

camels, and other cattle. He was a great enemy to

the Arabs, and no prince had a greater aversion to

the religion of Muhammed, and he was, at that

time, at war with the Bala-Rdya. The Hindi name

of the Peninsula is Gurjara, and Gurjar-Rashtra

signifies the kingdom of Gurjara. The whole coun

try, from the Indus to Daman, is called Su-Rdsht'ra,

its inhabitants Su-Rasht'ran, from which Ptolemy

has made Syrastrene, which is now pronounced

Soret and Surdt. Its metropolis, at a remote period,

was the ancient city of Teja, in CacKh, noticed in

Major Rennell's map. Tradition says, that it

was founded by an ancient king, called Teja, or

Te'ja-carn'a. There were three brothers descended

from Icshwacu,—Puru, Buj, or Boj, and Teja :

the two first are noticed in the Purdn'as, in the pro

phetic chapters, where Puru is generally called

Puru-Cach'ha, and the other Buja-Cach'ha.

The Rajas of CacKha boast of their independence ;

and pretend, that since the beginning of the world,

they have never been conquered ; and, that once

they ruled all over Gajja-rdsht. They have forgot

the conquest of their country by Menander, which

is well attested ; for unquestionable vestiges of it

remained in the second century, such as temples,

altars, fortified camps, and very large wells of ma

sonry, with many coins of Menander and Apol-

lodotus ; and these monuments were found as far

south as Baroach *. Plutarch f says, that the

* Peripl. Maris Erythreei, p. 24 and 27.

f Plutarch, de flum. v. Hyphasis,

Q 4
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Hyphasis, or Beyah, falls into this lake or bay, and

thence into the sea. Philostkatus, in his life of

Apollonius, asserts, that this river falls into the

sea, through a distinct mouth. This certainly could

never be the case according to our ideas ; for there

is an uninterrupted range of mountains, reaching

from Dilli and Agra to Bacar on the Indus : but it

might be otherwise according to the fanciful notions

of the Hindus. We have a similar instance in the

Gangetic provinces, with regard to the Jumna and

Saresvati ; which fall into the Ganges, at Allahabad,

and the three rivers flow conjointly, but without

mixing their waters, as far as Tribeni, near Nyase-

rah, above Hoogly ; where they divide again : and

the Jumna, called in Bengal, Jubund, goes to the

left, and falls into the sea, in the bay or river of

Roymungul. The waters of each river may easily be

known ; for those of the Jumna are of an azure co

lour; those of the Saresvati white ; whilst those of

the Ganga have a muddy, or yellowish tinge. These

appearances, which are owing to various circum

stances, such as the depth of the river in some

places, its shallowness in others, the reflection of the

clouds, or of the sky, are thus accounted for by

Hindus in their own way. Pattale, Pattalene,

called also Pathalia, seems to derive its name from

a famous place of worship, dedicated to a form of

the deity, with the title of PaCha, which, in Hindi,

signifies youthful : and from Pathd comes Pathdla,

as Bengdld from Renga. It is one day's march to

the south of That'hd, and two to the north of Shah-

bunder ; and not far from the western bank of the

Indus. The Musulmans took possession of it about

five or six hundred years ago, according to tradition ;

and there lies entombed one of their saints, called

Peer~Pathd, or the youthful saint. This place is,

of course, resorted to both by Musulmans and

Hindus ; but the latter pay their vows only at a dis

tance, to their own deity. It is on the site of Brah
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minabad, called also Manhawar (and Mdhaurd, by

Persian authors). Bacar is also called Manhawar :

but its true name is Bdnhawdr, the Binnagara of

Ptolemy, and the same, I believe, which is called

Panceoura, by Stephanus, of Byzantium, and Bd-

haurd, or Bahur, by Persian authors * ; situated in

lat. 27° 47', as the lower Mansard is in lat. 24° 0'

North. It was afterward called Mansura, which is

also the name of another city, lower down the Indus,

one day's march from Manhawar, and three from

Shah-bunder ; the real and original town of Daibul,

or Devel, which last was three days from the sea.

The lower Mansoura is now Thathd.

II.

It is asserted in India, that the Mdhrdtds are fo

reigners ; and this they themselves acknowledge.

The Rdnas of Udaya-pura, and their tribe, who are

related to the Mdhrdtds, boast of it ; and say, that

they are descended from Nushirva'n. The Parsis,

in India, fix the time of their emigration in the time

ofABU-BECR, who reigned only two years, in 632

and 633. That several emigrations from Persia took

place, at different periods, in consequence of the

fanatic zeal of the Musul mans, and their persecuting

spirit, cannot be doubted ; but the emigration of the

children of NushIrvan is the most, ancient. Some

of these emigrants retained their ancient religion,

and are called Parsis ; others turned Hindus, and

are called Rdnas and Mdhrdtds. Some afterwards

adopted the religion of Muhammed, and are called

in the Peninsula Nevetehs, new men or converts.

Though they all agree that they came from Persia,

and are the descendants of NusHluvA'ff, yet there

* See Abvl Feda, in the first vol. of Thevenot's collection, &c.
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arc various accounts concerning the time of their

emigration, the manner in which it was effected,

and ,the number of the emigrants. There were pro

bably several emigrations; the memory of which

has been preserved only by tradition; and there have

been two powerful princes of Persia, called NushIR'

va'n ; but we are not told which of them is meant

in these traditions. As they all agree that these

emigrations are posterior to the time of Muhammed,

we may infer that they are descendants of Khosru-

Perviz, who was also sirnamed Nushirva'n. This

Jast was the grandson of the great or first NushIr-

va'n ; and, in either case, they are certainly the de

scendants of the latter also : but in my opinion, the

.first emigrants were the sons of Khosru-Perviz,

and the great grandsons of the great Nushirvan.

Abul-Fazil is the first Persian author who

took notice of these emigrations, on the authority,

it seems, of traditions, and perhaps written records,

in the family of the princes of Udaya-pur. There

are also, in the Peninsula, written accounts, none of

which I have yet seen ; but I have conversed with

several well informed men, and of great respectabi

lity, who had perused them. They were also seen

by the late Nawab Ali-Ibrahim-kha'n, first magis

trate of Benares ; and who, about twenty-five years

ago, wrote a short Persian account on that subject,

which is now in the possession of his son, who lent

it to me. This illustrious descent of the Ra'na of

XJdaya-pur is noticed by Dr. Hunter*, and the ori

gin of the Peshwds from those princes, and, of

course, from Nushirva'n, is amply detailed by Ber

noulli, in his third volume. The descent of the

Parsis, in India, from the same source, is related

by Mandelslo, and other travellers.-

* Asiatic Researches, Vol. VI. p. 8.
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The origin of the Mdhrdtas is also noticed in the

Scanda-purdna, in the section of the Sahyddri, or

mountains of Sahya, for thus the ghats are denomi

nated in Sanscrit, and Sdhydn or Sakydn, on the Ma

labar coast. Unfortunately the second part of this

-section, in which the origin of the Mdhrdtas was

inserted, is so very scarce, that it is supposed to have

entirely disappeared, and to have been destroyed by

them; as the account given of their origin, was by

no means a very honourable one. With the destruc

tion of this part only of the Hindu sacred books,

they can fairly be taxed ; and the Hindus are, on

the contrary, under the greatest obligations to them

for the preservation of the rest. Wherever the Mdh

rdtas go, they buy all Sanscrit books indiscriminately,

and give any price for them ; so much so, as to

render them very scarce in every country but their

own. Be this as it may, it is affirmed, that they

have destroyed the second part of this section, the con

tents of which are yet by no means forgotten. There

are still living many persons, both respectable and

well informed, who well remember having read that

unlucky paragraph. For this reason, they are branded

with the appellation of Miech'has or barbarians,

by those who have suffered from their tyrannical and

cruel behaviour; which, for a long time past, is at

least equal to that of any foreign tribe, that ever

invaded India, with regard to extortions, plunder,

and . other acts of cruelty.

Three different dates are given of this emigration ;

the first in the time of Abu-Becr, in the years

631 and 632; the second in the year 651, after the

defeat and death of Yezbejird; and the last, when

the descendants of Abbas, the uncle of Muhammed,

began to prevail in Persia, about the year 749 : and

these are probably three different emigrations. The

last has been adopted by the late Nawab Ali-Ibrahim
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kha'N. According to some, a prince of the royal

family, in the province of Lar or Laristan, embarked

with 18,000 of his subjects, and landed, at three

different places, near Surat, and in the gulf of Cam-

bat. This prince was a son of NushIrva'n; and

the emigration took place in consequence of a violent

persecution from Abu-becr.

Another account states, that they were all secretly

conveyed on board ships, and thus committed to the

sea without pilots ; and they all landed safely near

Surat, where they were kindly received by the king

of that country *. These various accounts are current

in the western parts of India; and there is probably

some truth in every one of them.

There are some inaccuracies in these accounts;

first, Abu-Bkcr's conquests never reached beyond

Chaldea ; and of course, he could not by any means,

be the cause of this emigration, during a short reign

of two years. Besides, 1 8,000 men are certainly too

great a number to come by sea, especially as it is

added, that they had only seven ships. The Hindu

accounts mention only eighteen individuals, including

a camel, from whom a tribe of Mdhratds is de

scended. These seventeen men were flung secretly

into the sea, and were drowned. Their corpses were

wafted to the shores of India, and there brought to

life again, some by Parasu'-Ra'ma, and others by a

magician: for the Hindus could not handle this his

torical event, without new modelling it as usual,

after their own way. The first emigration is asserted

in general, to have happened in the beginning of the

seventh century |. This induces me to think, that

these seventeen persons were the sons of Khosru-

* History of the East Indies, by Capt. Cope, p. 244;

t See Mandelslo and others.
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Perviz, called also NushIrva'n, who were conveyed

away privately to India, by the order of their brother

Shirovyeh; and having disappeared, were said,

as usual in the east, to have been put to death by

him. Shirovyeh has been already acquitted of the

murder of his father, by the venerable and learned

Ebn-Batrick, Melchite, or orthodox Patriarch of

Alexandria, who was both a divine, and a learned

physician. It is acknowledged by the learned, that

we cannot read too cautiously the accounts of the

wars, between the emperors of Constantinople and the

kings of Persia, either by Persian or Greek his

torians, but more particularly, the latter. Ebn-Ba-

trick says, that Khosru-Perviz died of the plague,

in confinement; and was soon followed by Shi

rovyeh, his son, who died also of the plague. That

the latter was a good and just prince; and that

being a Christian, he put to death his brothers, who

were heathens.

The history of Khosru-Perviz has been equally

misrepresented: he was certainly a great man, but of

ungovernable temper ; and he has been also acquitted

of the murder of his own father, by respectable

authors. He was either the son-in-law, or the adopted

son of the emperor Maurice, and was much af

fected, when he heard, that the emperor had been

basely murdered by the infamous Phocas. He re

solved to revenge his death, and place Maurice's

sort; the lawful heir and successor, upon the throne;

and for this purpose, he waged a long and bloody

war. Heraclius, who succeeded Phocas, tried

every means to make peace with Khosru-Perviz;

but, the only answer he received, Was, " renounce

the throne in favour of the lawful heir." Instead

of which he is made to say " renounce thy crucified

God." This I conceive to be impossible; as his only

view, in waging war, was to replace upon the throne
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a Christian. Whether he was sincere or not, is not

now the question: this was at least his ostensible

pretext. He never forced the Christians, in his own

dominions, to renounce Christ; but he wanted, them

all to conform to the opinions of Nestorius, which

lie favoured greatly. In short, he has been supposed

to have been a Christian : and certainly he had once

an idea of becoming a convert : for he consulted the

most respectable persons about him on that subject;

but they disapproved of it, for this single reason it

seems, that the Christians in general, were a perfi

dious and faithless race. When he took Jerusalem,

instead of defiling and destroying the pale of the

true cross, he sent it to his beloved queen, who was

a Christian, under the care of the venerable Zacha-

rias, patriarch of Jerusalem. Neither can I believe,

that he sold 90,000 Christians to the Jews ; and that

the latter bought them for no other purpose, but ta

put them to death next day in cold blood.

Khosru, having taken Heraclius prisoner, made

peace with him, and agreed to release him, on his

paying a certain sum of money. Heraclius feigned

that he could not raise that sum, unless he was al

lowed to go and borrow it. Khosru set him at

liberty, on his pledging his word that he would re

turn: but Heraclius never did, and employed that

money in raising another army. All those calumnies

were invented by Heraclius and his adherents, in

order to exasperate his own subjects, against Khosru

and the Persians.

But let us return to the Mahrat&s: According to

the Pauranics, Parasu'-Ra-ma, having extirpated

the Cshettris, and filled the earth with blood, wanted

•to perform aj sacrifice; but could find no Brahmen

to assist, on account of his being defiled with the

effusion of so much human blood. As he was stand
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ing on the summit of the mountains of Cucan, he

spied fourteen dead bodies, stranded on the adjacent

shores below. These were the corpses of so many

MIecfichas, who had been flung into the sea, by

their enemies, in distant countries in the west. They

had been wafted by the winds, and were then in a

high state of putrefaction. IIa'ma recalled them to

life, imparted knowledge to them, and conferred on

them the Brdkmenicdl ordination, and then bid them

perform the sacrifice. From these fourteen dead

men is descended the Cucanastha tribe of Mdhrdtds ;

thus called, because, since that time, they have al

ways staid and remained in the Cucan.

There were three other individuals, whose corpse*

were similarly stranded, more to the northward, to

ward the gulf of Cambay; and these were brought to

life again by a magician, and from them are de

scended three tribes, one of which is the Chitpd-

wana; and the Rands of Udaya-pur, with the Pesh-

wafts family, belong to it. The names of the two

other tribes I do not recollect. These are probably

the seventeen sons of Nushirva'st, supposed to have

been put to death by their brother Shiroweh, and

the times coincide within two or three years.

According to the Paurdnics, there was also the

dead body of a camel, belonging to the fourteea

brothers : but of him Paras'u-Ra'ma took no notice.

There was a magician, who wanted to perform cer

tain magical rites, but could iind no Brahmen, that

would assist at these nefarious ceremonies. He took

some of the ribs of the camel, pronounced some

powerful spells, and made men of them, and more

over conferred on them the sacerdotal cord. From

them is descended the Cdrdrd, another Mdhrdtd\

tribe in the Deccan.

The Peshwa's family, of the Chitpdzvana, wish
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very much to be considered as belonging to the

Cucanastha tribe, since they reside also in Cucan.

We read in the Ayin-Acberi, that the ancestor of the

Rand family, and a descendant of Nushirvan, was

styled a Brahmen, not because he was really so, but

because he had been brought up by a Brahmen*.

This ancestor of the Rdnas meeting with no en

couragement in the western parts of India, went

into Berar, and at length became chief of Parndlch.

In the year of Christ 793, according to Abul-

Fazil, that city was plundered, and many of the

inhabitants perished. During the confusion, Patta,

called by some Banna and Rana, a descendant of

our adventurer, and then an infant, was carried by

his mother to the country of Meywar, and received

protection from king Mandalica of the Bhil tribe.

He was raised by degrees to the confidence of the

king; and, after his death, he murdered the four

sons of his benefactor, and usurped the throne f.

He was the founder of the dynasty called in the

Puranas Vindhya-Sactt, the glory and might of the

Vindhyan hills. It Consisted of nine kings, who

reigned altogether ninety years, during the greatest

part of the ninth, and in the beginning of the tenth

centuries t. There are still some of that family in

Berar, who are also called Rands, such as the Ze

mindars of Mhhaur \.

It is the opinion of the Nawab Ali-Ibrahim-

Kha'n, and of the Musulmans in general in

India, that the children of NushIrva'n were

driven out of Persia by the Abbasis, whose dy

nasty began in the year 749; misled probably by

some latter emigration of natives from Persia. To

* Ayin-Acberi, Vol. II. p. 99. f Ayin-Acberi, Vol. II. p. £8.

X Puranas, prophetic chapters. § Ayin-Acberi, Vol. II. p. 72k
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this account it is generally added, that the Abbdsis

sent them away privately in different ships' ; but none

of the posterity of Nushirvan remained at that time.

Firuz, the son of the last Yezdegird, after the death

of his father in 651, fled to Khoten, where he was

kindly received; and in 66*2 was acknowledged king

of Persia, by Kaotsong Emperor of China, who

made him captain of his body guard. Firuz died

soon after, and his son Naniche was appointed to

succeed him in the throne of Persia. In 683, Nan

iche went toward the frontiers of that country, with

an army, to try his fortune ; but meeting with no

success, he returned to China, between the years 710

and 712, and died at Sigan-fu*.

The Mdhrdtds are called Mahd-rdshiras in Sanscrit :

Mahd is great and illustrious, and RdshPra, synony

mous with Raja-putra, implies their royal descent;

and their name also indicates, that they were acknow

ledged to belong to the second class on their arrival

in India, and of course that they were not Brdhmens.

When they came into India, there was a tribe of Rdsh-

fras or Rqja-putras, called Rotors in the vulgar dia

lects, and Oraturceby Pliny : there was also another

tribe, called Su-Rdsht'ra, or the illustrious royal off

spring. These are called Syrastrce, and their country

Syrastrene, by Ptolemy and others; and it is called,

in the spoken dialects, Surdt' and Sordt'. When our

new adventurers had obtained power and influence,

they assumed the superior title of Mahd-Rashtras ;

and by striking out such letters as become useless,

when brought to the standard of the spoken dialects,

we have Maha-rdtd Mdhrdta and sometimes Mdhrd-

tor, as Rat'or from Rdshtra. Thus we have Surdt' from

Surdshira, and Gujarat' from Gurjar-Rdsht'ra.

* Deguignes, Hist, des Huns, Vol. I. p. 5f.

Vol. IX. r
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III.

bt Samuel davis, esq.

Albumazar, an Arabian astronomer, who lived

at Balkh, informs us, tliat " the Hindus reckoned from

the flood to the Hejra 720, 634, 442, 715 days, or

3,725 years."

The astronomical rules of Brahmagupta, who

lived in the 7th century, were in use in Albumazar's

time (see Asiat. Researches, vol. 2. p. 239) and the

term of Brahma's employment in the creation,

17,064,000 years, to be deducted from the years ex

pired of the Calpa, is a correction, which has subse

quently been introduced into the Hindu Astronomy.

To find, therefore, the number of days expired from

the creation, or rather, of days expired of the Calpa,

to the beginning of the last yuga, we must, instead

of proceeding as in vol. 2. p. 273, Asiatic Researches,

proceed as follows:

Years expired of the Calpa to

the end of the Satya yuga - 1,970,784,000

Tretayuga - - - - - - ' - 1,296,000

Dwdpar - 864,000

To the Cali-yuga 1,972,944,00©

As the years of a Calpa, to the days of a Calpa, so

the above number of years, to the corresponding

days.

It appears from Brahmagupta's treatise, which

is still extant, and likewise from the Siddhanta Sir6-

mani, the work of a later author, that the number of
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Savan, or natural days, contained in a Calpa, was

1,577,916,450,000 Instead of 1,577,917,828,000, as

given in the Surya-Siddhdnta.

In other words, the solar sidereal year, instead of

D D P v

containing 365 15 31 31 24'", was estimated to con-

n d p v

tain 365 15 30 19 30"; and, therefore, we must mul

tiply 1,577,916,450,000, by 1,072,944,000, and divide

by 432,000,000 ; the quotient will be found to agree

exactly with the number of days mentioned by

Albumazar; that is, it will be 720,634,442,715,

without any fraction.

It is therefore probable, that the true reading of

the passage quoted should be, "the Hindus reckon,

from the creation to the Cali-yuga (or the flood)

720,634,442,715 clays; and from the flood to the

Hejra, 3725 years."

It may, farther, with confidence be inferred, that

M. Anquetil du Perron's conclusion, with respect to

the late introduction of the yugas, which are the

component parts of the Calpa, into the Hindu astro

nomy, is unfounded ; and that the invention of those

periods, and the application of them to computations,

by the Hindus, must be referred to an antiquity

which has not yet been ascertained.

r 2
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ACCOUNT OF THE JAINS,

COLLECTED FROM A PRIEST OF THIS SECT,

AT MUDGERI :

Translated by Cavellv Boria, Brahmen, for Major C. Mackenzie*.

In former times, the Jains being without a Guru,

or spiritual director, to guide them in a good course

of life, VrIshabhanaVha TIrt'hacarI was incar

nate in this terrestrial world ; and reformed or cor

rected their errors ; and made laws, purposely design

ed for this sect : he took upon himself the office of

Guru of the Jains. At this time there existed five

sects, viz. 1 Sanchya, 2 Saugaia, 3 Charvdca, 4 Yoga,

5 M'tmansd.

This Guru composed several books, on the laws,

customs, ceremonies and regulations of the Jain re

ligion, from his profound knowledge, for the use and

benefit of mankind.

The son of this Guru, who 'was called Bharata

Chacravarti, conquered the terrestrial world, with

all its islands ; and ruled, for a considerable time, as

chief sovereign, above all other inferior princes.

* The language of this translation has been corrected ; and some

of the passages transposed : but without altering the sense. The ,

orthography of Indian words has been, in general, adapted to the

system of Sir William Jokes : which is usually followed in the

Asiatic Researches ; but, in instances of modern names of places and

persons, where the original term has not been known to me, I have

left the translator's orthography untouched. H. T. C.

t In Pr&crit, Titt'hayar ; in Canara, Tirt'hu'ru'.
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Before the death of the Guru, as he had placed his

son Bharata-Chacravarti in the government of

the state, he appointed one of his disciples,, in his

own room, to guide and instruct the people of this

religion, in following his instructions and laws ; he

gave him the sacred name of Ajita *, and departed

from this world.

Since that period, the following principal Tirtha-

ears, or pontiffs, were incarnate in this world at

different times.

1 Vrishabhana't'ha, 2 Ajita, 3 Sambhava,

4 Abhinandana, 5 Sumati, 6 Padmaprabha,

7 Supa'rs'wa, 8 Chandrapra bh a, 9 Pushpa-danta,

10 Si'tala, 11 Sre'ya'nsa, 12 Va'supu'jya, 13 Vi-

mala, 14 Ananta, 15 D'harma, 16 'Sa'nti, 17

Cunt'hu, 18 Ara, 19 Malli, 20 Munisuvrata,

21 Nam i, 22 Ne'mi, 23 Pa'rs'wa, 24 Vard'ha-

ma'na.

These were the first Gurus, or pontiffs of this re

ligion, who, as twenty-four incarnations of their first

Guru, appeared in the beginning of the present age,

or CaH-yuga.

Up to the beginning of the Cali-yuga, the world

was ruled, at twelve different times, by twelve Nara

Chacravartis, or monarchs, among whom are, 1 Bha-

rata, 2 Sa'gara, 3 Mag'havan, 4 Sanatcuma'ra,

5 'Sa'nti, 6 Cunt'hu, 7 Arasubhu'ma f, 8 Jaya-

sena, 9 Harishe'na, 10 Brahmedatta. These

sovereigns of the world are said to have been Jains.

* The Jains at Sravana Belligola say, that Ajita did not appear

as Guru, until many years after the death of the first Tirthkru. C. M.

t Should be 7 Aba, 8 Subhu'ma, 9 Padma, 10 Harishe'na,

11 Java, 12 Brahmedatta. H. T. C. .

R 3
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Besides these, nine ArdhachacravartU ruled at

different times ; their names are, 1 Aswagriva, Q Ta'-

BACA, 3 Me'rUCA, 4 NfSDNBHA, 5CAITABHA, 6 Ba U,

7 Praharana, 8 Ra'van'a, 9 Jaha'sa'nd'ha : these

were renowned by the title of Vasudbcacula*.

The government of these kings was overthrown by

a race distinguished by the honorable title of Prati-

vasudeva-cula, viz. 1 TriprJshta, 2 DwiprYshta,

3 swayambhu', 4 purus hotta ma, 5 purushavara,

6 PundarIca, 7 Datta, 8 Lacshmid'hara, 9 Na'-

ra'vana.

The title of the other inferior kings was Mandala<P-

hisa. These Narachacravart'ts and Ai'd'hachacravart'is,

wresting the sovereignty from each other, ruled at

different periods, up to the beginning of the present

age.

Narachacravarti signifies entire sovereign, ruling,

without interruption, the six parts or divisions of the

terrestrial world f. Ard 'liachacravarti signifies half

sovereign ; or who ruled three Chandas or divisions

of the earth. The Maridaladliis'as were Rajas of

particular divisions : these governed the world, at

different periods, to the expiration of the last age.

In the beginning of this age, during the life of

Vard'hamana Swa'mi, who was the twenty-fourth

Tirt'hacar, or pontiff of the Jain religion, there was

a Mandated'his a, called Srenica Maha'ra'j. In

his reign, the religion and people of the Jain sect

were protected ; he reigned for a considerable time at

Rqjagfihapur, and departed from this world. After

his death, thekingsCHAMUNDARAYA, Janamtaraya

•v

* This designation belongs to those named in the subsequent

fist. H. T. C.

t The six C'hnntlait of Bharata varska.
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and other princes (nine Cholarus and nine Ballols*)

governed the dominions of Hindustan, to the time

of BujalraVa, who ruled with renown in the city

of Calydna. Afterward, the Dacshin of Hiudustan

was conquered by the Sabdapramans\, or, those who

receive and admit the authority of the V&das. Next,

the kingdom was ruled by Prata'p-Rudra, Raja of

Vbrangall; and, after his death, by the kings of

Bijaynagar, called Rdyil; till the time of Crishn'a-

Ra'ya and Ra'ma-Ra'ya ; from which period, the

Dacshin fell under different Musulman governments.

The Jains are divided into four classes or casts,

in like manner as the followers of the Vkdas, viz.

Brdhmens, Cskatris, Vaisyas, and -Sudras ; the Brdh-

mens are the priests, or ministers of religion, for the

other three casts ; their duty is to study the Purd-

n'as and Sdstras, but they have no Vedas. However,

they have the Agama Sdstra, treating of prayers and

other religious duties. They worship the fire, in the

ceremony of marriage, and in that of initiation (Upa-

nayana)\. The Jains observe the time of mourning

for their deceased relations, according to their casts,

as follows : an ascetic or Yati should mourn for the

death of his relations one minute ; Brdhmens are to

mourn ten days ; Cshatris, five ; Vais'yas, twelve ;

Sudras, fifteen. Their lower or inferior cast consists

of the Pariyas or Chdnddlas.

There are four Orders of priests among the Jains,

as among Hindus in general, 1 Brahmachdri or stu

dent, 2 Grihasfha or householder, 3 Vanaparasta or

hermit, 4 Bhicshuca or mendicant.

* The Ballols or Balharas, as Sovereigns or Emperors of India,

are mentioned in the relation of two Mahommedan travellers trans

lated by Renaudot. C. M.

f So the Jains affect to call the followers of the Vedas, as believing

on hearsay, what they cannot know, or demonstrate to be true, from

the evidence of tliejr senses. C. M.

% This must arise from employing, at those ceremonies, Brdhmen?

R4
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There are sixteen ceremonies, which the Jains, as

well as the followers of the Vedas, observe. Among

which are, 1 (GarbacThana) the ceremony at the con

summation of a marriage, 2 (Simant) adorning a

married woman's head with flowers, when she is six

months gone with child, 3 (Jatacarma) ceremony on

the birth of a child, 4 (Namacarma) on naming a

child, 5 (Annaprasdna) when, at six months old, or

within a year, the child is weaned, or first fed with

other sustenance than his mother's milk, 6 boring the

ear, shaving the head, and placing the sacred thread

round his neck, 7 (Vivaha) the first marriage, or ra

ther betrothing, 8 (Sdstrabhasa) the ceremony ob

served when the young lads begin to read iheSastras,

at the age of five years, five months, and five days, 9

they also observe other ceremonies, together with

those of funerals, &c. &c. &c.

They perform the ceremony of Upanayana, or ini

tiation, for a boy, between five and nine years of

age ; which is the period when children begin to

study the books of the law. A student, till he is

married, should tie only a thread round his loins,

with a rag to cover his nakedness : he should carry

constantly in his hand a small staff. This is prac

tised till his wedding-day; when, as soon as he is

married, he attains the second rank, or that of house

holder : then he may dress properly at his pleasure ;

and should now endeavour, by labour, service, or

trade, to provide for, and subsist his family: he

should act in all respects agreeably to the instructions

of his preceptor. Besides these duties, there are six

particularly assigned, to be performed in the station

of householder, as follows : 1 Worshipping God ; or

the images of the ancient saints. 2 Venerating spiri

tual parents. 3 Studying or reading their holy books.

4 (Tapasya) internal or mental devotion, abstracted

from all thoughts but that of the deity. 5 Making

of the orthodox sect. The Jains, themselves, do not appear to

worship fire. H. T. C.
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and fulfilling of vows for the attainment of wishes.

6 Giving- to the poor.

There are three classes of Yatis, or ascetics, among

the Jains, viz. Anuwrata, Mahavrata, Nirvana. To

attain the rank of Anuvrata, one must forsake his

family, entirely cutting off his hair, throwing away

the sacred thread, holding in his hand a bundle of

peacock's feathers, and an earthen pot (Camarid'alu),

and wearing only tawny coloured clothes : he must

reside for some time in one of their temples. He

next proceeds to the second rank Mahavrata; when,

totally abandoning any degree of elegance in his

dress, he uses only a rag to cover his nakedness, as a

Brahmachari : he still retains the fan and pot; he

must not shave the head with razors, but employs

his disciples to pull out the hair by the roots *. On

the day, on which this operation is performed, he

abstains from food ; at other times he eats only once,

daily, of rice put in the palm of his hand. Having,

for a considerable time, remained in this state of pro

bation, he attains the third degree of Nirvana ; he

then lays aside even rags, and, being quite naked, he

eats, once every second day, of rice, put by others

in the palm of his hand ; carrying about with him

the clay pot and a bundle of peacock's feathers : it is

the business of his disciples to pull out his hairs ; and

he is not to walk, or move about, after the sun sets.

He now is called by the dignified title of Nirvdn;

and the Jains worship him as god of their tribe, in

like manner as the images, which they worship in

their temples, of their ancient Nirvdns or Gurus.

Yet they say, that these are not the likeness of God ;

" because no one knotos God, or has seen his likeness,

that he should b^able^o describe him." However,

they adore these images of their Nirvdna-nat'ks as

* To the effects of this operation, they attribute the appearance on

the heads of the images of their Gurus, which Europeans suppose to

represent curly or woolly hair. C. M.
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Agreeably to their laws, the Jains ought to make

three ablutions daily, in the morning, afternoon, and

evening. In the change and vicissitudes of all things,

that degree of strictness is omitted, and they now

wash only once a day before they eat : generally

they eat their food on leaves, and sometimes in brass

vessels ; but that is not practised in this country.

The Cshatris, Vais'yas, and "Sudras, among the

Jains, may eat victuals dressed by Jain Brahmens ;

but Brahmens never eat food prepared by any but

their own tribe.

" To abstain from slaughter is the highest perfec

tion ; to kill any living creature is sin." Hence the

Jains abstain from food after sun-set, lest sin be in

curred by depriving any animal, even the minutest

insect, of its life, in their food ; for the same reason,

they never drink water without straining it through

cloth.

The principal tenets of their religion, translated

from a stanza of their books, follows : " The Jains

should abstain from the following things, viz. eating

at night; slaying any animal; eating the fruit of

those trees that give milk, pumpkins, young bambu

plants ; tasting honey, flesh ; taking the wealth of

others ; taking by force a married woman ; eating

flowers, butter, cheese; and worshipping the gods

of other religions. To abandon entirely the above-

mentioned, is to be a proper Jain.'" The Jains (even

the young lads) never taste honey, as it would oc

casion expulsion from their cast. They never taste

intoxicating liquors, nor any other forbidden drink.

A man who neglects to observe due precautions,

that no living creature be exposed to danger, from

the following five domestic occupations *, will not

* See Menu 3, v. 68. The same notion occurs there ; but the or

thodox have sacraments to expiate the involuntary sin. The Joint,
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be admitted to the sacred presence of God. 1 In

splitting firewood, 2 Forming the floor, and smear

ing it with cow-dung, 3 Cleaning the fire-place,

4 Straining water, 5 Sweeping the house. When

about to perform these offices, he should first be

careful that there be no insect, for it is a mortal sin

to hurt any living being.

The women should marry before their monthly

courses appear; though, owing to changes, and par

ticularly their poverty and depression, they are now

obliged to put off this ceremony till long after their

proper age, for want of money to defray the ex

pense. When a woman is unclean, she must stay

at a distance from her relations, in unchanged

clothes, for four days. On the morning of the fifth

day she is permitted to mix with he* family, after

ablution.

A Jain woman never marries but once ; and, if the

husband dies when she is young, she must remain a

widow as long as she lives, being forbidden to wear

ornaments or delicate apparel, or to use nice food.

In the western quarter, towards Sadndka, Caodyal,

&c. when the husband departs from the world, the

widow's bead is shaved in like manner as the Brah

men widows of other countries ; but this custom has

gone out of use in this country for a considerable

time : a widow never dresses elegantly ; and is not

allowed to wear glass rings, or the Mangalasutra,

(an ornament on the wedding-day, tied round the

neck of the bride by the husband,) nor to use the

yellow and red colours, or paint, by which married

women are particularly distinguished. While the hus

band lives, they may wear all ornaments allowed by

the law: opulent people of this tribe are still per

mitted to dress like other Hindus, in all kind of

costly apparel suited to their station.

pot admitting the efficiency of religious acts, are content to use pre

cautions to avoid the sin. H. T. C,
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When a man dies, they burn the corpse, and throw

the ashes into water ; the rich cast the ashes into

rivers. They never perform other obsequies, as their

law says, " the spirit is separate or distinct from the

body, which is composed of five elements ; when,

therefore, the corpse is burnt, the several parts which

composed it, return to their former state: conse

quently, to the deceased, no ceremony is due." After

death, as nothing of him remains, therefore they

omit to perform the monthly and annual ceremonies,

which other Hindus observe on this occasion ; and

they give these reasons in vindication, " A man

should feed himself with the best food, while he

lives in this world, as his body never returns after it

is burnt."

They further say, that the foolish people of other

tribes, being deficient in sacred knowledge, spend

money in vain, on account of deceased relations :

for how can a dead man feel satisfaction in ceremo

nies, and in the feeding of others ? even a lamp

no longer gives light by pouring more oil into it,

after its flame is once extinguished." Therefore it is

vain to make feasts and ceremonies for the dead ;

and, if it be wished to please relations, it is best to

do so while they are yet living, " what a man drink-

eth, giveth, and eateth in this world, is of advan

tage to him, but be carrieth nothing with him at his

end."

" A man of sense should believe only what he

seeth with his own eyes ; and should never believe

what he heareth from others." The Jains do not

(like the followers of the Vkdas) believe, that this

world exists by the supreme power of God for they

say, that the world is eternal, and that its changes

are natural. They deny, that the world is wholly

subject to destruction, for all things are born by the

power of nature ; God only is exempt from Carma,

or the frailties and inconveniencies of nature.
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As the Jains profess, not to put faith in oral testi

mony, and only believe in what is perceptible to

their own organs of sense; therefore, they do not

believe that God is in the heavens above, " because

no one ever saw him," and they deem it impossible for

others to see him ; but they believe in their Tirfha-

cars, as their ancestors have seen and given a full

description of the -first prophet or Guru, who attain

ed the station of Nirvana by his extraordinary per

fections and actions, to the satisfaction of mankind

down to the present age. 1 Since his time, they have

images of the several Gurus, who succeeded him,

and were incarnate as protectors of their religion.

These naked images they worship in their temples

with all due ceremonies ; they consider them as gods,

or rather as representatives of God, whom they de

scribe as follows :—" He has a likeness, and no like

ness ; he may be compared to an image of crystal :

He has eight good qualities, and is exempt from eight

evil qualities. He is all wise ; all seeing ; the father,

or the origin, of all ; enjoying eternal bliss ; without

name, -without relation, or beginning ; infinite ; un-

describable." The eight evil qualities, from which

the nature of God is exempt, are ignorance, mental

blindness, pain incident to nature, the distinction of

name, of tribe, delusion, mortality, dependence. He

who possesses these good qualities, and has overcome

these evils, or is superior to them, is the God of the

Jains, or Jinis'wara, being incarnate in the shape or

body of one of their Gurus, or Tirt'hacars. There

fore, the Jains worship the images of their Gurus,

as the means of attaining the following stations :—

1 (Saloca) a station whence God is beheld at a dis

tance ; 2 (Samipa) one in the presence of, or near,

God; 3 (Sartipa) similarity to God; 4 (Saydga)

union with God. According to these several grada

tions, he belongs either to the order of, 1st, (Gri~

hast ha) a householder ; 2dly, (Anuvrata) the lowest

rank of ascetics ; 3dly, (Mahdvrata) the second ; or

4thly, (Nirvana) the highest.
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But a bad man, who leads an evil course of life, in

contradiction to their sacred laws, departs at his end

to hell, or Naraca.

The Jains of this country never follow any other

trade than merchandise. They wear a cloth round

the loins, a turband on the head, and a jacket to

cover the body ; and put a mark with sandal powder

on the middle of their foreheads : some have a small

circlet with red powder, in the centre of the sandal

mark, by way of further decoration.

The following is the formula used by the Jains of

the Carndt'ac, on beginning to perform their cere

monies.

" Now in the holy religion of ^Adi-Brahman, of

the philosopher who was created by the supreme

power of God ; and in the centre of the three worlds,

in the central world, and in the island of'Jambudwtpa,

(in which appears the renowed Jambu tree ;) south

ward of the great mountain of Maha-Mhu, in the

land of Bharat, on the good soil of the renowned

division of Carnat'aca-Dksa, in the village or town of

, and in the part or quarter of the present

age of Cali-yuga ; and it being now within the fifth

division of time ; according to the Saca of Raja Vi-

cramdrca, (as accepted by many great and excellent

people, who observe the gracious laws), and in the

present year of Sa'liva'hana, and in the present

year of the cycle month of >— fortnight

of and on this holy day, (including also

weeks, stars, signs, hours, and minutes,) I now be

gin this," &c. &c. &c

The preliminary form of addressing letters by the

Jains, to one another, is as follows, viz.

" To him, who possesses all good qualities, who

perform* all charities (or bestows alms), according to
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the laws, who observes the rules of the Jains, who

has zeal to repair the Jain temples, who perseveres

in observing the ceremonies of Ashtami and Chatur-

dasi, (8th and 11th of each half month ;) he who pu

rifies his head by the drops of the sandal water, in

which the images of the Jains are bathed, to such I

bow my head," &c. &c.

As the Brahmens, who follow the VSdas, fast on

the day called Ecddasi, (11th of each fortnight;) in

like manner the Jams fast on the 8th and 14th days.

(Ashtami and Chaturdas'i), twice a fortnight : they

also worship the serpent Ndga, on the festival of

Anantachaturdasi, in like manner as other Hindus,

and tie over their shoulders a red thread.

At this time, the Jains have four Mafhad'hipas,

or chief pontiffs, at the following places, 1 Penu-

gonda or Pennaconda, 2 Canchi or Conjeveram,

3 Collapur, 4 Delhi.

Their Sannyasis, for a long time back, have resided

in these places, with power over all those professing

their religion ; these pontiffs teach their laws, duties

and customs ; and, if they observe any irregularities

among their flocks, punish them according to the

nature of the offence.

The Jains intermarry with women of other fami

lies, or Gotrfo, and eat with the disciples of their

several priests and casts. But, though the Jains of

all countries are of the same religion, they should

not employ the Gurus of one Mafha, or college, to

attend funerals, and perform the ceremonies of an

other ; but they are to behave with respect and civi

lity to them, on account of their profession and

rank.

Sravarta-BMigola is the principal residence of the

Jain Gurus : even the Jains, below the Ghats, conside
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it as the chief place; but with the permission of the

head pontiff, as it is too distant from them, his dis

ciples established three subordinate Gurus, in three

different places, below the western Ghats, at Mooda,

Betdeery, Caroocolbm, and Soda. Jain Sannydsis now

reside in these places, to attend to the laws and ce

remonies of their religion.

There is a famous image, of eighteen times the

height of man, upon a rock near Bclligola, named

G6matesVar Swa'mi *.

In the books of the Jains, it is mentioned that

there was formerly a golden image, of 500 times

man's height, at Padmanabh-pur, which was inun

dated by the sea ; and they believe that it can still

be sometimes seen in the water.

They generally account modestly for all their

tenets, and conduct themselves with propriety ; and

never assert that their bodies are eternal, and that

there is no God ; nor do they, like the Baudhists,

say, " After death there is no pain in the flesh, or

feeling: since it feels not pain, nor death, what harm

is there in feeding upon it, when it is necessary to

procure health and strength."

NOTICES OF THE JAINS,

RECEIVED FROM

cha'rucirti a'cha'rya,

Their Chief Pontiff, at BeUigola, in Mysore.

" For the information of mankind, be it known,

that the foundation of ages or times is countless ; that

the origin of Carma, or passion, is inconceivable ; for

the origin of the soul, or spirit, is too ancient to be

* This image is represented in the annexed drawing. At Kurcul,

near Mmgalor, there is also a gigantic image of G6mat6twar. C. M.
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known : therefore, we ought to believe, that human

kind is ignorant of the true knowledge of the origin

of things, which is known only to the Almighty or

AdIs'wara, whose state is without beginning or

end ; who has obtained eternal victory over all the

frailties of nature and worldly affections. .

There are two great divisions of time or ages, esta-

blished in the universe by God ; called Avasarpin't,

and Utsarpini : each of them are reckoned at ten

Cr6rs, of Crdrs of Sdgaropamas*. Utsarpin'i is di*

vided into six portions, which are named, 1 Atiduc,±

hamd, 2 Duc'hamd, 3 Due hamd Suchama, 4 Suc

hama Duc'hamd, 5 Suchama Suchama, 6 Stidhaiiia.

The second age, Avasarp'uu, is also divided into six

parts, by name, 1 Suchama, 2 Sue hamd Suchama,

3 Suchama Duc'hamd, 4 Duc'hamd Suc'hamd, 5

Duc'hamd, 6 Atiduchamd. These two grand ages,

eras, or periods, as well as their divisions, revolve

for ever in the universe, like the course of the fort

nights, and the increase and decrease of the moon,

in the regions frequented by mankind. The number

of these regions is a hundred and seventy ; ten of

which are distinguished by the names of live Bhara-

tas, and five Airdvatas. These divisions are parti

cularly explained in the book called Trilocasataca.

Among the ages abovenamed, the revolution ' of

four Crdrs of Crdrs of Sdgarapamas was assigned to

the first, or Suchama. During that age, men sub*

sisted on the produce of ten different Calpavrtcshas,

or celestial trees, called Bhqjandnga, Vdstranga, Bhu-

shandnga, Mdldnga, Grihdnga, Racshandnga. Jyoti-

Y-anga, Turydnga, and Bhdjandnga. Thus men used

to subsist on the spontaneous produce of the trees;

and kings ruled not the earth ; ah were abundantly

* Oceans of years. This measure of time will be subsequently

explained. H. t. C.

VrOL. IX. S
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happy; and the people of that age were distinguished '

by the name Uttama-bkoga-bhumi-pravartacas, su

premely happy inhabitants of the earth.

On the commencement of the second age, Sue1ha-

ma Sutfhama, which lasted for three Crors of Crors

of Sagaropamas, the miraculous gifts of the heavenly

trees were less than in the former age, though they

still supplied the wants of mankind and their sub

sistence; but the men of that age were inferior inr

complexion, stature, strength, and longevity: hence

they were called Madhyama-bhbga-bhumi-praxartacas,

moderately happy inhabitants of the earth.

This was followed by the third age, Sudhamk

Dudhama: its measure is two Crfrs of Crors of Sa

garopamas. During this period, the people were still

more straitened in the produce of the Calpavricshas,

as well as inferior in longevity, color, health and hap

piness : the people of this age were named Jaghanya-

bhoga-bhimii-prawartacas, or least happy inhabitants

of the earth.

In these periods there were horn, at different times,

fourteen Manns, by name, 1 Pratis'rutt, 2 San-

MATI, 3 CsHEMANCARA, 4 CsHEMANDHARA, 5 SR1-

aiANCARA, 6 Srimandhara*, 7 Vimalava'hana,

8 Chacshushma'n, 9 Yasaswi, 10 Arhxchandrax

11 Chandra'bha, 12 MarudeVa, 13 Prasajina-

Jita, and 14 Na'bhira'ja. The last Maim, having

married MarudeVa', begot a son, named Vrishab-

hana't'ha Tirt'hacar.

The fourth age, called Ditc'hama Suchamd, is in'

measure 42000 years less than the amount of one

Crdr of Crdrs of Sagaropamas ; and no miraculous-

fruits were produced in this age.

• Or Simad'hara.
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Before the commencement of the fourth age of the

Avasarpini, when the time of destruction appeared to

be nearly approaching to mortals or mankind, through

the disappearance of the Calpavficshas or celestial

trees, Vr;(shabha:!Va't'ha TIrt'hacar was incarnate,

in this world, as son of the fourteenth Menu, Na'bhi-

ra'ja, at the city of Ayod'hya. By his auspicious

birth (at the prayer of mankind, who were distressed

for food, and were dying;) and by his instructions,

the knowledge of good and bad, of possible and im

possible, and of the means of acquiring the advan

tages of earth and of heaven, was obtained. He also,

arranged the various duties of mankind, and allotted

to men the means of subsistence, v'xz.Asi the sword,

Mas'i letters (literally ink), Crishi agriculture, Vanijya

commerce, Pusupala attendance on cattle. Upon

this arrangement, he became king over all mankind,

and composed the four sacred books, called Pra-

tliamanuyOga, Carancinuybga, Charananuybga,andDra-

vyanuybga. Thus Vr^shahhanaVha Tirt'hacak

established the religion of the Jains, in its four classes,

or casts, of Brahmens, Cshatris, Vaisyas and Sudras ;

and delivered the charge of those sacred books to

their care. These writings becoming obsolete, and

the language not being understood by the common

people since that time, the meaning of the original

has been explained, in various works, in the language

of different countries. He also composed several books

on the sciences, for the improvement of mankind.

After he had settled and arranged laws and regula

tions of all kinds, mankind, from that period, began

to follow his institutions, looking on him, in every

respect, as equal to God ; and, upon his departure

from this world, to Mbcsha, or the state of the Al

mighty, his image was venerated asJainiswar, or the

Lord of Jains : as he had early subdued, by his wis

dom, all worldly affections, and was relieved fron^

restraints and catnal ties.

s 2
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Before the departure of Vrishabhana't'ha Tir-

t'hacar, his wives were Asasvati and Sunandadevi-

by the former he had a son, named Bhakata Cha-

cravarti ; and by the latter G6mates'avara Swa'mu

The eldest, Bharata Chacrayarti, ruled over the

whole of the six divisions of the earth, and named it

Eharatacshetra ; from that period the earth bears his

name. The metropolis of this king was Ayod'hya

(or Oude). After he had ruled for a considerable

time, he appointed his younger brother, G6mate's'~

wara Swa'mi, to the government. Then abandon

ing the (Carma) actions or affections of mankind, he

obtained the fruits of his sacred contemplation, and

proceeded to Mbcsha, or heavenly salvation.

Gomate's'wara Sava'mi, after he was charged with

the government, ruled for a considerable time, in a

town named Padinanabh-pur ; in the end, he attained

(Nirv/ma) beatitude in heaven, and departed thither.

Since his death, the people worship him, in all re

spects, as JineSiVara, orGod. From that period, twenty-

four TIrt'hacars have passed, during the age of

Avasarpini, up to the end of the Dxiapara-yuga.

According to the Jains, there were born other

twenty-four Tirfhacars in the world, during the first

age, besides the twenty-four from the birth of

Vrishabh ana't'ha SwA'jvii. The names of the Tir

fhacars of Atitacala or past times, are as follow,

1 NlRMA'NA* 2 Sa'GARA, 3 Ma HANA'TH A f, 4VlMA-

iahprabha|, 5 Sr1dhara§, 6 Sudanta||, 7 Amala-

jPRABHA 8 Ul>ARA **, Q AnGIRA ff, lOSuJYIATI,

* Nikv'anI, in He'machandra's vocabulary. + Mahayasas,

H. I Vimala, H. § The 5th is Sarva'nubhu'ti, and 6'th

Sr'idhaRa, according to He'maciiandra. || Datta, H. f Un

noticed by He'machandra. ** Da'modara, H. +f Unnoticed by

JIe'machandra, who states, Sutk'ja, 10th Swa'mi, and

Utll MUNISUYKATA. , . . i
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-I ISind'hu*, 12 Cusuma'iVJaiu, 13 Sivaganga f,

14 Utsa'ha, 15 Gane's'wara, \6 Parame'sVara,

17 Vi male's'wara J, 18 Yasod'hara, 19 Crush-

ta §, 20 Ganamurtt II, 21 Sidd'hawati,

•22 'SrIbhadra %t 23 Atriconta |, 24 Sa'nti.

To the Tirfhacars, who departed to Mocsha in the

times of antiquity, the Jains pay a respectful adora-

■ration, even more assiduously, and with greater vene

ration, than to their Tirfhacars, who were incarnate,

.according- to their accounts, in the age, or period of

time, called Utsarjnni.

In thek prophecies -it is said, that the following

are the names of the Tirfhacars, yet to be incarnate,

in the future or next Utsarpini period : 1 Maha'pad-

irtA**, 2 'Surade'va, 3Supars'wa:nt a "|"|"> '4 Swayam-

prabhAjJSada'tmaijhu'ti ££,6 De'vap-utra$,7Cu-

laputra||||, 8 Udanca^ , 9 C'rusta *.**, 10 Jay-

acirti ftt> 1 1 Munisuvrata 12 Ara, 13 Ne-

pojipa 14 Nishcasha'ya, 15 Vipula'ca,

16 nlrmalla, 1? £hitragupta, 18 sama'dhi-

cupta Jim, 19 Sw-A-yAM-BHU'5Tl[ir» 20 Anuvar-

TAGA****, 21 jAYAfttti 22 VlMALLA

"23 De'vapala 24 Ananta Vjrya flf

Their ancient Tirfhacars, being endowed with the

>gift of prophecy, predicted the future succession of

these Tirfhacars, for the information of the world.

* Unnoticed by He'machandea. t'SivARATi, H. JAnila, H.

.§ Crtia'rt'ha, H. II JIneswara, H. IT Sivacara, H. + Syan-

X>ANA, H. .

** Padmana'bha, according to He'machandra. ff Supa'rs'-

■vvaca, H. Jt Sarva'nubhu'ti.H. §5 De'vas'r.uta, H. |||| Udaya,

H. ITf Pe't'hA'LA, H. *** PoTTILA, H. t+t'SATAClRTl, H.

JJjStJVRATA, H. ^AMAMiPA.JI.'HiltjSAMA'DHI.H.firirSAMBAHA,

-H-. Ya'soo-hara, H. trtt Vijaya, H. Hit MaliA, If.

§§§§ De'va, H. INTUIT HE'MACHANDRA, having omitted one of

4.he preceding^AaA), adds Bhadracrit as the 24th of these JJNASt

s 3
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Thus it is truth, that time and age gradually re

volve for ever; yet no decay or destruction arises

hence to the universe, and its various worlds, to the

earth, to spirits, and to souls ; but the mortal bodies

of mankind and Dcvatas perish, while the Vimanas*

endure.

HISTORICAL AND LEGENDARY ACCOUNT

OP

BELLIGOLA,

COMMUNICATED BY THE HIGH PRIEST AT THAT STATION.

In ancient times, an image was at this place, self

formed from earth, under the shape of G6mat I'sVa-

ba Swa'mi, which Ra'vana, the monarch of the

Racshases, worshipped to obtain happiness. After

many ages were elapsed, and ' on the access of the

present age, a king of the southern dominions reigned,

named" Rachamalia. His minister of finance was

named Chamunda-Ra'ya, who was remarkably de

vout in the performance of the religious duties of the

Jains. It was reported to him, by a travelling mer

chant, that there was, in the city of Padmanabh-pura,

an image of G6mat I's'wara Swa'mi. On hearing

this relation, he made a vow, before all the people,

not to drink milk, until he saw the image of Gomat

IVwara. When he retired from the public hall to

his own apartments, he found his mother also dis

posed to follow the same resolution ; and they both

• The abodes of deities of various classes.
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went immediately into the presence of Stnva'nanda

A'Cha'rya, who was their sacred minister of religion,

and acquainted him with the vow, and obtained his

consent to the journey. Then setting off, with a

moderate retinue of the four descriptions, (horse, foot,

elephants and cars,) towards Padmanabh-pura, he

halted at this village, during a few days, for refresh

ment; and being informed by the inhabitants, that

there was a sacred temple of the Jain worship on the

Summit of Chandragiri, which was founded by Chan-

dragupta Maha'ra j, he there performed the custo

mary ceremonies and worship. As he slept there on

that night, the heavenly nymph Cushmandama

appeared to him in a dream, and recommended to him

to desist from his intended journey to Padmanabh'

pura, as it M'as too distant. ; and to worship another

image of G6mat I'sVara Swa'mi, eighteen times

man's height, on the mountain of Indragiri; equal

for miracles to the image that was in height fifty-two

fathoms at Padmanabh-pura. To make the discovery,

he was directed to shoot an arrow towards the south,

and follow its flight; by this means he would disco

ver the image, on the spot where that arrow should

fell.

On the next morning, Chamunbara't acted ac

cording to the advice given to him in his dream, and

was extremely rejoiced at the discovery of that won

derful image. He afterwards fixed his residence oa

that spot for twenty years ; and' made the workmen

cut it out into a regular shape, with the utmost ac

curacy of proportion in all its parts; the several pro

portions of the body resembling the original likeness

of G6mat I'sVara Swa'mi, in profound contempla

tion, to obtain Mbcsha. He also caused several build

ings to be constructed, as temples and other edifices,

round the God. On their completion, he established

the worship of the image, as God, with great cere

mony and devotion, in the year of the cycle Vibhava^

s 4
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when 600 years were past of the Cali-Yuga *. After

he had placed the image, Chamundaray granted in

gift, to the God, the lands situated on all sides of the

place; to the value of 19,000 pagodas, for the per

formance of the daily sacred ceremonies, as well as

those which return periodically.

Afterwards this kingdom was ruled by several

Rajas, from the time of Bala'lray down to Vjshnu-

Vardd'han. In their reigns, the Jains added several

buildings to the former work, and were allowed the

enjoyment of the lands assigned to the God.

The successors of Sinva'nanda A'charya, who

was Guru to Chamundaray, resided here, to manage

the religious affairs of this place, and of other places

of the Jain tribes. The present Guru at Belligola is

the regular successor, according to the following list

of Gurus, from the last of the ancient twenty-four

Tirfhacaras in the fourth age, who was named

Vardhama'naswa'mI, and who attained beatitude

(Mocsha) 2464 years before the year of the cycle

Durmati (or A. D. 180l)f ; at the time when S»eV

n'ica-Maha'ra'j, having ruled for the space of a

hundred years, departed to heaven.

* Major Mackenzie remarks the inconsistency of this with the

subsequent computation of 2464 years. The Cali-yvga is not a mode

of reckoning in use among the Jainas, though repeatedly nieutioned

in these papers. Perhaps the present or fifth age, according to their

■computation, may be here meant : it begins the fourth year after

Yard'hama'na's demise. H. T. C.

t I have been informed by Jainas in Bengal that they reckon

Vard'hama'na to have lived 580 years before the Era of VicrAi

maditya. H. T. C.

■
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LIST OF THE NAMES OF THE GURUS,

from the last Tirt'hacara of Ancient Times, dozen to the present Guru.

VARD'HA'MANA SWA'MI',

t The twenty-fourth Tirt'hacara of the last List.

1. Gautama*, 2Sudharma|, 3 Jambuna't'ha,

4 Virase'n A'cha'rya;};, 5 Vrish abhase'n A'cha'-

rya, 6 Sidd'hase'n A'cha'rya, 7 Virase'n A'cha'-

RVA, 8 SiNVa'n.AND A'cha'rya, 9 CuNDA CUND

A'cha'rya, 10 Gridhrape'nch A'cha'rya, 11 Ma-

yurape'nch A'cha'rya, 12 Dha'rase'n A'cha'rya,

13 Bahuse'n A'cha'rya, 14 Ca liparame's'war

Swa'mi, IoJinase'n A'cha'rya, 16 Gunabhadr

A'cha'rya, 17 Akalomka Swa'mi, ISVeekalonka

Swa'iviI, 19 Abhayachandra Sidd'ha'nt, 20 Sru-

tamunivata'rca, 21 Pujyapa'da, 22 Vidya'na'-

t'ha, 23 Jayase'na, 24 Avirase'na, 25 Lacshmi-

se'naba'la'rca, 26 Cha'rucirtipandit A'cha'rya,

the present priest at Bttligola : his age is 65 ; and he

arrived at his present rank 30 years ago.

ChAmundara'y, after having established the wor

ship of this image, became proud and elated, at

placing this God, by his own authority, at so vast

an expense of money and labour. Soon after this,

when he performed, in honour of the god, the cere

mony of Panchamrita Snana, (or washing the image

* Meaning Vard'hama'na's eldest disciple, named Indra-

bhuti, and surnanied Gautama, because lie was of that family or

Gotra. H. T. C. ;

+ Sud'harma was one of Vard'hama'na's disciples, and the

pnly one who lias left successors. H. T. C.

X The disciple and successor of JambuswamI, was Prabhava.

The person, who furnished this list, has skipped from Sud'harma's

disciple to some priest, who may have been his remote successor, at

au interval of several hundred degrees, H. T. C.
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with five liquids, milk, curds, butter, honey, and su

gar;) vast quantities of these things were expended,

in many hundred pots : but, through the wonderful

power of the god, the liquor descended not lower than

the navel, to check the pride and vanity of the worship

per. Chamundara'y, not knowing the cause, wasfilled

with grief, that his intention was frustrated of cleans

ing the image completely with this ablution. While

he was in this situation, the celestial nymph Pad-

ma'vati, by order of God, having transformed her

self into the likeness of an aged poor woman, ap

peared, holding in her hand the five Amfitas, in a

Bblliyagola, (or small silver pot,) for washing the sta

tue : and signified her intention to Chamundara'v,

who laughed at the absurdity of this proposal for

accomplishing what it had not been in his power to

effect. Out of curiosity, however, he permitted her

to attempt it: when, to the great surprize of the

beholders, she washed the image with the liquor

brought in the little silver vase. Chamundara'y, re

penting his sinful arrogance, performed a second

time, with profound respect, his ablution, on which

they had formerly wasted so much valuable liquids ;

and washed completely the body of the image.

From that time, this place is named after the silver

vase (or Bblliyagola) which was held in Pa'dma'vati's

hand. Sravana (Sramaria) is the title of a Jain San-

yyasi ; and, as this place is the principal residence of

these Sanny&s'is, the people call it Sravan-Bblligola.

Many years after this period, a king, named Bhat-

tavard'han, reigned at Dxvaratipattan ; which the

people now call generally by the name of Doragul,

or Dorasamudram. It is said, that he wanted a fin

ger. One day, as he sat with his concubine (who was

of the Vaishnava sect) upon the terrace of his palace,

she observed, in the public street, a Jain Sannyast

passing, who avoided conversing with any person,
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and was under a holy vow of abstaining from taking

food in the house of any person who was lame, or

deficient in any of the members of his body; Upon

hearing of the vow which he had made, she asked

the king, from motives of curiosity, " Behold your

Guru! will he, at your request, eat food with your"

The Raja, not recollecting the customs of the Gurus,

replied " Why not ? will lie not come to the house of

his own disciple? if he refuse at my request, I will

abandon my sect, and bind myself to your command;

but, if he comply, contrary to your expectation,

you must conform to my sentiments." Then the

Raja, descending from the terrace, advanced to the

Guru, and asked him to take food, Walking, at the

same time, round him, with closed hands., and pro

nouncing, three times successively, the following sa

cred form of words, according to the rules of their

religion. " O Lord ! reverence be to you ! stay!—

for Bbamara'yah's sake—comply!"—After he had

used this prayer, he took water, into his hands, to

give to him, with the following form. "Adoration !

O Lord !—Adoration ! do purify this water ! " But

the Swdmt, without speaking, retired to the temple;

where he resolved to fast that day, as an expiation

for being invited to eat by a maimed man.

Bhattavarp'han, following his Guru to the

temple, upon inquiry was informed of its being for

bidden by their law : he then explained to the Guru,

what had passed between him and his beloved mis

tress, and earnestly intreated the priest to comply

with his request; declaring, that if it were refused,

he must join the other sect, whence great misfortunes

would befal their religion : the Szvdmi replied, that he

would suffer death, or any other misfortune, rather

than for the king's favor do what was contrary to

the law.

Upon this refusal, Bhattavard'han, agreeably
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to the commands of his mistress, whom he loved,

joined her sect, which was that of the Vaishnavas ;

and, from that time, his name was changed from

Bhattavard'han,, to Vishnuvard'han. This

country was ruled, for many years, by his descend

ants. On the downfal of that dynasty of princes,

their dominions were conquered by the kings of

Bijayanagar. '

After the Rajas of Mysore had obtained possession

of this country, under the Anegondi kings, they

"ranted lands, of the amount of 1000 pagodas annu

ally, to the god ; and of the amount of 120 pagodas,

to the college of Sannyasis. While their power lasted,

they protected the Jains without permitting the in

tolerant spirit of other sects to disturb their religious

ceremonies and duties. In the reign of Chicca-De'-

vara'ja Vadeyar, a Jain, named Annaya Chetty,

constructed, at this place, the tank named Calydnj.

Formerly Ra'ma'nuja, the famous Vaishnava re

former, under the encouragement of the confusion

which then prevailed in the government, came hither,

with the vain desire of disputing with the Jains,

about .their laws and religion. After his conference

with thenii he had it proclaimed, that he had worsted

the Jains, in their disputations on religion and law ;

and erected here a pillar, on which were inscribed

the symbols of the Sanc'ha and Chacra ; and, cutting

off a small piece of the finger of the left hand of

Gomat I's'war Swa'mi, he departed.

Belligola is the most revered place of the Jain wor

ship above the Ghats. Here are two mountains ; one

called Indragiri, and the other, Chandragiri : the

former is situated on the north-west, adjoining to the

village : on its summit stands their famous image of

Gomat I's'avaii Swa'mi*, of the height of eighteen

* flat* 2.
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fathoms, inclosed within a strong wall, with many

small temples and other buildings. Here were, in

former times, seventy-two well shaped images; of

which there now remain, in good condition, only

forty-two, placed in a gallery, under a portico, sup

ported by pillars, which is carried inside, along the

wall. They say, that these are images of their Tir-

t'hacars, of the last, present, and future ages. The

great image, being of too great height to be covered,

is in the open air; appearing like a column on the

hill, when viewed as far as eight cos on all sides.

On the other hill, called Ckandragiri, close to the

village, are several sacred temples ; there are also

many temples in the town. The Sannyas'i resides in

a Mat'ha within the town ; where are some images

of stone and metal, for his domestic worship : in

other places, he employs people to perform worship

to them regularly. In the government of the Mysore

Rajas, and of Haidkr Nayac, certain villages were

granted, in Jagir, to the god and the college. There

are not any families of any other principal casts, ex

cepting Jains, in the village of BUligola*

At this place they used to celebrate, once a year, a

great festival to the god. Two months before its

commencement, the head of the Mafha used to send

a written notice over the country, to announce the

festival to all Sravacs or Jains. On the receipt of

this paper, great numbers of this sect, even from

Hindustan, came to attend the ceremony, and worship

the god. This festival was neglected, f. r six or se

ven years, through the oppression of the late govern

ment ; and has not yet been renewed ; because their.

lands have been resumed, and included in the lands

of government.
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Translation of an Inscription, ait on a Stone, upon the

Hill of Btlligola, infront of the Image.

' BE GOOD FOR ALL.'

Be success to the famous Ra'manu ja *, who is

lord above the lords of Atitlds or Hannyas'is ; who,

like the mighty fire from the face of Vddacanala, dis

perses or dries up the water of the ocean of Pashan-

das, or infidels ; who is chief among the slaves of the

Lily feet of Srirangaraja ; who allows a passage

through Vicanta, ornamented with many edifices of

precious stones.

In the year of the Saca 1290 f, in the Cilaea year

of the cycle, on Thursday, the 10th of the month

of Bhddrapad, he success and glory to the honour

able monarch, the sovereign and destroyer of envious

princes, lord of foreign kings, whose name is Bucca-

ra'ya. During his reign, on account of the disputes

of the Jains and Bhactas, the principal citizens of

the new city, or Ilasapattan, of Antgondi, of Penu-

gdnda, of Calahatti pattan, and of other places, re

presented to the prince the injustice committed by

the Bhactas : he assembled a court, composed of the

following people : Covila Tikamala, Pe'ru Co-

vila Tiuumala Rayana, and other chiefA'chdryas,

judges, inhabitants, and other followers of the Tiru-

man and Terubadi marks, and the head people or

chief officers of districts, and the Vaishnavas of 77-

rucul and Jambavacui'; in which it was determined,

that there was no real cause of difference between

* Ra'ma'nuja, the famous author of the Sri-bhashi/a, and re

former of the "Saica doctrine, was bom A. D. 1008. The invoca

tion to him shows, that the inscription was placed with the cotisent

of government. C. M.

t A.D. 156*7.
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the Jains and Vaishnavas. The Maharaja, putting

the hands of the Jains into the hands of the Vaish

navas, ordered that the Jains he permitted to use

their former and usual great drums, as well as the

Calahans-nada, which had been taken away by the

Bhactas ; and, for the performance of this, he or

dered it to be made public, by inscriptions carved

upon stones, in the Jain temples, all over the empire,

that no distinction, or contradiction, appeared be

tween the religion of the Jains and Vaishnavas:

therefore the Vaishnavas should agree to protect them,

while the sun and moon endure. Te'rumatia, and

the other chief people, then resolved, in token of

their good will, that all the Jains, who are inha

bitants of the different divisions of the world, should

contribute annually, at the rate of one fanam for

each family, to defray the ceremonies of their god

at Belligola Tirt'h, and to repair the buildings of the

Jinalayas, or temples of Jina.

By continuing the above yearly gift for this pur

pose, while the sun and moon remain, will be ob

tained the advantage of great reputation and grace.

If any person refuse its execution, he shall go to the

hell of those who betray their kings and holy reli

gion; and he, who prevents this charity, shall incur

the sin of killing a cow, or a Brahmen, on the bank

of the Gangd river.

" Whoever resumes gifts, in money or lands, grant

ed by himself or others, shall be born as an insect iii

dung, for sixty thousand years,"
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EXTRACTS OF A JOURNAL,

BY MAJOR C. MACKENZIE.

Feb. 24, irgr. ^EAR Calyanl On arriving at Mud*

giri several appearances, indicated a change in the

country, viz. the style of building of the pagodas ;

as we here found them of the mosque kind, with

domes and pillars in front ; others in which the Lin-

gam was worshipped of a large size : in the Dirvat

of Ramalingam, one of them was a groupe of five

Lingams *, and a great number of stones were placed

round the temple, covered with sculptures. At a

temple of Hanuman (the only one seen since we

came into the Canara country,) were several sculp

tures, also placed round the building; in one, a god

or hero carried a cocoa tree; another was drawing a

bow ; a hand, in one place, covers a horseman ; and

an inscription, in two columns, was surmounted by

the sun, moon, Lingam, &c.

But that which most attracted my attention,

was, close to the mud wall, a round temple of blue

stone, with a portico of four pillars, curiously carved

and ornamented : in the portal within, facing the

north, was a figure, sitting cross4egged, naked, his

head covered with curls, like the figure of Budd'h ;

the nose was defaced, and a fracture run through the

figure. The annexed sketch will give some idea of

it-|". A poor woman, near, said it was " the image

of Chindeo, or Jain-dco." Without was a greater

figure of the same kind, also apparently defaced.

* The five Lingams, signifying the powers of nature united in itt

five component elements, are sometimes seen in this form. C. M.

t Plate
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and neglected : and particularly, the several heads

of snakes, which as a group shaded it, were muti

lated. I could obtain no further information re

specting it.

In consequence of notices received at Ongole, I

determined to call at Amresvaram to see the antiqui

ties lately discovered there, as the place is near the

banks of the Crishna, and we could reach the place

whither our tents ,were to be sent early in the day.

I therefore, dispatched my interpreter Boria, ac

companied by some Brdhmens and two Sepahis, in the

evening to Amresvaram, with directions to make

some previous inquiries into the history of the place :

and to conciliate the inhabitants; particularly the

Brdhmens, who are apt to be alarmed on these oc

casions.

In the morning before day, we left Ihrdmpattan

by moon-light, and passed along the north bank of

the Crishna. We observed, a few miles off, a dry

but deep cdlava, or canal, leading oft" from the river,

probably intended for the purpose of cultivation. At

day-light, we were in the sandy bed of the river,

which seems to be nearly two miles wide, including

the islands ; and contains no water at present. * We

ascended the shallow bank to Amrtsvaram. The

temples appear to be new, and are said to have been

recently built by the Chintapelli Raja, who has fixed

his chief residence here, since Lacshmipuram was

occupied by our troops. A high mud square wall

encloses the temples and his houses; and the rest of

the place is laid in regular streets, at right angles,

in the same manner with his other places of Lacshmi

puram, &c. A street, going south from a gate of the

temple, seems to be 200 feet wide ; and an open

choultry stands in the intersection of four principal

streets. I found Boria ready to receive me, attended

by some Brdhmens; who said, that the people here

Vol. IX. t
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were rather surprised and alarmed at the approach of

Europeans and Sepahis, until he assured them that

our object was merely to view the lately discovered

ruins, We were then conducted to those remains of

antiquity. We found a circular trench, about 10

feet wide, dug about 12 feet deep, into a mass of

masonry, composed of bricks of 16 inches square,

and 4 inches thick. It is probable, that this body

of masonry did not extend to a greater depth. The

central area was still untouched; and a mass of rub

bish was thrown outside of the ditch, which prevented

any observation of its original state ; but I conjecture

that the whole had, previous to its opening, formed

a solid circular mound. In this ditch, a white slab

lay broken, which still exhibited some figures in re

lievo, of which Mr. Sydenham took a sketch.

Against the outside of the trench, were placed three

or four slabs, of the same colour, standing, but in

clining inwards ; on the inside, where these were un

covered, they had no figures, except where the top

of one rose above the earth. Without, some sculp

tures appeared, which lead me to conclude that these

sculptures were exposed on that side to view. From

the inquiries of my Brahmens, I could obtain no other

account, than that this place was called Dtpdl-dinna,

or the hill of lamps. The Rajd, about a year ago,

had given orders to remove a large stone, to be

carried to the new pagoda, which he was building,

when they discovered the brick work, which induced

them to dig up the rest for the buildings. The white

stones were then brought to light, and unfortunately

broken ; at least we could perceive few of them ; and

though it was said that some were carried into the

temple*, the Brahmen, who was admitted, had per

ceived only some broken pieces. The sculptured

stones observed, were as follows :

* Some of these have been discovered lately (1804) by Me.

William Brown, containing sculptures, inscriptions, &c, of which

it is probable, that copies may be procured. C. M.
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A broken piece*, still lying in the ditch, or exca

vated foundation, on which appeared something like

a Lingam, or a pillar, rising through what seemed

shaped like a desk, but was probably designed for an

altar; a male figure stood on the left, with its arms

disposed as if pouring something on it; but as the

upper part, and what he held, were broken off, this

seems doubtful. Near him stood a female, holding

a Chambti, or pot on her head, in the Hindu style.

My Brahmen naturally enough concluded, that this

represented a female carrying water to assist in the

offering to the Lingam. The feet of two figures re

mained on the right, which probably had appertained

to two figures in the same attitude on that side. The

stone wras a white marble, called by the natives Pal-

rayi, or milk stone.

Near it stood three slabs, inclining inwards against

the masonry, which had been dug out. On the side

on which they were viewed, no figures were seen ;

and they were rough and unpolished: it is probable

that they have sculptures on the side still covered

with earth; and I have already mentioned, that some

designs appeared at the top of one. If the whole

of the circle was faced with these slabs, it is to be

regretted, that this treasure of antiquity did not fall

into better hands.

On the rubbish above, near these, and belonging

to some unfortunately broken, were two pieces of

the same white stone; one of these seemed divided

into two compartments, by a border, on which three

wild hogs running were sculptured : the outline is

well designed. The leg of a figure sitting, and the

hind leg of a horse appear above, remaining of the

original design. Below the border, the plane was

inclined to a lower border: and in the space of about

6 inches, two lines of characters were carved : on

* Plate 4, a.

T 2
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cleaning off the dust, the first line appeared very

legibly. I have to regret, that the approaching heat

prevented my remaining, to copy this inscription in

facsimile. Some of the characters are, however, as

I believe, faithfully given in the annexed attempt*;

and I left a Brahmen to transcribe the whole, but

his copy was not satisfactory. In the place marked

cc, some of the letters seem to resemble those of

the head of a horse, and some defaced heads and

prominent ornaments f.

Near the gate of the temple lay a slab, grey with

the crust of ages; but of the same white marble.

On it, five or six figures appeared, sitting in various

attitudes, on what at first sight seemed to be Lin-

gams: but upon close examination, their seats re

sembled our chairs.

The most curious and most complete piece of

sculpture, we found as we returned along the high

mud wall of the temple ; laid as a roof, over a small

temple of Lingam, of the same materials. It repre

sented the attack and escalade of a fortified place.

The principal figure, on an elephant (with the usual

attendants, the driver and the fanner,) seemed issuing

orders : before him, a pedestrian figure, with a round

shield, seemed prostrating himself : a graceful figure

at full length, stood close to the gate of a tower,

fronting them. The tower, which was octangular,

was surmounted by a rounded roof on pillars, of the

shape of an Ambari ; under which an archer was re

presented, in the act ofdrawing his bow, and shooting*

at an assailant, who covers himself with his shield,

while mounting the rampart by a ladder : another

figure, from behind the rampart, appeared peeping

over, and covered by some defensive arms : several

horsemen, and a man mounted on a bullock, seemed

the Ceylon inscription. The other

 

* Plated, b, cc, bbb, t Ibid, d»
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to support the attack. The town and rampart seem

to be of stone, from the lines drawn obliquely to

represent the perspective, which, however awkwardly

done, was the first attempt of the kind I had observed

in Indian sculpture. To whatever age this is to be

attributed, we here find an escalade, defence by

flanking towers, and their use, and the mode of

attack and defence, illustrated by a Hindu sculpture.

When mention of these sculptures was first made

to me at Ongole, it was hinted, that they contained

marks of the worship of the Jains*; but nothing of

the kind appeared here. Without my mentioning

the subject, I found that the same idea prevailed at

this place, though my Brahmen could give me no

good reason for it; and the account which he

received of the Jains, was very obscure : it was said

that they were formerly a powerful people, who con

tested the sway with the Brahmens.

On the lower part of the same slab, and divided

by a border containing figures of animals, were

sculptured four figures of men sitting on chairs, and

reclining, in attitudes different from each other, but

all significant of a graceful negligence, indicating

careless ease. One of them had his hand disposed

On his breast, or in the chain which hung from it;

another seemed to incline to one side, leaning against

his chair, with one leg and thigh thrown over the

other ; and wanted nothing but a hooka to be placed

in his hand, to give a complete idea of that languid

attitude, in which we sometimes see an Indian throw

himself, when satiated with these fragrant steams

that overpower and gratify the sense. The chairs

were circular, of a cylindrical form, and the back

forming half a circle. A number of small lines

divided them longitudinally, and seemed to represent

cane work. The thrones or seats represented in

* A figure cross legged has been since discovered on some of the

sculptures found there. C. M.

J 3 '
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other Hindu sculptures, I had never observed be

fore with backs; so that these seem to have another

origin. The figures were too small to admit of dis

tinguishing ornaments : the head dress was round,

and not raised so high as those commonly represented

on stones.

On another stone, but uncertain whether belonging

to these, was represented the remains of a god, or

chief, sitting on a chair, and fanned by a female,

holding a chonry. It is well known, that Hindu

princes, sitting in state, were generally thus attended.

So Crishxa Ra'ja' is described, sitting on his royal

throne, attended by two beautiful women, fanning

him according to royal usage.

A horse on another stone, is preceded by a human

figure in a flying attitude, remarkable for its grace

ful outline; butthe upper part of both is destroyed.

The legs of all the figures are more slender and

gracefully disposed, than I have observed in any

other Hindu figures; nor have they that drapery,

which usually marks with rigid observance their cos

tume. Another remarkable trait is the vast number

of rings about the feet, resembling those worn by the

lombadi or benjari women. Nona are observed on

the toes or arms.

After all, though this differ widely from the carv

ings observed on Hindu buildings, it would be rash

to draw any conclusion, until an opportunity offers

of observing more sculptures collected. A correct

' drawing of the complete slab, over the temple of

Muhadeo, would be extremely desirable, and a com

plete section across the area of Dipdl-d'mna would

perhaps exhibit more remains.

I was disappointed in not finding any thing like

the figure of Jaindeo, which I had seen at Calyani,
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PARTICULARS OF THE JAINS-.

EXTRACTED FROM A JOURNAL

BY DOCTOR T. BUCHANAN,

During Travels in Canara.

HAVING invited Pandita vAcha'rya Swa'mI,

the Guru of the Jains, to visit me, he came, attended

by his most intelligent disciples, and gave me the

following account of his sect.

The proper name of the sect is Arhat-a ; and they

acknowledge that they are one of the twenty-one

sects, considered as heretical bySANCARA 'Acha'rya.

Like other Hindus, they are divided into Brahmen,

Cshatriya, Vaisya, and Sudra. These casts cannot

intermarry together ; but a man of high cast is not

disgraced by having connection with a woman of a

lower one, provided she be of pure descent. A similar

v indulgence is not granted to the women of the higher

casts. The men are allowed a plurality of wives,

which they must marry before the age of puberty.

The man and woman must not be of the same family

in the male line. Widows ought not to burn them

selves with the bodies of their husbands ; but those

of the "Sudra only are permitted to take a second

husband. The Brdhmens and Vaisyas in Tulava, and

every cast above the Ghats, consider their own chil

dren as their heirs; but the Rajas and Sudras of

Tulava, being possessors of land, follow the custom

of the country; and their heirs are their sister's

children. Not even the Sudras are permitted to eat

animal food, or to drink spirituous liquors : nor is it

lawful for any one to kill an animal, except for the

Cshatriya when engaged in war. They all burn the

dead.

t 4
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The A'rhatas reject the Vedas and eighteen Pura-

n'as of the other Brahmens, as heretical. They say,

that these books were composed by a Rishi named

Vya'sa, ,whom the other Brahmens consider as an

incarnation of the deity. The chief book, of which

the doctrine is followed by the A'rhatas, is named

Yoga.' It is written in the Sanscrit language, and

character of Carnata; and is explained by twenty-

four Purdn'as, all written by its author, who was

named Vrishabha Sayana, a Rishi, who had ob

tained a knowledge of divine things, by long con

tinued prayer. They admit, that all Brahmens are

by birth of equal rank; and are willing to show their

books to the Brahmens who heretically follow the

doctrine of the V&das ; but they will not allow

any of the Ipwer classes to look upon their sacred

writings.

The gods of the A'rhatas aire the spirits of perfect

men ; who, owing to their great virtue, have become

exempt from all change and misfortune; and are all

of equal rank and power. They are called collec

tively by various titles, such as JinSmara, A'rhat,

and Sidd'ha ; but each is called by a particular name,

or names; for many of them have above a thousand

appellations. These Sidd'has reside in a heaven,

called M6csha; and it is by their worship only, that

future happiness can be obtained. The first person,

who by his virtue arrived at this elevated station,

was A'DiPARAME'swAftA ; and by worshipping him,

the favour of all the Siddlias may be procured. He

has a thousand and eight names, the most common

of which, amongst his adorers, is JMswara, or God.

The servants of the Sidd'has are Devatds, or the

spirits of good and great men ; who, although not

so perfect as to obtain an exemption from all future

change, yet live in an inferior heaven, called Swarga;

where, for a certain length of time, they enjoy great
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power and happiness; according to the merit of the

good works, which they performed, when living as

men. Swarga is situated higher in the regions of the

air than the summit of Mount Mtru, and its inhabi

tants ought to be worshipped by men, as they possess

the power of bestowing temporal blessings. Con

cerning the great gods of the Vedas, the A'rhatas say,

that Vishnu was a Raja, who having performed cer

tain good works, was again born a Raja, of the name

of Rama. At first he was a great hero and conqueror;

but afterwards he retired from the pleasures of the

world, became a Sarmyas'i, and lived a life of such pu

rity, that he obtained Sidd'hi (beatitude,) under the

name of Jina, which he had assumed, when he gave

up his earthly kingdom *. Mahe'swara or Siva, and

Brahma', are at present Ddvatas ; but are inferior in

rank and power to Indra, who is the chief of all

the happy beings, that reside in Swarga. In this

heaven are sixteen stages, containing so many differ

ent kinds of Devath, who live in a degree of bliss in

proportion to their elevation. An inferior kind of

Devatas, called Vyantaras, live on mount Mtru; but

their power and happiness are greatly inferior to those

of the Devatas of Swarga. The various Sactis, are

Vyantaras, living on Maha-Mfaru ; but they are of a

malevolent disposition.

Below Maha-Meru, and the earth, is situated Bhu-

vana, or hell ; the residence of the spirits of wicked

men. These are called Racshas and Asuras, and are

miserable, although endowed with great power. Bhu-

vana is divided into ten places of punishment, which

are severe in proportion to the crimes of their respec

tive inhabitants.

* I am informed, that the Jains have a legendary history of Ra'-

MAChandra, which is termed Padmapurdna, and is quite distinct

from the Purdna received under that title by the orthodox Hindus.

H. T. C.
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The heavens and earth in general, including Maha-

M6ru and Bhux/ana, are supposed never to have heen

created, and to be eternal; but this portion of the

earth, Arya or Bharatcu, is liable to destruction and

renovation. It is destroyed by a poisonous wind,

that kills every thing; after which a shower of fire

consumes the whole Cauda. It is again restored by

a shower of butter, followed by one of milk, and that

by one of the juice of sugar-cane. Men and animals

then come from the other five Candas of the earth,

and inhabit the new Arya or Bharatacanda. The

books of the Arhatas mention many Dzvipas, sur

rounding Mahd-MSru, of which the one we inhabit

is called Jamba. Dwipa. People from this can go as

far as Manushbttara, a mountain in the middle of

Pushcara-Dxvipa, between which and Jambu-Dwipa

are two seas, and an island named Dhatuci. Jambu-

Dwipa is divided into six Candas, and not into nine,

as is done by the Brahmens who follow the Vtdas.

The inhabitants of five of the Candas are called

Ml&cWhas or barbarians. Arya or Bharatacanda is

divided into fifty-six DSsas or provinces *, as is done

by the other Brahmens. As Arabia and China form

two of these Dlsas, Arya would seem to include all

the world, that was tolerably known to the Arhatas,

who composed the books of this sect.

Every animal, from Indra down to the meanest

insect, or the most wicked Racsha, has existed from

all eternity ; and will continue to undergo changes,

from a higher to a lower rank, or from a . lower to a

higher dignity, according to the nature or its actions,

till at length it becomes perfect, and obtains a place

among the Sidd'has. ASudra must be born as one of

the three higher casts, before he can hope for this

exemption from evil ; but, in order to become a Brah-

* Perhaps the 56 Antara-dtvipas are meant. H. T.C.
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men, it is not necessary, that he should be purified by

being born of a cow, as many of the followers of the

Vedas pretend. The A'rhatas, however allow, that

to kill an animal of the cow kind is equally sinful

with the murder of one of the human species. The

death of any other animal, although a crime, is not

of so atrocious a nature. The A'rhatas, of course,

never offer sacrifice, but worship the gods and DSva-

tas, by prayer, and offerings of flowers, fruits, and

inoense.

The A'rhatas are frequently confounded, by the

Brdhmens who follow the Vedas, with the Sau-

gatas, or worshippers of Budd'ha ; but this arises

from the pride of ignorance. So far are the A'rhatas

from acknowledging Budd'ha as their teacher, that

they do not think he is now even a Dtvata ; but

allege, that he is undergoing various low metamor

phoses, as a punishment for his errors. Their doc

trine, however, it must be observed, has in many

points a strong resemblance to that taught by the

followers of Budd'ha.

The Jain Brdhmens are all Vaidya, and dress like

the others, who follow the doctrine of the Vhdas.

They have Gurus, who are all Sannyasis ; that is to

say, have relinquished the world, and all carnal plea

sures. These Gurus, in general, acknowledge, as

their superior, the one who lives at Sravana Belligola,

near Seringapatam * but Pandita Acharya Swa-

m! pretends to be at least his equal. In each Mafha

there is only one Sannyasi ; who, when he is near

death gives the proper instruction to one of his fol

lowers, who must relinquish the world and all its

enjoyments, except perhaps an indulgence in the

- pride of devotion. The office is not confined to the

* Within four miles of Chinray-paltan.
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Brahmens ; none but the Sudras are excluded from

this highest of dignities ; for all the Sannyasls, after

death, are supposed to become Sidd/ha ; and of course

do not worship the Devatas, who are greatly their '

inferiors. The Sannyasis never shave, but pull out

all their hair by the roots. They never wear a tur

ban ; and are allowed to eat and drink but once a

day. In fact, they are very abstemious; and the old

Swa'mI, who, from his infirmities, expected soon to

become a god, mortified the flesh exceedingly. The

Gurus have the power of fining all their followers,

who cheat or lie, or who commit murder and adultery.

The fines are given to the god ; that is to his priest.

These Gurus excommunicate all those who eat animal

food, or fornicate with persons who are not Jains ;

which, of course, are looked upon as greater crimes

than those that are only punished by fine. The mar

ried Brahmens act as priests for the gods, and as

Purbhitas for the inferior casts. The follower may

choose any Brahmen he pleases, for his Purdhita.

The Brahmen receives alms ; and reads prayers on the

occasion ; as he does also at the marriages, funerals,

and commemorations of the deceased ancestors of his

followers.

The Jains are spread all over India ; but at present

are not numerous any where, except in Tulava. They

alledge, that formerly they extended over the whole

ofJ'rya or Bharatacanda ; and that all those, who had

any just pretensions to be of Cshatriya descent, were

of their sect. It no doubt appears clear, that, in the

south of India, many powerful princes were their

followers, till the time of Ra'ma'nuja A'cha'rya.

They say, that, formei-ty they were very numerous in

Arabia; but that, about '2500 years ago, a terrible

persecution took place, at Mecca, by orders of a king

named Pa'rswa Bhat'ta'raca, which forced great

numbers to come to this country. Their ideas of

history and chronology, however, as usual with Brdh
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mens, are so very confused, that they suppose Pa'rswa

BhatYaraca to have been the founder of the Mu-

hammedan faith. None of them have the smallest

trace of the Arabian features ; but are in every respect

entirely Hindus.

There are two kinds of temples among the Jains;

one covered with a roof, and called Basti ; and the

other an open area surrounded by a wall, and called

Bettu, which signifies a hill. The temples of"Siva and

Vishnu, the great gods of the followers of the Vedas,

are called here Gadies. In the Bastis are here wor

shipped the images of twenty-four persons, who have

obtained Sidcthi, or become gods. These images are

all naked, and exactly of the same form ; but they

are called by different names, according to the person,

whom they are meant to represent. These idols are

in the form of a man sitting. In the temples called

Bettu, the only image of a Siddlia, is that of a person

called Gomata Raja, who, while on earth, was a

powerful king. The images of Gomata Raja are

naked, and always of a colossal size. That, which

is at Kurtul*, is made of one piece of granite, the

extreme dimensions of which, above ground, are 38

feet in height, 10-^ feet in breadth, and 10 feet in

thickness. How much is below ground, I cannot say ;

but it is probably sunk at least three feet, as it has no

lateral support. According to an inscription on the

stone itself it was made by Vira-Pandia, son of

Bhairave'ndra, 369 years ago.

The Jams deny the creation of man, as well as of

the world. They allow, that Brahma' was the son

of a king, and that he is a DSvatd ; and the favourite

servant of G6mata Ra'ya ; but they altogether deny

his creative power. Brahma', and the other DSvatds,

are worshipped, as I have said, by the Jains, who

* Cereal. Rennel's map, (U. I.)
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have riot become Sannyasis ; but all the images of

these supposed beings, that are to be found in the

JBastis, or Bettm, are represented in a posture of ado

ration, worshipping the Sidd'ha to whom the temple

is dedicated. These images, however, of the Devatds,

are not objects of worship, but merely ornamental ;

and the deity has not been induced to reside in the

stone by the powerful invocations of a Brahmen.

When a Jain wishes to adore one of these inferior

spirits, he goes to the temple dedicated to its peculiar

worship. Ra'ma is never represented by an idol in a

Basti, although he is acknowledged to be a SidcTha :

and, although Gan'esa and Hanuma'n are acknow

ledged to be Divatds, these favourites of the followers

of the Vedas have no images in the temples of the

A'rhatas.

The Jains have no tradition of a great deluge, that

destroyed a large proportion of the inhabitants of the

earth ; but they believe, that occasionally most of

the people of Arya are destroyed by a shower of fire.

Some have always escaped to the other Cdndas, and

have returned to re-people their native country, after

it has been renovated by showers of butter, milk,

and thejuice of the sugar-cane. The accounts of

the world, and the various changes, which the Jains

suppose it to have undergone, are contained in a book

called L6ca Swarupa. An account of G6mata-RaVa

is given in a book called Gomata Raya Cheritra.

The Camunda Raya Purana contains a history of

the twenty-four Stdd'has worshipped in the Bastis.
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V.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE SECT OF JAINS,

BY H. T. COLEBROOKE, ESQ.

The information collected by Major Macken

zie, concerning a religious sect hitherto so imperfectly

known, as that of the Jainas, and which has been

even confounded with one more numerous and more_

widely spread (the sect of Budd'ha), may furnish

the ground of further researches, from which an exact

knowledge of the tenets and practice of a very re

markable order of people, may be ultimately expected.

What Major Mackenzie has communicated to the

society, comes from a most authentic source; the de

clarations of two principal priests of the Jainas them

selves. It is supported by similar information, pro

cured from a like source, by Dr. F. Buchanan,

during his journey in Mysore, in the year following

the reduction of Seringapatam. Having the permis

sion of Dr. Buchanan, to use the extracts, which I

had his leave to make from the journal kept by him

during that journey ; I have inserted, in the preced

ing article, the information received by him from

priests of the Jaina sect.

I am enabled to corroborate both statements, from

cofiversation with Jaina priests, and from books, in

my possession, written by authors of the Jaina per

suasion. Some of those volumes were procured for

me at Benares ; others were obtained from the pre

sent Jasat-S'e't, at Morshedabad, who, having

changed his religion, to adopt the worship of Vish
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n'u, forwarded to me, at my request, such books of

his former faith, as were yet within his reach.

It appears, from the concurrent result of all the

inquiries which have .been made, that the Jainas con

stitute a sect of Hindus, differing, indeed, from the

rest, in some very important tenets ; but following,

in other respects, a similar practice, and maintaining

like opinions and observances.

The essential character of the Hindu institutions is

the distribution of the people into four great tribes.

This is considered by themselves to be the marked

point which separates them from MltcKhas or Bar

barians. The Jainas, it is found, admit the same

division into four tribes, and perform like religious

ceremonies, termed Sanscaras, from the birth of a

male to his marriage. They observe similar fasts,

and practise, still more strictly, the received maxims

for refraining from injury to any sentient being.

They appear to recognise, as subordinate deities,

some, if not all, of the gods of the prevailing sects;

but do not worship, in particular, the five principal

gods of those sects ; or any one of them by prefer

ence ; nor address prayers, or perform sacrifice, to

the sun, or to fire : and they differ from the rest of

the Hindus, in assigning the highest place to certain

deified saints, who, according to their creed, have

successively become superior gods. Another point,

in which they materially disagree, is the rejection of

the VMas, the divine authority 6f which they deny ;

condemning, at the same time, the practice of sacri

fices, and the other ceremonies, which the followers

of the Vtdas perform, to obtain specific promised

consequences, in this world, or in the next. *

In this respect, the Jainas resemble the Baudd'has

or Saugatas, who equally deny the divine authority

of the Vtdas ; and who similarly worship certain pre

eminent saints, admitting likewise, as subordinate dei
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ties, nearly the whole pantheon of the orthodox

Hindus. They differ, indeed, in regard to the history

of the personages, whom they have deified ; and it

may he hence concluded, that they have had distinct

founders ; but the original notion seems to have been

the same. In fact, this remarkable tenet, from which

the Jainas and Baudd'has derive their most conspicu

ous peculiarities, is not entirely unknown to the or

thodox Hindus. The followers of the Vtdas, accord

ing to the theology, which is explained in the Vb-

danta, considering the human soul as a portion of the

divine and universal mind, believe, that it is capable

of perfect union with the divine essence: and the

writers on the Veddnta not only affirm, that this union

and identity are attained through a knowledge of

God, as by them taught; but have hinted, that by

such means the particular soul becomes God, even to.

the actual attainment of supremacy *.

So far the followers of the Vidas do not virtually

disagree with the Jainas and Baudd'has. But they

have not, like those sects, framed a mythology upon

the supposed history of the persons, who have suc

cessively attained divinity ; nor have they taken

these for the objects of national worship. All three

sects agree in their belief of transmigration. But the

Jainas are distinguished from the rest by their ad

mission of no opinions, as they themselves affirm,

which are not founded on perception, or on proof

drawn from that, or from testimony.

It does not, however, appear, that they really with

hold belief from pretended revelations : and the doc

trines, which characterise the sect, are not confined

to a single tenet ; but form an assemblage of mytholo-

* Vrihad dran'yaca Upanishad.

Vol. IX. u
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gical and metaphysical ideas found among other sects,

joined to many visionary and fantastic notions of

their own.

Their belief in the eternity of matter, and perpetu

ity ofthe world, is common to the Sane'hya philosophy,

from which it was perhaps immediately taken. Their

description of the world has much analogy to that

which is given in the Purdnas, or Indian theogonies:

but the scheme has been rendered still more extrava

gant. Their precaution to avoid injuring any being

is a practice inculcated in the orthodox religion, but

which has been carried by them to a ludicrous ex

treme *.

In their notions of the soul, and of its union with

body, and of retribution for good and evil, some ana

logy is likewise observable. The Jamas conceive the

soul (Jiva) to have been eternally united to a very

subtil material body, or rather to two such bodies,

one of which is invariable, and consists (if I rightly

apprehend their metaphysical notions) of the powers

of the mind ; the other is variable, and is composed

of its passions and affections : (this, at least, is what

I understand them to mean by the Taijasa and Cdr-

mana Sariras)* The soul, so embodied, becomes, in

its successive transmigrations, united with a grosser

body denominated Audarica, which retains a definite

form, as man and other mundane beings ; or it is

joined with a purer essence varying in its appearance

at pleasure, as the gods and genii. This last is termed

Vaicdrica. They distinguish a fifth sort of body, un
der the name of sAhdrica, which they explain as a

minute form, issuing from the head of a meditative

sage, to consult an omniscient saint ; and returning

with the desired information to the person whence

* Jaitw Priests usually bear a broom adapted to sweep insects oul

«f their way; lest they should tread on the minutest bving.
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that form issued, or rather from which it was elon

gated ; for they suppose the communication not to

have been interrupted.

The soul is never completely separated from mat

ter, until it obtain a final release from corporeal

sufferance, by deification, through a perfect disen

gagement from good and evil, in the person of a

beatified saint. Intermediately it receives retribu-'

tion for the benefits or injuries ascribable to it in its

actual or precedent state, according to a strict prin

ciple of retaliation, receiving pleasure or pain from

the same individual, who, in a present or former

state, was either benefited or aggrieved.

Major Mackenzie's information confirms that,

which I had also received, concerning the distribu

tion of these sectaries into clergy and laity. In

Hindustan the Jamas are usually called Syauras ; but

distinguish themselves into "Sr&vacas and Katis. The

laity (termed Sr&vaca) includes persons of various

tribes, as indeed is the case with Hindus of other

sects: but, on this side of India, the Jainas are mostly

of the Vaisya class *. The orthodox Hindus have a

secular, as well as a regular, clergy : a Brahman!at

following the practice of officiating at the ceremonies

of his religion, without quitting the order of a house

holder, may be considered as belonging to the secu

lar clergy; one who follows a worldly profession,

(that of husbandry for example,) appertains to the

laity; and so do people of other tribes: but persons,

who have passed into the several orders of devotion,

may be reckoned to constitute the regular clergy.

The Jainas have, in like manner, priests who have

entered into an order of devotion ; and also employ

* I understaud that their Vais'ya class includes eight« -four tribes :

of whom the most common are those denominated O'm&l, Agarwdl,

Pariw6r, and C'handewdl.

v 2
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Brdhmanas at their ceremonies; and, for want of

Brdhmanas of their own- faith, they even have re

course to the secular clergy of the orthodox sect.

This subject is sufficiently explained by Major -Mac

kenzie and Dr. Buchanan; I shall, however, add,

for the sake of a subsequent remark, that the Jainas

apply the terms Yati and Sramana, (in Prdcrit and

Hindi written Samana,) to a person who has devoted

himself to religious contemplation and austerity; and

the sect of Budd'ha uses the word Sraman'a for the

same meaning. It cannot be doubted, that the Som-

monacodom of Siam is merely a corruption of the

words "Sramana Gautama, the holy Gautama or

Budd'ha *.

Having been here led to a comparison of the Indian

sects which follow the precepts of the Vkdas, with

those which reject their authority, I judge it neces

sary to notice an opinion, which has been advanced,

on the relative antiquity of those religions ; . and

especially the asserted priority of the Bauddlias be

fore the Brdhmanas.

In the first place, it may be proper to remark, that

the earliest accounts of India, by the Greeks who

visited the country, describe its inhabitants as dis

tributed into separate tribes f. Consequently a sect

which, like the modern Bauddlias, has no distinction

of cast, could not have been then the most prevalent

in India.

It is indeed possible that the followers of Budd'ha

may, like the Jainas, have retained the distribution

into four tribes, so long as they continued in Hindustan.

* See As. Res. vol. 7, p. 41 6.

f Seven tribes are enumerated : but it is not difficult to reconcile

the distinctions which are stated by Arrian and Strabo, with the

present distribution into four classes.
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But in that case, they must have been a sect of

Hindus; and the question, which is most ancient, the

Brahmana or the Baudd'ha, becomes a solecism.

If it be admitted that the Bauddlias are originally

a sect of Hindus, it may be next questioned whether

that, or any of the religious systems now established,

be the most ancient. I have, on a former occasion*,

indicated the notions which I entertain on this point.

According to the hypothesis which I then hinted, the

earliest Indian sect, of which we have any present

distinct knowledge, is that of the followers of the

practical Vtdas, who worshipped the sun, fire, and the

elements; and who believed the efficacy of sacrifices,

for the accomplishment of present and of future pur

poses. It may be supposed that the refined doctrine

of the VMantis, or followers of the theological and

argumentative part of the Vedas, is of later date : and

it does not seem improbable that the sects of Jina

and of Buddlia are still more modern. But I appre

hend that the Vaishnavas, meaning particularly the

worshippers of Ra-ma and of Crish'na'I", niay be

* As. Res. vol. 8, p. 4~4.

t In explanation of a remark contained in a former essay (As. Res.

vol. 8, p. 475), I take this occasion of adding, that the mere mention

of Ra'ma or of Crishn'a, in a passage of the Vtdas, without any

indication of peculiar reverence, would not authorize a presumption

against the genuineness of that passage, on my hypothesis; nor, ad

mitting its authenticity, furnish an argument against that system. I

suppose both heroes to have been known characters in ancient fabulous

history ; but conjecture, that, on the same basis, new fables have

been constructed, elevating those personages to the rank of gods.

On this supposition, the simple mention of them in genuine portions

of the Vedas, particularly in that part of it which is entitled Brah

man!a, would not appear surprising. Accordingly, Crishn'a, soa

of De'vaci, is actually named in the Ch'handogija Upanishad (to

wards the close of the 3d Chapter,) as having received theological in

formation from Ghora a descendant of Angiras. This passage,

which had escaped my notice, was indicated to me by Mr. Speke,

from the Persian translation of the Upanishad.

U3
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subsequent to those sects, and that the "Saivas also,

are of more recent date.

I state it as an hypothesis, because I am not at

present able to support the whole of this position on.

grounds which may appear quite satisfactory toothers;

nor by evidence which may entirely convince them.

Some arguments will, however, be advanced, to show

that the supposition is not gratuitous.

The long sought history of Cashmir, which, in the

original Sanscrit, was presented to the emperor Ac-

ber, as related by Abul-fazil in the Ay'in Acberi*,

and of which a Persian translation exists, more ample

than Abul-fazil's brief abstract, has been at length

recovered in the original language "j\ A fuller ac

count of this book will be hereafter submitted to the

society : the present occasion for the,mention of it,

is a passage which was cited by Dr. Buchanan J,

from the English translation of the Ay'in Acberi, for

an import which is not supported by the Persian or

Sanscrit text.

The author, after briefly noticing the colony esta

blished in Cashmir by Cas'yapa, and hinting a

succession of kings to the time of the Cums and

Pandavas, opens his detailed history, and list of

princes, with G6nanda, a contemporary of Yud-

hisht'hira. He describes As6ca (who was 12th

in succession from G6nanda,) and his son Jal6ca,

and grandson Dam6dara, as devout worshippers of

S iva ; and Jal6ca, in particular, as a conqueror of

the Mlecfihas, or barbarians. Damodara, accord

ing to this history, was succeeded by three kings of

* Vol. 2. p. 17s.

t The copy which I possess, belonged to a Brahmana who died

tome mouths ago (1805) in Calcutta. I obtained it from his heirs.

I As. Res. Vol. VI. p. lfo.
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the race of Turushca ; and they were followed by a

BocThisatwa, who wrested the empire from them by

the aid of S'a cyasinha, and introduced the religion of

Budd'h a into Cashmir. He reigned a hundred years ;

and the next sovereign was Abhimanya, who de

stroyed the BaudcThas, and re-established the doc

trines of the Nilapurana. This account is so far

from proving the priority of the Bauddlids, that it

directly avers the contrary.

From the legendary tales concerning the last

Budd'ha, current in all the countries, in which his

sect now flourishes * ; and upon the authority of a

life of Budd'ha in the Sanscrit language, under the

title of Lalita purdna, which was procured by Major

Knox, during his public mission in NSpdl, it can be

affirmed, that the story of Gautama Budd'ha has

been engrafted on the heroic history of the lunar

and solar races, received by the orthodox Hindus:

an evident sign, that his sect is subsequent to that,

in which this fabulous history is original.

The same remark is applicable to the Jainas, with

whom the legendary story of their saints also seems

to be engrafted on the Pauranic tales of the orthodox

sect. Sufficient indication of this will appear, in the

passages which will be subsequently cited from the

writings of the Jainas.

Considerable weight might be allowed to an argu

ment deduced from the aggravated extravagance of

the fictions admitted by the sects of Jina and Bud

d'ha. The mythology of the orthodox Hindus, their

present chronology adapted to astronomical periods,

their legendary tales, their mystical allegories, are

abundantly extravagant. But the Jainas and

Relation d'un voyage. Tachaud. Laloubere, Rojaume de Siam.

v 4
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Bauddlias surpass them in monstrous exaggerations

of the same kind. In this rivalship of absurd fiction,

it would not be unreasonable to pronounce that to be

most modern, which has outgone the rest.

The greater antiquity of the religion of the Vedas

is also rendered probable, from the prevalence of a

similar worship of the sun and of fire in ancient

Persia. Nothing forbids the supposition, that a re

ligious worship, which was there established in times

of antiquity, may have also existed from a remote

period in the country between the Ganges and the

Indus.

The testimony of the Greeks preponderates greatly

for the early prevalence of the sect, from which the

Eresent orthodox Hindus are derived. Arrian,

aving said that the Braclnnanes were the sages or

learned among the Indians *, mentions them under

the latter designation (o-opirai) as a distinct tribe,

' which, though inferior to the others in number, is

superior in rank and estimation : bound to no bodily

work, nor contributing any thing from labour to the

public use : in short, no duty is imposed on that

tribe, but that of sacrificing to the gods for the com

mon benefit of the Indians ; and, when any one ce-

. lebrates a private sacrifice, a person of that class

becomes his guide; as if the sacrifices would not else

be acceptable to the gods f.'

Here, as well as in the sequel of the passage, the

priests of a religion consonant to the Vidas, are well

described: and what is said, is suitable to them; but

Kai Tut TSpaxfjLuvuii at iri a-otpifa.) toi"? 'lrboif !i<r!v. x. 1. X. lib. 6.

•[ NEvIjxijIai of iroitltf I »Joi il( tirla fxaXifa ysn<*;' f» flit uvlowr »f

Sorrel iif«, x. t. A. Arrian in ludicis.
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to no other sect, which is known to have at any

time prevailed in India.

A similar description is more succinctly given hy

Strabo. ' It is said, that the Indian multitude is

divided into seven classes ; and that the philosophers

are first in rank, but fewest in number. They are em

ployed, respectively, for private benefit, by those

who are sacrificing or worshipping, &c V

In another place he states, on the authority of

Megasthenes, ' two classes of philosophers or

priests ; the Brachmanes and Germanes : but the

Brachmanes are best esteemed, because they are most

consistent in their doctrine f.' The author then pro

ceeds to describe their manners and opinions : the

whole passage is highly deserving of attention, and

will be found, on consideration, to be more suitable

to the orthodox Hindus, than to the Bauddlias or

Jainas : particularly towards the close of his account

of the Brachmanes, where he says, ' In many things

they agree with the Greeks ; for they affirm, that the

world was produced and is perishable ; and that it is

spherical : that God, governing it as well as framing

it, pervades the whole : that the principles of all

things are various; but water is the principle of the

construction of the world : that, besides the four ele

ments, there is a fifth nature, whence heaven and

the stars : that the earth is placed in the centre of

all. Such and many other things are affirmed of re

production, and of the soul. Like Plato, they de

vise fables concerning the immortality of the soul,

* <j>?jo-i Sri to t2» 'jvJiJn wXii8o? sl{ iicla, pi^n hnqneSat, xoii irpulut pit

rat $t*.o<r&!povs iiku, x. r. )\. lib. 15.

Ttf; ftfiF Bpa^iA*iv«5 xaAsr, ry$ oe Ttfiiwcc;. K* T. A. lib. 15.
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and the judgment in the infernal regions; and other

similar notions. These things are said of the Brack-

manes.'

Strabo notices likewise another order of people,

opposed to the Brachmanes, and called Pramnee: he

characterises them as ' contentious cavillers, who ri

diculed the Brachmanes for their study of physiology

and astronomy *.

Philostratus, in the life of Apollonius, speaks

of the Brachmanes as worshipping the sun. ' By

day they pray to the sun respecting the seasons,

which he governs, that he would send them in due

time; and that India might thrive : and, in the even

ing, they intreat the solar ray not to be impatient of

night, and to remain as conducted from them f.'

Pliny and Solinus J also describe the Gymnoso-

phists contemplating the sun : and Hierocles, as

cited by Stephanus of Byzantium\, expressly de

clares the Brachmanes to be particularly devoted to

the sun.

This worship, which distinguishes the orthodox

Hindus, does not seem to have been at any time prac

tised by the rival sects of Jina and Budd'ha.

Porphyrius, treating of a class of religious men,

among the Indians, whom the Greeks were accns-

iAsyxTfxot!?. x. T. A. lib. 15.

■f- Me9' rifiifat fi.it oat ijAiov i'ai^lut u^ut. x. T. A. lib. 3. cap. 4.

\ F'iny, lib. 7- c. 2. Solin. 1. 52.

§ To Bfxxjs.dru»' Ipvtot utfyuv (pthoaotpav, x«l QiaTf (p>iAw», iA!« S\ n&hirct

^tt.%ua\u\j.tnm, Step, de Uibibus, ad vocein BiacLiuaues.
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tomed to call Gymnosophists, mentions two orders of

them ; ' one, the Brachmanes ; the other, the Sama-

nceans: the Brachmanes receive religious knowledge,

like the priesthood, in right of birth ; but the Sama-

nceans are select, and consist of persons choosing to

prosecute divine studies.' He adds, on the authority

of BardesaNes, that ' all the Brachmanes are of one

race ; for they are all descended from one father and

one mother. But the Samaritans are not of their

race ; being selected from the whole nation of In

dians, as before mentioned. The Brachman is sub

ject to no domination; and contributes nothing to

others *.'

In this passage, the Brachman, as an hereditary

order of priesthood, is contrasted with another reli

gious order; to which persons of various tribes were

admissible : and the Samanceans, who are obviously

the same with the Germanes of Strabo, were doubt

less Sannydsis ; but may have belonged to any of the

sects of Hindus. The name seems to bear some affi

nity to the "Sramartas, or ascetics of the Jainas and

Baudd'has.

Clemens Alexandrinus does indeed hint, that

all the Brachmanes revered their wise men as deities f;

and in another place, he describes them as worship

ping Hercules and Pan \. But the following pas

sage from Clemens is most in point. Having said,

that philosophy flourished anciently among the bar

barians, and afterwards was introduced among the

Greeks; he instances the prophets of the Egyptians,

the Chaldees of the Assyrians ; the Druids of the

Gauls (Galatae); the Samanceans of the Bactrians ;

* Porph. de Al>stiuentia, lib. 4.

•J- Kai poi Sohho-iv, &c. Strom, lib. 1 .

I Strom, lib. 3, &c.
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the philosophers of the Celts ; the Magi of the Per

sians; the Gymnosophists of the Indians: and pro

ceeds thus.—They are of two kinds, some called

Sarmanes, other Brachmanes. Among the Sarmanes,

those called Allobii*, neither inhabit towns, nor

have houses ; they are clad with the bark of trees,

and eat acorns, and drink water with their hands.

They know not marriage, nor procreation of chil

dren ; like those now called Encratctai (chaste).

There are likewise, among the Indians, persons obey

ing the precepts of Butta, whom they worship as a

god, on account of his extreme venerableness f.'

Here, to my apprehension, the followers of Bud-

d'ha are clearly distinguished from the Brachmanes

and Sarmanes %. The latter, called Germanes, by

Strabo, and Saman&ans, by Porphyrias, are the

ascetics of a different religion ; and may have be

longed to the sect of Jina, or to another. The

Brachmanes are apparently those, who are described

by Philostratus and Hierocles, as worshipping

the sun ; and, by Strabo and by Arriadj, as per

forming sacrifices for the common benefit, of the na

tion, as well as for individuals. The religion, which

they practised, was so far conformable with the pre

cepts of the Vedas : and their doctrine and observ

ances, their manners and opinions, as noticed by the

authors above cited, agree with no other religious

institutions known in India, but the orthodox sect.

* Same w ith the Hylobii of Strabo. C.

T Ait)q>< Je tutuh % ytvo?, o! fiif Xo^/xayai, avrut. ot" ii Hftt.yQj.a.va.1

xaXu/Atroi. xa.) tuiv Y.u.fp.ctvwv of AAAo$ioi Trpoo-ayopiuo^ei'Oi, ale woXeis oikSc-if,

xeu vfrap raT; ^toert irUaa>' 8 yipov, & 9raioWoii'ai> IVao-iy, uiairip of tit

Eyxfarula! xaXtf/xevoi. Itcri it twv lvctu» of roTf BSt1« irn8ofiE»o> Trapay-

Je^/mcoW St erf vTTij&oXrtt <re^»oT))T®' ii{ ©fo» T£Ttfii)xae~i. Strom, lib. ] .

t The passage lias been interpreted differently ; as ifClemens said,

that the Allobii were those who worshipped Butta, (See Moreri

Art. Sammancens.) The text is ambiguous.
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In short, the Brahmanes are distinctly mentioned by

Greek authors, as the first of the tribes or casts, into

which the Indian nation was then, as now, divided.

They are expressly discriminated from the sect of

Budd'ha by one ancient author, and from the Sar-

rfianes, or Samanceans, (ascetics of various tribes,) by

others. They are described by more than one autho

rity, as worshipping the sun, as performing sacrifices,

and as denying the eternity of the world, and main

taining other tenets incompatible with the supposi

tion, that the sects of Budd'ha or Jina, could be

meant. Their manners and doctrine, as described

by these authors, are quite conformable with the no

tions and practice of the orthodox Hindus. It may

therefore be confidently inferred, that the followers

of the Vkdas flourished in India, when it was visited

by the Greeks under Alexander : and continued to

flourish from the time of Megasthenes, who de

scribed them in the fourth century before Christ,' to

that of Porphyrius, who speaks of them, on later

authority, in the third century after Christ.

I have thus stated, as briefly as the nature of the

subject permitted, a few of the facts and reasons

by which the opinion, that the religion and institu

tions of the orthodox Hindus are more modern than

the doctrines of Jina and of Budd'ha, may, as I

think, be successfully resisted. I have not under

taken a formal refutation of it, and have, therefore,

passed, unnoticed, objections which are founded on

misapprehension.

It is only necessary to remark, that the past pre

valence of either of those sects in particular places,

with its subsequent persecution there by the wor

shippers of 'Siva, or of Vishnu, is no proof of its

general priority. Hindustan proper was the early seat

of the Hindu religion ; and the acknowledged cradle

of both the sects in question. They were foreigners

•in the Peninsula of India ; and admitting, as a fact,
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(what need not, however, he conceded,) that the or

thodox Hindus had not been previously settled in the

Carnat'aca and other districts, in which the Jainas

or the Baudd'has have flourished, it cannot be thence

concluded, that the followers of the Vidas did not

precede them in other provinces.

It may be proper to add, that the establishment of

particlar sects, among the Hindus who acknowledge

the Vidas, does not affect the general question of re

lative antiquity. The special doctrines introduced by

*Sancara-A'charya, by Ra'ma'nuja, and by Ma'd-

hava'cha'rya, and of course the origin of the sects

which receive those doctrines, may be referred, with

precision, to the periods when their authors lived :

but the religion, in which they are sectaries, has un

doubtedly a much earlier origin.

To revert to the immediate object of these observa

tions; which is that of explaining and supporting the

information communicated by Major Mackenzie :

I shall, for that purpose, state the substance of a few

passages from a work of great authority, among the

Jainas, entitled Calpa-Sutra, and from a vocabulary

of the Sanscrit language by an author of the Jaim

sect.

The Abhid'hana Ckintammi, a vocabulary of syno

nymous terms, by He'machandra a'cha'rya, is di

vided into six chapters (Cdndas,) the contents of

which are thus stated in the author's preface. ' The

superior deities (Dtcadlndtcas) are noticed in the

first chapter; the gods (Divas) in the second; men

in the third ; beings furnished with one or more

senses in the fourth; the infernal regions in the fifth;

and terms of general use in the sixth. ' The earth,'

observes this author, ' water, fire, air, and trees, have

a single organ or sense (indriya) ; worms, ants, spi

ders, and the like, have two, three, or four senses ;

elephants, peacocks, fish, and other beings moving
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on the earth, in the sky, or in water, are furnished

with five senses : and so are gods and men, and the

inhabitants of hell.'

The first chapter begins with the synonyma of a

Jina or deified saint: among which the most common

are Arhat, JinSs'zvara, Tirfhancara or Tirtliacara:

others, viz. Jina, Sarvajnya, and Bhagavat, occur

also in the dictionary of Amera as terms for a Jina

or Budd'ha; but it is deserving of remark, that nei

ther Budd'ha, nor Sugata, is stated by He'machan-

dra among these synonyma. In the subsequent

chapter, however, on the subject of inferior gods,

after noticing the gods of Hindu mythology, (Indra

and the rest, including Brahma', &c.) he states the

synonyma of a Budd'ha, Sugata, or Bod'hisatxva ; and

afterwards specifies seven such, viz. Vipasy|, Sic'hi,

Vis'wanna, Cucuch'handa, Ca'nchana, and Ca's-

■yapa*, expressly mentioning as the seventh Budd'

ha, Sa'cv asixma, also named Serva'rt'hasidd'ha,

son of Sudd'hodana and Maya', a kinsman of the

sun, from the race of Gautama.

In the first chapter, after stating the general terms

for a Jina or Arhat ; the author proceeds to enume

rate twenty-four Arhats, who have appeared in the

present Avasarpim age : and afterwards observes, that

excepting Munisuvrata and Ne'mi, who sprung

from the race of Hart, the remaining twenty-two

Jims, were born in the line of IcsHWACuf. The

fathers and mothers of the several Jims are then men

tioned ; their attendants; their standards or charac-

* Two of these names occur in Captain Mahony's and Mr. JotN-

ville's lists of rive Budd'has. As. Res. vol. 7, p. 32 and 414.

fl understand that the Ja;nas have a mythological poem en-

tilled Harivansd puranA, different from the Harivansu of the ortho

dox. Their IsCHW acu, likewise, is a different person ; aud the name

is said to be a title of their first Jina, Rishaba buya.
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teristics ; and the complexions with which they are

figured or described.

The author next enumerates twenty-four Jinas who

have appeared in the past Utsarpini period; and

twenty-four others who will appear in the future age:

and, through the remainder of the first book, explains

terms relative to the Jaina religion.

The names of the Jinas are specified in Major

Mackenzie's communication. Wherever those names

agree with He'machandra's enumeration, I have add

ed no remark ; but where a difference occurs I have

noticed it*, adding in the margin the name exhibited

in the Sanscrit text.

I shall here subjoin the information gathered from

He'machandra's vocabulary, and from the Calpa

Sutra and other authorities, relative to the Jinas be

longing to the present period. They appear to be

the deified saints, who are now worshipped by the

Jaina sect. They are all figured in the same con

templative posture, with little variation in their ap

pearance, besides a difference of complexion : but

the several Jinas have distinguishing marks or charac

teristic signs, which are usually engraved on the pe

destals of their images, to discriminate them.

1. Ri'sHABHA, or Vrishabha, of the race of Icsh-

Wa'cu, was son of Na'bhi by Marude'va' : he is fi

gured of a yellow or golden complexion ; and has a

bull for his characteristic. His stature, as is pretend

ed, was 500 poles (dhanush); and the duration of his

life, 8,400,000 great years (purva-varsha). According

to the Calpa Sutra, as interpreted by the commentator,

he was born at Cosala or Aybdfhya (whence he is named

* S«e pages 260, 2C>1, 262.
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Causalicd), towards the latter part of the third age.

He was the first kihg, first anchoret, and first saint;

and is therefore entitled Prafhama-Raja, Prat1harm

Bhicshdcarcti Prafhama Jina, and Prafhama Tir-

fhancara. At the time of his inauguration as king,

his age was 2,000,000 years. He reigned 5,300,000

yeals; and then resigned his empire to his sons:

and, having employed 100,000 years in passing

through the several stages of austerity and sanctity,

departed from this world on the summit of a moun

tain, named Ashfapada. The date of his apotheosis

was 3 years and 8i months before the end of the

third age, at the precise interval of one whole age

before the deification of the last Jina.

2. Ajita was son of JitasaTru by Vijaya':

of the same race with the first Jina, and represented

as of the like complexion ; with an elephant fof his

distinguishing mark. His stature was 450 poles;

and his life extended to 7,200,000 great years. His

deification took place, in the fourth age, when fifty

lacshas of crors of oceans of years had elapsed out of

the tenth cror of crors *.

3. Sa'mbhava was son of Jita'ri by Se'na'; of

the same race and complexion with the preceding ;

distinguished by a horse ; his stature was 400 poles ;

he lived 6,000,000 years; and he was deified 30 lac

shas of crors of Sagaras after the second Jina.

■ 4. Abhinandana was son of Sameara by Sidd'-

ha'rt'ha': he has an ape for his peculiar sign. His

stature was 300 poles ; and his life reached to

5,000,000 years. His apotheosis was later by 10 lac

shas of crors of Sagaras than the foregoing. -

* The divisions of time have been noticed by Major Macken

zie, p. 257, and wHI be further explaiued.

Vol. IX. <x
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5. Sumati was son of Me'gha by Mangala: he

has a curlew for his characteristic. His life endured

4,000,000 years, and his deification was nine lacshas

of crdrs of Sagaras after the fourth Jim.

6. Padmaprabha was son of Srid'bara by Su-

sima ; of the same race with tbe preceding, but de

scribed, of a red complexion. He has a lotos for his

mark : and lived 3,000,000 years, being 200 poles ia

stature. He was deified 90,000 crors ofSagaras after

the fifth Jim. ■

7. Supa'rs'wa was son of Pratishta by PrIt'hwj ;

of the same line with the foregoing ; but represented

with a golden complexion : his sign is the figure

called Swastica. —~ He lived 2,000,000 years ;

and was deified 9,000 crors of Sagaras sub

sequent to the | sixth Jim.

8. Chandraprabha was son of Maha'se'na by

Lacshman'a'; of the same race with the last, but

figured with a fair complexion: his sign is the moon;

his stature was 150 poles, and he lived 1,000,000

years : and his apotheosis took place 900 crors of

Sagaras later than the seventh Jim.

9\ Pushpadanta, also named Suvid'hi, was son.

of Supriya by Rama'; of the same line with the

preceding, and described of a similar complexion :

his mark is a marine monster (Macara): his stature

was 100 poles, and the duration of his life 200,000

years. He was deified 90 crdrs of Sagaras after the

eighth Jim.

10. Sitala was son of DriVharAt'ha by Kan-

da': of the same race, and represented with a golden

complexion; his characteristic is the mark, called
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"Srlvatsa. (~\ His stature was 90 poles ; and

his life 100,000 great years; his dei

fication dates 9 crors of Sagaras later

than the preceding.

11. 'Sre'y'an ('Sre'yas) or xSre'ya'nsa, was son

of Vishnu by Vishna'; of the same race, and with

a similar complexion; having a rhinoceros for his

sign. He was 80 poles in stature, and lived 8,400,000

common years. His apotheosis took place more than

1 00 Sagaras of years before the close of the fourth

age. -

12. Va'supujya was son of Vasupujya by Jaya':

of the same race, and represented with a red com

plexion, having a buffalo for his mark: and he was

70 poles high, lived 7,200,000 years, and was dei

fied later by 54 Sagaras than the eleventh Jina.

13. Vimala was son of CrItavarman by vSya'ma'j

of the same race; described of a golden complexion,

having a boar for his characteristic ; he was 60 poles

high, lived 6,000,000 years, and was deified 30 S&-

garas later than the twelfth Jina.

14. Ananta, also named AnantajiT, was son

of Sinhase'na by Suyas'a'. He has a falcon for his

sign ; his stature was .50 poles, the duration of his

life 3,000,000 years, and his apotheosis 9 Sagaras

after the preceding.

15. D'harma was son of Bha'nu by Suvrata-;

characterised by the thunderbolt : 45 poles in stature,

and lived 1,000,000 years : deified 4 Sagaras later

than the foregoing.

16. Sa'nti was son of Vis'wase'na by Achira,

having an antelope for his sign ; he was 40 poles

X 2
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high, lived 100,000 years, and was deified 2 Sagaras

subsequent to the last mentioned *.

17. Cunt'hu was son of Sura, by "Sri ; he has a

goat for his mark ; his height was 35 poles, and his

life 95,000 years. His apotheosis is dated in the last

palya of the fourth age.

18. Ara was son of Sudarsa'na by De'vi : cha

racterised by the figure called Nandavarta ;

 

his stature was 30 poles, his life 84,000 years, and

his deification 1000 crbrs of years before the next

Jina.

19. Malli was son of Cumbha by Prabha'vali;

of the same race with the preceding; and represented

of a blue complexion; having ajar for his character

istic ; he was 25 poles high, and lived 55,000 years ;

and was deified 6,584,000 years before the close of

the fourth age.

20. Munisuvrata, also named Suvrata, or

Muni, was son of Sumitra by Padma', sprung

from the race called Haiuvans'a ; represented with

* The life of this Jina is the subject of a separate work entitled

S&ntipurtina.
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a black complexion, having a tortoise for his sign :

his height was 20 poles, and his life extended to

30,000 years. His apotheosis is dated 1,184,000

years before the end of the fourth age.

21. Nami was son of Vijaya by Vipka'; of the

race of Icshwa'cu : figured with a golden complexion;

having for his mark a blue water-lily (Nildtpala); his

stature was 15 poles; his life 10,000 years : and his

deification took place 584,000 years before the ex

piration of the fourth age.

22. Ne'mt, also called Arisht ane'mi, was son of

the king Sumudrajaya by Siva'; of the line deno

minated Harivans'a ; described as of a black com

plexion, having a conch for his sign. According to

the Calpa sutra, he was born at Soriyapura ; and,

austerity. He employed 700 years iu passing through

the several stages of sanctity ; and, having attained

the age of 1000 years, departed from this world at

Ujjinta, which is described as tbe peak of a mountain,

the same, according to the commentator, with Gira-

nara*. The date of this event is 84,000 years before

the close of the fourth age.

23. Pa'rs'wa .(or Pa'rs'wana't'ha) was son of the

king As'wase'na by Va'ma', or Ba'ma'de vi ; of the

race of Ic'shwa'cu ; figured with a blue complexion,

having a serpent for his characteristic. The life of

this celebrated Jiva, who was perhaps the real

founder of the sect, is the subject of a poem entitled

Pdrswanafha charitra. According to the Calpt

* I understand this to be a mountain siUated in the, wnt of India ;

and much visited by pilgrims.

when 300 years of age, entered

 

* 3
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sutra, he was born at Bandrasi *, and commenced

his series of religious austerities at thirty years of

age ; and having completed them in 70 years, and

having consequently attained the age of 100 years,

he died on Mount Sammiya or Samitf. This hap

pened precisely 250 years before the apotheosis of

the next Jina : being stated by the author of the

Calpa sutra at 1230 years before the date of that

book.

24. Vard'hama'na, also named VJra, Maha-

vi'ra, &c. and surnamed Charama-tirt'hacrit, or last

of the Jinas : emphatically called Sraman'a, or the

saint. He is reckoned son of Sidd'ha'rt'ha by Tri-

s'ala'; and is described of a golden complexion,

having a lion for his standard.

The subject of the Calpa sutra before cited is the

life and institutions of this Jina. I shall here state

an abstract of his history as there given, premising

that the work, like other religious books of the

Jainas, is composed in the Pracrit called Magad'h't ;

and that the Sanscrit language is used by the Jainas

for translations, or for commentaries, on account of

the great obscurity of the Pracrit tongue J.

rrr : 1 ; 1 ->—r—

* Bhelupurd, in the suburbs of Benares, is esteemed holy, a,s the

place of his' nativity.

•)■ Satnit sic'hara, called in Major Rennel's map Parsonout, is si

tuated among the hills between Bihdr and Bengal. lis holiness is

great in the estimation of the Jainas : and it is said to be visited by

pilgrims from the. remotest provinces of India.

J This Prdcrit, which does not differ from the language introduced

by dramatic poets into their writings, and assigned by them to the

female persons in their dranias, is formed from Sanscrit. I once

conjectured it to have been formerly the colloquial dialect of the

Sdraswata Brdhmens (As. Res. vol. 7, p- 219;) but this conjecture

Mas not been confirmed by further researches. I believe it to be the

same language with the Pdli of Ceylon.
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According to this authority, the last Tirtliancara,

quitting the state of a deity, and relinquishing the

longevity of a god, to obtain immortality as a saint,

was incarnate towards the close of the fourth age,

(now past,) when 75 years and 8^ months of it re

mained. He was at first conceived by De'va'nanda,

wife of Rishabhadatta, a Brahmana inhabiting

Brahmanacundagrama, a city of Bhdratavarsha, in.

Jambudwipa. The conception was announced to her

by dreams. Indra *, or 'Sacra, who is the pre

siding deity on the south of Meru, and abides in the

first range of celestial regions, called Saud'harma,

being apprized ofMaha'vira's incarnation, prostrated

himself, and worshipped the future saint; but re

flecting that no great personage was ever born in an

indigent and mendicant family, as that of a Brdh-

maria, Indra commanded his chief attendant Hari-

naigumeshi, to remove the fetus from the womb of

De'va'nanda' to that of Trisala, wife of Sidd'-

hart'ha, a prince of the race of Icshwa'cu, and

of the Casyapa family. This was accordingly ex

ecuted ; and the new conception was announced to

Trisala' by dreams ; which were expounded by

soothsayers, as foreboding the birth of a'fiiture Jim.

In due time, he was born ; and his birth celebrated

with great rejoicings.

His father gave him the name of Vard'hama'na.

But he is also known by two other names ; Sramana

and Maha'vIra. His father has similarly three ap

pellations, Sidd'ha'rt'ha, Sreya'nsa, and Yas'aswI ;

and his mother likewise has three titles, Trisala,

Vide'hadinna', and PrItica'rin'i. His paternal

uncle was Supa'rs'wa, his elder brother, Nandi-

* The Jainas admit numerous Indras ; but some of the attri

butes, stated in this place by the Ca/pmutref, belong to the Indra*

<>f the Indian mythology.

K 4
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vard'hana, his sister (mother of Jama'li) Sudar-

sana'. His wife was Yas6da', by whom he had a

daughter, (who became wife of Jama'li,) named

Anojja ami Priyadaks'ana'. His grand-daughter

was called 'Se'shavati and Jas6vati.

His father and mother died when he was 28 years

of age ; and he afterwards continued two years with

his elder brothtr : after the second year he renounced

worldly pursuits, and departed amidst the applauses

of gods and men, to practise austerities. The pro

gress of his devout exercises, and of his attainment

of divine knowledge, is related at great length.

Finally, he became an Auhat, or Jina, being

worthy of universal adoration, and having subdued

all passions * ; being likewise omniscient and all-

seeing : and thus, at the age of 72 years, he became

exempt from all pain for ever. This event is stated

to have happened at the court of king Hastipa'la,

in the city of Pdxvdpuri, or Pdpdpur'i\ • and is dated

3 years and 8-^- months before the close of the fourth

age, (called Duc'hamd sudhamd) in the great period

named avasarpini. The author of the Calpasutra

mentions, in several places, that,- when he wrote,

980 years had elapsed since this apotheosis %. Ac

cording to tradition, the death of the last Jina hap

pened more than two thousand four hundred years

* So the commentator expounds both terms.

t Near Rajagriha, in BiMr. It is accordingly a place of sanetity.

Other holy places, which have been mentioned to me, are Champa"*-

fiiri, near Bh&galphv, Chandr&vati distant ten miles from Benares.

and the ancient city Hastindpura, in Hindustan: also Satrunjayu,

said to be situated in the west of India.

% Samanassa Bhagavau Maha'bi'rassa Java duhkha Hinass*

Navabasa Sayai'n Bicwantain dasamassaya Basa sayassa ayam A si iiui-

sambach!bare Cale gach'hai. Nine hundred years have passed siuce

the adorable Maha'bi'ra became exempt from pain ; and, of the

tenth century of years, eighty are the time which h now elapsed.
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since ; and the Calpasutra appears therefore to have

been composed about fifteen hundred years ago *.

The several Jinas are described as attended by nu

merous followers, distributed into classes, under a

few chief disciples, entitled Gan'ad'haras, or Garia-

d'hipas. The last Jina had nine such classes of fol

lowers, under eleven disciples. Indrabhuti, Ag-

nibhuti, Va'yubhuti, Vyacta, Sudharma, Man-

DICAPUTRA, MaURYAPUTRA, AcAMPITA, ACHALA-

bhra'ta', Me'tarya, Prabha'sa. Nine of these

disciples died with Maha'vira; and two of them,

Indrabhuti and Sudharma, survived him, and

subsequently attained beatitude. The Calpasutra

adds, that all ascetics, or candidates for holiness,

were pupils in succession from Sudharma, none of

the others having: left successors. The author then

proceeds to trace the succession from Sudharma to

the different Sac has, or orders of priests, many of

which appear still to exist. This enumeration dis

proves the list communicated to Major Mackenzie

by the head priest of Belligola.

The ages and periods, which have been more than

once alluded to in the foregoing account of the Jainas,

are briefly explained in He'machandra's vocabulary.

In the second chapter, which relates to the heavens-

and the gods, &c. the author, speaking of time,

observes, that it is distinguished into Avasarpini and

Utsarpini, adding that the whole period is com

pleted by twenty cotis of cotis of Sagaras ; or

2,000,000,000,000,000 oceans of years. I do not

find, that he any where explains the space of time

* The most ancient copy in my possession, and the oldest one

which J have seen, is dated in l6l4sanivat: it is nearly 250 years

old.
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denominated Sagara, or ocean. But I understand it

to be an extravagant estimate of the time, which

would elapse, before a vast cavity, filled with chop

ped hairs, could be emptied, at the rate of one piece

of hair in a century : the time requisite to empty

such a cavity, measured by a yojana every way, is a

Palya ; and that repeated ten cotts of cotis of times *,

is a Sagara.

Each of the periods, above-mentioned, is stated

by He'machandra, as comprizing six Aras ; the

names and duration of which agree with the inform

ation communicated to Major Mackenzie : In the

one, or the declining period, they pass from extreme

felicity (ecantasuhcha) through intermediate grada

tions, to extreme misery (ecanta duhdha). In the

Other, or rising period, they ascend, in the same

order, from misery to felicity. During the three

first ages of one period, mortals lived for one, two,

or three Palyas; their stature was one, two, or three

leagues (Gavyutis) ; and they subsisted on the fruit

of miraculous trees; which yielded spontaneously

food, apparel, ornaments, garlands, habitation, nur

ture, light, musical instruments, and household uten

sils. In the fourth age, men lived ten millions of

years ; and their stature was 500 poles (Dhanush) :

in the fifth age, the life of man is a hundred years :

and the limit of his stature, seven cubits : in the

sixth, he is reduced to sixteen years, and the height

of one cubit. In the next period, this succession of

ages is reversed, and afterwards they recommence as

before.

Here we cannot but observe, that the Jahias are

still more extravagant in their inventions, than the

* 1.000.000.000.000.000 palyas= one sdgara, or sagaropamcw
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prevailing sects of Hindus, absurd as these are in

their fables.

In his third chapter, He'machandra, having

stated the terms for paramount and tributary

princes, mentions the twelve Chacravartis, and adds

the patronymics and origin of them. Bharata is

surnamed A'rshabhi, or son of Rishabha ; Magha-

van is son of Vijaya; and Sanatcuma'ra, of As--

wasE'NA. Sa'nti, Cunt'hu and Ara are the Jinas

so named. Sagara is described as son of Sumitra ;

Subhuma is entitled Ca'rtavirya ; Padma is said

to be son of Padmottara ; Harishena of Hari;

Jaya of Vjjava ; Brahmadatta of Brahme ; and

all are declared to have sprung from the race of

Icshwa'cu.

A list follows, which, like the preceding, agrees

nearly with the information communicated to Major

Mackenzie. It consists of nine persons, entitled

Vamidevas, and Crlshnas. Here TrKpr'Jsht'a is men

tioned with the patronymic Pra'ja'patya ; Dwr-

prTshta is said to have sprung from Bra h ME;

Swayambhu is expressly called a son of Rudra ;

and Purusii6ttama, of Soma, or the moon. Pu-

rushasinha is surnamed 'Sai vi, or son of 'Si va ; Pu-

rusiiapundarIca, is said to have sprung from Ma-

ha's'jras. Datta is termed son of Agnisinha;

Na'ra'yana has the patronymic Da'sarat'hi (which

belongs to Ra'machandra) : and Crishna is de

scribed as sprung from Vasude'va.

Nine other persons are next mentioned, under the

designation oVSucla Balas, viz. 1 Achala. 2 Vijaya.

3 Bhttdra. 4 Suprabha. 5 Sudarsana. 6 A-nanda.-

7 Nanda. 8 Padma. 9 Rama.

They are followed by a list of nine foes of Vishn'U :

jt corresponds nearly with one of the lists noticed by

Major Mackenzie, viz. 1 AsVagrIva, 2 Ta'raca,
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S Me'raca, 4 Mad'hu, 5 Nisumbha, 6" Bait, 7

Prahla'da. 8 The king of Lanca (Ra'van'a). 9

The king of Magad'ha (Jara'sand'ha).

It is observed, that, with the Jbias, these com

plete the number of sixty-three eminent personages,

viz. 24 Jinas, 12 Chacravartis, 0 Vusndevas, 9 Bala-

devas, and 9 Pratkasadevas.

It appears, from the information procured by Ma

jor Mackenzie, that all these appertain to the he

roic history of the Jaina writers. Most of them are

also well known to the orthodox Hindus : and are

the principal personages in the Purdnas.

He'machandra subsequently notices many names

of princes, familiar to the Hindus of other sects.

He begins with PrKt'hu son of Vena, whom he

terms the first king : and goes on to Ma'nd'ha'ta',

Haris'chandra ; Bharata son of Dushyanta, &c.

Towards the end of his enumeration of conspicuous

princes, he mentions Carn'a, king of Champa and

Anga; Ha'la or Sa'lava'hana; and Cuma'rapa'la,

surnamed Chaulucya, a royal saint, who seems,

from the title of Param&rhata, to have been a Jaina,

and apparently the only one in that enumeration.

In a subsequent part of the same chapter, He'ma-

«handra, (who was himself a theologian of his sect,

and author of hymns to Jina *,) mentions and dis

criminates the various sect*; viz. 1st, A'rhatas, or

Jainas. 2ndly, Saugatas, or Baudd'has, and, 3dly,

six philosophical schools, viz. 1st. Naiyayica ; 2d.

Yoga; 3d. Ca'pilas Sdnchya; 4th. Vaistshica ; 5thv

* A commentary on these hymns is dated in Saca 1214 (A. D.

1392); but how much earlier He'machanj>ka lived, is not yet

ascertained.
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Varhaspatya, or Nhtica ; and 6th. CharoAca, or

Locayata. The two last are reputed atheistical, as

denying a future state and a providence. If those

be omitted, and the two Mimdnslis inserted, we have

the six schemes of Philosophy familiar to the Indian

circle of the sciences.

The fourth chapter of He'machandra's vocabu

lary relates to earth and animals. Here the author

mentions the distinctions of countries which appear

to be adopted by the Jaims ; viz. the regions (Var-

sha) named Bharata, Airdvata, and Vidtha, to which

he adds Curu ; noticing also other distinctions fami

liar* to the Hindus of other sects, but explaining

some of them according to the ideas of the Jainas.

' Arycccarta] he observes, ' is the native land of

Jinas, Chacris, and Arddliachacr'is, situated between

the Vindliya and Himddri mountains.' This remark

confines the theatre of Jaina history, religious and

heroic, within the limits of Hindustan proper.

A passage, in Bha'scara's treatise on the sphere,

will suggest further observations concerning the opi*

nions of the Jainas, on the divisions of the earth.

Having noticed, for the purpose of confuting it, a

notion maintained by the Baudd'has, (whom some of

the commentators, as usual among orthodox Hindus,

confound with the Jainas ;) respecting the descent

or fall of the earth in space ; he says * ' the naked

sectaries and the rest affirm, that two suns, two

moons, and two sets of stars, appear alternately :

against them I allege this reasoning. How absurd is

the notion which you have formed of duplicate suns,

moons, and stars ; when you see the revolution of

the polar fish f.'

• Goldd'hydya. §.3. v. S & 18.

t Ursa minor.
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The commentators * agree that the Jainas are here

meant : and one of them remarks, that they are de

scribed as ' naked sectaries, &c.' Because the class

of Digambaras is a principal one among, these people.

It is true that the Jainas do entertain the prepos

terous notion here attributed to them : and it is also

true, that the Digambaras, among the Jainas, are

distinguished from the Suclambaras, not merely by

the white dress of the one, and the nakedness (or

else the tawny apparel) of the other ; but also by

some particular tenets and diversity of doctrine.—■

However, both concur in the same ideas regarding

the earth and planets, which shall be forthwith

stated, from the authority of Jaina books ; after re

marking, by the way, that ascetics of the orthodox

sect, in the last stage of exaltation, when they be

come Pavamahansa, also disuse clothing.

The world, which according to the Jainas, is eter

nal, is figured by them as a spindle resting on half

of another ; or, as they desenbe it, three cups, of

which the lowest is inverted ; and the uppermost

meets at its circumference the middle one. They also

represent the world by comparison to a woman with

her arms akimbo f. Her waist, or according to the

description first mentioned, the meeting of the lower

cups, is the earth. The spindle above, answering to

the superior portion of the woman's person, is the

abode of the gods ; and the inferior part of the figure

comprehends the infernal regions. The earth, which

they suppose to be a flat surface, is bounded by a

circle, of which the diameter is one raju%. The

* Lacshmi'da'sa, Muni's'wara, and the V&san&bh&shya.

f The Sangrahan'i ratna and Locandb slitra, both in Prdcriti

are the authorities here used.

| Thb is explained to be a measure of space, through which the
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lower spindle comprises seven tiers of inferior earths

or hells, at the distance of a raju from each other,

and its base is measured by seven rajus. These sevea

hells are Ratna prabhd, Samara prabM, Bdlucd

prabhd, Panca prabha, Dhuman prablid, Tama prabhd,

Tamatama prabha. The upper spindle is also seven

rajus high ; and its greatest breadth is five rajus.

Its summit,, which is 4,500,000 Yojanas wide, is the

abode of the deified saints : beneath that are five Vi-

manas, or abodes of gods : of which the centre one

is named Sarvdrfhasidd'ha : it is encompassed. by the

regions Apardjita, Jayanta, Vaijayanta, and Vijaya.

Next, at the distance of one raju from the summit,

follow nine tiers' of worlds, representing a necklace

{graiveyaca,) and inhabited by gods, denominated,

from their conceited pretensions to supremacy, Aha-

mindra. These nine regions are, ^Aditya, Pritincara,

Somanasa, Sumanasa, Suvisdla, Sarvatobhadra, Ma~

norama, Supraxaddlia, and Sudars'ana.

Under these regions are twelve (the Digambaras

say sixteen) other regions, in eight tiers, from one

to five rajus above the earth. They are filled with

Vimdnas, or abodes of various classes of gods, called

by the general name of Calpavdsis. These worlds,

reckoning from that nearest the earth ; are, Saud'ha-

ma and I s ana ; Sanatcumdra and Mahtndra; Brahme;

Ldntaca ; S'ucra ; Sahasrdra; Anuta and Prdnata j

Arana and Achyuta.

The sect of Jina distinguish four classes of deities,

the Vaimdnicas, Bhuvanapatis, Jiotishis, and Vyaiv-

taras. The last comprises eight orders of demigods,

or spirits, admitted by the Hindus in general, as the

gods are able to travel in six months, at the rate of 2,057,152 Yoja-

nts, (of 2900<y*f« eacb,) iq the twinkling of au eye.
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Rdcshasas, Pisdchas, Cinnaras, &c. supposed to range

over the earth. The preceding class (Jyotishis),

comprehends five orders of luminaries; suns, moons,

Elanets, constellations and stars, of which more

ereafter. The Valmanicas belong to the various Vi-

ntdnas, in the twelve regions, or worlds, inhabited

by gods. The class of Bhuvanapati includes ten or

ders, entitled Asuracumdra, Ndgacumdra, Sec; each

governed by two Indras. All these gods are mortal,

except, perhaps, the luminaries.

The earth consists of numerous distinct continents,

in concentric circles, separated by seas forming rings

between them. The first circle is Jambudwipa, with

the mountain Sudarsa Mini in the centre. It is en

compassed by a ring containing the salt ocean ; be

yond which is the zone, named Dhutucidw'ipa ; simi

larly surrounded by a black ocean. This again is

encircled by Pushcaradw'ipa ; of which only the first

half is accessible to mankind : being separated from

the remoter half, by an impassable range of moun

tains, denominated Mdnushbttara Parvata. Dhd-

tus'idwipa contains two mountains, similar to Sumiru,

named Vijanga and Achala ; and Pushcara contains

two others, called Mandira and Vidyunmdli.

The diameter of Jambudwipa being 100,000 great

y

Ydjanas*, if the 190th part be taken, or 526^, we

have the breadth of Bharata varska> which occupies

the southern segment of the circle. Airdvata is a

similar northern segment. A band (33648^ Yqjanas

wide) across the circle, with Sudarsa Mkru in the mid

dle of it, is Vidiha varska, divided by M&ru (or by four

peaks like elephant's teeth, at the four corners of that

* Each great Yojuna contains 2000 cis.
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vaft mountain) into eaft and weft Vidcha. These

three regions, Bharata, Airavata, and Videha, are in

habited by men who practise religious duties. They

are denominated Carmachumi, and appear to be fur

nished with distincts sets of Tirthancaras or saints en

titled Jina. The intermediate regions, north and south

of Meru, are bounded by four chains of mountains ;

and intersected by two others: in such a manner, that

. the ranges of mountains, and the intermediate vallies,

increase in breadth progressively. Thus Himavat is

twice as broad as Bharata varsha (or 1052 r9) ; The

y c

valley beyond it is double its breadth (2105 r9) ; the

mountain Mahahimavat, is twice as much (4210 i9) :

its valley is again double (8421 ,"^) ; and the mountain

NishaSha has twice that breadth (16842 r<>). The val

lies between these mountains, and between similar

ranges reckoned from Airavata (viz. Sichari, Bacrtti,

and NilaJ, are inhabited by giants (Yugala), and are

denominated Bhogabhumi. From either extremity of

the two ranges of mountains named Himavat and

Sic hari, a pair of tusks project over the sea ; each di

vided into seven countries denominated Aataradwipas.

There are consequently fifty-six such; which are called

Cubhogakhumi, being the abode of evil doers* None

of these regions suffer a periodical destruction ; except

Bharata and Airavata, which are depopulated, and

again peopled, at the close of the great periods before-

mentioned.

We come now to the immediate purpose, for which

these notions of the Jamas have been here explained.

They conceive the setting and rising of stars and pla

nets to be caused by the mountain Sumtru : and sup

pose three times the period of a planet's appearance to

be requisite for it to pass round Sumeru, and return to

the place whence it emerges. Accordingly they allot

Vol. IX. - y
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two suns, as many moons, and an equal number of

each planet, star, and constellation, to Jambndwipa ;

and imagine that these appear, on alternate days, south

and north of Mem. They similarly allot twice that

number to the salt ocean ; six times as many to Dhdtuci

dzvipa ; 11 times as many, or A2 of each, to the Cdlo-

Jaifhi ; and 72 of each to Pusheara dwipa.

It is this notion, applied to the earth which we inha>

bit, that Bh'ascara refutes. His argument is thus

explained by his commentators.

' The star close to the north pole, with those near \V

tc the east and west, form a constellation figured by the"

Indian astronomers as a fish. In the beginning of the

night (supposing the sun to be near Bharani or

Musca), the fish's tail is towards the west, and his head,

towards the east ; but at the close of the night, the

fish's tail, havingmade half a revolution, is towards the

east, and his head towards the west : and since the sun,-

when rising and setting, is in a line with the fish's tail,

there is but one sun ; not two.' This explanation is

given by MunIs'waka and Lacshmida'sa. But the-

Vdsand Bhdshya reverses the fish ; placing his head

towards the west at sun set, when the sun is near

Bharani*
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VI.

•'0« the Indian and Arabian Divisions of the

^ Zodiack.

by h. t. colebrooke, esq.

E^he researches, of which the result is here laid be*

fore the Asiatick Society, were undertaken for the pur

pose of ascertaining correctly the particular stars, which

give names to the Indian divisions of the Zodiack. The

inquiry has at intervals been relinquished and resumed :

it was indeed attended with considerable difficulties.

None of the native astronomers, whom I consulted,

were able to point out, in the heavens, all the asterisms

for which they had names : it became, therefore, ne

cessary to recur to their books, in which the positions

of the principal stars are given. Here a fresli difficulty

arose from the real or the seeming disagreement of the

place of a star, with the division of the Zodiack, to

which it was referred : and I was led from the considera

tion of this and of other apparent contradictions, to

compare carefully the places assigned by the Hindus to

their naeshatras, with the positions of the lunar man

sions, as determined by the Arabian astronomers. After

repeated examination of this subject, with the aid af

forded by the labours of those, who have preceded me

in the same inquiry, I now venture to offer to the pe

rusal of the Asiatick Society the following remarks,

with the hope, that they will be found to contain a cor

rect ascertainment of the stars by which the Hindus

have been long accustomed to trace the moon's path.

The question, which I proposed to myself for investi

gation, appeared to me important, and deserving of

the labour bestovyed upon it, as obvioufly effienrial to

wards a knowledge of Indian astronomy, and as tend

ing to determine another question : namely, whether

the Indian and Arabian divisions of the Zodiack ;had

3 common origin. Sir Wjiuam Jones thought,
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that they had not : I incline to the contrary opinion.

The co-incidence appears to me too exact, in most in

stances, to be the effect of chance : in others, the

differences are only such, as to authorize the remark,

that the nation, which borrowed from the other, has

not copied with servility. I apprehend, that it must

have been the Arabs^ who adopted (with slight varia

tions) a division of the Zodiack familiar to the Hindus.

This, at least, seems to be mofe probable than the-

Supposition, that the Indians received their system from

the Arabians : we know, that the Hindus have pre

served the memory of a former situation of the Colures,

compared to constellations, which mark divisions of

the Zodiack in their astronomy ; but no similar trace

remains of the use of the lunar mansions, as divisions of

the Zodiack, among the Arabs, in so very remote

times.

It will be found, lhat I differ much from Sir Wil-

1,1AM Jones in regard to the stars constituting the

asterisms of Indian astronomy. On this, it may be

sufficient to remind the reader, that Sir William

Jonks stated only a conjecture founded on a considera

tion of the figure of the nacshatra and the number of

its stars, compared with those actually situated near the

division of the ecliptick, to which the nacshatra gives

name. He was not apprized, that the Hindus them

selves place some of these constellations far out of the

limits of the Zodiack.

I shall examine the several nacshatras and lunar

mansions in their order; previously quoting from the

Hindu astronomers, the positions assigned to the prin

cipal star, termed the yogatara. This, according to

Bkahmkgupta, (as cited by Lacshmida'sa in his

commentary on the SiromariiJ or according to the

Brahmesidd hunta (cited by Bhu'd'hara/, is the

brightest star of each cluster. But the Siiryasidd'hanta

specifies the relative situation of the Yogaiara in respect
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of the other stars ; and that does not always agree with

the position of the most conspicuous star.

The number of stars in each asterism, and the figure

under which the asterism is represented, are specified

by Hindu astronomers: particularly by Siupati in the

Rotnamala. These, with the positions of the stars re

latively to the ecliptick, are exhibited in the annexed

table. It contains the whole purport of many obscure

and almost enigmatical verses, of which a verbal trans

lation would be nearly as unintelligible to the English

reader, as the original text.

The authorities, on which I have chiefly relied,

because they are universally received by Indian astro

nomers, are the SuryasidcThanta, Siro i ani, zjivXGraha-

faghava. They have been carefully examined, com

paring at the same time several commentaries. The

Ratnamdla of Siupati is cited for the figures of the

asterisms ; and the same passage had been noticed by

Sir William Jones (As. Res. vol.2, p. 294). It

agrees nearly with the text of Vasisht"ha cited by

Munis'wara, and is confirmed in most instances by

the Muhurttf Chintameni. The same authority, con*

firmed with rare exceptions by Vasish't'ha, Sa'calya,

and the A bharan'a is quoted for the number of stars in

each asterism. The works of Brahmegufta have not

been accessible to me : but the Martchi, an excellent

commentary on the Sidd'hdnta siromarii, byMuisls'-

wara, adduces from that author a statement of the

positions of the stars; and remarks, that it is founded

On the BrahmesiJd h'mta, contained in the Vishmid'her-

ptottara f. Accordingly, I have found the same pas-

• Another BrahmesiiLVhanta is entitled the Sacalyasanhita. Tha

author of the Mariclii, therefore, distinguishes the one to which he

Refers.
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sage in the Brahmestddhanta, and verified it by the

gloss entitled Vasana; and I, therefore, use the quota

tion without distrust. Later authorities, whose state

ments coincide exactly with some of the preceding (as

Camala'cara in the Taiwavivi-ca) would be need

lessly inserted : but one (Mun'iswara in the Skld'hdnta

sarvablmuma) , exhibiting the position of the stars

differently, is quoted in the annexed table.

The manner of observing the places of the stars is.

not explained in the original works first cited. The

Suryasiddhdnla only hints briefly, that ' they astrono

mer should frame a sphere, and examine the apparent

lqngitude and latitude *.' Commentators \, remarking

on this passage, describe the manner of the observation :

and the same d.escription occurs, with little variation,

in commentaries on the \Siroman i*. They direct a

spherical instrument (Golaynntra) ro be constructed,

according to instructions contained in a subsequent part

of the text. This, as will be hereafter shewn, is pre

cisely an armillary sphere. An additional circle gradu

ated for degrees and minutes, is directed to be suspended

on the pins of the axis as pivots. It is named Vedha-

•ualaya or intersecting circle, and appears to be a circle

of declination. After noticing this addition to the in

strument, the instructions proceed to the rectifying of

the- Golayantra or armillary sphere, which is to be

placed, so that the axis shall point to the pole, and the

horizon be true by a water level.

The instrument being thus placed, the observer is-

instructed to look at the star Reval'i through a sight

fitted to an orifice at the centre of the sphere ; and

* Sphutavicsh'tpa and Sphutfdhruvacx y which will be explained

Airtlier on.

f, Ranganat'ha and Phud'haba.

J In the Viiiawibhushya and 'n tne Mari(hi.
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, having found the star, to adjust by it the end of the

sign Pisces on the ecliptick. The observer is then to

look, through the sight, at theyoga star of As'wini, or

of some other proposed object ; and to bring the move

able circle of declination over it. The distance in de

grees, from the intersection of this circle and ecliptick,

to the end of M'nia or Pisces, is its longitude (d'hruvaca)

in degrees : and the number of degrees on the movea

ble circle of declination, from the same intersection to

the place of the star, is its latitude (Sicshepa) North or

South *. »

The commentators \ further remark, that 'the la

titude, so found, is (sphut'a) apparent, being the place

intercepted between the star and the ecliptick, on a

circle passing through the poles ; but the true latitude

(asphutd) is found on a circle hung upon the poles of

the celestial sphere, as directed in another place. The

longitude, found as above directed, is, in like manner,

the space intercepted between the origin of the ecliptick

and a circle of declination passing through the star :

differing, consequently, from the true longitude. The

same commentators add ; that the longitudes and lati- -

tudes, exhibited in the text, are of the description thus

explained : and those, which are stated in the Sutya

siiicChanta, are expressly affirmed to be adapted to the

time when the equinox did not differ from the origin of

the ecliptick in the beginning of Mesha.

It is obvious, that, if the commentators have rightly

• Father Petau, and, after him, Baihy, far reasons stated by

them (Uranol. Dissert. 2. 2. Ast. Anc. p. MS.), are of opinion,

that the ancient astronomers referred stars to the Equator ; and that

Eodoxus and Hipparchus must be so understood, when speaking

pf the longitudes of stars. Perhaps the Greek astronomers, like

the Hindus, reckoned longitudes upon the ecliptick intersected by

circles of declination, in the manner, which has been, explained.

t Buvu'haka is the must explicit on this point.

V 4
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1

■ understood the text of their authors, the latitudes and

longitudes, there given, require correction. It will

indeed appear, in the progress of this inquiry, that the

positions of stars distant from the, ecliptick, as there

given, do not exactly correspond with the true latitudes

and longitudes of the stars supposed to be intended:

and the disagreement may be accounted for, by the

circumstance of the observations having been made in

the manner above described.

Another mode of observation, is taught in the

SjdffJfdnla syndara cited and expounded by the author

of the Sidd'hdntq sdrvabhauma. f'A tube, adapted to

the summit, of a gnomon, is directed towards the star on'

the meridian : and the line of the tube, pointed to the

Star, is prolonged by a thread to the ground. The line

from the summit of the gnomon to the base is the hy-

pothenuse ; the height of the gnomon is the perpendi

cular ; and its distance from the extremity of the thread

is the base of the triangle. Therefore, as the hypothe-

nuse is to its base, so is the radius to a base, from which

the line of the angle, and consequently the angle itself,

are known. If it exceed the latitude, the declination is

^ouih ; or, if the contrary, it is north. The right

ascension of the star is ascertained by calculation from

the hour of the night, and from the right ascension of

the sun for that time. The declination of the corres

ponding point of the ecliptick being found, the sum or

difference of the declinations, according as they are of

the same or of different denominations, is the distance

of the star- from the ecliptick. The longitude of the

same point is computed ; and from these elements, with

the actual precession of the equinox, may be calculated

the true longitude of the star; as also its latitude on a

circle passing through the poles of the ecliptick.'

* Such, if I have rightly comprehended the meaning

in a single and not very accurate copy of the text, is'

the purport of the directions given in the Sidd'hdnt^
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sarvalhauma : the only work, in which the true lati

tudes and longitudes of the stars are attempted to be

given. All the rest exhibit the longitude of the star's

circle of declination, and its distance from the Ecliptick

measured on that circle.

I suppose the original observations, of which the

result is copied from Brahmegufta and the Surya

sidd'hanta, with little variation, by successive authors,

to have been made about the time, when the vernal

equinox was near the first degree of Misha *. The

pole {hen was nearly seventeen degrees and a quarter

from its present position, and stood a little beyond the

star near the ear of the Camelopard. On this supposi

tion, it will be accordingly found, that the assigned

places of the Nacshatras are easily reconcileable to the

positions of stars likely to be meant,

I shall here remark, that the notion of a polar star,

common to the Indian and Grecian celestial spheres,

implies considerable antiquity. It cannot have been

taken from our present pole-star (a Ursse minoris),

which, as Mons. Bailly has observed (Astronomic

Ancienne, p. 5 1 1 ), was remote from the pale, when

Eudoxus described the sphere; at which time, ac*

cording to the quotation of Hipparchus, there was a

star situated at the pole of the world -f. Bailly con-r

jectures, as the intermediate stars of the sixth magni

tude are too small to have designated the pole, that x

Draconis was the star meant by Eudoxus, which had

* Brahmegupta wrote soon nfter that period? and the Siirya

SidcThanta is probably a work of nearly the same a,ge. Mr. Best-

iey considers it as more modern (As. Bes. vol. 0".) : it certainly

cannot be mnre ancient; lor the equinox must have past the be

ginning of Mishct, or have been near it, when that work was com

prised. ' .■ ■ ■■ ': ' j

■ j Hipparchus. Comment, on Aratus. Lib. 1. p. 1/0.
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been at its greatest approximation to the pole, little

more than four degrees from it, about 1236 years before

Christ. It must have been distant, between seven and

eight degrees of a great circle, when Eudoxus wrote.

Possibly the great star in the Dragon ( Draconis),

which is situated very near to the circle described by

the north pole round the pole of the ecliptick, had

been previously designated as the polar star. It was

within one degree of the north pole about 2836 years

before Christ. As we know, that the idea could not

be taken from the star in the tail of Ursa minor, we

are forced to choose between Bailly's conjecture or

the supposition of a still greater antiquity. I should,

therefore, be inclined to extend to the Indian sphere,

his conjecture respecting that of Eudoxus.

I shall now proceed to compare the Naahatraf

with the Manzifs.of the moon, or lunar mansions.

I. As'w'ini, now the first Nacshalra, but anciently

the last but one, probably obtained its present situation

at the head of the Indian asterisms, when the beginning

ef the Zodiack was referred to the first degree of

Mesha, or the Ram, on the Hindu sphere. As mea

suring a portion of the Zodiack, it occupies the first

13° 2D' of Mqsha : and its beginning follows immedi

ately after the principal star in the last Npcshaira

tfati), reckoned, by some exactly, by others nearly,

Opposite to the very conspicuous one, which forms the

fourteenth asterism, Considered as a constellation,

As'vcini compresses three stars figured as % horse's

head ; and the principal, which is also the northern

one, is stated by all ancient authorities^ in 109 ^, an,d;

$9 E. from the beginning of Mesria,

The first Manzil, or lunar mansion according tQ

the Arabs, is entitled Shtrqt'an, (by the Persians cof
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ruptly called, as in the oblique case, Sheratam), and

comprises two stars of the third magnitude on the

head of Aries, in lat. 6° 36', and 7° 51', N. and long.

26c 13', and 27° 7'. (Hyde's Ulugh beg, p. 58).

With the addition of a third, also in the head of the

Ram, the asterism is denominated Ashtdt. The bright

star of the 2d or 3d magnitude which is out of the fi

gure of the Ram, according to Ulugh beg, but on the

nose according to Hipparchus cited by this author

from Ptolemy, i3 determined Natik: it is placed in

- Lat. g° 30' N. and Long. Is Oc 43', and is apparently

the same with the principal star in the Indian asterism ;

for Muhammed of Tizin, in his table of declination

and right ascension, expressly terms it the first star of

the Sheratam. (Hyde's Com. on Ulugh Beg's tables,

P- 97).

Many Pandits, consulted by me, have concurred

in pointing to the three bright stars in the head of Aries

(« (3 and y) for the Indian constellation As'wini. The

first star of Aries (a) was also shewn to Dr. Hunter,

at Ujjayini, for the principal one in this asterism ; and

Mr. Davis (As. Res. vol. 2. p. 226.) states the other

two, as those which were pointed out to him by a skil

ful native astronomer, for the stars that distinguish

As'wini. The same three stars, but with the addition

of three others, were indicated to Le Genti l, for this

constellation (Mem. Acad. Scien. 1772. P, II. p. 209).

I entertain therefore no doubt, that Sir W. Jones

(As. Res. vol. 1. p. 208.) was right in placing the

three stars of As'wini in, and near, the head of the

Ram ; and it is evident, that the first Nacshatra of the

Hindus is here rightly determined, in exact conformity

with the first Lunar mansion of the Arabs; although

the longitude of « Arietis exceed, by half a degree,

that which is deduced, for the end of As'wini, from

th^ supposed situation of the Virgin's spike opposite to
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the beginning of this Nacshatra ; and although its ciN.

cle of declination be 13° instead of 8° from the princi

pal star in Rivati.

II. Bhararii, the second Indian asterism, comprises

three stars figured by tire Yont or pudendum muliebre :

and all ancient authorities concur in placing the prin

cipal and southern star of this Nacshatra in 12° N.

The second Mattzif, entitled Butain, is placed by

Ulugh Beg (Hyde, p. 6i.) in Lat. 1° 12' and 3° 12';

and this cannot possibly be reconciled with the Hindu

constellation. But Muhammad o( 7izin (See Hyde's;

Commentary, p. 97), assigns to the bright star of

Butain a declination of 23° N. exceeding by nearly

G° the declination allotted by him to Ndtth, or his firs?

star in Sheratain. This agrees with the difference be

tween the principal stars of Aswin't and Bhararii; and

jt may be inferred, that some among the Muhammedan

astronomers have concurred with the Hindus., in re

ferring the second constellation to stars that form Musca.

There were no good grounds for supposing Bhararii to

Correspond with three stars on the tail of the Ram (As.

Res. vol. 2. p. 298) ; and I have no dpubt, that the

stars, which compose this Nacshatra, have been rightly

indicated to me, as three in Musca, forming a triangle

almost equilateral : their brightness, and their equal

distance from the first and third asterisms, corroborate

this opinion, which will be confirmed by shewing, as

will be done in the progress of this comparison, that

the Nacshatras. are not restricted to the hmits. of the.

Zodiack.

III. Crztiicd, now the third, but formerly the first,

Nacshatra, consists of six stars figured as a knife or

razor, and the principal and southern star is placed in

or 5° N. and in 65 sixths of degrees (or 1° 5p')
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from its own commencement, according to the Surya

sidd'Mnta, or 37° 26' to 3S° from the beginning of

Mesha, according to the Sldd'hdtita siromaui, and

Grahalaghava, respectively. This longitude of the

circle of declination corresponds nearly with that of the

bright star in the Pleiades, which is 40° of longitude

distant from the principal star of Revolt,

The stars, indicated by Ulugh beg for Thurayyd,

also correspond exactly with the Pleiades; and these

were pointed out to the Jesuit missionaries *, as they

have since been to every other inquirer, for the third

Nacshatra. If any doubt existed, Mythology might

assist in determining the question ; for the Criiticdsare

six nymphs, who nursed Scanda, the God of war,

named from these, his foster mothers, Ca'rtice'ya or

Sha'nma'tuea.

IV. We retain on our celestial globes the Arabick

name of the fourth lunar mansion Debardn (or with the

article, Aldebaran) : applied by us, however, exclu

sively to the bright star called the Bull's-eye ; and

which is unquestionably the same with the principal

and eastern star of Rohirii, placed in 4^° or 5° S. and

.4Q§° E. by the Hindu writers on Astronomy- This

Nacshatra, figured as a wheeled carriage, comprises

five stars, out of the seven which the Greeks named

the Hyades. The Arabs, however, like the Hindus,

reckon five stars only in the asterism ; and Sir W.

Jones rightly supposed them to be in the head and

neck of the Bull ; they probably are «. p y S e Tauri,

agreeably to Mods. Bailly's conjecture (Ast. Ind. p.

* Coward's Hist, of Ast. p. 5l% Bailly Ast. Ind. p. 134.
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Hindu astronomers define a point in this constella

tion, of some importance in their fanciful astrology.

According to the Surya sicidhdnta, when a planet is in

the 7 th degree of Vrisha (Taurus) and has more than

two degrees of south latitude, or, as commentators ex

pound the passage, 2° 40' ; the planet is said to cut

the cart of Rohini. This is denominated sacal'al'hcda,

or the section of the wain. Lalla and the Graha-

laghava give nearly, the same definition; and it is

added in the work last mentioned, that, when Mars,

Saturn and the Moon are in that position (which oc

curs, in regard to the moon, when the node is eight

nacshalras distant from Punarvasu, and might happen

in regard to the rest during another YugaJ, the world is

involved in great calamity. Accordingly, the Puranas

contain a legendary story of Dasarafhas dissuading

Saturn from so traversing the constellation Rohini.

V. Mrigdsiras the fifth Nacshaira, represented by

an antelope's head, contains three stars ; the same

which constitute the fifth lunar mansion Hakdh ; for

the distance of 10° S. assigned to the northern star of

this Nacshatra, will agree with no other but one of the

three in the head of Orion. The difference of longi

tude (24° to 25§°) from Crittica corresponds with suff

icient exactness ; and so does the longitude of its cir»

cle of declination (fj2° to 63°) from the end of Revati ;

since the true longitude of x Orionis, from the princi

pal star in Revati (( Piscium), is 63^°. It was a mis-r

take to suppose this asterism to comprise stars in, the

feet of Gemini, or in the Galaxy (As. Res. vol, 2. p,

VI. A'rdra, the sixth Nacshatra, consists of a single

bright star, described as a gem, and placed in Qo $. by

one authority, but in 11° by others, and- at the*distance

of 4i° to 4° in longitude from the last asterism. This

indicates the star in the shoulder of Orion (a Ofionis) ;
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not, as was conjectured by Sir William Jones, the

star in the knee of Pollux (As. Res. 2. p. 298).

The sixth lunar mansion is named by the Arabs,

Hunah ; and comprises two stars in the feet of the se

cond twin, according to Ulugh beg, though others

make it to be his shoulder (Hyde, Com. p. 7. and 44).

Muhammed of Tizin allots five stars to this constella

tion ; and the Ramus, among various meanings of

Hanah, says, that it is a name for five stars in the left

arm of Orion ; remarking, also, that the lunar mansion

is named Tahayi, comprising three stars called Tahyat.

Either way however, the Indian and Arabian asterisms

appear in this instance irreconcileable.

VII. The seventh Nacshatra, entitled Ptmarvasu,

and represented by a house, or, according to a Sanscrit

work cited by Sir William Jones (As. Res. v. 2. p.

295), a bow, is stated by astronomers as including

four stars, among which the principal and eastern one

is 30e or 32<> from the fifth asterism ; but placed by all

authorities in 6°N. This agrees with Geminorum)

one of the two stars in the heads of the twins, which

together constitute the seventh lunar mansion Ziraa,

according to Muhammed of Tusl and Muhammed of

Tizin and other Arabian authorities (Hyde On Ulugh

BEG, p. 43).

It appears from a rule of Sanscrit grammar *, that

Punarvasu, as a name for a constellation, is properly

dual, implying, as it may be supposed, two stars. On

this ground, a conjecture may be raised, that Punurvasu

originally comprised two stars, though four are now

assigned to it. Accordingly, that number is retained in

the Sacalja sejnhifa.

* pAMISil J.U. <J3.
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*. It may be further observed, that the seventh lunar

mansion of the Arabs is named Zirad ul ased according

to Juharl and others cited by Hyde (Com. on Ulugh

.beg, p. 44) ; and that the Kamus makes this term to

be the name of eight stars in the form of a bow.

Upon the whole, the agreement of the Indian and

Arabian constellations is here apparent, notwithstand

ing a variation in the number of the stars ; and I con

clude, that Punarvasu comprises, conformably with

Sik William Jones's supposition (As. Res. vol. 1. p.

299), stars in the heads of the twins ; viz. a, S, Gerni-

norum ; and which were indicated to Dr. Hunter by

a Hindu astronomer at Ujjayin; to which, perhaps,

fi and t may be added to complete the number of four.

VIII. Pushya, the eighth asterism, is described as an

arrow ; ard consists of three stars, the chief of which,

being also the middlemost, has no latitude, and is 120or

13s distant from the seventh asterism, being placed by

Hindu astronomers in 106° of longitude. This is evi

dently Cancri ; and does not differ widely from the

eighth lunar mansion Nelhrah, which, according

to Ulugh beg and others (Hyde's Com. p. 45%

consists of two stars, including the nebula of Cancer.

The Indian constellation comprises two other stars, be

sides S Cancri, which are perhaps y and 6 of the same

constellation; and Sir William Jones's conjecture,

that it consists of stars in the body,and claws of Cancer,

was not far from the truth.

IX. The ninth asterism, A's'Usha, contains fire stars

figured as a potter's wheel, and of which the principal

or eastern one is placed in 7°S. and, according to dif

ferent tables, 107°, 108°, or 109°, This appears

to be intended for the bright star in the southern

claw of Cance'f "H^ Cancri,) and' "Cannot" be" re

conciled with the lunar mansion Tarf or Tarfah,
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which comprises two stars (Hyde's Com. p. 8.) near

the lion's eye ; the northernmost being placed by Mu-

hammed of Ttzm in 24° of N. declination (Hyde's

Com. p. 101). The Jesuit missionaries, if rightly

quoted by Costard (Hist, of Astr. p. 51) made As'-

Jeshd correspond with the bright stars in the heads of

Castor and Pollux, together with Procyon." This is

evidently erroneous. Sir William Jones's supposi

tion, that Ai'lesha might answer to the face and name

of Leo, nearly concurs with the Arabian determination

of this lunar mansion, but disagrees with the place

assigned to the stars by Hindu astronomers. Bailly

committed the same mistake, when he affirmed, that

As'Usha is the Lion's head. (Astr. Ind. p. 328).

X. The tenth asterism Mag ha contains, like the

last, five stars ; but which are figured as a house. The

principal or southern one has no latitude, and, accord

ing to all authorities, has 1290 longitude. This is

evidently Regulus (* Leonis) : which is exactly 1 297

distant from the last star in Rivali.

According to the Jesuits cited by Costard,

Mag ha answers to the lion's mane and heart ; and the

tenth lunar mansion of the Arabians, Jebhah, comprises

three (some say four) stars, nearly in the longitude of

the Lion's heart (Hyde's Ulugh Beg, p. 74. and

Com. p. 46). In this instance, therefore, the Indian

and Arabian divisions of the Zodiack coincide : and it

is owing to an oversight, that SrR William Jones

states the Nacshalra as composed of stars in the Lion's

leg and haunch. It appears to consist of « y £ » and »

Leonis.

XI. Two stars, constituting the eleventh Nacshatra,

or preceding Phalguni, which is represented by a couch

or bedstead, are determined by the place of the chief

star (the northernmost according to the Surya sidd"*

Vol. IX. *
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lianta) in 12° N. and 144° E. or, according to Brah •

megupta, the Siroman'i and the Grahalag hava 147° or

148° E. They are probably 8 and 6 Leonis ; the same

which form the lun?.r mansion Zubrah or Khertan

(Hyde's Ulugh Beg, p. 76. and Com. p. 47).

It may be conjectured, that Brahmegupta and

Bha'scaka selected the southern for the principal star;

while the Surya sideThanta- took the northern: hence

the latitude, stated by those several Hindu authorities,

is the mean between both stars ; and the difference of

longitude, compared to the preceding and subsequent

asterisms, may be exactly reconciled upon this suppo*

sition.

XII. Two other stars, constituting the twelfth Nac-

shalra, or following P'/ialguni, which is likewise figured

as a bed, are ascertained by the place of one of them

(the northernmost) in 13° N. and 1 55° E. This indi

cates (3 Leonis ; the same which singly constitutes the

Arabian lunar mansion S'erfah (Hyde's Ulugh Beg,

p. 78. and Com. p. 47.), though Muhammed of

'J'izin seems to hint that it consists of more than one

star (Hyde, p. 102). By an error regarding the

origin of the ecliptick on the Indian sphere, Sir Wil

liam Junes refers to the preceding Nacshalra, the

principal star of this asterism.

XIII. Hasta, the thirteenth Nacshatra, has the

name and figure of a hand ; and is suitably made to

contain five stars. The principal one, towards the west,

next to the north-western star, is placed according to all

authorities in 1 1° S. and 1 700 E. This can only belong

to the constellation Corvus : and accordingly five stars

in that constellation (« j3y 8 1 Corvi), have been pointed

out to me by Hindu astronomers for this Nacshatra.
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Awwa, the thirteenth lunar mansion of the Arabs, is

described as containing the same number of stars, si

tuated under Virgo, and so disposed as to resemble the

letter Alif. They are placed by Ulugh Beg in the

wing (Hyde's Ulugii Beg, p. 80).

In this instance the Indian and Arabian divisions of

the Zodiack have nothing in common but the number

of stars and their agreement of longitude. It appears,

however, from a passage cited from Sufi by Hyde

(Com. p. 82), that the Arabs have also considered the

constellation of Corvus as a mansion of the moon.)

XIV. The fourteenth Nacshatra, figured as a pearj,

is a single star named Chitra. It is placed by the Surya

sidd'hanta in 2° S, and 180c E ; and by Bkahmegupta,

the Sfrfmani and Gratia Lagliava, in J|° or 2°§. and

183° E. This agrees with the virgin's spike (<* Vir-

ginis ;) and Hindu astronomers have always pointed out

that star for Chitra. The same star constitutes the

fourteenth lunar mansion of the Arabs, named from it

Simac id adzil. Lk Gentil's conjecture*, that the

fourteenth nacshatra comprises the two stars S and £ Vir-

ginis was entirely erroneous, And Moss. Bailly was

equally incorrect in placing 0 Virginis in the middle of

this asterism (Astr. Ind, p. 227).

XV. Another single star constitutes the fifteenth

Nacshatra. Swali, represented by a coral bead. The

Surya siddhanla, Beahmsgupta, the Siro-ian't and

Graha laghava, concur in placing it in 37° N, They

differ one degree in the longitude of its circle of decli

nation ; three of these authorities making it lpgo, an4

the other 1980.

The only conspicuous star, neirly in the situation

thus assigned to Swati, land the Indian astronomer?

* Bau.j.y Aijt. Ind. p, 2%J,
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would hardly travel so far from the Zodiack to seek art

obscure star;) is Arcturus, 33° N. of the ecliptick in

the circle of declination, and 1980 E. from the princi

pal star of Rivati. I am therefore disposed to believe,

that Swat't has been rightly indicated to me by a native

astronomer who pointed out Arcturus for this Nacshatra.

The longitude, stated by Mun'is'wara (viz. l^0 less

than Chitra), indicates the same star: but, if greater

reliance be placed on his latitudes, the star intended may

be 1 Boo/is. At all events, Movs. Bailly mistook,

when he asserted, On the authority of Le Gentil, that

the fifteenth Nacshatra is marked by « Virginis ; and

that this star is situated at the beginning of the Nac-

shatra (Ast. Ipd. p. 139 and 227).

The Indian asterism totally disagrees with the lunar

mansion Ghafri consisting of three stars in the Virgin's

foot, according to Ulugh Beg (Hyde, p. 82. and

Com. p. 50) ; but in, or near, the balance, according

to others (ibid).

XVI. Visacha, the sixteenth Nacsfihtra, consists of

four stars described as a festoon. Authorities differ

little as to the situation of the principal and northern

most star : placing it in J °, 1° -20', or 1° 30' S. and in

2 1 -2C, 212° o or 213° E. The latitude seems to indi- .

cate the bright star in the southern scale (« Librae),

though the longitude disagree ; for this suggests a re

mote star (possibly x Libra?). I apprehend the first to

be nearest the truth ; and hence conclude the four stars

to be * n Librae and y Scorpii.

The sixteenth lunar mansion named Zubatrah or

Tfubamxahy is according to Muhammeb of Tizin

(Hyde, Com. .04), the bright star in the northern

scale 18 Librae), which Sir William Jones supposed

to be the fifteenth Nacshatra.

Father S6uciet, by whom Corona Borealis i*
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stated for the asterism Visacha, is censured by Sir

W. Jones, under an impression, that all the Nacsha-

tras must be sought within the Zodiack. The informa

tion, received by Father Souciet, does appear to have

been erroneous ; but the same mistake was committed

by a native astronomer, who showed to me the same

constellation for Vtsacha ; and the Nacshatras are

certainly not restricted to the neighbourhood of the

ecliptick.

XVII. Four stars, (or, according to a different

reading, three,) described as a row of oblations, that

is, in a right line, constitute the seventeenth Nacshatra

named Anurattha. Here also, authorities differ little

as to the situation of the chief and middlemost st.ar ;

which is placed in 3°, or 2°, or 1°45' S. and in 224° or

224° 5' E. This must intend the star near the head of

the scorpion Scorpionis) ; and the asterism probably

comprises J3 $ it and /> Scorpionis.

The seventeenth lunar mansion of the Arabs called

Idil or Iclilujebhah, contains four (some say three, and

others six *,) stars lying in a straight line. Those,

assigned by Ulugh Beo (Hyde, p. 87.) for this

mansion, are {3 S v tt Scorpionis.

Here the Indian and Arabian divisions appear to

concur exactly ; and Sir W. Jones (As. Res. 2. p. 2gg),

as well as the Missionaries cited by Costard (Hist.

Astr. p. 51), have apparently understood the same

stars ; though the latter extend the Nacshatra to the

constellation Serpentarius.

XVIII. Jyes'ht'ha, the eighteenth Nacshatra, com

prises three stars figured as a ring. In regard to this,

• Hyde's Com. p. 51,

*3
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also, authorities are nearly agreed in the position of the

principal and middlemost star, placed in 4°, 3|°, or

3° S. and in 22&°, 22g° 5', or 230° E. This position

clearly indicates Antares or the Scorpion's heart (a Scor-

pionis) ; which is also the eighteenth lunar mansion

named Kalb or Ka'.buTdkrab. The three stars of the

Indian asterism may be * <r & r Scorpionis.

XIX. The nineteenth asterism, Miila, represented

by a Lion's tail, contains eleven stars, of which the

characteristick one, the easternmost, is placed in g°,

8|° or 8° S. and in 24 1 0 or 242° E. Although the

latitude of u Scorpionis be five degrees too great, there

seems little doubt, that either that, or the star east of

it marked ^, must be intended ; and this determination

agrees with the 18th lunar mansion of the Arabs called

Shaulah, consisting of two stars near the scorpion's

sting. The Hindu asterism probably includes all the

stars placed by us in the Scorpion's tail, viz. £ /* £ i 8 t

x a u and v Scorpionis.

XX. The twentieth Nacshatra, entitled preceding

A'shMha, figured as an elephant's tooth, or as a couch,

cossistsof two stars, of which the most northern one is

placed in 5^° 5i° or 5° S. and 254° or 255° E. This

suits with # Sagittarii, which is also one of the stars of

the twentieth lunar mansion called Ndaim. It consists

of four, or, according to some authorities, of eight,

stars. The Indian asterism seemingly comprises ^ & £ Sa

gittarii.

XXI. Two stars constitute the twenty- first asterism}

named the subsequent A'shdd'hu, which is represented

by a couch or by an elephant's tooth. The principal

star, which also is the most northerly one, is placed in

5° S. and 26o°, or 26 1° E. This agrees with a star in

the body of Sagittarius (t Sagittarii), and the other star

is perhaps the one marked
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The twenty-first lunar mansion of the Arabians,

named Baldah, comprises six stars, two of which are

placed by Muhammed of Tiz'm in Declination 11° &

l6°. One of these must be a star in the head of Sagit

tarius. Some authors, on the contrary, describe the

lunar mansion as destitute of stars (Hyde, Com. on-

Ulugh Beg, p. Q.) At all events, the Hindu and

Arabian divisions appear, in this instance, to be but

imperfectly reconcileable.

XXII. Three stars, figured as a triangle, or as the

nut of the floating Trapa, form the twenty- second aster-

ism, named Abhjlt ; which, in the modern Indian astro

nomy, does not occupy an equal portion of the cclip-

tick with the other Ndcshatras, but is carved out of the v

contiguous divisions. Its place (meaning that of its

brightest star) is very remote from the Zodiack ; being

in 60° or Gl° N. The longitude of its circle of decli

nation, according to different authorities, is '265°, '20(j'

40', or 268°. Probably the bright star in the Lyre is

meant. It was shown to Dr. Hunter, at TJjjaybd for

the chief star in Abhijit ; and the same was pointed out

to me, for the asterism, by a Hindu astronomer at this

place.

The Arabian lunar mansion Z/ibi/i, consists of two

stars (some reckon four *) in the horns of Capricorn,

totally disagreeing with the Indian Nacshatra.

XXIII. S'ravaria, the twenty-third Nacshatra, re

presented by three footsteps, contains three stars, of

which one, the middlemost, is by all authorities placed

in 30° N. but they differ as to its longitude ; the Surja

siddhanta placing it in 280Q ; Brahmegupta and the

S'iromani, in '278a ; and the GrahaUg hava in 275"

* Ui-ugh Bjsg, p. 04. and Hyde's. Com. 54.

Z 4
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The assigned latitude indicates the bright star in the

eagle, whence the three may be inferred to be « (3 and

y Aquilac.

The twenty- third mansion of the moon, called by

the Arabs Bald, consists of two stars in the left hand

of Aquarius. Consequently the Arabian and Hindu

divisions are here at variance.

XXIV. tfhamsVfha, the twenty-fourth asterism, is

represented by a drum or tabor. It comprises four stars,

one of which (the westernmost) is placed in 36o N.

and, according to the Surya sidd'hdnta, Brahmegupta

and the Siromarii, in 2QO° E. though the Grahaldghava

state 286° only. This longitude of the circle of decli

nation, and the distance of the star on it from the eclip-

tick, indicate the Dolphin ; and the four stars probably

are a (3 y and S Delphini. The same constellation is

mentioned by the Jesuit missionaries as corresponding

to Uhanish'fha ^Costabd, p. 51) : and there can be

little doubt, that the ascertainment is correct. The

longitude, stated by Mun'is'wara, (viz. 2g4° 12')

supports the conclusion, though his latitude (26° lb') be

too small. To determine accurately the position of this

Nacshatra is important, as the solstitial colure, accord

ing to the ancient astronomers, passed through the ex

tremity of it, and through the middle of As'Ushd.

The twenty-fourth mansion, called by the Arabs "

Baud, comprises two stars in Aquarius ((3 and £ Aquarii) ;

totally disagreeing with the Hindu division.

*

XXV. Satabhhhd, the twenty-fifth Nacshatra, is a

cluster of a hundred stars figured by a circle. The

principal one, or brightest, has no latitude ; or only a

third, or at the utmost half, a degree of south latitude j

and all the tables concur iri placing it in long. 320°.
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This will suit best with * Aquarii. These hundred

stars may be sought in the stream from the Jar, where

Sir William Jones places the Nacshutra ; and in the

right leg of Aquarius. •

Akhbiyah, the twenty-fifth lunar mansion, is stated

to consist of three stars only, which seem to be the

three in the wrist of the right hand of Aquarius (Hyde's

Com. p. 55). However, it appears from Ulugh Beg's

tables, as well as from Muhammed of Tizins, that

four stars are assigned to this mansion (Hyde, p. 99.

and Com. p. 95.)

The Hindu and Arabian asterisms differ, here less

widely, than in the instances lately noticed : and a

passage, cited by Hyde from Firozabadi, even in

timates the circular figure of the constellatipns (Com.

p. 10).

XXVI. The twenty-sixth of the Indian asterisms/

called the preceding Bhadrapada, consists of two stars

represented by a couch or bed, or else by a double

headed figure ; one of which is placed by Hindu astro

nomers in 24o N. and 325° or 326° E. The only con

spicuous star, nearly in that situation, is the bright

star in Pegasus (« Pegasi) ; and the other may be the

nearest consideration (£ Pegasi) . I should have consi

dered (1 Pegasi to be the second star of this Nacskatra,

were not its yoga or chief star expressly said to be the

most northerly. Mukaddim, the 26th lunar mansion,

consists of the two brightest stars in Pegasus (« and (3 *) ;

and thus the two divisions of the Zodiack nearly con

cur.

XXVII. Two other stars constitute the 27th

lunar mansion named the subsequent Bhadrapada.

They are figured as a twin, or person with a dou-

W" "

* Type's Ulugh Beg, p. 53, and Com. p. 34.
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ble face, or else as a couch. The position of one of

thenj (the most northerly) is stated in 26° or 27° N.

and 337° E. I suppose the bright star in the head of

Andromeda to be meant ; and the other star to be the

one in the extremity of the wing of Pegasus (y Pegasi).

This agrees exactly with the 27th lunar mansion of the

Arabians, called Muakkher. For Ulugh Beg assigns

those stars to it (Hyde, p. 53. Com. p. 34. and 35.)

XXVIII. The last of the twenty-eight asterisms is

named Re'vati, and comprises thirty- two stars figured as

a tabor. All authorities agree, that the principal star,

which should be the southernmost, has no latitude,

and two of them assert no longitude ; but some make

it ten minutes short of the origin of the ecliptick, viz.

35Q9 50'. This clearly marks the star on the ecliptick

in the string of the fishes (£ Piscium) ; and the ascer

tainment of it is important in regard to the adjustment

of the Hindu sphere.

The Arabick name of the 28th mansion, Rishi, sigJ

nifying a cord, seems to indicate a star nearly in the

same position. But the constellation, as described by

Juhari cited by Golius, consists of a multitude of

stars in the shape of a fish, and termed Beirut Ihut ; in

the navel of which is the lunar mansion : and Muham-

med of Tizin, with some others, also makes this lunar

mansion to be the same with Betnulhut, which appears,

however, to be the bright star in the girdle of Andro

meda (|3 Andromedje) ; though others descrihe it as

the northern fish, extending, however, to the horns

6f the ram (Hyde's Com. p. 10, 35, and q6). The

lunar mansion and Indian asterism are, therefore, not

reconcileable in this last instance,

The result of the comparison shows, I hope satis

factorily, that the Indian asterisms, which mark the

divisions of the ecliptick, generally consist of nearly

the same stars, which constitute the lunar mansions of
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the Arabians : but, in a few instances, they essentially

differ. The Hindus have likewise adopted the division

of the Ecliptick and Zodiack into twelve signs or con

stellations, agreeing in figure and designation with

those of the Greeks ; and differing merely in the place

of the constellations, which are carried on the Indian

sphere a few degrees further west than on the Grecian.

That the Hindus took the hint of this mode of dividing

the ecliptick from the Greeks, is not perhaps altogether

improbable : but, if such be the origin of it, they have

not implicitly received the arrangement suggested to

them, but have reconciled and adapted it to their own

ancient distribution of the ecliptick into twenty-seven

parts *.

In like manner, they may have either received or

given the hint of an armillary sphere as an instrument

for astronomical observation : but certainly they have

not copied the instrument which was described by

Ptolsmy ; for the construction differs considerably.

In the Arabick Epitome of the Almagest entitled

Tahriru lmejestii, the armillary sphere (Zat ul halk)

is thus described. " Two equal circles are placed at

right angles ; the one representing the ecliptick, the

other the solstitial colure. Two pins pass through the

poles of the ecliptick ; and two other pins are placed on

the poles of the equator. On the two first pins, are

suspended a couple of circles, moving the one within,

* According to the longitude of the three brightest stars of Aries,

as stated by Ptqlemy, viz. 10° 40', 7° 40' and 6o 40*, (I quote

from an Arabick epitome drf1 the Almagest); the origin of the

ecliptick, in the Greek book which is most likely to have become

known in India, is 6° 20' from the star which the Hindus have se«

lected to mark the commencement of the ecliptick.

t By the celebrated Nasiruwdin Tusi ; from the Arabick ver«

siono!" Ii'hak EiN HuneNj which was revised by Th.\$jT,
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the other without, the "first mentioned circles, and

representing two secondaries of the ecliptick. On the

two other pins a circle is placed, which encompasses the

whole instrument, and within which the different circles

turn : it represents the meridian. Within the inner

secondary of the ecliptick a circle is fitted to it, in the

same plane, and turning in it. This is adapted to

measure latitudes. To this internal circle, two aper

tures, or sights, opposite to each other, and without its

plane, are adapted, like the sights of an instrument for

altitudes. The armillary sphere is complete when con

sisting of these six circles. The ecliptick and seconda

ries are to be graduated as minutely as maybe practica

ble. It is best to place both secondaries, as by some

directed, within the ecliptick, (instead of placing one

of them without it,) that the complete revolution of

the outer secondary may not be obstructed by the pins

at the poles of the equator. The Meridian, likewise,

should be doubled, or made to consist of two circles ;

the external one graduated, and the internal one moving

within it. Thus the pole may be adjusted at its proper

elevation above the horizon of any place. The instrur

ment so constructed consists of seven circles.

" It is remarked, that when the circle, representing

the meridian, is placed in the plane of the true meridian,

so that it cuts the plane of the horizon at right angles,

and one of the poles of the equator is elevated above

the horizon conformably with the latitude of the place ;

then the motions of all the circles rp,und the poles re

present the motions of the universe.

" After rectifying the meridian, if it be wished tQ

observe the sun and moon together, the outer secondary

of the ecliptick must be made to. intersect the ecliptick

at the sun's place for that time : and the solstitial

colure must be moved until the place of intersection be

opposite to the sun. Both circles are thus adjusted

to their true places ; or if any other object, but th^
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sun, be observed, the colure is turned, until the object

be seen in its proper place, on that secondary referred

to the ecliptick ; the circle representing the ecliptick,

being at the same rime in the plane of the true ecliptick

and in its proper situation. Afterwards, the inner se

condary is turned towards the moon (or to any star

intended to be observed), and the smaller circle within

it, bearing the two sights, is turned, until the moon

(or to any star intended to be observed), and the smaller

circle within it, bearing the two sights, is turned, until

the moon be seen in the line of the apertures. The

intersection of the secondary circle and ecliptick is the

place of the moon in longitude ; and the arc of the

secondary, between the aperture and the ecliptick, is

rhe latitude of the moon on either side (North or

South)."

The same instrument, as described by Montucla

from the text of Ptolemy (1. 3. c. 2.*', consists of

six circles : first, a large circle representing the meri

dian ; next, four circles united together, representing

the equator, ecliptick and two colures, and turning

within the first circle on the poles of the equator ; lastly,

a circle turning on the poles of the ecliptick, furnished

with sights and nearly touching, on its concave side,

the circumference of the ecliptick.

The armillary sphere, described by the Arabian

epitomiser, differs, therefore, from Ptolemy's, in omit

ting the equator and equinoctial colure, and adding an

inner secondary of the ecliptick, which, as well as the

meridian, is doubled.

According to Lalande, the astrolabe of Pto

lemy, from which Tychq Brahe derived his equa

torial armillary, consisted only of four circles : two

placed at right angles to represent the ecliptick and

• Hist, des Matbem. 1. p. SOU
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solstitial colure ; a third turning on the poles of the

ccliptickand serving to mark longitudes ; and a fourth,

within the other three, furnished with sights to observe

celestial objects and measure thejr latitudes and longi

tudes *.

Whether the ancient Greeks had any more com

plicated instrument formed on similar principles, and

applicable to astronouiical observations, is perhaps un

certain. We have no detailed description of the instru

ment, which Archimedes is said to have devised to

represent the phenomena and motions of the heavenly

bodies j nor any sufficient hint of its construction -f- ;

nor does Ciceko's account of the sphere exhibited by

Posidonius X suggest a distinct notion of its structure

•

Among the Arabs, no addition is at present known

to have been made to the Armillary sphere, between the

period when the Almagest was translated and the

time of Alhazen, who wrote a treatise of optics, in

» Lamvoe Astron, T, 13, (§2279).

f If Claudian's epigram qii the subject of it was Founded upon

any authority, the instrument must have been a sort of orrery, en

closed in glass.

Viae Claud, epig. Cicero. Ttisc. Q.axs. I. I Nat. Deo. 2. 35.

% Cic. Nat. Deo. 2. 34.

§ Jn the Hfjira year 212, or A. D. 327, by Alhaj;en pen Yvsei

with the ajd of Sergius (Montucla, p. 301) ; or rather by

lif(\% pen Honen, whose death >« placed about the Hfjira year 200

(D'IJebbhlot, p. -15a). According to the Caihfulaun, Ishak's

version was epitomised by Hajai ben 'Yusf.f, by 'J'habit ben

JVABpaHi and by Nabihuddin Tusi. O.her version?, however,

itr§ menfqned : particularly, one by Hajab, said to have been cor-

fpctet! first by Hunen ben Jsha*, and afterwards by Thaeit ; ano

ther by Thabit himself j and a third by Mum bus vaihvah. A

different account is likewise given of the earliest transition of the

Almagf't, which is ascribed to Abu Hisan and Salman, who are

taid tp have completed it, after the failure of other learned men,,

who had previously attended the translation. Mention is also.

1
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which a more complicated instrument, than that of

Ptolemy, is described. Alhazen's armillary sphere

is stated to have been the prototype of Tycho

Beahe's * ; but neither the original treatise, nor the

Latin translation of it, are here procurable ; and I am

therefore unable to ascertain whether the sphere, men

tioned by the Arabian author, resembled that described

by Indian astronomers. At all events, he is more mo

dern -J-, than the oldest of the Hindu writers whom I

shall proceed to quote %.

The construction of the Armillary sphere is briefly

and rather obscurely taught in the Sutya siddlianta.

The following i3 a literal translation.

" Let the astronomer frame the surprising structure

^of the terrestrial and celestial spheres.

" Having caused a wooden globe to be made, [of

such size] as he pleases, to represent the earth ; with

a staff for the axis, passing through the center, and

made of a versiop by Ibh ahim ben Salat, revised by Huben.

Bui none of these translations are anterior to the 9th century of the

Christian era.

* Adhibuit (Tycho) Armillare quoddarn instrumentum, quod

tamen comperi ego positum, et adhibitum olim fuisse ante Tycho.

rem ab Alhazeno, lib. 7. opt. C. 1. prop. 15 et i Vitell. lib. 10.

propos. 4Q. cujus instrument astronomice collocati ope, atque usn,

(vide instrumentum multiplex armillare apud Tycho, in Mechanicij

As:ronomiue) eandem elevationem falsarn 9 scrupulorum invenit,

quam per alia, duo diversa iustrumenta, compererat.

Bestini Aplaria.

t He wrote his treatise on opticks and other works about th<!

year lipo. Biog. Diet. >

% Bhascira flourished in the inidd'e of the twelfth century;

being born, as he himself inf rms us, in the S$ca year 100"3, an

swering to A. D. \Xli. But the $una SUd/imfa ia more anci^n.r.
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exceeding the globe at both ends ; let him place the

supporting hoops *, as also the equinoctial cirele.

" Three circles must be prepared, (divided for

signs and degrees,) the radius of which must agree

with the respective diurnal circles, in proportion to the

equinoctial : the three circles should be placed for the

Ram and following signs, respectively, at the proper

declination in degrees, N. or S. ; the same answer con

trariwise for the Crab and other signs. In like manner,

three circles are placed in the southern hemisphere,

for the Balance and the rest, and contrariwise for Ca

pricorn and the remaining signs. Circles are similarly-

placed on both hoops for the asterisms in both hemi

spheres, as also for Abhijit ; and for the seven Rishis,

Agastya, Brahme and other stars.

" In the middle of all these circles is placed the

equinoctial. At the intersection of that and the sup

porting hoops, and distant from each other half the

signs, the two equinoxes should be determined ; and

the two solstices, at the degrees of obliquity from the

equinoctial ; and the places of the Ram and the rest,

in the order of the signs, should be adjusted by the

strings of the curve. Another circle, thus passing

from equinox to equinox, is named the ecliptick ;

and by this path, the sun, illuminating worlds, forever

travels. The moon and the other planets are seen devi

ating from their nodes in the ecliptick, to the extent of

their respective greatest latitudes [within the Zodiack]."

x The author proceeds to notice the relation of the

great circles before mentioned to the horizon ; and ob

serves, that, whatever place be assumed for the apex

of the sphere, the middle of the heavens for that

• They are the Colures.
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place is its horizon. He concludes by showing, that the

instrument maybe made to revolve with regularity, by

means of a current water ; and hints, that the appear

ance of spontaneous motion may be given, by a con

cealed mechanism, for which quicksilver is to be em

ployed. The manner of using this instrument for

astronomical observations has been already explained

(p. 326).

More ample instruclions for framing an armillary

sphere are delivered in the Sidd'hdnta s'iroman'i. The

passage is too long for insertion in this place ; and I

reserve it for a separate article, on account of the ex

planations which it requires, and because it leads to

the considerations of other topicks *, which cannot be

sufficiently discussed in the present essay. A brief ab

stract of Bha'scaka's description may here suffice.

In the center he places a small globe to represent the

earth encompassed with circles for the orbits of the

planets arranged like the curved lines in a spider's

web. On an axis passing through the poles of the

earth, and prolonged on both sides, a sphere, or as

semblage of circles, is suspended, by means of rings or

tubes adapted to the axis, so that the sphere may move

freely on it. This assemblage of circles comprises a

horizon and equator adjusted for the place, with a

prime vertical meridian, and two intermediate verticals

.(intersecting the horizon at the N. E. and S. W. and

N. W. and S. E points) ; as also the equinoctial colure.

"• Among others, that of the precession of the equinoxes. $ re

specting which different opinions are stated by Bhascara. It ap

pears from what is said by him, that the notion of a libration\,of

the equinoxes has not universally prevailed among Hindu astrono

mers. The corrector opinion of a revolution of the equinoctial

points was advanced by some authors, but has not obtained the

genefal suffrage of Hindu writers on astronomy.

Vol. IX. a a

S. B.OMMAV, Printer, Wood Street, Spa Fieldt.
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Another circle is suspended within this sphere on th«

poles of the horizon, apparently intended to measure

the altitude and amplitude of an object.

Another sphere or assemblage of circles is in like

manner suspended on the pole of the equator. It con

sists of both colures, and the equinoctial, with the

ecliptick adjusted to it ; and six circles for the plane

tary orbits adjusted to the ecliptick ; as also six diurnal

circles parallel to the equinoctial, and passing through

the extremities of the several signs.

This, though not a complete description of Bha's-

cara's armillary sphere, will convey a sufficient notion

of the instrument for the purpose of the present compa

rison ; andwiil justify the remark, that its construction

differs greatly from that of the instrument specified by

Ptolemy.

In the description of the armillary sphere cited from

the Surya sidd hdnta, mention is made of several stars

not included in the asterisms which mark the division*

of the ecliptick. The following table exhibits the po -

sitions of those, and of the few other stars which have

been particularly noticed by Hindu astronomers.
 

iirulime Sidd'kantu

and Sirumanl.

Gra/ia

IAg'hava.

8. Surya

Sidd'hdnta.Sdrvabhanma.

Lat Long. Lat. Long Lat. Long. Lat. Long.

Agatlya, - 77° S. 87" 6" S. 8o° 77" 16 S. «5° 5 So" S. 9°°

Lvbd-haca, f

or (be hunter, V +
S6° 40° S. 8i° 40° 4S 84° 36 40° S, 8o°

Agni - - - 8" N. 53° 8° 14 N. 57° 4 8" N.

JSrahmehridaya 31" N. 46"

61°

jo» 49 N. S8° 36 30" N.

Prajdpati /

or Brahn.a S
39° N. 38*38N. 5°° S3 38° N. 57°

Apdmvatsa 3°N. 3 N. '83° 3° N. 1 80°

Apus 9 N.
i8oc

t The S'calya sankita and Tativa viveca agree with the Siirya-

tidd'hanta as to the positions of the first four stars. They omit the

other three.

1
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According to the

The seven Rishis -

Sdcalya Sanhitd.

Lat.

Cratu . . , r . 55° N.

PtfLAHA 50° N.

PuLASTYA 50° N.

Atri 56° N»

Angiras 570 N.

Vasisht'ha . . . . 6o° N.

Marichi . . . . . . 6o° N.

Here Agastya is evidently Canopus; as LubShaca

is Sirius. Brahmeridaya seems to be Capella, which

was shown, under that Indian name, to Dr. Hunter

at Ujjayint. Agn'i may be the bright star in the northern

horn of the bull ( (3 Tauri) : Prajdfati is perhaps the

star on the head of the waggoner (^Aurigaa). The

distances of the three last mentioned stars from the

ecliptick do not exactly agree with the places stated ;

but no conspicuous stars are found nearer to the as

signed positions : and it may be remarked, that they

are all nearly in the longitude of the Nacshatra Mriga-

s'iras corresponding to the head of Orion ; and that the

latitude, assigned to them by Hindu astronomers, is as

much too small, as that of Mrigas'iras is too great.

The star, mentioned in the Surya sidd'hdnta under

the name of A'pas or water, is doubtless $ Virginis ;

and Apdmvatsa comprises the nebulous stars in the same

constellation, marked b J. 2. 3.

Astronomers gives rules for computing the heliacal

rising and setting of the star Agastya, on account of

* certain religious ceremonies to be performed when that

star appears. Vara'ha Mihira says, "Agastya is

2 A 2
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visible at Vjjayini, when the sun is 7° short of the sign

Virgo." But he afterwards adds, that " the star becomes

visible, when the sun reaches Hasta, and disappears

when the sun arrives at RoUtti" His commentator re

marks, that the author has here followed earlier writers ;

and quotes Pa ra'sara saying, "When the sun is in

Hasta, the star rises ; and it sets when the sun is in

Rohint*." Bhattotpala cites from the five Sld-

d'hdntas a rule ofcomputation, analogous to that, which

will be forthwith quoted from the Bhaswati ; and re

marks, that three periods of Agastya''s heliacal rising

are observed, viz. 8th and 15th of As'w'tm and 8th of

Cart'tca.

The Bhaswati directs the day of Agastyd's Vising

for any particular latitude to be fouud by the following

lule. ' The length of the shadow of a gnomon -j- at

a particular latitude, on the day of the equinox, is mul

tiplied by 25 ; and to the product 900 are added ; the

sum, divided by 225, gives in signs and degrees the

place of the sun, on the day, when Agastya rises or

appears in the south, at the close of night.' The com

mentator adds, that ' the day of the star's setting may

be computed by deducting the sum found as above,

from 1350 ; the difference reduced to signs and degrees,

is the place of the sun, on the day, when Agastya sets

in the southwest.' According to these rules, Agastya

in latitude 26c 34', rises when the sun is in 4s 20° and

sets when the sun is in Is 10°.

The Grahalaghava teaches another method of

Calculation. The length of the shadow of the

gnomon is multiplied by 8, and the product is

t In diftdccimal part*. . . '. . '
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added to 98 for the sun's place in degrees, on the day

when Agastya rises ; or is deducted from 78, to find

the sun's place when that star sets. By this rule, the

star should rise, in latitude 26° 34', when the sun is at

the 26th degree of the lion, and should set when the

sun quits the ram. Accordingly, the Bhavishya and

the Brahmevaivarta Purdnas ordain oblations for Agast

ya three days before the sun reaches the Zodiacal sign

Virgo ; though the inhabitants of the province of Gauras

as observed in the last mentioned Put dm, perform this

ceremony three days earlier.

In regard to the passages above quoted, it may be

remarked, that the rule, stated in the Bhdswati, im

plies the distance of three signs, from the beginning of

Aries, to Agastya, and supposes the star to become vi

sible when distant one sign from the sun. But the

rule, delivered in the Grahaldghava, places the star at

the distance of 88° from the beginning of Mfoha, and

supposes it visible in the right sphere, when 10° distant

from the sun. According to the quotation from Pa*

ha'sara, the right ascension of the star must have

been, in his time, not less than 100° reckoned from

the beginning of Mesha; and the star, rising cosmi-

cally, became visible in the oblique sphere, at the dis

tance of 6o° from the sun ; and disappeared, setting

achronically, when within that distance. Making al

lowance therefore for the star's proper motion, and

change of declination and right ascension, it remains

probable, that Paka'sara's rule was framed for the

north of India, at a period when, the solstitial points

were, as stated by that author, in the middle of Asleshd.

and beginning of Dhanishfha *.

I have purposely reserved for separate consideration

the seven liisf/is, who give name to seven stars an Ursa

f As. Res. vol. 2. p. 3()3.

2 A 3
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major ; not only because their positions are not stated

by Brahmegupta, Bha'scara, and the Suryasid-

d'hdnta, but also because the authors, who give their

positions, ascribe to them a particular motion, or va

riation of longitude, different from other stars, and

apparently unconnected with the precession of the equi

noxes.

Vara'ha Mihira has a chapter in the Vdrdhisanhitd

expressly on the subject of this supposed motion of the

Rishis. He begins by announcing the intention of

stating their revolution conformably with the doctrine

ofVridd'ha Garga, and proceeds as follows : " When

king Yud'hist'hira ruled the earth, the Munis were

in Maghd, and the period of the era of that king is

2526 years. They remain for a hundred years in each

asterism, being connected with that particular Nacsha-

tra, to which, when it rises in the east, the line of

their rising is directed *."

The commentator, Bhattotpala, supports the

text of his author by quotations from Vridd'ha Garga

and CaVyapa. " At the junction of the Cali and

Dwdpar ages, says Gakga, " the virtuous sages, who

delight in protecting the people, stood at the asterism,

Over which the Pttris preside." That is at Maghd.

" The mighty sages," says CaVyapa, "abide during

According to a different reading noticed by the commentator, the

concluding hemistich signifies " they constantly rise in the north-

least; together with Ahund'hati."

v.
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a hundred years in each asterism, attended by the vir

tuous Arund'hatL"

The author next states the relative situation of the

seven Rishis, with Arund'hati near her husband

Vasisht'ha : and the remainder of the Chapter is

devoted to astrology.

The revolution of the seven Rishis, and its periods,

are noticed in Purdnas. The following passage is from

the Sri Bhdgavata *.

"From your birth (Paricshit is addressed by

Su'ca) to the inauguration of Nanda, 1115 years

will elapse.

< " Of the seven Rishis, two are first perceived, rising

in the sky ; and the asterism, which is observed to be

at night even with the middle of those stars, is that,

with which the Rishis are united, and they remain so

during a hundred years of menw In your time, and at

this moment, they are situated in Maghd.

"When the splendor of Vishnu, namedCRisHNA,

departed for heaven, then did the Cali age, during

which men delight in sin, invade the world. So long

as he continued to touch the earth with his holy feet ;

so long the Cali age was unable to subdue the world.

" When the seven Rishis were in Maghd, the Cali

age comprising 1200 [divine] years -f- began; and

when, from Maghd, they shall reach Purvdshdd'ha,

then will this Cali age attain its growth under Nanda

and his successors."

* Book 12. C. 2.

t 432000 common years.

2 A 4
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The commentator Sri'd'hara Swa'mi remarks,

that the constellation, consisting of seven stars, is in

the form ofa wheeled carriage. Mari'chi, he observes,

is at the extremity ; and next to him, Vasisht'ha in

the arched part of the yoke ; and beyond him Angiras :

next to whom are four stars in a quadrangle : Atri at

the northeast corner ; south of him PulastyA ; next

to whom is Pulaha ; and Cratu is north of the last.

Such being their relative position, the two stars, which

rise first, are Pulaha and Cratu ; and whichever

asterism, is in a line south from the middle of those

stars, is that with which the seven Rishis are united ;

and they so remain for 100 years.

A similar passage is found in the Jrishnu Put ana *,

and a similar exposition of it is given by the commenta

tor Ratnagarbha : but the period, there stated to

elapse between the birth of Paricshit and the inau

guration of Nanda, is 1015 years only.

The Matsya Puraua contains a passage to the like

effect ; but allows 1050 years from the birth of Pa-,

ricshit to the inauguration of Maha'padma : and

the seven Rishis are stated as being in a line with the

constellation sacred to fire (that \%-Crittica), 836 years

later, in the time of the Andhra kings.

In the Brahme sidShanta of Sa'calya, deno

minated from its reputed author Sacatya sanhita, the

supposed motion of the seven Rishis is thus no

ticed \ : 'At thecommencemeat of thejuga, Cratu

was near the star sacred to Vishnu (SravandJ, at

the beginning of the asterism. Three degrees east of

him, was Pulaha; and Pulastya, at ten degrees

. "~ ■ t -

* Part 4. Ch. 23. v. 32. &c.

t Prasna 2. ch. 2.
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from this ; Atri followed at three degrees from the

last; and Angiras, at eight degrees from him; next

came Vas'isht'ha, at the distance of seven degrees;

and lastly Maricht at ten. Their motion is eight

Uptas (minutes) in a year. Their distances from the

ecliptick, north, were respectively 55°, 50°, 50°, 56°,

57°, CiO°, and 60°. For, moving in the north into dif

ferent positions, the sages employ 2700 years in revolv

ing through the assemblage of asterisms : and hence

their positions may be easily known at any particular

time."

Lalla, cited by Mitnis'wara in his gloss on the

Siromani, says " If the number of years of the Call age,

less fourteen, be divided by 100, the quotient, as the

wise declare, shows the asterisms traversed by Marichi

and other celestial sages, beginning from the asterism

of Viranchi (Brahma)."

Here Lalla is generally understood to mean R&hinf,

which is sacred to Prajdpati (or Brahma). But Mu-

Nfs'wARA has remarked, in another place, that Lalla

may intend Abhijit which is sacred to VicThi or Brahma ;

and consequently may mean S'ravarid, of which AbJiijit

forms a part : and thus Lalla and Sa'calya may be

reconciled.

Most of the commentators on the Surya sidrfhanta

and Siromani are silent on the subject of the seven

Rishis. But Nrisinha, in his Vdrtica to the Vdsand

Bhdshya or gloss on the Siromani, quotes and expounds,

the Sdcalya Sanhitd, and rejects Vara'ha's rule of

computation, as disagreeing with Purdnas. MunIs'-

wara, in his commentary on the Siromarii, cites some

of the passages above noticed, and remarks, that

Bha'scara has omitted this topick on account of con

tradictory opinions concerning it, and because it is of

no great use.
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The same author, in his own compilation entitled

S'tdd'hanta Sdrvabhauma, has entered more fully into

this subject. He observes, that the seven Rishis are

not, like other stars, attached by spikes to the solid

ring of the ecliptick, but revolve in small circles round

the northern pole of the ecliptick, moving by their

own power in the ttherial sphere above Saturn, but

below, the sphere of the stars. He places the Rishis in

the same relative positions, which Sa'calya had as

signed to them ; slates in other terms the same dis

tances from the ecliptick, and the same annual motion ;

and directs their place to be computed by deducting

600 from the years of the Cali age, doubling the re

mainder and dividing by fifteen : the quotient, in de

grees, is divided by 30, to reduce it into signs. Mu-

nis'waka supports this mode of calculation on the au

thority of Sa-'calya, against Vara'ha mihira and

Lalla ; and affirms, that it agrees with the phenomena,

as observable at the period of his compilation. It ap

pears, however, to be a correction of Sa'calya's rule.

Camala'cara, in the Tatwoviveca, notices the

Opinion delivered in the Sidd'hanta Sarvabhauma ; but

observes, that no such motion of the stars is percepti

ble. Remarking, however, that the authority of the

Purarias and Sanhitas, which affirm their revolution,,

is incontrovertible, he reconciles faith and experience

by saying, that the stars themselves are fixed ; but the

seven Rishis are invisible deities, who perform the

stated revolution in the period specified.

If Camala'cara's notion be adopted, no difficulty

remains : yet it can hardly be supposed, that Vara'ha

MimuAand Lalla intended to describe revolutions of

invisible beings. If then it be allowed, that they have

attributed to the stars themselves an imaginary revolu-r

tion grounded on an erroneous theory, a probable inr

ference may be thence drawn as to the period when

those authors lived, provided one position be conr
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ceded : namely, that the rules, stated by them, gave a

result not grossly wrong at the respective periods when

they wrote. Indeed it can scarcely be supposed, that

authors, who, like the celebrated astronomers in ques

tion, were not mere compilers and transcribers, should

have exhibited rules of computation, which did not ap

proach to the truth, at the very period when they were

proposed.

If this reasoning be admitted, it would follow, that

Vara'ha mihiiia composed the VdraM sanhita about

2,800 years after the period assigned by him to the com

mencement of the reign of Yudhisht'hira, or near

the close of the third century after the expiration of

Yudhisht'hira's era as defined by him. For the

circle of declination passing between Cratu and Pu-

laha (the two first of the seven Rishis), and cutting

the ecliptick only 1° short of the beginning of Maghd,

was the solstitial colure, when the equinox was near the

beginning of Crit tied ; and such probably was the rea

son of that line being noticed by ancient Hindu astro

nomers. It agrees with the solistitial colure on the

sphere of Eudoxus, as described by Hipparchus**

A similar circle of declination, passing between the same

stars, intersected the ecliptick at the beginning of

* Hipfabchus tells us, that Eudoxus drew the colure of the

solstices, through the middle of the Great Bear; and the middle of

Cancer; and the neck of Hydrus; and the star between the poop

aud mast of Argo; and the tail of the South Fish ; and through the

middle of Capricorn, and of Sagitta ; and through the neck and

right-wing of the Swan ; and the left-hand of Cepheus : and that

he drew the equinoctial colure through the left-hand of Arctophy-

lax ; and along the middle of his body; and cross the middle of

Chelaj; and through the right-hand and fore-knee of the Centaur;

and through the flexure of Eridauus and head of Cetus ; and the

back of Aries across, and through the head and right-hand of Per

seus." Sik I. Newton's Chronology, §. 29. Hipfarch. ad Phawom,

in Pttavii Uranokgia, p. 207, 208. Bailly, Ast. Anc. p. 500".

Costarp, p. 130*.
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hlagha when the solstitial colure was at the middle of

2tstish&% and a like circle passed through the next as-

terism, when the equinox corresponded with the first

point of Mesha. An astronomer of that period, if he

were apprized of the position assigned to the same stars

by Gakga reputed to have been the priest of Crishna

and the Pdrtdus, might conclude with Vara'ha mi-

hira, that one revolution had been completed, and

that the stars had passed through one Nacshatra of the

second revolution. In corroboration of this inference

respecting the age of Vara'ha mihira's astrological

treatise, it may be added, that he is cited by name in

the Pancha tatitra, the original of the fables of Pilpay,

which were translated for Nushirva'n more than 120O

years ago *.

The theory being wholly unfounded, Vara'ha

mihira's rule of computation soon ceased to agree with

fhe phenomena, and other rules have been successively

introduced by different authors, as Lalla, Sa'calya

and lastly MunJs'wara ; whose rule, devised less than

two hundred years ago, does not yet grossly betray its

insufficiency.

Tins pretended revolution of the stars of Ursa Major

is connected with two remarkable epochas in Indian

jhronology ; the commencement of the Caliyuga, or

sinful age, in the reign of Yud'hisht'hira ; and its

prevalence, on the failure of the succession of Cshatriya

princes, and establishment of a different dynasty, 1015

years after the birth of Pabicshit, according to tho

Vishnu PurAna ; or 1115 years, according to the

fihdgavata\ but 1 498 years, if a correction, which

has been proposed by SrId'hara Swami and spme

other commentators, be admitted. This subject has

* Preface to the Sanscrit edition of \ht Uit'fadtsa. p. if.
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been already noticed by Capt. Wilforb m his essay

on Vicrama'dxtya ; and it is, therefore, unnecessary

to enlarge upon it in this place. »

It has been noticed, towards the beginning of the

present essay, that the principal star of each Natshalra,

is denominated Yogatara. Perhaps it may not be su

perfluous to caution the reader against confounding

theseyoga stars with theyogas, of which a list is inserted

in Sir W. Jones's Treatise on the Indian Zodiack *.

They are mentioned by him as divisions of the eclip-

tick : but it will presently appear, that they cannot in

•strictness be so denominated. Their principal purpose

regards astrology ; but they are also employed in regu

lating certain moveable feasts ; and they are of such

frequent use, that every Indian Almanack contains a

column specifying theyoga for each day, with the hour

of its termination.

The yoga is nothing else than a mode of indicating

the <sum of the longitudes of the sun and moon. The

rule for its computation, as given in the Silrya Sid-

d'hanta, Bhasivati and Qralia laghava, directs, that the

longitude of the sun be added to the longitude of the

moon ; and the sum, reduced to minutes, is to be

divided by 800 (the number of minutes in 13a 20') :

the quotient exhibits the elapsed yogas, counted from

Fishcumbha It is obvious therefore, that the yogas,

are twenty-seven divisions of 36o°of a great circle, mea^

* As Res. vol. 2, p. 302.

t I Vishcumbha. 2 Pr'iti. 3 Ayushmat. 4 SaubMgya. 3

Sobhana. 6 Atigaada. 7 Sucarman. 8 Dhriti. 9 Siila. -10

Gandi. llVridd'hi. 12 Dhruva. 13 Vydghata. 14 Hershana,

15 Vajra. 10 Sidd'hi. 17 Vyatipata. 18 Variyas. 19 Parigha.

20 Siva. 21 Sidd'ha. 22 Sadhya, 23 Subha. 24 Sucla, 25

Brahman. 26 Aindra. 27 Vaidliriti.
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sured upon the ecliptick. But, if they be represented

on a circle, it must be a moveable one in the plane of

the ecliptick.

Astologers also reckon twenty-eight_yo§w, which

correspond to the twenty-eight Nacshatras or divisions

of the moon's path ; varying, however, according to

the day of the week. As the Indian Almanacks some

times appropriate a column to the moon'syoga for each

day, I shall insert in a noie a list of these yogas, with

the rule by which they are determined *.

• 1 Ananda. 2 Cdladanda. 3 Dhumra. 4 Prajapati. 6

Saumya. 6 Dhwancsha. 7 Dhwaja. 8 Srivatsa. Q Vajra. 10

Mudgara. 11 Ch'hatra. 12 Maitra. 13 Manasa. 14 Padma.

15 Larnbuca. 16 Utpata. 17 Mrityu. 18 Cana. 19 Sidd'hi.

20 Subha. 21 Amrita. 22 MusiUa, 23 Gada. 24 Matanga.

25 Racshasa. 26 Chara. 27 St'hira. 28 Pravard'-ha.

The foregoing list is extracted from the RatnamaU of SkIpati.

He adds the rule by which theyigas are regulated. On a Sunday,

the Nacskatras answer to the yogas, in their natural order; viz.

Aswitii to Ananda, Bharani to Calandanda, Sec. But, on a Monday,

the first yoga (Ananda) corresponds to Mrigdsiras, the sesond to

Ardrd, and 'so forth. On a Tuesday, the Nacshaira, which answers

to the first yoga, is Ashsha ; on Wednesday, Hasta; on Thursday,

Anuradha; on Friday, Uttarrhhad'da ; and on Saturday, Satabhisha.

Almanacks usually contain another set of astrological divisions

of the lunar month, which it may be proper to explain. They are

denominated Carana ; and consist of seven variable and four inva

riable, as in the subjoined list.

Variable Caranas. Invariable Cardnas.

1 Bava.

2 Balava.

3 Caulava.

4 Taitila.

5 Gara.

rj . Vanij.

1 Vjshti.

1 Sacuni.

2 Chatushpad.

3 Naga.

4 Cintughna.
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Another topick, relative to the Zodiack, and con

nected with astrology, remains to be noticed. I al

lude to the Dreshcanas answering to the Decani of Eu

ropean Astrologers. The Hindus, like the Egyptians

and Babylonians, from whom that vain science passed

to the Greeks and Romans, divide each sign into three

parts, and allot to every such part a regent exercising

planetary influence under the particular planet whom

he there represents.

The description of the 36 Drfohcanas is given to

wards the close of Vara'hamihiba's treatise on the

casting of nativities, entitled Vrihat Jataca. It is here

translated conformably with the gloss of Bhattotpa-

i-a : omitting, however, some variations in the reading

of the text, which are noticed by him ; but which can

be of no use, unless occasion should arise for reference

to them in comparing the description of the Dreshcanas

with some amulet or ancient monument in which the

Decani may be supposed to be figured. Even for that

purpose, the following description will probably suffice.

1. [Mass] A man with red eyes, girt round the

waist, with a white cloth, of a black complexion, as

formidable as able to protect, holds a raised battle-axe.

1. [The Sun] A female clad in red apparel,

with her mind fixed on wearing ornaments, having

a mare's head, and a belly like a jar, thirsty and

They answer successively to half a Ti'thi or lunar day ; Cvitughna

being always assigned to the first half of the first TYthi; and the

variable Carantis afterwards succeedingeach other regularly, through

eight repetitions : they are followed by the three remaining invaria

ble Caratiat, which conclude the month ; ChatuhpAd and Naga ap

pertaining to Amivasya or the new moon, and Sacuni being appru-

priated to the latter half of the preceding Tit'hi.
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resting on one foot, is exhibited by Yavana as the fi

gure of the DrSslfcdtia in the middle of Misha *.

3. [Jupiter] A fierce and wrathful man, conver

sant with arts, of a tawny complexion, solicitous of

action, but unsteady in his resolves, holds in his hands

a raised stick, and wears red clotlies. He is the third

in the tripatite division of Mesha.

4. [Venus] A woman with hair clipped and curled,

a body shaped like a jar, her clothes burnt, herself

thirsty, disposed to eat, and fond of ornaments : such

is the figure of the first in Vrishabha.

5. [Mercury] A man with the head of a goat, and

a shoulder like a bull, clothed in dirty apparel, skilful

in regard to the plough and the cart, acquainted with

field, grain, house, and kine, conversant with arts ;

and, in disposition, voracious.

6. [Saturn] A man with a body vast as an ele

phant's, and feet great as a Sarabhd's with white

teeth and a tawny body, his mind busied upon the wool

of wild sheep, occupies the extremity of the sign Taurus.

7. [Mercury] Such as are conversant wich the sub

ject, declare the first in the tripartite partition of the

third sign, to be a woman fond of working with the

, needle, beautiful, delighting in ornaments, childles*,

amorous, and with her arms elevated.

8. [Venus] In the .middle of the

sign Gemini is a man, with the face

T 6 t p A l a expounds this '* declared by Y a v a n c H A r V a"

I A monster with eight legs, who destroys elephants,
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of a Garud'a *, standing in a grove : he is an archer

clad in armour, and holds a bow, he meditates on sport,

his children, ornaments, and wealth.

9. [Saturn] At the end of the sign Gemini is a man

decorated with ornaments, having as many gems as the

ocean contains ; clad in armour and furnished with bow

and quiver ; skilled in dance, musick, and song, and

practising poetry.

10. [The Moon] The wise declare the first in Can

cer to be an animal with the body of an elephant, the

feet of a Sarabha, a boar's head and horse'3 neck, stand

ing in a grove under a Sandal-wood tree-f-, and up

holding leaves, root, and fruit.

11. [Mars] In the middle of the sign Cancer, a

woman, in prime of youth, with blossoms of lotos on

her head, attended by a serpent, cries, while standing

in a forest, resting against the branch ofa Paldsa % tree.

12. [Jupiter] Last in Cancer is a man with his head

inclined ; he is decorated with golden ornaments, and,

embarking on a vessel and encompassed by serpents

[twined round him,] he traverses the ocean to seek or

naments for his wife.

13. [The Sun] A vulture and shakal stand on a

cotton tree § : a dog is near : and a man, in a squalid

dress, laments for his father and mother : this repre

sentation is pronounced to be the first of the Lion.

14. [Jupiter] A man formed like a horse, bearing

on his head a garland of yellowish white flowers, wears

a leather dress : unconquered like a Lion ; armed with
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a bow ; and distinguished by a hooked nose, he is

placed in the middle of Leo.

15. [Mars] The third in the tripartite division of

Leo, is a man having the head of a bear, with a long

beard and curled hair ; in disposition similar to an ape ;

and holding a staff, fruits, and flesh.

16. [Mercury] A damsel, bearing a jar filled with

blossoms, (her person clothed in apparel soiled with

dirt,) solicitous for the union of dress with opulence,

is going towards the family of her spiritual parent : such

is the first of Virgo.

17. [Saturn] A man of a dark complexion, with

a cloth on his head, holds a pen, and is casting up ac

counts of receipts and disbursements : he bears a large

bow, and his body is covered with hair : he is placed

in the middle of the sign.

18. [Venus] A woman of a fair complexion, dressed

in bleached silk, tall, holding in her hand a jar and

ladle ; is devoutly going towards a temple of the gods :

the wise pronounce this to be the last of Virgo.

19. [Venus] A man is proceeding along the mid

dle of a highway ; holding a balance, and having

weights in his hand ; he is skilled in measuring and

meting, and meditates on commodities and their prices.

The Yavanas declare this form to be first of Libra *.

20. [Saturn] A man with the head of a vultuFe,

carrying a water pot, is anxious to proceed, being hun

gry and thirsty ; in thought, he visits his wife and son .

He is middlemost of the balance-bearer (Libra. J

signify " Yavana declares;" for the plural is used in Sanscrit re

spectfully : and Bhattbtpala has before expounded as in

tending Yavanacharya : but a different explanation occurs a little

lower.
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1\. [Mercury] A man, in figure like an ape,

adorned with gems, bearing a golden quiver and armour,

and carrying fruits and flesh, is scaring deer, in a fo

rest : such is the figure exhibited by the Yavanas *.

ments, comes from the great ocean, to the shore ; she

has fallen from her place ; round her feet are serpents

entwined ; but she is pleasing. Such is the first of the

sign Scorpio.

23. [Jupiter] A woman, with a body like a tor

toise and a jar, and with serpents entwined round her

person, is solicitous to prepare local comforts for her

husband. This figure the wise pronounce to be the

middle one of Scorpio.

24. [The Moon] The last of the Scorpion is a lion

with a large and stooping head resembling that of a

tortoise ; he guards the place where Sandal-wood grows,

terrifying dogs, deer, boars, and shakals.

25. [Jupiter] An animal with the body of a horse

and head of a man, holding a large bow, stands near a

hermitage and devoutly guards the implements of sa

crifice : such is the first of the three divisions of the

bow (Sagittarius.)

. 26. [Mars] A pleasing female, of golden com

plexion like the Champaca-\, moderately handsome,

sits on a throne, distributing marine gems. This is de

scribed as the middle division of the bow.

27 . [The Sun] A man with a long beard, of a com-

• H^T'I^^le-H* Which Bhattotpala expounds " de-

 

woman, without clothes or orna-

 

clared by the ancient Yai

t Michelia Charapaca.

 

2 B 2
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plexion yellow like the Champaca, is sitting on a throne

with a staff in his hand : he wears silk raiment and a

deer's skin. Such is the third figure of the ninth sign.

28. [Saturn] A man, of a terrible aspect, with the

body of a hog, hairy, having tusks like a Macara *,

holds a yoke, a net, and fetters. He is first of Capri

corn.

29. [Venus] In the middle of Macara is a woman 1

skilled in musick, with eyes large like the petals of the

lotos, and with a dark complexion. She seeks various

things : she is decorated with jewels ; and wears metal-

lick ornaments in her ears.

30. [Mercury] A man, shaped like a Cinnara'f;

clothed in a woolen cloth, and furnished with quiver,

bow, and armour, bears on his shoulder a jar adorned

with gems : he is last of the sign Macara.

31. [Tae Sun] The first of the jar (Aquarius)

is a man with the head of a vulture, clothed in silk and

wearing an antolope's hide with a woolen cloth : his

mind is busied in obtaining oil, ardent spirits, water,

and food.

32. [Mercury] In a burnt carriage, a woman clad

in soiled apparel, bearing vessels on her head, is col

lecting metals in a forest containing cotton trees.

33. [Venus] A man of a dark complexion, with

hairy ears, adorned with a diadem, carries and tran

sports vases with articles of metal, and with bark, leaves,

gum, and fruit. He is last of Cumbha.

* A sea monster. Perhaps the Narwhal may be intended,

t A human figure with the head of a horse.
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34. [Jupiter] The first of the fish [Pisces] navi

gates the sea "in search of ornaments for his wife : he

has jewels, and his hands are full of vessels used in sa

crifice, together with pearls, gems, and shells.

35. [The Moon] A woman, surpassing in com

plexion the blossom of the Champaca, ascends a ship

with lofty masts and flags ; and approaches the shore

of the sea, accompanied by her retinue. This is de

clared by sages to be the second in the tripartite division

of Mt/ia.

36. [Mars] Near a cavern, in a forest, a naked

man, with serpents entwined round his body, and tor

mented by robbers and fire, laments. He is the last

of the fish.

Arabian astronomers in like manner divide each

sign of the Zodiack into three parts, denominated

Wajeh *) or in the plural Wujuh (oj^j), which

severally belong to the different planets * thence called

Bab ul wajeh. The proper import of the term is

face or countenance ; agreeing with the Greek Upo'cu-nov,

which is similarly employed in this acceptation \.

The near correspondence of the Daresh'carias with

the Decani of Roman authors and Swxvoi of Grecian

writers will be evident from the following passage of

Manilius, supported by quotations from other au

thors, which I shall insert on the faith of Saumaise % ;

the original works, from which they are taken, not

being here procurable.

* In the following order, beginning from Aries : viz Mars, the

Sun, Venus, Mercury, the Moon, Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, the Snn,

&c. Ikhviamt'l Sofa.

t Firmici Mathesis seu Astron. vide infra.

% Salmasii Pliniance Exjrcitationes, p. 652.

2 B 3
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Manilius says *

Quam partem decimam dixere Decania gentes ;

A numero nomen positurn est, quod partibus astra

Condita tricenis propria sub sorte feruntur,

Et tribuunt detiai in se coeuntibus astris,

Inque vicem terris habitantur sidera Signis.

Heph^estion expressly declares ■jf, that " each sign

of the Zodiack is divided into three Decani comprising

ten degrees each : the first division of Aries is named

Chontare ; the second Chontachre, and the third Sicet."

Firmicus differs in the names, and does not allow

ten complete degrees to each Decanus. Thus, in the

sign Aries, the three first degrees are, according to

him, unappropriated ; the five next belong to the first

Decanus Asitan, the next nine are vacant ; and the four

following appertain to the second Decanus Senacher :

five degrees are again unoccupied ; and the four last

belong to the third Decanus Sentacher

We learn from Psellus§ that the several Decani

were figured with different attributes and dresses ; and,

from Demophilus and Firmicus || that they repre

sented the planets. The first appertained to Mars ;

* Lib. 4. 29S—302.

it Salmasii Plin. Exerc. p. <}53.

§ Eiiri yxp iv ixds-(0 tuv £ta$!av rpi7; xxliiXiypivot StxMtS

voiMXopopQoi, 0 ft.iv xone%wv -mXikw, i J' £i? ceAAo r» ta^fjux-

TKr/j.cvos £ix<x<rf/.a. uv a' ra aSri roi <rp^n'jot«I« tax-ruAiW

tyyXvtytif <r<piv$ovais aVorporaia Stivuv Qxvrureroti. Txvrcc

(Atv evv 0 TevKpog ■na.r ixuvov we/htIoi t« fiiTtugix.

II Primum w^oo-uttov est is planeta cujus signum est : secundum

nrpotraiirov planeta sequens : et sic deinceps. Aries est Martis pri

mum zrpoauirov, secundum Solis, tertium Veneris, juxta seriem

prrairtium. This agrees precisely with the Arabian <xs*j
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the second to the Sun ; and the third to Venus (the

Hindu author says Jupiter).

This astrological notion was confessedly received

from foreign nations. The doctrine seems to be as

cribed by Firmicus to Nekepso king of Egypt*;

and Psellus cites a Babylonian author, whom he calls

Teucer ; and who is also noticed by Porphyrius :

besides, the name* of the Decani, stated by Heph.es-

tion and Firmicus, are decidedly barbarous. It was

not, therefore, without reason, that Saumaise and

KiRcher sought a derivation of the word Decanus it

self from a foreign language. It cannot be deduced,

as Scaliger proposes, from the similar term for an

inferior officer commanding ten men ; since this of

fice and its designation were first introduced later than

the time of Manilius, by whom the astrological term

is employed; and Porphyrius expressly affirms that

the word was used by those whom he denominates

"ancients J." Huet, not concurring in either of the

opinions abovementioned, supposes the term to have

been corruptly formed by the astrologers of Alexandria

from the Greek numeral with a Latin termination

If this be admitted, it still remains not improbable that

some affinity of sound, in the Egyptian or in the Chal-

daick name, may have suggested the formation of this

corrupt word.

The Sanscrit name apparently comes from the same

source. I do not suppose it to be originally Sanscrit ;

since, in that language, it bears no etymological sig

nification. For the same reason, it is likely, that the

astrological doctrine itself may be exotick in India.

• Sic et Nekepso jEgypti justissimus Imperator, et Astrologus

valde bonus, peripsos Decanos omnia vitia valetudinesque collegit,

ostendens quam valetudinem quis Decanus efficeret, &c.

t Erant Decani den s militibus propositi. Vtget.1.%.

J 'Ojj ticix? ma.> irrav Sixxvois 01 zraAaioi.

$ Huetii animadveisioncs ad Manilium. Lib* iv. v. IQ8.

1 B 4
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One branch of astrology, entitled Tajaca, has been

confessedly borrowed from the Arabians : and the tech- ,

pical terms used in it, are, as I am informed by Hindu

astrologers, Arabick. The casting of nativities, though

its practice is of more ancient date in India, may also

have been received from Western astrologers ; Egyp

tians, Chaldeans, or even Greeks. If so, it is likely,

that the Hindus may have received astronomical hints

at the same time.

. By their own acknowledgment *, they have culti

vated astronomy for the sake of astrology ; and they

may have done so, with the aid of hints received from

the same quarter, from which their astrology is derived.

In the present instance Vara'ha mihira himself, as

interpreted by his commentator, quotes the Yavanas

(meaning perhaps Grecian authors), in a manner which

indicates, that the description of the Dreshcanas is

borrowed from them.

The name of Yavana'cha'rya, who is cited by

Bhattotpala, would not be alone decisive. He is

frequently quoted by Hindu astronomers : and it is

possible, though by no means certain, that, under this

name, a Grecian or an Arabian author may be intended.

To determine that point, it will be requisite (unless

the work attributed to him be recovered; to collect all

the passages, in which Yavan'acha'rya is cited by

Sanscrit authors ; and to compare the doctrines ascribed

to him with those of the Grecian and Arabian writers

on Astronomy. Not being prepared for such a disquisi

tion, I shall dismiss this subject, for the present, with

out offering any positive opinion on the question, which

has been here proposed. • •

* Bhascaha expressly says, " By ancient astronomers, the pur

pose of the science is declared to be judicial astrology ; and that,

indeed, depends on the influence of configura tions ; and these, on

the apparent places of the planets."

Gbldd'hyaya. 1, y. 6,
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On Olibanum or Frankincense,

BY H. T. COLEBROOKE, ESQ.

It is generally agreed, that the Gum-resin, called

Olibanum, is the Frankincense which was used by the

Ancients in their religious ceremonies. But there is

not the same agreement as to the plant supposed to pro

duce it. Linnaeus has referred it to a species of Ju

niper * : and accordingly botanists of his school and

the Chemical writers concur in affirming, that Oli

banum is the produce of the Lycian Juniper. But this

tree is a native of the south of France, as well as the

Levant and Siberia : and the French Botanists deny,

that it yields the resinous Gum in question § ; and re

mark, that Linnaeus made the assertion without proof.

Their remark is, I believe, well founded. No proof

appears to have been alledged ; and both Niebuhr

and Bruce considered rt as an undecided question,

which they endeavoured, though unsuccessfully, to in

vestigate || . I therefore apprehended, that the evidence,

• His pupil Gahn, in a treatise on officinal plants, written and

published in 1753, and inserted in Fund. Bot. vol. 2, has so stated

it, without specifying the species. This was probably grounded on.

the Materia Medica of Linnjeus published in 1 749. Murray cites

that work of Linn.eus, for the observation, that it is yet uncertain'

whether Olibanum be produced from the Juniperus Lycia. Appar.

Medic. T. 1. p. 55.

t Martyn's Botan. Diet.

t Fourcroy, Syst. Chim. T. 8. p. 30. Thompson, 4. p. 344.

§ Les botanistes ignorent quel est l'arbre d'ou decoule cette r6«

sine precieuse, LirmsEUs a avauct, sans preuve, qu'elle etoit pro-

duite par une espece de genevrier.

Diet. D'Hist. Nat. published in 1803.

|| Niebuhr says, "We could learn nothing of the tree, from

which incense distils; and Mr. Forskal does not mention it. I

know, that it is to be fjund in a part of Hadramaut, where it 11

called Oliban." (Eng. Transl. vol. 2. p. 350.)
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which will be adduced for a different tree, is not op

posed to any arguments of strength in favour of the Ly-

cian Juniper.

A great degree of obscurity has always hung over this

subject. We learn from Theophrastus and from

Pliny *, that the Greek writers differed in their de

scription ofthe tree ; Pliny adds, that the information

contained in the volume addressed by King Juba to C.

CiESAR, grandson and adopted son of Augustus, was

inconsistent with other accounts ; and further remarks,

that the Ambassadors, who came to Rome from Arabia

in his own time, had rendered the whole matter more

uncertain than ever. The information, obtained in

modern times from Arabia, is not more satisfactory.

Olibanum is named Lubdn and Cundur by the

Arabs. But, Benzoin having been introduced into

general use, as incense, in place of Olibanum, the name

of Lubdn has been appropriated to that fragrant balsam,

and the Muhammedan writers of India, on Materia

Medica, apply only the term Cundur to Olibanum.

The author of the Mekhzenuladviyeh, under this head,

states Cundur as Arabick, or according to other opinions

Persian,and equivalent to the Syriack Labuniyd(\Sjjd.)

He describes the drug as the gum of a thorny plant, a

yard high, with leaves and seed resembling the myrtle.

It grows, he says, on the mountains of Shahar and Ye

men. He, however, adds, that the plant is said to be

found in some parts of India. The Tohfut id fnum'min

gives a similar description (excepting the remark last

quoted ;) and so does the Arabian author Abulfadli

cited by the French translator of Pliny \,

• Pliny, 12. 14. Theophrastus Hist. Plant. Q. 2.

t Puinsinet. Pans 177 1. tum- 4- P- 53'1'
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From the Hebrew Lebonah or Arabick Luban, the

Greeks obtained their names for the tree and the gum,

Libanos and Liba?iotos. They seem likewise to have

been acquainted with the term of Cundur, from which

Xnh©* is probably derived.

The Hindu writers on Materia Mcdica notice a fra

grant resinous gum, under the name of Cunduru, which

their grammarians consider as a Sanscrit word, and ac

cordingly state an etymology of it from a Sanscrit root.

They concur in declaring it to be the produce of the

Sallact, a tree which they affirm to be vulgarly called

Soldi. The tree, which is known by that name, was

examined by Dr. Huntbr on his journey to Ujjayini ;

and by me on a journey to Nagpur : and it has been

figured and described by Dr. Roxburgh, who has

named it Boswellia Serrata. His description follows.

Boswellta Serrata, Roxb.

Gen. Char. Calyx beneath, 5—toothed. Corol 5

petaled. Nectary a crenulated, fleshy cup, sur

rounding the lower part of the germ, with stamens

inserted on its outside. Capsule 3—sided, 3—celled,

3—valved. Seeds solitary, membrane-winged.

Spec. Char. Leaves pinnate ; leaflets serrate, downy.

Racemes simple, axillary. Petals ovate. Filaments

inserted on the exterior margin of the nectary.

A large tree, a native of the mountains of India. A

most fragrant resin is collected from wounds made in

the bark, &c.

Leaves crowded about the extremities of the branchlets,

pinnate with a single terminal one.

Leaflets sessile,, sometimes opposite, sometimes ajterr

nate, in general about 10 pair, obliquely-ovate,

oblong, obtuse, serrate, villous ; length about an

inch, or an inch and a half.
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Petioles round, downy.

Racemes axillary, simple, shorter than the leaves,

downy.

Bracts minute.

Flowers numerous, very pale pink, small.

Calyx five lobed *, downy.

Corol, petals five, oblong, expanding, downy on the

outside, and considerably longer than the stamens.

Nectary, a fleshy crenulated cup-f-, surrounding the

lower two-thirds of the germ.

Stamens: Filaments ten, alternately shorter J, inserted

on the outer edge of the mouth of the nectary.

Anthers oblong.

Pistil. Germ above, ovate. Style cylindric. Stigma

of three pretty large lobes.

Pericarp : Capsule oblong, three-sided, three-celled,

three-valved, size of an olive, smooth.

Seed solitary, winged, broad-cordate, at the base deeply

emarginate, point long and slender, and by it in

serted into the apex of the valve of the Capsule to

which it belongs.

The foregoing description is by Dr. Roxburgh. I

have merely added in the margin a few inconsiderable

variations taken from Dr. Hunter's notes or from my

own.

The fructification is remarkably diversified on the

same plant. I have found, even on the same raceme,

flowers in which the teeth or lobes of the Calyx

• So Dr. Roxburgh. But Perianth 1-leaved, 5-toothed ; ac

cording to Dr. Hwntek's observations and my own.

f Coloured and adhering to the Calyx.

♦ Subulate and alternately slender.
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varied from 4 to 10. The number was generally 5,

sometimes 6, rarely 7, more rarely 4, and very rarely

10. Petals as many as the divisions of the Calyx.

Stamens twice as many. Capsule generally 3 sided,

sometimes 4, rarely 5, sided ; with as many cells and

as many valves. Seeds generally solitary : the dissec

tion of germ does indeed exhibit a few in each cell ;

but only one is usually matured.

The tree is frequent in the forest between the SSm

and Ndgpur ; on the route by which I travelled to Berar

in 1798. The gum, which exudes from it, was no

ticed by Mr. D. Turnbull, who was then Surgeon to

the residency at Ndgpur. He judged it to be Oliba-

nnm ; and so did several intelligent natives who accom

panied us. But the notion, prevalent among botanists,

that Olibanum is the produce of a species of juniper,

left room for doubt. I now learn from Mr. Turnbull,

that, since his return to his station at Mirzdpur, he

has procured considerable quantities of the gum of the

Sdla'i, which he has sent to Europe at different times ;

first without assigning the name of Olibanum ; and,

more lately, under that designation. It was in England

recognised for Olibanum, though offered for sale as a

different gum ; and annual consignments of it have

been since regularly sold at the East India Company's

sales.

The experience of several years at a market such as

that <">f London, where a mistake (had any been com

mitted) would have been soon discovered, seems to be

conclusive. I might, however, add to it the testimony

of medical gentlemen at this place, by whom specimens

of the Gums furnished by Mr. Turnbull have been

inspected, and who concur in opinion, that the Gum

appears to be the same with the Olibanum of the shops.
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Upon this evidence so corroborated, I shall venture

to propose the following statement of Synonyma both

for the tree and the Gum.

Boswellia Serrata *.

Sansc. Sallaci or Sillacf, Cundurud -f- or Cunduri, Su-

rabhi J, Suvaha, &c.

Hind. SalaY, Sale, Sala or Sila, Saji'wan.

Gr. Libanos.

Lat. Libanus.

,The Gum. Sansc. Cunduru, Cunda, Mucunda, &c.

Ar. & Vers. Cundur (anciently Luban.) Syr. Labu-

niya. Heb. Lebonah.

Gr. Libanotos or Libanos. Lat. Libanus. Mod. Lat.

Olibanum, (quasi Oleum libani).

• If the genus had not already received a botanical name, it might

have been suitably denominated from the resinous Gum, afforded

by this treej and the generitk and trivial names of the species

might be Libanus thurifera.

■f Producing Conduru.

j Fragrant.
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REMARKS on the Species of Pepper, which are

found on Prince op Wales's Island.

KY WILLIAM HUNTER, ESQ. M. D.

Havinc had an opportunity, during a residence of

some months at Prince of Wales s Island, to ascertain,

partly by observation and partly by inquiry, some par

ticulars which I conceive to be new respecting the cul

ture and preparation of black pepper, the principal

staple of that island, I am induced to lay the fruit ot

my researches before the Asiatick Society. To these I

have added a few remarks on the other species which

are found on the Island. I judged it would not be

without utility to add the oriental names of each spe

cies ; and in this part of my task, as far as regards the

Sanscrit and its derivative, I am indebted to the liberal

assistance of Mr. Colebrooke.

1. Pifer nigrum. Lin. sp. 40. Syst. 74. Reich. 1. 75.

Willden. 159. Fl. Zeylan. 26. Mat. Med. p. 41.

Woodv. Med. Bot. 513. t. 167 . Camelli de plantis

Philip, in Phil. Trans, vol. 24. p. 1773. Loureir :

Cochinch. 30. Miller illust. Plenck icon. Miller's

Diet. No. ] .

Black Pepper. Leaves ovate, accuminate, five to seven

nerved, smooth ; petioles short.

Piper rotundum nigrum. Pluk : almag. p. 297. t. 437.

f. 1.

Piper rotundifolium nigrum. Bauhin. pin. 411. Mo-

rison hist. pi. 3. p. 002. f. 15. t. 1. f. 1. Blackwell

t. 348. Kay. Hist. 1341. Burm. Zeyl. 193.

Lada, aliis molanga s. Piper mas. Piso Mant. Arom.

p. 180. cum icon.

Molago Codi. Hort. Malab.,v. 7. p. 23. t. 12.

Pepper-plant. Marsden Sumat. p. 105, & seq.
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Gr. TIcitepi

Sans. Maricha, Maricha.

Hind. Mirch, Gohmrch, Cdltmirch.

• Arab. Fulful, Ftlfil

Pers. Pilpil

Malay. Ladda.

The Greek name of this species, from which- the

name of the genus is taken, has been said to be derived

from UisAu, because it is supposed to promote digesti

on But we have it on the authority of Hippocrates

that the Greeks received this term from the Persians2;

and these undoubtedly, had it from the Indians 3, from

whose country they imported the drug itself. In fact,

the Persian and Arabick, as well as the Greek and Latin

names, are derived from Pippali, the Sanscrit denomi

nation of Long Pepper. The ancients in general, with

the single exception of Theophrastus, supposed the

black, the white, and the long pepper to be the produce

of one plant. Hence, they might naturally enough ap

ply to one species the Indian name of another. Sal-

masius, who notices this4, has fallen, in common

with other modern writers5, into the opposite error,

by supposing the black and white peppers to grow

on different plants. Piso appears to be the first

' Scapulae Lexic. in voce. Alex. Aphr. in praef. 1. I . probl.

* DeMorb. Mulier: ed. Foes. p. 672. 1. 14.

3 Salmas. Plinian. Exercit. in Solin. (Paris 162Q. fol.) p. 1026. C.

4 Ibid.

5 Garcias Hist. Arom. apud. Clus. exot. p. 182.
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who corrected this mistake 6 ; and his statement is con

firmed byRHEEDE ?, Loukeiros, and Marsden'.

This plant has been so fully described, that I have

nothing to add on that head. But as it is the most im

portant article of produce on Prince of Wales's Island,

the manner of cultivation pursued there merits a parti

cular detail. /

It is propagated by cuttings, or suckers. They are

generally planted at the distance of about 7\ feet ; that

is 100 plants in an U'rlong, which is a measure of 80

yards square, nearly equal to 11-3 Acre. But some

experienced cultivators think that the distance should

be greater ; perhaps nine feet ; as the roots would be

better nourished, and the produce more abundant.

When a plantation is to be commenced, the large

timber is cut down by Malays, at the rate of five Dol

lars per U'rlong. The remaining labour is performed

by Chinese, who dig out the roots, burn them and the

trunks, pulverise and level the soil, plant the pepper

vines and the trees which are to support them. It is

usual to contract with them for making the plantation

in this manner, and taking care of it for three years, at

the end of which time it is in bearing, at the rate of

115 Dollars for 100 plants. The sum is liquidated by

instalments, as the contractor requires it to pay his

workmen. Something more than one-third is paid

■ 1—————————■ 1 i

6 Mantissa Aromatica. [

1 H. M. v.7. p. 23.

8 Fl. Coch. 30.

9 Hist. Sum. 106, 117.

Vol. IX. 2 c
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in the first year, because the labour is then greatest $

but about one-fourth of the whole is generally reserved,

till the contract is completed, and the plantation deli

vered over. This does not include the price of the

plants, or cuttings, which are furnished by the pro

prietor of the plantation.

The vine is first made to climb on a pole. At the

end of ten or twelve months, it is detached from the

pole, to undergo the process called laying down. A

circular hole, about eighteen inches in diameter, is dug

at one side of the plant. At the bottom of this the

plant is carried round in a circle, and the end of it is

brought to the tree which is in future to form its sup

port. The depth of the hole, in which the vines are

laid down, varies, according to the situation and nature

of the soil ; and much judgement, to be acquired by

practice, is requisite, to adapt it to these circum

stances. In high and dry situations, the depth must

be considerably greater than in those which are low and

moist. Too little depth in the former would expose the

roots to be parched in dry seasons ; and too much in

the latter would occasion them to rot, from excess of

moisture.

The trees used for supporting the pepper vines on

Prince of Wales's Island are the Morinda Citrifolia

(Mankudo) and the Erythrina Coralio dendron (Dadaf).

The Chinese planters alledge, that the pepper sup

ported by the Erythrina thrives better, and lasts longer

than that supported by the Morinda. One instance I

heard quoted in proof of this assertion, was a planta

tion which had been long neglected, and overgrown

with weeds. When it came to be examined, the

vines which had grown on the Morinda were all dead ;

while those on the Erythrina were still strong and

productive. The reason assigned by the planters,
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for this difference, is, that the roots of the Erythrina

do not spread so much, or penetrate so deep, as those

of the Morlnda ; whence they interfere less with the

pepper, and do not draw so much nourishment from

the earth.

The Morinda was formerly made to grow with one

stem, but this was not found to afford sufficient spread

for the vines. Therefore, when that tree is used, the

practice now is to break off the principal stem, at the

height of about two feet from the ground. This obliges

the trees to put out lateral branches at that height.

When these have attained the length of about a foot

or fifteen inches, they are cut off. From their ends

arise erect shoots, each of which forms a stem, so that

the vine has four or five stems to climb on, instead of

one.

The vines, at three years of age, begin to produce,

and they are reckoned to be in full bearing at five or six.

They continue nearly in the same state for eight years

more, or till they are fourteen years old. From that

period they are reckoned on the decline ; but the

planters on Prince of Wales s Island cannot yet judge

from experience, at what rate, or in how long a time

they decay. Some Chinese, who have cultivated the

plant on the Malay coast, say the vines have not ar

rived at their point of greatest produce till they are

fourteen years old ; and that from this, gradually de

clining, they continue bearing till near thirty.

The first year of bearing, or at three years old, the'

vines do not yield more than half a catt{ each. But

plants kept in good order, when in their prime,

will produce three catlU IG. A plantation of 3000

10 A catti is J J lb.

2 C 2
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vines at Sungt Cluan now in its eleventh year, has

been let for three years at seventy pools yearly, or at

the rate of 1% cattts each plant. It must therefore pro

duce as much more as will pay the tenant for his labour

and risk. They are generally let, for the first five

years of bearing, or from three to eight years old, at

l6o>pcols per laksha (10,000) or at 160 catlis for 100

vines.

The vines yield two crops yearly. The first gather

ing commences at December, after the heavy rains are

over ; and at the same time, the vines have put out

new flowers. This first collection may be finished in

February. The flowers which spread in December

have ripened their seeds in April or May. The second

collection then begins, and ends in July. During this

time, blossoms have expanded, which are to furnish

the crop of next December. But, with the most care

ful cultivators, who gather only the bunches which are

fully ripe, these two harvests run so nearly into one

another, that the collection is in a manner continued

without interruption, from December till August ; sq

that there is only an interval of four months in the

year, which is the season of the heavy rains.

The bunches are plucked off entire, taking care to

pull only those that are ripe. They are thrown into

baskets, and allowed to remain for a day. They are af

terwards spread on mats, and trodden with the feet,

to separate the fruit from the stalk. The grain is

next winnowed, to clear it from the stalks and the

lighter grains,; and the good heavy grains are

spread on mats, in the sun, to dry, for three days.

It is calculated that one hundred catlis of green

pepper, with the stalks, yield thirty-five cattts of clean

and dry pepper. The collection of one day from

„™ A district near the southern extremity of the island, of which

the soil is found peculiarly favourable to the cultivation of pepper.

The oldest vines are in this district.
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46,00O plants of three years old, was 500 caitu of

green, or 1 75 of dry pepper.

It is usual, as was before noticed, when the plan

tation is delivered over to the proprietor, at the end of

three years, to let it to a Chinese farmer, for five years

more ; as the proprietor is hereby less liable to impo

sition, the only precaution necessary being to see that

the tenant is careful of the vines during the last year,

and kaves them in good condition at the expiration of

the lease. This is the only way in which a very exten

sive plantation, or one whereon, the proprietor cann«t

bestow his whole attention, can be managed to advan

tage. But, if the proprietor has time, and is careful

and acute, he may render it something more productive,

by keeping it in his own hands. The labour of clean

ing the vines, throwing up earth about the roots, and

collecting the produce of the plantation aboveraen-

tioned, pf 46,000 plants, was performed by sixteen

Chinese workmen.

The Table at the end of this paper exhibits a calcu

lation of the profits that may be expected in twelve

years from a given space of ground planted with pep

per ; supposing it to sell at ten dollars a picol ; which

was the price on the field when I was on the Island

and then esteemed very moderate. But I understand

it has lately fallen to. something between eight and nine

Dollars.

The whole quantity of pepper produced in that year

on the Island, was estimsted at something between six

teen and twenty thousand picols. Taking the medium

quantity at 12 Dollars, which was the selling price,

this article must have amounted to 2l6,00O Dollars;

« In 1802.

. 2 C 3

1
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The island pepper is more esteemed than that which

comes from the Malay continent and Sumatra, and it

sells for about one Dollar more per picol. The dif

ference is occasioned by the haste of the Malays to

gather the fruit before it is sufficiently ripe.

2. Piper Beth. Lin. sp. 40. Syst. 74. Reich. ]. 75.

Willd. 15Q. Fl. Zeyl. n. 17. Loureir. Cochinch.

31. Burman. Zeyl. 193. t. 83. f. 2. Moris. Hist.

3. 603. Miller's Diet. No. 2. Leaves obliquely

cordate, acuminate, waving, seven-nerved, smooth,

Betele Tamhtl sive Betre. Burm. Zeyl. 46.

Beire, Betelle, Betele, Beth. Bauh. Hist. i. p. 437.

Ray. Hist. 1013. Acost. Arom. c. 10. Clus, exot.

17§. t. 176. Dale pharm : 313.

Beetla Codi. Rheede Mai. 7. p. 20.' t. 15. Bulat

waela. Herm. Zeyl. 34. 36. 66.

Sans. Tambult, Parnalata, NagavalU.

Hind. Tdmbul, TamHl, Nagbel, Fun.

Tamul. Vetillay-Chuddi.

Malay. Stru

Saumaise has shown at length, and with considera

ble strength of argument, that the ancient Greek writers

meant this leaf by Malabathrum, rather than the leaves

of Laurus Cassia, or Tez-pat I3. The Arabick and

Persian Languages have no names for this plant.

Tambolis borrowed from the Hindi by Persian Authors,

who name the leaf Bergitambol. It is called Pan in

Hindi, from the Sanscrit Parna, a leaf in general ; in

the same manner as it was known to the Romans under

the name of folium J4, The Indian writers enumerate

13 Salmas. Exer: Plin. p. 1070.

J4 Id. ib. p. 1071, 1072.
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several varieties of this plant, distinguished by the size,

shape, and flavour of the leaf '5.

The Malays reckon five varieties, among which are

these three, Siri Malayo, Siri China, Siri U'dang. The

specimen of which the leaf is above described was the

Siri China. The Siri U'dang they say has the petioles

and nerves red.

Cultivated, but in no great quantity. A larger

quantity is imported from the neighbouring coast.

3. Piper Siriboa. Lin. sp. 41. Reich. 1. 76. Willd.

l6l. Flor. Zeyl. 29. Swartz. obs. 19. Miller

Diet. No. 10.

Siriboa Rumph. Amb. 5. 340. t. 117-

Befela quern Sirii boa vo<ant. Bont. Jav. 91. t. 91.'

Ray, Hist. 1913.

Malay Bad.

The fruit is nearly as long as a finger, and tastes

like the Betel leaf ; and hence the name ; boa signify

ing fruit in the Malay language. It is used as a sub

stitute for Betel, especially at sea, where the fresh

leaves cannot be procured.

3. Piper Chaba. H. Leaves alternate, petioled,

lance-ovate, oblique at the base, with veins oppo

site : Spikes leaf-opposed, peduncled, somewhat

conical, compact.

«5 The Mekhzen ul Adviyeh, a treatise on Materia Medics,

composed by Muhammbd Husain, brother to the Nawab Mu-

hummed Reza Khan, enumerates the following five kinds, Maghi,

Cang'm, Ctifuri, Sdnchi, Bengli. He thus describes the method of

treating the leaves, by which they are made tender and acquire a

whitish colour.—A quantity of the leaves newly gathered is put. into

a bag, an earthen pot, or a basket, covered with straw, and placed

in a hole dug in the ground.—The straw is set on fire, and allowed

to burn till the leaves are heated to a certain degree. The fire is

then taken away, and the basket left for twenty-four hours in the

hole, with a weight laid on it, to press the leaves gently together.

It is afterwards exposed to the dews at night in the summer, or in.

winter kept in a warm place, till the leaves become white and tender,

2 C 4
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Piper Longum Tsjabe. Humph. Amb. 5. p. 333. t*

ii6. f. i.

Malay. Chdbatddi.

This species has been generally confounded with

Piper Longum; but a comparison of the figure above

quoted from Rumphius, with that of Rheede's Cattu-

tirpali. H. M, 7. p. 27. t. 14. will clearly evince them

to "be different.

The Piper Longum is called in Sanscrit Pippali, in

Hindi Pipel, and in Persian Pilpili deraz. The species

now under consideration appears to be the same that is

called in Sanscrit Chavicd and in Hindi Chab. All the

Sanscrit medical writers, as well as vocabularies of that

language, concur in stating the produce of this plant

to be Gaja pippali or Gaj pipel. This name was how

ever assigned to a very different plant examined by Sir

William Jones 16, the Tetranthera Apetala of Dr.

Roxburgh And the fruit of a plant, very diffe

rent from both, is sold under that name by the native

druggists in Calcutta. -

5. Piper Latifolium ?

Fbuit like the former. Leaves alternate, deeply

cordate, obtuse, nine-nerved.

Mai. Gadiiox Gddukh.

The leaves are used as a pot-herb.

Having seen only a small specimen, without fructi

fication, which I know merely by description, I cannot

speak with certainty of this species.

16 Asiat. Res. v. 4, p. 303.

}1 PI. Corom. Ko. 147.
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Table exhibiting an Estimate of the expenee and produce, in 12 years, of

i IOO Urlongs, planted with Pepper.

i st Year, Clearing of heavy Timber by

Malays, at 5 Drs. per L'rlvng, -

To the Chinese Contractor, in the|

course of 3 years, when he

engages to deliver the planta

tion in full besting, at 125

Drs. per 1000 plants, - 22,500

Of this in the first year, - 8437 50)

2d Year, Farther payment to

contractor, - - - 4218 7;

Interest of 1st year, at 12

per cent, ------

3d Year, In full to contractor, 9843 75

22,5tO

Interest in the 3d year, ...

4th Year, Interest, - - - - -

Supposing the plantation to be let,

during the first 5 years of bearing,

at i6cpu,ots per Liicshu, this will

be 1 boopit oh ; which may be sold,;

on the ground, at 10 Drs.

5th Year, Interest, .....

5th year's crop, - - -

6th Year, Interest,

6th year's crop, - - - - -

7 th Year, Interest, ..... -

yi\\ year's crop, - - - - -

8th Year, Interest, - - - . -

8th year's crop, .....

cj:h Year, Interest,

The plants being now in full vigour,

may be let for tout years more at|

2 cattis eucK plant, or 2coo fifaU ;

which is - -

j otli Year, Interest,

10th year's crop, ...

1 1 th Year, Interest,

nth year's crop,

iz:h Year, Interest,

12th year's crop,

 



IX.

Description of an improved Hygrometer.

BY LIEUTENANT HENRY KATER,

Of His Majesty's 12th Regiment.

Since I had the honor of laying before the Asiatick

Society " a description of a very sensible Hygrometer,"

I have attended much to the improvement of the in

strument, and am induced to think that some further

account of it may not be deemed wholly unacceptable.

The principal objection to the Hygrometer described

in my former paper, arose from the necessity of short*

ening the beard of the oobeena hooloo *, in order to re

duce the scale, to a convenient length ; this was to be

obviated, only by giving the instrument a circular form,

and inventing some mode of ascertaining without diffi

culty the number of revolutions made by the index.

ABCD (fig. 1) is a frame, made of small square bars

of brass or silver ; this plate is soldered to a square plate

BE, the edges of which are turned up, as represented

by the dotted lines, to secure the index from injury ;

on the face of the plate is engraved a circle (see fig. 4)

which is divided into one hundred equal parts. Three

holes, a, b, c, are made through the frame and plate in

the same direction ; the holes a & b, are of a conical

form as- represented by the dotted lines, and are highly

polished to lessen friction ; the hole at c receives a screw,

one end of which is tapered, and has a notch cut in it

with a fine saw, which may be closed by means of the

sliding ring d.

The axis e f, is made of silver wire, very smooth and

straight, and of the size of a large knitting needle ; on

the axis, a screw is formed, by twisting a smaller silver

* Andropogcn Contortus.
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wire tightly around it from left to right : this screw

should be fourteen or fifteen threads in length ; the end

of the axis, f, is divided, and is to be closed by a small

sliding ring. As this is the most important part of the

Hygrometer, fig. 2 represents it on an enlarged scale.

A loop and drop (fig. 3) is made of fine gold wire,

of such a size as that when suspended on the screw, it

may slide along it with perfect freedom by means of the

revolution of the axis, but not escape from one interval

to another by any other motion : should the loop, on

trial, be found too large (as indeed it ought to be) it

may be easily closed a little, by placing it on the screw,

and pulling it gently by the drop ; it will then assume

an elliptical form, as in the figure. This loop is in

tended to register the number of revolutions made by

the index, as it hangs freely from the axis, and advances

one interval between the threads of the sqrew, for each

revolution.

The Index, g h, is made of fine wire, accurately

balanced, and as light as possible ; it fits on the end of

the axis e, and is to be placed at right angles with the

commencement of the screw. (See fig. 2.)

The beard of the oobeena hooloo is represented at f d,

(fig. l.) The top of it, which is crooked, being cut

off, it is first secured between the cheeks of the axis,

at f, by means of the small sliding ring; the axis is

then turned round till the gold loop is brought to the

fifth or sixth interval of the screw, counting from the

dial plate ; the screw at c is then advanced, so as to

receive the lower or thick extremity of the beard of the

oobeena hooloo in the notch, where it is also confined by

the sliding ring d.
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The extremes of dryness and moisture are determined

in the following manner. The Hygrometer is placed

in a new earthen pot, which has never been wetted, and

exposed for a considerable time to as great a heat as

the grass can bear without injury : when the index is

perfectly steady, the Hygrometer is to be taken out of

the vessel, and the screw at c, turned round with a pair

of pincers, so as to bring the gold loop to the first inter

val of the screw on the axis, counting as before from

the dial plate, (which is to be placed to the left hand)

and the index to 100 or zero. The Hygrometer must

now be suffered to cool gradually, during which, ifthe

atmosphere be in a mean state of moisture, the index

will make four or five revolutions ; the oobeena hooloo

is then to be continually wetted with a hair pencil and

water, till the index is again perfectly steady. This

will require some time, as it moves very slowly when

within a few degrees of extreme moisture. The degree

at which the index stands is now to be noted, and the

number of intervals counted between the dial plate and

gold loop, and this number prefixed to the observed

degrees will give the extent of the scale.

All observations made with this Hygrometer, are to

be reduced to what they would have been had the scale

consisted of 1000 parts, or ten revolutions of the index.

This is most convenient, as it facilitates the comparison

of observations made with different Hygrometers. An

example may not be thought superfluous. Suppose

the scale of the Hygrometer to be 1 145, or eleven in

tervals and forty-five parts ; and that at the time of ob

servation, there arefour intervals, between the dial plate

and gold loop, and 50 farts shown by the index; this

would be written 450. Then, as 1 145 : 1000 : :

4AO : 393 nearly, the number of degrees to be regis

tered.
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If two of these Hygrometers, in which the extremes

of dryness and moisture are well determined, be com

pared together, they will seldom differ ten divisions

from each other, which is as near a coincidence as can

be expected.

The oobeena hooloo or jindrofogon Contortus is found

in every part of the country, in the month of January,

when it should be gathered, and thoroughly dried in

the sun, before it is used.

This grass appears to be far superior to any other

hygroscopic substance, hitherto discovered. In the

Encyclopaedia Britannica, the scale of Saussure's

Hygrometer is said to consist of 400 degrees, or ra

ther more than one revolution of the index ; the Hy

grometer here described makes eleven or twelve revo

lutions; it possesses also the advantage of being per

fectly portable, cannot easily be deranged, and may be

much reduced in size, if thought necessary, without

affecting the extent of the scale.
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On Ancient Monuments, containing Sanscrit

Inscriptions.

by h. t. colebrooke, esq.

Xn the scarcity of authentic materials for the ancient,

and even for the modern, history of the Hindu race,

importance is justly attached to all genuine monuments,

and especially inscriptions on stone and metal, which

are occasionally discovered through various accidents.

If these be carefully preserved and diligently examined;

and the facts, ascertained from them, be judiciously

employed towards elucidating the scattered informa

tion, which can be yet collected from the remains of

Indian literature, a satisfactory progress may be finally

made in investigating the history of the Hindus. That

the dynasties of princes, who have reigned paramount

in India, or the line of chieftains, who have ruled over

particular tracts, will be verified ; or that the events of

war or the effects of policy, during a series of ages,

will be developed ; is an expectation, which I neither

entertain, nor wish to excite. But the state of man

ners, and the prevalence of particular doctrines, at dif

ferent periods, may be deduced from a diligent perusal

of the writings of authors, whose age is ascertained :

and the contrast of different..results, for various and

distant periods, may furnish a distinct outline of the

progress of opinions. A brief history of the nation it

self, rather than of its government, will be thus

sketched : but if unable to revive the memory of

great political events, we may at least be content

to know what has been the state of arts, of sci

ences, of manners, in remote ages, among this

very ancient and early civilized people ; and to learn:
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what has been the succession of doctrines, religious and

philosophical, which have prevailed in a nation ingeni

ous yet prone to superstition.

Unfortunately, writers have seldom given the

dates of their compositions : and the Hindu s love of

fable, and distaste for sober narrative, have been as un

friendly to the biography of authors, as to the history

of princes. The lives of few celebrated persons have

been written, and those, which have been composed,

exhibit the same fondness for improbable fiction, which

pervades the mythological works of the Hindus. The

age of an author must be therefore sought from circum

stances mentioned in his writings : and none more fre-

cmently affords the desired information, than the au

thor's notice of his patron ; who generally is either the

sovereign of the country, or some person standing in

such relation to the court, as gives occasion to mention

the name of the reigning prince. Thus every ancient

monument, which fixes the date of a reign, or deter

mines the period of a particular dynasty, tends to the

ascertainment of the age of writers who flourished in

that reign or under that dynasty : and, conversely,

wherever dates can be with confidence deduced immer

diately from an author's works, these may furnish his

torical information and assist the explanation of ancient

monuments.

On this account the preservation and study of old

inscriptions may be earnestly recommended. It is not

on a first or cursory examination, that the utility of

any particular monument for the illustration of the civil

or literary history of the country can be certainly de

termined. Even those, which at first sight appear un

interesting, may be afterwards found to bear strongly on

an important point. Instances might be brought from

the few inscriptions, which have been already published.
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But it is not my present purpose to enter on an exami

nation of pnblishecUmonuments, but to urge the com

munication of every inscription which may be hereafter

discovered ; at the same time, that I lay before the

Society copies and translations of those which have been

recently communicated from various parts of India.

It is a subject for regret, that the originals, of which

versions have before been made publick, are not depo

sited where they might be accessible to persons engaged

in researches into Indian literature and antiquities : but

much more so, that ancient monuments, which there

is reason to consider as important, have been removed

to Europe, before they had been sufficiently examined,

or before they were accurately copied and translated.

I may specify, with particular regret, the plate of cop

per found at Benares, and noticed by Capt. Wilford

in the present volume of Asiatick Researches (p. 108.) ;

and still more a plate which has been mentioned to me

by a learned Pandit, (who assured me that he was em

ployed in decyphering it) *, and which appears, from

a copy in his possession, to have contained a grant of

land by the celebrated Jayachanbra, when a young

prince associated to the empire of his father : from this

information it seems to have been particularly valuable

on account of the genealogy comprised in it.

Translations might indeed be made from the Pan-

Jit's copy of the last mentioned plate, and from one taken

by alearned native in Capt. WiLFORD'sservice, from the

plate discovered at Benares. But my experience of the

necessity of collating the copies made bythe best Pandits,

* Servoru Triveih ; the same who assisted me in decyphering

the copy of an inscription on Firoz Shah's pillar at Delhi. As.

Res. vol. 7- P- 180-
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from inscriptions in ancient or unusual character, dis

courages me from placing implicit confidence in their

transcripts : and the originals are at present beyond

reach of reference, having been conveyed to Europe to

be there buried in some publick. museum or private col

lection. * '

The only amends, which could be now made for the

jj removal of those interesting monuments, would be the

I publication of copies correctly made in fac simile. From

such transcripts, provided they be executed with great

r* care, the text may be decyphered and translated. Art

£ exact copy qf the Sanserif inscription on the stone at

Cintfa in Portugal, enabled Mr. Wit- kins to ascertain

the date and scope of that inscription ; as well as the

names, which it Contains *. Similar copies of other

/ inscriptions would in like manner furnish oriental scho-

L/ Jars with the means of ascertaining their purport ; and

**" the publication of fac similes may, for this purpose, be

iJf recommended tp those who are in posses-ion of the-ori-

|j ginals,

f I Npw proceed to describe, and, so far as I have

j succeeded in decyphering them, to explain, the several

1 inscriptions on ancient monuments in stone and copper,

- which have beep lately presented to the A$iatick Society.

4

) I, Imcriptlmt an a Plate of Capper found in tjse district

V

Tpwards the end of 1803, a plate of copper w*s

discovered in digging earth for the repair of the high-

* A£urphy'$ Tnvels in Portugal, p. 27*.

Vol. IX^ t d
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way through the Manamall hills in the district of

Tipura. It was carried to Mr. Ewot, Magistrate of

the district ; and by him communicated to the Asiatick

Society. On examination, it has been found to contain

an inscription declaratory of a grant of laud, dated

near 600 years ago.

The pla»e measures 11 inches in height and 9 in

breadth ; and is engraved on one surface only. The

side* have a gentle curvature ; and, at {Op, is an abrupt

bend allowing room to a figure coarsely delineated and

apparently intended to represent a temple. The cha

racter agrees nearly with that now in use in Bengal:

but some of the letters bear a closer resemblance to the

writing of Ttrhut *.

The following is an exact copy of the, inscription in

Niigari letters, as decyphered by the aid of several

Pandits. A literal translation is subjoined ; and a fac

simile of the original is exhibited in the annexed en

graving.

.1 • . ' ' '

• There is reason to suppose the writing, as well as the language

of Bengal to be originally the same with the Tirhutiya : altered, in

course of time, sincethe separation which has been the consequenct

of a colony cf Cdnyatiily* Br-phnutu -settling in Bengal.
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TRANSLATION.

J. In that * eminent and spotless family, was bom,

an ornament of the learned, renowned throughout the

world, endowed with science, and practising good

deeds, the celebrated, happy, and venerable He'd'i -J- ;

in whose pure mind, virtue ever ranges, like a swan in .

the limpid lake.

1. From him sprung the happy chief of ministers,

who exhibits the joys of unsullied fjlory ; a spotless

moon, among mortals, and at sight of whom the hare-

spotted luminary f appears swoln [with envy,] and

distempered with alternate increase and wane.

3. That venerable officer ever relying on holy

virtues ||, is eminently conversant with well guided

morals, and conspicuous for the observance of practical

duties.

4. Himself an oce?.n of generosity and meditation,

* This use of the pronoun indicates the cpnspicuousntss of. tlie

object ; as if sufficiently known without further designation.

t Here, as well as with the subsequent names, the particle mi

is subjoined without changing the preceding vowel. This is con

trary to the rules of the language, and emendations have been ac

cordingly proposed : but I shall not disturb the text.

% The moon is named Sason, from a fancied resemblance of its

spots to a leveret. Pandits, to whom I showed maps of the moon,

copied from Hgvelius and Rice iolus, fixed upon the Lota Paludosa

and Mons Porphyrites, or Kkplbkus and Aristarchus, for the

spots, which, they think, exhibit the similitude of a have.

§ The term is Arwamband'hica, which the Pundits are disposed to

explain as signifying "a general commanding cavalry." Other

interpretations may be suggested : the word is an unusual one.

|| This, as indeed the whole of the verse, is obscure, and ad

mits of-various interpretations. In this place, more than one read

ing has been proposed,

S
203
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yet thirsting to taste, by practice of austerity, that

which alone confines the Meeting, thoughts * ; sympa

thising with other living beings, an unrivalled theatre

(f$f,jru;tue, practising good deeds, and, in private, only

vfc coatempUtive .saint, thia auspicious P'had'jc alone

rose, as a luminary of joy above the earth. •

;*f-fVf J ■ hi .lUfrii V ' .};■•' M:-r. - .'• •'•■itf*

ni'ijv Superior jto the world was the delight ©£ thit

pre-eminent sovereign of the earth, the happy Hana-

k/vkcaMalla, whose officer-}" he was ; for the deity,

.,whu.haa a .hundred ;eyes-$, is obscured, even in his

oton abode, by' tint dazaling glor/ies of that [monarch],

which. traverse the three worlds, m all directions. <>fu

V [ ' ' rl- '•' ''--(' ' t »> <:«xK

A 6. 'May the twenty, drums ^ of land, in the: village

of ljaShaml'a, granted to him by that generous prince,

Continue as \ long as son and moon endure,, yielding

the ample harvest of: unsullied praise ; for it is land, se

cure from invasion,, delightful, like ajpletjsant painting,

and appears like a crest in the assemblage of citiesuuly

7.,-' This land, with definite boundaries has .been

given by the liberal prince himself, die range of whose

glory therefore extends, - as b fir;- in* all directions.

8. 'O future kings. ; Understand' this inscription

on copper, by whicl^ that officer || humbly now solicits

■r „■

.. , \ '. i ' t, ' , ' . . | [ '~ , -.,hj ? -•»!■" ■ r'f-ot -it.

* Here again the seoste "is obscure; and more than one reading

tnay he proposed, ' tThe praise is 'evidently ■grounded on the^uakiik.

of practical virtue's, 'with religions contemplation.'
tAi-waitikiniliwaj-' '{•'.,,.•■ ' t 1 '•• '••'«'• X\

5 A measure of - hnd, still used' in the eastern parts o(''&iigahf i

ouginally as much as'1 might be sown with one Droni oPseSt :"ft>r a

pro** is a measure of capacity. - (As.. Res. vol. 5. p. .96.) The-;

Drcna, vulgarly called Din, varies in different district*.* ' 'Ittosljf,

however, l)< reckoned nearly .equivalent to eight Bighat, or two

acres and two thirds.- .«••*? -» ' t .'

II Aswaniband*hita. \. ■» ->*•

"* ', - . .*" n 'r- .;' * c^. '-. - : <
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you : this land should be preserved ; nor is the per

manence of the realm consistent with the slightest in

jury : a shame on avarice ! That land is, as it were, a.

widow, the sovereign of which is despised [for his

covetousness/J

g. 'Although this excellence: of the descendants

[of that prince,] which js guarded by their natural

virtues, be r sufficiently apparent, yet does Me'dini,

urged by the multitude of thjl good qualities of that

unsullied race, thus make it Known *, . : ,,, . T.,,j

'Years expired of, the S'aea king .114 \ *\- ; dated

in the seventeenth year of Ranaban,ca Malla,.

Srimat Haktica'la Dk'va *, or expressed in nu

merals, Sainyat ^, 1/ ; on the 29th.of the Sun's being

in the balance^ f.... < .' ....

II. bisciipfton on a Phte of Copperfoundm the district

; ..j ,~ oj GoRAKHPUE. • - .

': s . -i ••••'.".:']'.■

A ^atr of copper, containing an inscription in

the Sanscrit language, declaratory of a grant of land,

but without date, was lately found in the district of-

Gorakfipur, near the river called the little Gandhac.

It was brought to Mr. John Ahmuty, Magistrate of

• ./ •. . • '* • . _ .

* This inscription appears not to bo a grant by the sovereign »

but a memorial of the grant recorded by the possessor, who must'

have been the heir of the grantee, and who seems to acknowledge

in this place the liberality of the grantor's successors continuing

the land to him.

•\ Corresponding to. A. D. I2l£K

j This prince is probably a different person from the grantor

named in the fifth verse. ' - '

§ Here Simvat is used for the year of the king's reign. See re-

rnarks, towards the close of tins paper, on an inscrip,tion found at,

Jtmgachhi in Dm'jgitr. .. , .

% n 4
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the district, and by him communicated to Captaifl

Wilford, \vbo has presented it to the Asiatick So

ciety. -

The plate, which is inches long, and 12^ broad,

is engraved on one face only. The lines, of which

there are *2-l, run in the length of the plate; and On

the left side is a curvature, on which a semi-circular ap

pendage is fiveted, containing a flat button representing

the impression of a seal. • The figure is very imperfect,

but seems to be intended for some animal. ; ••

With the plate itself, Captain Witpoit communi

cated a copy of its contents as decyphered by a Pandit

in his service. On, carefully comparing it with the ori

ginal, I found all the essential passages, as well as the

names, correctly given : a few alterations, which this

comparison showed to be necessary, have been made

with the concurrence of several Pandits from Ttrhu,

who assisted me in collating it. I preferred the aid of*

Pandits of that province, because the peculiarities

of the characters, where they differ widely, as they

do in many instances, from common Deva trdgart,

make a nearer approach to the Tirhutiya letters than

to any other now in use. The whole inscription ia

indeed remarkable for the uncommon form of the con

sonants, and the very unusual manner in which the

vowels are marked. On this account, an etfact copy

of the original in fac simile will be subjoined ; as well

as a correct transcript in modern Deva nagari letters.

The following version is as literal as the difference of

idiom permits.

v TRANSLATION.

. 1. ' Salutation to the God, who is manifested in

various forms, from earth to the performer of a sacn
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fice *, who is an universal soul* to be apprehended ohly

by contemplation of saints; and who pervades all.

2. 4 Salutation to the unborn God -)% who makes

the World's production, its continuance, and ultimate"

destruction ; and the recollection of whom serves as a

vessel of transport across the ocean of mundane ills.

3. 1 Salutation be to the husband of Lacshmi j

to him who reposes on Sb'sha as on a couch ; to him

who is Vishnu extracting the thorns of the three

worlds ; to him who appears in every shape J.

4. 'Salutation be to the blessed foot of Pa'h-

vati§, which destroyed the demon Mahisha, by

whom all had been overcome ; and which gives felicity

to the World*

5. 'Surrounded by groves of lofty canes ||, in>

accessible through the range of edifices on the hill's

summit encompassed by a deep ditch in which foun

tains spring, secure by impassable defence from

6. dread of foes, a royal abode there is named Vyeya-

pura**, which is situated on the declivity of the

• Siva, manifested in eight material forms : viz. Earth, Water.

Fire, Air, Ether, the Sun, the Moon, and the person who per*

forms a sacrifice.

t Brahma the creator, himself not created, and therefore

termed unborn.

t Vishnu, who reposes on the serpent Ananta or Seska j and who

has been incarnate in various shapes to relieve ihe world Irom op

pressors.

§ BhawanI or Durga slew Maimshasura. The legend is well

known.

' jj Bamboos. (Bambusa Arundinacea and other species).

1 The place here described may be Vijty-pnr, on the northern

declivity of the Vind'hya hills, a few miies from the temple of

Vind,hya-<vasirii near Mirzapur on the Ganges. It is the ancient

residence of a family, which claims descent from the former sove

reigns of enures ; and is still the abode of the head of that family,

But the terms of the text, Uitaragiri catacet rather seem to signify

' declivity of the northern mountain,' than ' northern declivity of

the mountain and that interpretation points to the range of snowy

pioun tains, instead of ftnd'/iya which is reckoned a tropical range.
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northern mountain, where the pain of regret>is un-

known, and every gratification is found.

,7...'Thbke reigned the fortunate D'harma'-

• itya, like another $6J'Jii.uilw(J, a mighty and

prosperous prince, whose glory spread' over the four

8. seas. His son was Jaya'pitya *, adorable like the

mooftj the fortune of the world, like the tree which

beafs every desired fruit, and satisfying thirst like a

deep lake : humble, though a king ; though young,

prudem. and averse from amorous passion ; though

liberally bestowing all, yet ever, receiving the best

result of all, . -

' - '. i . . • . .

10. 'His minister, learned, intelligent, and

vanquisher of foes, the son of a mighty chieftain

and counsellor CritacIkt:!, was the fortunate

11. Mada'li -f~, whose pleasing counsels obtained a

ready hearing, and who was by nature eager for the

reduction of enemies ^.

* The name of Javaditya, is known as the patron of certain

authors, who flourished at Cast ; and who are considered as ancient

writers. He is mentioned in the title of the Vamana Casica, and

even termed the author of that grammatical work. I shall not un

dertake to determine whether this be the same person.

t The names, being uncommon, are, in this instance, doubtful.

SrimadiM is clearly given as the name of the minister : and either

the whole of it may be his name; or it may be resolved into Srimat

Ali, or into Sri Madali. . The latter is most agreeable to the prevail

ing practice of prefixing Sri to a proper name. In this inscription,

the auspicious syllable is prefixed to the names of the. two kings

first mentioned -, but is not added to the names of the writers of it,

who are noticed towards the close, (v. 20 Sc '2,1.)

Critacirii may signify ' of established fame :' but, if taken as an

epithet, it leaves no other teini which can be assumed as the name

of the minister's father.

J The text exhibits Pracriti farabaAJhactcsho. Though a verv

Unsatisfactory reading it is here preserved, and has been translate^

in the most probable sense, winch I am, able to suggest for it.
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■ >■>■, 12. ' T«E village of Dammadnma*, obtained

by him from the royal favor, and rich in tillage,

dwellings and cattle, has beon assigned by him to

DjJHGA' "fv

i \ .' • I ■■ t'K 1 .

13. 'The opulence of the good, who put their

trpst in the great, is indeed beneficial toothers:

the clouds gather water from the sea, and shower

J4.it dqwfi on the growing crop..- Rare indeed are

those liberal persons, who distinguish not between

their own dependants and strangers : how many are

the all-productive trees even in the celestial grove ^ ?

15. f Do not imagine, father, that, in the sinful

age, a general equality prevails : the sovereign de

fends the earth, but a weak individual guards not

16. even his house Eirth and death, success, and

. misfortune; are /perpetually passing : why not,

therefore, protect another's glory like one's own ?

17. He, who bestows fertile land furnished with the

means of agriculture, mounts a celestial vehicle,

and ascends to heaven, gladdening his progenitors,

TS, But he, who foolishly resumes hind allotted to gods

or priests, assuredly causes his ancestors to fall to

hell, even though they had previously attained

heaven. ' '

. . • • ■ • .. ,• - -I

■■y 11 ■ ! \ ' 1 ' ! '—i

• .v • ■ a ■ 1 I

. * A village of this name is situated in the district of AUahabad,

\vithin twenty miles of Bijeyfiur on the Ganges. But the name i s

not uncommon ; and may belong to some place nearer to the northern

mountains.

t). Jayaditya's minister, Madaii, appears to have assigned this

village for general charitable uses, by consecrating it to the goddess

Durga. Such at least seem to be the most consistent reading and

interpretation of the text.

J Ini-ika's garden called Nan/Ian 1 ; in which five celestial tree.*

are placed, termed Calpadruma, Piirij'tta, Sec. The Caljiadruma

yields, as its fruit, every thing which is desired.

§ The intention of this and the fallowing lines is to deprecate

the resuiriptiori of the grant.
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19. 'Sprung from a very pure race, respectful

towards gods, priests, spiritual parents and the

20. king, a generous founder of temples, wro has dug

many ponds ; by the tenderness of his disposition

an image of Sugala%, a treasure of virtues, with

subdued organs, wise, and averse from unpleasing

•21. discourse : such was the CayasCha Nagadatta. By

him was composed with great devoutness, this

praise of the minister; in apt measure and pleasing

verse, elegant * and apposite.

22. ' The last three verses were written by his

younger brother Vidya'datta; for he himself

was fearful of proclaiming his own virtues.

23. Rich and fertile Is the village, obtained

through the king's favour as an endowment for

subsistence; and still more productive is this other

village for virtuous men -{-.'

X From this comparison to Sugata or Budd'ha, as well as a pre

vious comparison to a Bodhisatwa, it may be inferred, that the au

thor, if dot himself a follower of the sect of Budd'ha, was at least

more amicably disposed towards that sect, than modern orthodox

Hindus appear to be.

It is hardly neeessary to inform the reader, that the last Budd'ha

'was conspicuous for his tender, compassionate disposition. The my

thology of the sect of Budd ha peoples heaven with Bodhisattcas :

and, from this class of beings, the Budd'has are selected. Gautama

Budd'ha was a Bod' hisativa under ihe name of Swetacetu, before

be was incarnate as Sidd'hart'ha son of SuDd'hodana.

* The text exhibits Surna critas'ubhi ; which must be amended by

readily either Snama or Suvarna. The last is preferable as giving

the most correct metre : cither way the meaning is rendered ' ele

gant, as gold,' or by ' well selected words for Suvarna or S'Jwrna

or Swarna signifies gold; and may be resolved into words, Su well,

a»id varua or arna a letter or s) liable.

•J- The last line is very obscure. If it have been rightly decy»

phei ed and explained, it may allude to some other grant held by the

tl 'jjs minister, for his own subsistence,
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III. Inscription on three Plates of fyass found at

Chitradurg.

A grant of land, engraved on three plates of brass,

which were found at Chitradurg in the year 1800, and

a fac simile of a similar grant /ound at the same place,

have been presented by Major C. Mackenzie to the

Asiatick Society.

The plates, which appear to be very similar in both

grants, may be described from that, of which the ori

ginal has been received. They are nearly seven inches

wide and as many high j but surmounted by an arch of

two inches in height. The two exterior plates have

been engraved on the inner side only : the middle one

is so on both faces. At the edge is a rim, half a line

thick, by which the inscription is secured from being

effaced by the rubbing of the plates. They are held

together by a brass ring, on which )s a seal of the same

metal representing a boar. The engraved surfaces hare

gome appearance pi having been once gilt.

The language is Sanscrit, excepting the description

of the lands, which is in the Canara dialect. The

whole inscription is in Deva~nagar't characters : but

pome of the letters are formed in a very unusual manT

ner. It contains a grant by the king of Vidyanagar

(pronounced Bijdnagar,) formerly the capital of Carndt'-

tica : and is dated little more than four hundred years

Hgo. Grants, by kings of this dynasty, are not uncom

mon in the pekhm ; and may be of use in determining

the dates of their several reigns.- These princes were

enlightened patrons of science t especially Harima'ra

»nd $ucca Ra'^a sons of Sancama the founder of

tlip dynasty.
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Major Mackenzie forwarded a translation of this

inscription made by his interpreter Cavelly Boria.

The original is, in some instances, read differently by

the Pandits whom I have consulted : not however mak

ing any change in the purport, nor in any material pas

sage. The following translation is conformable to their

interpretation : and the copy, which is subjoined, ex

hibits the text as read by them.

TRANSLATION.

I. < Salutation to Gane's'a. I bow to Sam-

bhu, graced with the beautiful rnoon crowning his

lofty head ; himself the pillar, which upholds the

2. origin of the three worlds *. May he, whose head

is like an elephant's, the son of Hara -f-, the cause

of uninterrupted supremacy, the giver of boons, and

the luminary which dispels darkness J, preserve us.

3. May the auspicious primeval boar fy, by whom

* Siva, or Mahadeva, is figured with the moon as a crest.

According to mythology, he upholds the creator.

This, and the two following stanzas, seem to be the same which

are found, but in a different order, at the beginning of the inscrip

tion on the p'ates preserved at the tempi* of Coiijeveram : (As. Hts.

vol. 3. p. 39.) with same difference, however, in the reading and

interpretation.

t Ganesa, figured with an elephant's head, reckoned son of

Hara or Makadeva and of his wife Parvati.

t The original is here inac urate : it exhibits Tiirai tivra timira

gihiro; which means nothing, and in which a syllable is deficient

for the metre. In the f.ic simile of another grant, the same passage

L> Correctly written Varadis tiyra timira mihira.

§ fhe incarnation of Vishnu, as a boar, who upheld the earth

submerged by the ocean, is well known to all who are coay rsaiu

with Indian mythology.

Vol. IX, 2 s
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closely embraced, the earth exults, grant us vast

prosperity.

4. ' Tub ambrosial moon, brother of the goddess

Rama, is the orTspiing of the milky ocean*, having

a common origin with the gem Caustubha, the all—

5. productive tree and the ever beneficent cow. In the

lunar race wa , born a king named Yadu -f~, by a de

scendant of whom [Crishna] son of Vasude'va,

6. the earth has been protected. In his line arose a

king named Sangama \, who abounded in weighty

virtues, and shunned the society of the wicked.

f. ' This king had [five] sons, HarihAka,

Campa, Buccaka'ya who was sovereign of the

earthy, Ma'hafa and Mudgapa.

8. ' Among these five graceful princes, the most

celebrated was Bucca sovereign of the earth, con

spicuous for valor, as Arjuna among the Pa'nda-

g. vas. Therefore, did Buccara'ya, fierce in bat

tle, become a fortunate prince, applying his left

_ ■ i — ' i —.— — -

* The stoty of the churning of the ocean is familiar to every One.

t Yadu, the celebrated ancestor of Cjushna, \vasx>f the lunar

race.

J The pretensions of Sangama to be descended from the lunar

line of Cshatriyas or CkandravamU are here asserted.

§ The names of three of these princes, as well as of their father,

occur in the writings of Mad'hava-acharya, and of his brother

•Sayana-achar ya, who were priests and counsellors of those ino-

narchs.

Harihara Raja, and Buccana Raja or Bucca Raya, are named

in Mad'hava's commentary on the Fcdas, andCAMt'A is mentioned

in his grammatical works.
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shoulder* to uphold the burden of the mighty

elephants posted at the quarters of the world.

10. When his army, in warlike array, performed evolu

tions on the frontier of his dominions, the Turash-

cas felt their mouths parched ; the Conean a, terri

fied, apprehended impending death ; the And'has

fled, in consternation, to the caverns; the Gurjaras

trembled ; the Cambojas lost their firmness ; and

the Calingas were quickly discomfited -f.

II.' He was a conspicuous monarch, splendid,

and a supreme ruler of kings, but acting towards

disobedient princes, as the king of birds towards

11. serpents ; embraced by the concubines of kings,

destroying hostile chiefs, defending the heroes of

Hindu Raya, endowed with knowledge and other

qualities J.

• The text appears tu exhibit the negative of Dacshlna right.

At the eight principal points of the compass, elephants uphold

the world.

•J- This verse is extremely inaccurate in the original : it has been

corrected with the aid of the fac simile of another grant beforemtn-

tioned. It begins Yasyadd'bayayudd'heyudd,ha range, whicli is un

meaning and contains too many syllables for the metre. It should

be, as in the other inscription, Yasyodyadyiidd'ha range. A sylla*

ble is wanting in Turushcah, written Tushcab- Two were deficient

in Bhaya bhara bharltah expressed Bhava bharitah. Both inscrip

tions write Cavibojah for Qantbojah. In one, Sapari is erroneously

put for Sjipadi.

All the names of nations,, which occur in this place, have been re*

peatedly explained.

J These stanzas are very obscure : and I am not confident, that

they are rightly translated. HindUraya seems to be similar to the

Hindupati of Bundelkhand : for so the government of t,hac country

was denominated under the chiefs, who ruled it in the last and in

the preceding century.

The stanzas appear to be similar to two in the grant preserved at

Canjeveram : viz. '25th and 20" b. (As. Res. vol. 3. p.-47). Bu^

there is some d iterence in reading as well as in interpretation.
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13. 'By that victorious king was Vidyanagarl

made a permanent metropolis; a fortunate city,

which is adapted to promote universal conquest *.

14. ' Gaura'mbica' became his queen ; a prin

cess respectable tor her virtues ; as Rama the be

loved wife of Cbisna ; as Gauiu of S'iva ; as

Ib.S'ACHi, of Indra; as Saraswati, of Brahma';

10. as Ch'h a'y a', of Su'rya -j-. By the charms of her

graceful gaiety, she obscured Tij.ottama % ; by

her happy fidelity to her husband, she excited the

envy of Anasu'ya'

1 7 • ' T h i s liberal pri n ce, pre - emi nenl among kings,-

begot, on that divine princess ^T. a son named Hari-

18. hara : who is become a protector of the good

and punisher of the wicked ; who has obtained his

* Vidyinagari signifies tha city of science. Ferishtah was mis

taken, when he allirmed, that it was founded by Raja Bellal deo

and named after his son Bija kay. (Scott's History of Dekhan,

Intr. p xi.) It is believed to have been founded by the two bro

thers Harihara and Bucca IIava.

t The Gods and Goddesses, to whom this happy couple is here

compared, are mentioned in the text by titles, some of which

are uncommon; and have been therefore changed, in the transi

tion, to others more generally known. Rama is probably intended

for Kadha as a representative of Lacshmi.

In the original, Saraswati is called Vani ; but the fac simile of

the other inscription exhibits Savitri. Sachi is, in the original,

erroneously written Sachi j and jama occurs at the beginning of

the verse tor natna..

X Tillottama is thenameofa nymph celebrated for her beauty.

§ Anasuya is wife of Atri, and distinguished for conjugal af

fection. The name signifies unenvious.

% The princess is here termed Gauri, which is atitleofPKR-

vati; and which conveys au allusion to her own name Gauram-

bica.
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wish, with the wife ; who is enviable, and is de-

TOted to the god Hakihara.

1Q. ' The tree of virtue thrives by water poured

with his donations*; while he shines with the

splendid glory of sixteen kinds of gift-}-.

20. 4 In the year 13 17 t; and, of the cycle,

Dhdta ; in the month of Mdgha and light fort-

21. night ; on the day of full moon ; under the asterism

sacred to the Pit/is (Maghd%) on Sunday; upon

the bank of the river Tungabhadrd, which is

22. adorned by the mountain Hemacufa; in the pre-,

23. sence of the auspicio is deity, Viru'pa'csha § ; the

valiant Harihara^[, revered among mortals, li

beral in his gifts of land, and especially attentive to

24. venerable priests, has graciously given, with gold

22. and with a libation of water, to the auspicious de-

23. scendant of Bha'rad wa'ja and follower of the Rig-

veda, the wife Vishnudicshita Pat't'ab ardhi,

24. son of Va'chespati surnamed Bhila ; and to the

learned A'nantadicshita sonof Ra'aiabhat't'a.

a descendant of Vasisht"ha and follower of

2.5. A'pasta'mba's Yajurvsda, inhabitant of Ruchangl

28. (a place known to have been visited by the Panda-

vas,) the fertile and all productive village of Ma-

lb. detuihaUi, also named Hariharapura, situated in the

26. midst of BhilicheJra, east of the village called

n.Arhker, south of Gandicehalli, west of Pal/a-

vacat'd, and north of BhudihaHi, a place to

• Solemn donations are ratified by pouring water into the hand,

of the donee.

f Sixteen meritorious gifts are enumerated in treatises on dona

tion.

J. Corresponding to A. 1), 1 3f}5 -

§ A title of Siva.

The difference of idiom makes it necessary to transpose, in the

translation, some of the verses of the original.

2 E 3
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2Q. be honoured by all ; marked on the four sides fry

distinct boundaries ; together with its treasures, and

hidden deposites, its stones and every thing which it

30. does or may contain ; abounding with objects

pleasing to the eye ; lit to be enjoyed by two per

sons ; graced with elegant trees ; furnished with

wells, cisterns, ponds and banks ; to be successively

31. possessed by the sons, grandsons and other descend

ants [of the grantees], as long as the sun and

32. moon endure, subject to be mortgaged, sold or any

way disposed of ; a village visited by assiduous and

gentle priests and attendants, and by various wise

persons, who are conversant with holy rites, and

surpass in voice melodious birds *.'

A particular description of the bounds of the vil

lage, and its land marks, is next inserted in the Canara

language. After which the patent proceeds thus.

' This patent is of the king Harihaua, the sole un

alterable tree of beneficence, magnanimous, and whose

sweet strains compose this royal grant. By his com

mand this patent has been framed, expressed in due

form, in the sacred tongue -f-.

' The boundaries of the village on all sides, hare

been stated in the provincial dialect.

' Of original gift or confirmation of it, confir

mation is superior to gift ; by generous grants

a man obtains heaven; by confirmation of them,

— —— *

* Some parts of this long passage are obscure and doubtful. The

last stanza, with two preceding, omitting one, (that is the 29th,

30th, and 32nd) appears to be the same with three which oci-ur in

the grant preserved at Conjeveram, viz. 43d, 44th, and 46th. (As.

Res. vol. 3. p. 5 I .) But there are some variations between the

leading ot them in this inscription, and in the copy of the Conjeve

ram plates, from which Sir W. Jones made his version of that

grant: and, in a few instances, tlie interpretation, which I have

adopted, differs from his.

t This passage may indicate the artist's name, Vamdrvn,
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an unperishablc abode ; for the confirmation of anor

trier's donation is twice as meritorious as a gift made by

himself ; and his own munificence is rendered fruitless

by resumption of another's grants. lie, who resumes

land, whether bestowed by himself or by another, is

born an insect in ordure fpr sixty thousand years. In

this world is only one sister of all kings, namely }and,

which has been conferred on priests * : she must not

be enjoyed nor espoused -jf. This general maxim of

duty for kings, should be strictly observed by you in all

times : so Ramachandra earnestly conjures all future

(sovereigns J.*

' Sri Firiipdcsha ; or the auspicious deity with un

even eyes

* The terms may signify " fully granted away, or properly be

stowed."

f In mythology, as welj as in figurative language, the earfh is

wife of the sovereign. With an allusiqn to this idea, ]and, which

has been granted away, is here called the king's sister: and his

seizure of such land is pronounced incestuous.

The expression, which has been translated espoused, (caragrahya,

literally, to be taken by the hand), wjll also signify subjected to

taxation : for cara signifies tax as, well as hand,

% This appears to be a quotation from some poem (a Parana or

RamajanaJ. The whole of the concluding part of the inscription

(comprised in five stanzas) seems to be the same with the close of

grant on plates of copper preserved at Conjeveram. See A§. Re«,

vol. 3. p. 53.

y This signature is in Canara letters,

2 e 4
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IV. Another and similar Inscription found at the same

place.

With a fac simile of the foregoing inscription, Ma

jor Mackenzie communicated the copy of another

inscription found also at Chitradurg and in the same

year. The whole of the introductory part, containing

the name of the prince, and his genealogy, is word for

word the same in both grants : excepting a few places,

where the variations are evidently owing to mistakes of

the artist, by whom the plates were engraved. I have

consequently derived much assistance from this fac si

mile in decyphering the original inscription before de

scribed.

The grant, here noticed, is by the same prince, and

dated in Saca 1213 ; only four years anterior to the one

before translated. I think it, therefore, unnecessary,

to complete the decyphering of it, or to insert a copy

or translation merely for the name and description of the

lands granted, or the designations of the persons on

whom they were bestowed.

Concerning the similarity of the grants, it may be

remarked, that this circumstance is not a sufficient

ground of distrust ; for it cannot be thought extraordi

nary, that a set form of introduction to patents should

have been in use ; or that grants, made within the space

of four years, by the same person, should be alike. I

must acknowledge, however, that the inaccuracies of

the original have impressed me with some doubt of the

genuineness of the preceding grant. I do not, how

ever, suspect it to be a modern forgery : but I appre

hend, that it may have been fabricated while the up

per Carnat'aca continued under the sole domination of

Hindu princes. Still it may not be without its use, as

an historical monument: since it maybe fairly pre-r

sumed, that the introductory part is copied from a more

ancient monument ; perhaps from that, with which it

has been now collated.
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V. histription on a stone found at Curug<5de in tlie

district »/Adoni*.

* Another ancient monument, for the communica

tion of which the Asiatick Society is indebted to the

same gentleman, whose zeal for literary research, and

indefatigable industry in the prosecution of inquiries,

cannot be too much praised, was found by him in the

upper Cafn&t'aca in 1801, and has been presented to

the Asiatick Society, with the following account of its

discovery and of the inscription which it contains. .

* The accompanying stone was found at Kurugode,

fourteen miles north of Balldri, not far from the Tung-

thadrd, among the ruins of the ancient town at the

foot of the Durg ; and was removed thence, in March,

1801, with the consent of the principal inhabitants,

under the impression, that this specimen of ancient

characters, with which it is covered, would be a de

sirable acquisition to gentlemen who cultivate the study

of Hindu literature.

' The inscription is chiefly written in the ancient

Canard language much mixed with Sanscrit, of which

some of the Slocas or stanzas are exclusively composed.

It commences with the invocation of Sambhu (Siva),

and after introducing the grant, date, and description of

the lands, concludes with several Slocas usually added

as a formula in confirmation of such donations.

A few of the stanzas, said to be written in the Prd-

crit language, could not be understood by the Sdstris

and Pandits at Triplicanc, who explained the greatest

part of the inscription to my Brahmens : by their

* Adavani.
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united efforts and knowledge, the accompanying trans

lation was given, in which I have every confidence af

ter the experience I have had of the fidelity of other

translations by the same hands (some of which are al-^

ready communicated).

' The inscription is useful as an historical record, if

the Raja Racshamalla, mentioned here, be the same

with the sovereign of the same name mentioned in a

history of Mysoret whe nourished about the eighth

century ; thus agreeing in date nearly with the monu

ment.

' The beauty of the character was also a strong mo

tive for removing it, as an appropriate offering to a So

ciety, whose labors have been so successfully employed

in illustrating the interesting remains of Hindu anti

quity ; and a permanent specimen of a character which

appears hitherto to have escaped much notice.

' The common Canara language and character ate

used by the natives of all those countries extending

from Coimbatore*, north to Balkee-^- near Beder, and

within the parallels from the eastern Ghats to the

western, comprehending the modern provinces of My

sore %, Sera ||, upper Bednore fy, Soonda ff, Goa, Adonis

Rachore'W, Canoiil\\, the Duab of the Kishna and

Tung-bhadra, and a considerable part of the modern

Subahs of Beder and Bijapur, as far as the source of

the Kishna at least. Its limits and point of junction

with the Mahrattas may be yet ascertained with more

precision ; but in 1 797, I had the opportunity of ob

serving, that the junction of the three languages,

linga, Mahratta, and Canara, took place somewhere

about Beder.

* Clyamuiur.

I Bednut.

t Phalaci. X Mthmr. [I Sha.

% Sund.i. ; tt RichuT. XX Cauddrwr.
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' Besides the common character and language, ano-

ther appears to have been used, denominated at pre

sent the Halla or ancient Cdnara, in which this inscrip

tion is written : it has gone so much into disuse, that

it was with some difficulty I could get people to read

it. An alphabet will be yet communicated ; as several

books and ancientinscriptions are written in this cha

racter : and the remaining literature of the Jains in

Rdldghdt', appearing to be preserved in it, affords ad

ditional motives for pointing it out to the attention of

the learned, as probably affording means of extending

the field of knowledge of Hindu literature.

* Some of the inscriptions, at Cdnara and Sahet, ap

pear tn be written in this character ; and many monu

ments of the kind, dispersed over the upper Carnatic,

hold out the prospect of further information.

' Among several manuscripts in Cdnara, five, re-

Jating to the Jain religion and customs, are in my pos

session.

' The name of Cavelly Boria, a Brahmen, who

was highly instrumental in forwarding and facilitating

the investigations carried on in Mysore and the Nizam's

dominions, is inscribed on the edge of this stone» as a

small tribute to the zeal and fidelity of a native who

evinced a genius superior to the common prejudices of

the natives. He first suggested the idea of remoying

the stone to some place where it could be useful to Eu

ropean literature ; and, by his conciliatory manner, ob

tained the conenrrence and assistance of the natives for

that purpose.'

The stone, sent by Major Mackenzie, with the

foregoing account of the discovery of it, is nearly five

feet high, and three wide, and about ten inches thick.

The front is covered with writing in large characters,

above which is a representation of the Lingo, in the form
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usual in temples ; it is surmountad by a sun and cres

cent ; and near it stands a bull, intended perhaps for

the bull called Nandi, a constant attendant of S'iva :

this is followed by the figure of a smaller animal, of

similar form. The back of the stone is half covered

with writing.

The translation^ mentioned by Major Mackenzie,

is here subjoined. Not being acquainted with the cha

racter, in which the original is written, I have not

collated the version ; and have therefore used no free

dom with it, except that of substituting, in many

places, English words for Sanscrit, which the transla

tor had preserved.

TRANSLATION.

ADORATION he to the auspicious Swayambhu'

Na't'ha or Selp-exi stent Protector.

1. 'I prostrate myself before Samhhu; whose

glorious head is adorned with the resplendent moon ;

and who is the chief prop of the foundation of the three

worlds *,

2. ' May Swayambhu' be propitious : he/who won

immortal renown ; who grants the wishes of those that

earnestly intreat him ; who pervades the universe ; the

Sovereign Lord of Deities ; who destroyed the state

and arrogance of the demons ; who enjoyed the de

lightful embraces of Pa'rvati, to whom the learned

prostrate themselves : the God above all gods.

.3. ' I prostrate myself before Sambhu'; whose

unquenchable blaze consumed the magnificent Tri-

* This is the same stanza, which begins the two inscriptions

found at Chitradurg, and which likewise occurs in a giant in the

possession of a Briihmm at Nandigul; and in that preserved at Cun<

jeveram.

Vol. IX. 3 f
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para ; whose food is the nectar dropping from the

beams of the moon ; who rejoiced in the sacrifice of

heads by the Lord of Rdcshasas * ; whose face is

adorned with smiles, when he enjoys the embraces of

Gaaru

(The foregoing Sanscrit : the fourth, which is Pra-

crit, is unexplained. Those which follow, are in Ca~

nard.J >

5. ' By the consort of Db'vi, whose divinity is

adored, the spouse of Pa'rvati, resplendent with the

glorious light of gems reflected from the crowns of the

Lords of Gods and demons whose heads lay prostrate at

his feet ; with a face ever lighted up with, smiles ; he is

the self existent deity : may the wealth, and the sta

tions of his saints, be ever granted to us.

6. ' The beams of whose light, like the frequent

waving of the lotus flower, flashes reflected from the

numerous crowns of glorious Kings, of the chief of

Gods, of the King of Kings, and of the Lord of De

mons ; who exists in all things, in all elements, in wa

ter, air, earth, ether, and fire, in the sun and moon :

the renowned deity manifested in eight forms ; Sam-

bhu' ; may he grant our ardent prayers.

7. ( Cheerfully I bow to Sambhu' in the lotus

of the heart ; to him who increases and gives life to

all ; who holds supreme command over all ; who,

through his three divine attributes, created and ani

mated fourteen worlds ; who ever resides in the minds

of his saints.'

(The two next stanzas have not been explained.

The following is in Halla Canara.)

* Ravana.
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1

10. ( Por ever be propitious to Sumis'ivara DSvadi,

the son of the fortunate Bhuvana Malla Vi'ra, the

protector of the world, the chief Sovereign of Kings,

the pre-eminent monarch, a man of superior virtue, a

distinguished personage of the noble race, the orna

ment of the Chaluca tribe, whose state be increased

progressively in this world, so long as the sun and

moon endure ; who reigns in the city of Caljdn, en

joying every happiness and good fortune, with the con

verse of good men and every other pleasure. In this

country of Cuntaladesa *, a land renowned for beauty

and for manly strength over all the sea-girt earth, is

situated Condavipattan, placed as the beauty spot on

the human face ; a city favoured by the goddess of

prosperity ; as a nosegay of elegant flowers adorning

the tresses of the beauteous goddess of the earth.

11. 'How is this favored land ? In its town* are

numerous groves of mangoe ; plantations of luxuriant

betle and fields of rice : in every town are channels of

water, and wells, opulent men and beautiful women :

in every town are temples of the Gods and of the

saints : in every town are men blessed with vigor and

every virtue.

12. £In its centre, is the mighty hill of Cttrugode-

durg, like the fastnesses -f- of heaven, ever famed, rear

ing aloft its top crowned with fortresses. In height

and compass surpassing all the strong hills on the right

or left.

* Citntala Desa, the ancient name of the province in which

Curgvde is situated; part of the QaUiiri or Adeni District. M.

t The poet indulges his fancy in describing this favored Durg -

but in fact it is only about 250 feet high, aad no ways remarkable

for strength. M,

1? %
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13. 'This Curugode was established as the capital

of his dominions by the king of puntah, who was the

foe of the king Chola* ; who terrified the Gurjara ;

who is the instrument to destroy the plants of Madru ;

who put Pdnaya to flight. Is it possible for the king

of snakes, though possessed of a thousand tongues, to

praise sufficiently the beauty of this city ?

14. 'What is the description of the delightful

gardens that encompass the city ? They are gardens

wherein are found the Tihc, the Tamdl, the palm, the

plantain, the Mimusops, the trumpet flower, the

tremulous fig-tree, the citron, the Oleander, Mesua,

and Cassia, the cotton-tree, the Carambola and Poederia,

the mangoe, Butea and fragrant Nalica ; and various

trees, that flourish and produce through all seasons as

in the garden Nandan: these surrounded this city of

Curagode!

(The fifteenth stanza is unexplained.)

16. 'In the city of Curugode, the residence of the

goddess of prosperity, where are numerous temples of

worship, fertile lands, happy spouses, friendly inter

course, a favorable government, every sacred decora

tion and zealous devotion in the service of S'iva ;

17. 'The Lord of that city, a warrior unrivalled,

whose name was Racsha'malla, whose breast is

tinged with the saffron communicated from the bosom

of beauty, whose renown is ever praised over the whole

world.'

• Chlla D;sa, . . . The modern Tanjore country.

Gurjara, . . . Guzarat.

Madru, . . . Madura and Trichinopoly.

Pdndya, . . . Marawar and Tinevelly. M-
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(The eighteenth stanza is in Prdcrit, and not ex

plained.)

]Q. e This Raja Racsha'malla, prince of the

earth, born of so renowned a race of sovereigns, was

happily possessed of valor, of victory, and of wealth.

20. ' For the king Racsha'malla, who was lord

of riches and a devout worshipper of Siva, had for his

consort Somalde'vi' and begot a son named Ne'run-

gala Ra'ja', husband to the goddess of renown, the

bestower of wealth on the distressed, on the learned,

and on the unfortunate, to the utmost extent of their

wishes.

' . i

21. 'To Ne'rungala Ra'ja' and to his wife

Pacshala'-de'vi (the source of all virtues), were hap

pily born two sons named Ima'di Racsha'malla and

Somabhu'pa'la, whose renown, like the sky, over

spread the whole earth.

22. * What is the description of the eldest ofthese

princes ? Imadi (or the second) Racsha'malla Ra'ja',

the successor of the former, seated on the excellent

throne, attended by many mighty elephants, in colour

like the Chamart*, ruled the whole kingdom under

one umbrella, possessing the wonderful power, like

Chinna govinda, of feeding tigers and sheep in the

same fold.

23. ' The king Racsha'malla acquired great

power : his mighty splendor and good fortune were such

as drew the applause of the whole admiring world. The

globe was filled with the light of his reputation. The

beauty of his person is worthy of the praise even of Cu-

* Bps Grunnieqs.

2 F 3
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pid, the God famed for beauty. He was the destroyer

of sin ; eminent above foreign kings, and in battle he

was as Vishnu.

24. ' May Mritu [Siv a] graciously besto.w eternal

wealth and prosperity of empire, on the king Racsha'-

malla, among all his chief saints.

' Dubing the gradual increase of the empire of

Racsha'malla extending from the north, all around;

even to the north, his servant and worshipper, a de

scendant of Casyapa's race, manager of the affairs of

Talgara' Amaki, invested with full authority ; equal

in knowledge to Yugand'har, the sun to enlighten

the caste of Vajtnasa [as the sun enlightens the sky ;J

chief of ministers, born by the blessing of the god

Swayambhu', the source of wealth, was Ba'bara'juV

(Several lines follow giving an account of the

ancestors of Ba'bara'ju^, which have not been trans

lated.)

'Such is Ba'baba'ju, who built a temple to the

God Swayambhu'5 De'vi', while he was managing

the affairs of his sovereign lord, the mighty king, the

great Racsha'malla, whose god was the self-existent

deity.'

* The praise of the priests of the temple.

'They were learned in the sacred ceremonies of

holy devotion, self-restraint, in austere fast, appropriate

studies, alms, remembrance^ silence, religious practice,

and the worship of S'iva.

'They were devout in performing the ceremonies of

the worship of the gods of the family. Among them,

was one named Ba'lasiva A'char'ya unequalled for a
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good or happy genius. To this famous Ba'la'siva

A'cha'rya was granted this gift with water poured into

his hands.

'The charitable donation of lands given to the good

Swayambhu' in the year of Salivahan 10Q5 * in the

Vijaya year of the cycle and on the 30th of the month

Mdrgasira, on Monday in the time of an eclipse of the

sun.'

(It appears unnecessary to insert the description of

the lands.)

' Also Chinna Govinda Sitara Gundi, king of

the city of Bhogavati, equal to the sovereign of Bhat'-

fdl, who was acknowledged for ever by the excellent

Viraca'lideva' the mighty king of the earth named

Ima'di Racsha'malladeva. In the year of Saliva

han 1103 -f-, of the cycle Plava,- and on the isth of

Cdrtica, on Monday, in the gracious time of the

moon's eclipse, at the time when he made over in alms

Tripnra Agraharam, granted under Da'ra'pu'rbac to

Ba'lasiva De'va, who repaired all the buildings of

Swayambhu'de'va who is distinguished for knowledge

of the pure Vedas, and of other religious institutions

and customs of the worshippers of S'iva, and for cha

rity in feeding the poor,

(The sequel of the inscription is likewise o.nitted :

it relates to a further grant made by the widow of Ba'-

rara'^u', at the time of her burning herself with the'

corpse of her husband. The concluding part of it was

left untran slated, being stated to be illegible,)

The eclipses, mentioned in these grants, do not ap

pear reconcileable with their dates. According to the ta-

* Answering to A.D. U73. + Corresponding to A.,D. HSU

% ¥ 4
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ble of eclipses calculated by Pingre*, the solar eclipses,

which occurred in 11 72 and 1173, fell on 27th Janu

ary and 23d June, 1172, and 12th June, 1173; and

the lunar eclipses in 1180 and 1181, were on the 13th

February and 7th August 1180, and 22d December,

1181. None of these approach to the dates of Mdrga-

sira or Agrahdyana 1095 and Cdrtica 1103. Unless,

then, the era of Sdlivdharia have been counted dif

ferently in the peninsula of India, from the mode in

which it is now reckoned, and on which the compa

rison of it with the Christian era is grounded, it seems

difficult to account for this disagreement of the dates

and eclipses, in any other way, than by impeaching

the inscription, the authenticity of which there is not

otherwise any reason to question.

VI. Inscription on a Stone jou,nd at Kurrah.

Having learnt from Captain C. Stewart, (a

Member of this Society), that an inscription had been

remarked by him in the gateway of the Fort of Jfurrah

(Khard), I obtained, through the assistance of Major

Lennon, then stationed in the vicinity of that place,

the stone itself which contains the inscription. It now

belongs to the Asiatick Society.

The inscription is very short ; contains the date 1093

Samvat, the name of the prince, as also names of several

places ; and is written in a very legible character : yet

all my endeavours to arrive at any explanation of it have

been unsuccessful. Whether, it be only a fragment of

* Published in L'art de verifisr les dates; and inserted in Play-

fair's System of Chronology. , " '. -;
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an inscription (for the stone is very narrow *,) or the in

scription have been inaccurately engraved (and this also

is countenanced by its appearance), I shall not take upon

myself to determine. At present, I can only translate

the first six, out of sixteen lines, which run thus :

" Samvat 10G)3-f~, on the first day of the light fort

night of As'hadha. This day, at this auspicious Catd,

the great and eminent prince Yas'apha'la in the

realm of Causdmba, and village of Payahasa, com

mands, that

. * Its height is 4 feet g inches, but it is only 9 Inches wide,

t Corresponding to A. D. 103?.

J It may be worth remarking, that the inscription, discovered at

l^dranat'ha near Benares, dated 10 years antecedent to this, relates .

to a family of princes whose names had a similar termination.

Asia tick Researches, vol. 5. p. 133.

sr#fl—
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VII. Inscription on a Plate of Copper found in the

district of DinaOpur.

In the beginning of the present year (1806,J a plate

of copper was found at AmgacVhi in Sultanpur, by a

peasant, digging earth for the repair of a road near his

cottage. He delivered it to the nearest police officer,

by whom it was conveyed to the Magistrate, Mr. J.

Pattle : and by him forwarded for communication

to the Asiatick Society. A'mg&cKhi, though now a

small village, is described as exhibiting the appearance

of having formerly been a considerable place. Re

mains of old masonry are found there ; and numerous

ponds are remarked in the vicinity of that and of the

adjacent villages. It is situated at the distance of about

fourteen miles from Buddl; where an ancient pillar

stands, of which a description (as well as the inscrip

tion, which is read on it), was published in the ls,t

volume of Asiatick Researches, (p. 13 J.)

The plate is very large, being 14 inches high and

13 broad, It is surmounted by a highly wrought or

nament of brass, fixed on the upper part, and advanced

some distance on the plate so as to occasion a consider

able break in the upper lines. The superior surface is

covered with writing in very close lines and crowded

characters. The inscription is completed on the infe

rior surface, which contains 1 6 lines (the upper sur

face having no less than 33) . The character is ancient

DSvandgari ; and the language Sanscrit : but so great

a part of the inscription is obliterated, (some portion of

every line being illegible.,) that it is difficult to

discover the purport of the inscription. After wast

ing much time in endeavouring to decypher the whole

of it, I have been able only to ascertain the name

of the grantor, and a part of his genealogy j with
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the date of the grant, which unfortunately is reckoned

only by the reign, without any reference to a known

era.

The ornament, affixed to the plate, and represent

ing a seal, contains a single line of writing, which is

distinctly read, Shi Vjgrahai' a'ladk'va. This name,

as of the grantor, is found at the close of the inscrip

tion ; and it occurs more than once in the body of the

patent. Among his ancestors and predecessors, the

following names are distinctly legible.

The first prince mentioned is Looapa'la, and after

him Dharmapa'la. The next name has not been de-

cyphered : but the following one is Jayapa'la, suc

ceeded by De'vapa'la. Two or three subsequent

names are yet undecyphered * : they are followed by

Ra'jap'ala, Pa'la de'va, and subsequently Ma-

hipa'la de'va, Nayapa'la and again Vigrahapa'la

de'va.

So far as a glympse has been yet obtained of the

purport of the inscription, it seems to be a grant by

Vigrahapa'la de'va, in the making of which

Nayapa'la likewise appears to have had some

share. It is dated Stimval-^- 12, on the l)th day

Chailra.

The use of the word Sam-at (which properly signi

fies a year) to denote the year of the king's reign, and

not that of Vicrama'ditya's era,# merits particular

notice. In the inscription on the plates found u%

* One seems to be Narayana ; perhaps Narayanapaia.

|- The original seems to exhibit Samat : but this must be in

tended lor Sambat or Sfimvat,.
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Mongir *, containing a grant of land by a prince who

appears to be of the same family, the date was read by

Mr. Wilkins, Samvat 33 ; which was supposed both

by him and by Sir W. Jones to intend the era of Vi-

ckama'ditya -f-. I have always entertained doubts of

that interpretation : and, among other reasons for he

sitating, one has been the improbability, which to my

apprehension exists, that the era should have been in

use, and denoted by the same abbreviated term, so

early after the time at which it commences. Eras, by

which nations have continued to reckon for a series of

ages, have not usually been introduced until a consi

derable time after the event from which they are count

ed : and, when first introduced, have been designated

by some more definite term than one merely signifying

a year. But the word Samvat (abbreviated from Sam-

•vatsara a year,) being in that inscription prefixed to a

low numeral, and not expressly restricted, as is usual

where Vicjiama'ditya's era is meant, was more likely

to intend the year of the reigning king (though Sir W.

Jones thought otherwise |,) than that of a period

reckoned from the birth, or the accession, or the de

mise, of another monarch. It appeared to me likewise,

as to Captain Wilforjd, on examining the fac simile

of the inscription in question §, that the character,

which stands in the place of the / of Samvat, resembled

more nearly the numeral 1. The date might therer

fore be 133 instead of 33. I inclined, however,

to believe the lower number to have been rightly

read by Mr. Wilkins on the original plate :

• As. Res. vol. 1. p. 123.

t Ibid. p. 130.

t ibid. p. 142.

$ Plates 1 and 2 in the 1st vol. of As. Res.
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and consequently supposed it to be the date of the

reign of De'va'pala the prince who made the grant.

The date of the A'mgachhi plate, which must be re -

ferred to the reign of the grantor Vigrahbpa'la, seems

strongly to corroborate this opinion.

The present inscription, though yet imperfectly de-

cyphered, appears to be useful towards ascertaining the

age of the Mongir grant. The names of Dhermapa'-

jla and De'vapa'la occur in both inscriptions ; as

that of Ra'japa'la does, on the pillar at Buddl, as

well as on the jfmgacKhi plate. Some of these names

are also found in the list of princes enumerated in the

Ayin acberi* as having reigned in Bengal before Bal-

lalase'na. The authority of Abu'xfazl, on Hindu

history, is indeed not great : but the inscription on the

statue of Budd'ha, which was found at Sdrandt'ha,

near Benares \, proves, that a family of princes, whose

names terminated in Bala, did reign over Gaud'a in

Bengal, near eight hundred years ago : and this is

consistent with the period to which that dynasty is

brought down by Abu'lfazl ; namely the middle of

the eleventh century of the christian era. It appears

also, from the same inscription found at Sdrandt'ha,

that these princes were worshippers of Budd'ha, a

circumstance which agrees with the indications of that

faith in the Mongir grant, as translated by Mr. Wil-

kins. The name of Mahipa'la, mentioned asking

of Gaud'a in the Sdrandfha inscription, occurs like

wise in the Amgdctihi plate ; and if it be reason

able to believe, that the same person is intended

in both instances, it will be right to infer, that

the grant contained on the plate found at Amgach'hi

is nearly eight hundred years old ; and that the plate

* Vol. 2, p. 25.

t As. Kes. vol. 5. p. 133
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found at Mongit is more ancient by two or three cen

turies. This reduces the age of the Mongir grant to

the eighth or ninth century of the christian era ; which

I cannot but think more probable, than the opinion of

its being anterior to the birth of Christ.

VIII. Inscriptions m Plates of Copper at Nid'igal

and Goujda.

To the foregoing description of several monuments,

which have been presented to the Asiatick Society, I

shall add a brief notice of two other inscriptions, of

which copies have been received.

Mention has been already made of a grant of land,

inscribed on five plates of copper, seen at Nidigal, in

the year 1801. ' It was in the possession of zBrdhniana

residing at that place : and a copy of it was taken by

Major Mackenzie, which has been communicated

by him to tbe Society. The grant appears to be from

the second Bucca Ra'ja', who was third in succession

from the first prince of that name, and grandsomof the

king by whom the grants beforementioned were made.

If the date have been correctly decyphered from the

copy of this inscription, it is of the year J 33 1 Saca,

corresponding to A. D. 1 409.

Anothef. inscription, communicated by Major

Mackenzie, purports to be a grant by Janame'jaya,

the celebrated monarch who reigned in India at the

commencement of the present age or Caliyuga. It is

in the hands of the Brdhmens or priests of Goujda Agra-

haram in Bednur; and was, with some reluctance,

entrusted by them to Major Mackenzie, who him.

self took from it a copy in fac simile, the exact

ness of which is demonstrated by. the facility with

which the inscription may be decyphered from that

copy. The original is described as contained in
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three plates of copper, fastened together by a ring, on

which is the representation of a seal, bearing the figure

of a boar with a sun and crescent. - The purport of the

inscription, for I think it needless to make a complete

version of it, is that ' Janame'jaya, son of Paricshit,

a monarch reigning at Hast'mdpura, made a progress to

the south, and to other quarters, for the purpose of re

ducing all countries under his domination ; and per

formed a sacrifice for the destruction of serpents, in

presence of the god (or idol) Harihara, at the con

fluence of the rivers Tungabhadrd and Haridd, at the

time of a partial eclipse of the sun, which fell on a

Sunday in the month of Chaitra, when the sun was

entering the northern hemisphere ; the moon being in

the Nacshatra A'swini *.'

Having completed the sacrifice, the king bestowed

gold and lands on certain Brahmanas of Gautamagrdma :

whose names and designations are stated at full length,

with the description and limits of the lands granted.

The inscription concludes with two verses ; the same

with two of those which occur in the plates found at

Chilradurg\ ; and in those preserved at Conjeveram ^.

* Such is the deduction from the text, which states a half eclipse

of the sun in Chaitra, on the sun's entrance into the XJttarayana, or

northern path, at the moment of Vydtiputa (which imports new

moon on a Sunday in any one of the undermentioned Nacshairas,

viz. As'Joini, Srdvana, D'hamshi'ha, Ardra, Astisha, and Mrigasiras .-

the first of which is the only one compatible with the month). The

words of the text are Cbaitramas'c crishna [should be cruhrtd] pacsh'c

so carana uitarayana san vyatipata nmitt't,

Skrya ptrvani ardha grasa gfihita [should be grihitd] sama't [should be

samaye).

In the places marked with dots, the letters arc wanting in thq

original.

t See page 420 of this volume.

X As. Res. vol. 3. p. 52. The verse* are those numbered 50

Sc 54.
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It- reliance might be placed on this as an ancient and

authentick mounment, its importance, in the confirma

tion of a leading point of Indian history, would be ob

vious and great. Major Mackenzie, in communicating

the copy of it, expresses a doubt of its authenticity ;

but remarks, that it can be no modern forgery, for the

people themselves cannot read the inscription. I con

cur with Major Mackenzie both in distrusting the

genuineness of this monument ; and in thinking, that

it is no recent fabrication.

Numerous and gross errors of grammar and ortho

graphy *, which can neither be explained by a gradual

change of language, nor be referred to the mistakes of

a transcriber or engraver, but are the evident fruit of

ignorance in the person who first penned the inscription

in Nagari characters, would furnish reason for discre

diting this monument, were it otherwise liable to no

suspicion. But, when to this circumstance are added

the improbability of the copper plates having been pre

served during several thousand years, and the distrust

with which any ancient monument must be received,

where its present possessor, or his ancestor, may have

had claims under the grant recorded in it, there can be

little hesitation in considering this grant of Janame'java

• For example Sama'c for Samayi ( Q~RV for JJ^fZ? ) a palpa

ble error obviously arising from the blunder of an ignorant amanu

ensis writing from dictation. The mistake occurs more than once ;

and can be accounted fi>r, in no other manner : the syllables i and

yl being alike in sound, though dissimilar in form j and the blunder

bving such, as no person, acquainted with the rudiments of the

Banserit .language, could have committed. Other instances have

been remarked, a'most equally strong: as Paricshiti for Paricshit;

Chacra<vrartti for Chacravariti. Short Vowels for long, and vice

versA^ in repeated instances; the dental for the palatial s; and nu

merous other errors of spelling; besides faults of grammar aad

style. \
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as unauthentick : independently of any argument de

duced from the character, which is not perhaps suffi

ciently antique; or from the astronomical data in this

inscription, which, however consistent with Indian

notions of astronomy and chronology, will hardly bear

the test of a critical examination.

IX. Agrant of Land by Jayachandra, Raja of Canoj.

It may be proper to notice further, in this place,

the inscription of which mention was made at the be

ginning of this essay, as having been decyphered by a

Pandit (Serv6ru Tiu ve'ci) who communicated to me

a copy of it, with the information,' that the original

has been conveyed to England by the gentleman in

whose possession it was seen by him. According to

that copy, the genealogy of the prince, who made the

grant recorded in the inscriptions, is as follows :

1 . S'iufa'lAj a prince of the solar race.

-2. His son Mahi'chandra.

3. S'RicnANDHA Dfi'vA, son of the last mentioned ;

■acquired, by his own strength, the realm of Gadhi-

pnra or Canyacubja (Camj~,) visited Cast and other holy

places; and repeatedly gave away in alms his own

weight in gold. He appears to have been the first

king of Canoj, in this family.

4. Madanapa'la de'va, son and successor of?

S'richandba.

5. GoVINDA CHANDRA, SOn of MaDAN APa'lA.

•6. Vijaya chandra d'eva, (the same with Jaya

chand,) son of Govinda chanura ; is stated in the

inscription as issuing his commands to all publi'ck

officers and to the inhabitants of Naguti assembled

Vol. IX. 'i o
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at Devapaltipataria, enjoining them to observe and

pbey his patent : which is recited as a grant of land to

two Brahmanasy conferred by him, on the day of full

moon in Mdgha 1220 *, subsequently to his inaugura

tion as Yuva raja or designated successor and associate

in the empire. The inscription concludes by quoting,

from a Parana, four stanzas to deprecate the resump

tion of the grant : and by a signature importing " this

copper was engraved by Jayafa'la."

Without having having the seen the original, no

opinion can be offered on the probable genuineness of

this monument. But it will be observed, that the in

scription is consistent with chronology : for Jaya

chand, who is described, in the Ay'in acberi~\, as su

preme monarch of India, having the seat of his empire

at Canoj, is there mentioned as the ally of Sheha'-

euddin in the war with PuTt'havi ba'ja orPiT'HOHA',

about the year of the Hejira 558, or A. D. 110,2:

twenty-eight years after the date of this grant.

REMARKS.

A pew observations on the general subject under

consideration, will terminate this essay.

Most of the ancient monuments, which have been

yet discovered, contain royal grants of land ; framed,

commonly, in exact conformity to the rules delivered

by Hindu writers who have treated of this subject ^.

That durable memorials have been usuallv framed to

* Correspoding to A. D. Il6'4.

t Gladwin's Translation, vol. 2. p. 119.

t As. Res. vol. 3. p. 50. Digest of Hindu law, vol. 2. p. 278.
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record other events or circumstances, there is no rea

son to suppose ; and this consideration is sufficient to

explain the comparative frequency of monuments

which recite royal grants. It was the interest, too, of

persons holding possession under such grants, to be

careful in the preservation of the evidence of their right.

But this circumstance, while it accounts for the greater

frequency of monuments of this description, suggests a

reason for particular caution in admitting their genuine

ness. Grants may have been forged in support of an

occupant's right, or of a claimant's pretensions. It

will be, therefore, proper to bring a considerable por

tion of distrust and jealousy to the examination of any

inscription on stone or metal, alledged to be ancient,

and now possessed by persons who have any claims or

pretensions under the grant which it contains. But no

such cause of jealousy exists, whirs the monument in

question favours no one's pretensions, and especially

where it is accidentally discovered after being long bu>

ried. It is indeed possible, that such a monument,

though now casually found, may have been originally a

forgery. But even where that may be suspected, the

historical uses of a monument fabricated so much nearer

to the times to which it assumes to belong, will not be

entirely superseded. The necessity of rendering the

forged grant credible, would compel a fabricator, to

adhere to history and conform to established notions :

and the tradition, which prevailed in his time, and by

which he must be guided, would probably be so much

the nearer to the truth, as it was less remote from the

period which it concerned.

In the present state of researches into Indian antiqui

ties, the caution here suggested appears to be that

which it is most requisite to observe. When a greater

number of monuments shall have been examined and

2 g 2
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compared, more rules of criticism may be devised %

and will, at the same time, become particularly requi

site, should the practice arise of purchasing ancient

monuments ; or of giving rewards for the discovery of

them. At present no temptation exists for modern fa

brications, and little caution is therefore necessary to

avoid imposition.
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NOTE to Vol. 7. Page 180.

A passage in the preface of the Sdrngadhara padd"-

hati, and another in the hody of that work, which were

first indicated by Capt. Wilford *, show, that a term,

contained in the inscription on the column at Delhi,

for which I proposed to substitute, with the advice of

the Pandit who assisted me, the word ' Bahujata' as a

conjectural emendation, must be read 1 Chahumana,* or

' Chahavana \ being the name of the tribe to which

the prince, there mentioned, belonged, and which is

well known at this day under the appellation of Chliuhan.

In the preface, Sa'ragad'hara describes himself as

second in descent from Raghude'va, a priest attend

ing on Hammir king of S'acambhari, of the tribe o£

Chauhan, Chahuvan, or Bahuvana (for the name is va

riously spelt in different copies.) The wofk itself is a

compilation of miscellaneous poetry arranged under

distinct heads ; and one chapter (the 73d) is devoted to

the admission of stanzas concerning individual princes.

Among them two stanzas occur, which are there cited

as an inscription oh a royal column of stone erected as

a sacrificial pillar-}-; and which on comparison, are

found to be the same with the two first of the stanzas

on the pillar at Delhi* Several copies of the Sarngad-

hara padd'hati have been collated : in all of which, the

term in question is written Bahuvana. Comparing thi3

with the preface of the same compilation, and with the

inscription itself, we may be allowed to conjecture, that

Chahuvana is the correct reading : the Nagari letters

^ and being very liable to be confounded.

* Page rsg of this volume.

f
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XI.

On tht Gra'mas or Musical Scales of /^Hindl*&.

BY J. D. PATERSON, Esa.

i'

When music was first reduced to a science, it is

probable, that it was confined to the few scientific men,

whose education and studies fitted them to understand

its principles; ami that the first efforts of the science

were displayed in hymns to the deities : each being ad

dressed in a peculiar mode, rhythmus, and expression.

According to Plato *, the Egyptians were re

stricted by their laws to certain fixed melodies, which

they were not permitted to alter ; he says, that the

lawgivers of Egypt appear to have laid it down as a

principle, that " Young men in cities should be ac

customed to beautiful figures and beautiful melodies,

and that it was one of their institutions to exhibit in

their temples what these were, and what the qualities

which they possessed ; and besides these it was not

lawful either for painters or other artificers to introduce,

any that were new, or even to think of any other than

those belonging to their country." He adds, " Nor

is it lawful at present to do this either in these particu

lars or in the whole of music. If you observe, there

fore, you will find, that paintings and sculptures there,

which were executed ten thousand years ago, as if they

were not of such great antiquity, are neither more beau-

• On Legislation. Dialogue 2d.
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fiful nor more deformed than the paintings or carvings

of the present day, but are fashioned by just the same

art."

When Clinias observes, that he spoke of a wori-

derful circumstance, he replies, " It is, however, a

circumstance pertaining to law and politics in a tran

scendent degree, you will likewise find other things

there of a trifling nature, but this respecting music is true

and' deserves attention, because the legislator could

fimly give laws about things of this kind and with con

fidence introduce such melodies as possessed a natural

rectitude : but this must be the work of a God, or of

some divine person ; just as they say there, that their

melodies, which have been preserved for such a length

of time, are the Poems of his."

Plato considers this restriction as proper and ne

cessary to prevent the introduction of sensual licentious

ness and effeminacy. There appears to have been some

such idea of restriction, amongst the arttient Hindus±

by the confinement of their music to thirty-six melo

dies : viz. the six Ragas and thirty Ragiuis : the forty-

eight Putras are melodies, which seem to have been

introduced in after times, when the discipline, alludecj

to by Plato, had begun to be relaxed.

But the Indian Ragas and Raginis are fixed re

spectively to particular seasons of the year and times of

the night or day. This is a circumstance particularly"

deserving remark, as it is probably peculiar to the Sfindu

music.

It is likely, that these melodies were in former times

appropriated to the service of different deities. In such

case, the Ragas or Raginis would derive their appro

priation to particular times and seasons, from the times

2 a 4
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and seasons allotted by the Hindu ritual for the perform,

ance of the services, to which they were respectively

appropriated. This appears probable : but whatever

might have been the original cause of this apparent

singularity, it has become so completely engrafted on

the ideas of music amongst the natives of India, that

they cannot at this day divest their minds of the pre

judice. The muslemans have universally adopted it;

and a performer, who should sing a Raga out of iis ap

propriated season, or an hour sooner or later than the

time appointed, would be considered as an ignorant

pretender to the character of a musician. This" restraint

upon their music, which Europeans would think insup

portable, the Indian considers as absolutel) necessary

to give a true relish to the melody. The origin of this

Custom seems lost in antiquity. No Hindu, with whom

I have conversed, has been able to account for it. We

may, therefore, suppose it probable, that it originated,

as I have observed before, in the religious restraints to

which music appears to have been subjected, when

first reduced to fixed principles as a science.

Music must have been cultivated in very early ages

by the Hindus ; as the abridged names of the seven

notes, viz. sn, ri,ga, ma, fa, dha, ni, are said to occur

in the Rama Veda; and in their present order. Theij*

names at length are as follow :

Shadja pronounced Sarja or Kharja.

Rishalha pronounced Rikhabh.

GanShara,

Madhyama.

Panchama. ■

Dhaivata.

Nirliitda pronounced Nikhad.
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Hence \ve find, that the abovementioned abbrevi

ated names of these notes, which are used in what we

call Solfaing or Solmization, are the first syllables of

their names, viz. sa, ri, ga, via, fa, dha, vi. The

complete scale is called Swaragrama or assemblage of

tones ; it is likewise called Septac or heptachord, as con

taining, or consisting of, seven notes.

The Hindus place the seven notes under the pro

tection of seven Ad'hisht'hatrt Dtvatas, or superintend

ing divinities, as follow :

Shadja, under the protection of Agni.

Rhhabha, of Brahma.

Gatidhara, of Saras vati.

MacChyama, of Maha'de'va.

Panchama, of SrI or Lacshmi.

Dhaivata, of Gan'e's'a.

Nishada, ofSu'EYA.

Op these notes, there are four descriptions : 1st the

Bi/di, which is the Ansa or key note ; and is described

as the Raja on whom all the rest depend ; the 2d is

Sanbddi which is considered as the Mantri or principal

minister of the Raja; the 3d are Anubddi, described as

subjects attached to their Lord ; 4th Bibadi, mentioned

as inimical to him *.

* The three last distinctions seem to correspond to the Homophem

ma, Paraft/wnia, and Antifhonia of the Greeks. Gaudentius. in

his Harmonick Introduction, explains Parafhoma, a mean between

consonance and dissonance; where the sound, to the ear, appears

consonant. H. T.
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The Hindus divide the octave into twenty-two inter

vals, which are called S'ruti, by allotting four S'ruti to

represent the interval which we call a major tone, three

to describe a minor tone, and two the semi-tone : not

as being mathematically just, but as means of repre

senting to the eye, and to the understanding, the sup

posed relations which these intervals 'bear to each other;

merely to show, that a semi-tone is half" a major tone,

and that the minor tone is a medium between the major

and semi-tone, being less than the former and greater

than the latter. Mathematical calculation is out of the

question.

*

Perhaps they were induced to make this division of

the octave, by considering the minor tone as not divi

sible by two, without a fraction ; and therefore made

the whole number three, to represent it : for, if we

divide the octave into twelve semi-tones, this will give

twenty-four quarter tones or S'ruti ; but by allowing

three to represent each of the two minor tones, instead

of four, there will remain only twenty-two, the num

ber of S'ruti admitted.

The S'rulis aje personified as so many nymphs;

and, in the Sangita Ruetndcara, are thus named and

arranged

To Shadja or To Rishabha or

Sa 4 CTibra Ri 3 [Daydvait

. .- J Cumudvati —■—<( Renjani

I Mundd \_Reticd

(_ Chandovya

t The names, exhibited in the Sangita Ddmodara, are quite dif

ferent. They seldom occurexcept in the writings ut authors treat

ing on music. H. T. C.
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To Gdndhdra or To Dhaivata or

Ga .... I^Rudri Dha ... 3 fMadanti

\Cr6d"hd « •{ Rohini

• ~~ \_Raajd

ToMadhyama or

.... 4 fRdjicd To Nishdda or -

-—■ < — J Prasarani Ni .... 2 J Lfy>ta

I Priti r- .— L Cdbiri

L Mdrjani ----- ■ a

To Panchama or

P<2 ..... 4 f Cirti

' Ractd

<
Dipari

\_Aidpini

The Hindus have three Gramas or scales : viz.

Shadja-Grdina, Madhyarna-Grdma, andGdndhdra-Grama.

The foregoing arrangement of the -S'ra/i is that of the

Shadja Grdma, which consists of two disjunct, but per

fectly similar, Tetrachords, separated by a major tone.

The Madhyama-Grdma is formed from this, by a trans

position of the major tone between Pa and Dha, and

of the minqr tone between Dha and Ni ; thus the

technical language of Hindu music, Dha takes one"

Sruti from Pa, and becomes thus possessed of four,

leaving three to Pa.

The two Gramas may be thus represented.

Tetrachtrd. Tetrachtrd.

Sa Ki Ga Ma Pa Dha Ni Sa

1. 2. 3.4 1.
•1.

3. i I 2. 1. 2.3. 4. j 1,

fill

2. 3. 4- 1 . 2. 3. 1. 2.

1 s s I 1 i 1 I I 1 It 1

1— .1.. L

H
o

5

a

a
n

H
o o

5

o

5

o
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Mjdhy,

Sa Ri 6a Ma Pa , Dha Ni

I ' I—

1. 2. 3. 4. 1 1.I. 2.3. 4.

1 1 1

I. 2. 3.

1 1

1. 2.

1

i. 2.3.4.

II-

1 1. 2.3.

1 1 1
... 1

i

<=.
MinorTui

SeraiToi
MajorToi MinorTo: MajorToi

H
c

re o 5
w u <•

• 1 1 i 1 I

to JO *. w

When the change of key requires a different modu

lation, the changes in the disposition of the S'ruti are

called Vicrit : they reckon twelve such.

When a note is to be rendered graver or deeper,

they say that such a note takes one or more S'ruti from

the note immediately below it,, as in the example of

the change from the Shadja Grama to the Madhyama

Grama, where Dha is made one Sruli flatter than in the

former scale.

If a note is to be raised, the expression is, that such

a note gives one or more S'ruti to the note immediatelv

below it ; which operation renders the note propor

tionally sharper, as its distance from the note immedi

ately below it is consequently increased ; and, to that

immediately above it, the distance is in the same pro

portion diminished.

The Gandhara Grama is formed frOm the Madhyama

Grama ; and, in the construction of it, the Sangita

Darpana points out three changes in the scale."

1st. Gandhara takes one Sruti from Rishabha, and

becomes of three, i.e. by rendering the third note Ga

flat, the interval between Ri and Ga is reduced to a
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semi-tone, and that between Ga and Ma becomes a

minor tone.

2d. Panchama loses one s'ruti to Gandhara.

I AM at a loss to know how this can take place : I

rather suspect an error in the text, and would propose

to substitute Dha the sixth note instead of Gandhara.

The three S'ruti of Panchama make the interval between

the 5th and 6th : by losing one, it i s reduced to a

semi-tone ; but it cannot lose this one to Gandhara,

which is the third note. There are but two methods of

reducing this interval to a semi-tone : one by raising

the fifth note ; the other by rendering the sixth flat.

But here the interval between the 4th and 5th remains

unaltered. It must in this case be done by making

Dha the 6th note flat ; or, in the language of Hindu

music, by giving one of Panchama's S'rutis to Dhai-

vata.

3d. Suddhaswara gives one S'ruti to Nishada. Here

Nishada is rendered one S'ruti flat. Suddhaswara is

not the name of a note ; but is explained to me to be a

term applied to a note possessing its full compliment of

S'rutis. It may, therefore, be applied, in this case, to

Dhaivata; for, although it may give one S'ruti to

Nishada, yet it gains one from Panchama, and still re

tains four complete S'rutis.

If these conjectures are admitted, and we compare

it with the Madhyama Grama (to which these changes

evidently refer), it will stand thus ;
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Sa Ri Ga Ma Pa Dim Ki Sa

Madhyama "|

Sa

G 'mdJiara *J j
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That the Hindus probablyr by this division of the

octave, meant nothing more than what I hane before

supposed, map appear from the following table, in

which the intervals, between each note and the note

above it, are taken from Mr. Malcolm's series of the

octave in the two modes fas given by Mr. Chambers

under the article scale). This I have done, in order to

compare those intervals with the S'ru/i of the Hindus%

and to show the difference.
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If we revert to the Shad'ja Grama, we shall find it

composed of two disjunct, but perfectly similar Tetra-

ehords, separated by a major tone : "both Tetrachords

are expressed by the name numbers 4. 3. 1 ; and, if

we reject the fractions of the first Tetrachord in the fore

going table, we have the same number : and, as they

considered the 2d Tetrachord as perfectly similar to the

first, they probably made use of the same numbers to

express that similtude.

There are three kinds of characteristic melody for

the structure of Ragas, either by the use of all, or the

exclusion of one, or two, particular notes. Those

Ragas, in which ihe whole seven notes are employed,

are called Haitiir, hitran. Those, which exclude one

particular note, and only use the remaining six, are

called CacThir. Those, which exclude two particular

notes, and only reserve five, are called Orav. There

is a passage in Dk. Burner's history of music, and one

in the British Encyclopaedia (speaking of the Guglia

Ro'.ta *, or the broken pillar lying in the Campus Mar

tins at Rome,) by which it appears, that there is on this

pillar or obelisk the figure of a musical instrument with

two strings and wirh a neck ; that, by the means of its

neck, this instrumentwas capable, with or 'y two strings,

of producing a great number of notes ; i hat these two

strings, if tuned fourths to each other, would furnish

that series of sounds called by the antients Hepta

chord, which consists of a conjunct Tetrachord as

B. C. D. E; F. G. A ; if tuned in fifths, they

would produce an octave, or two disjunct Telrachofds.

* A fragment of an Egyptian obel'sk of ihe highest antiquity,

which liiiU been brought tj Home under Augustus!. It Is covciei

w ifli Hie.vigfyrihics.
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This may possibly explain the principle of the con

struction of the Shadja Grama ofthe tiindus '; and there

is a similar instrument still iri use, called Dwilantrl,

which I have often seen and heard ; and, as far as I re

member, it is tuned in fifths. It cdn8ists of a wooden

body, hollowed Out and covered with parchment ; it has

a neck and tWo strings, and is struck with a plectrum.

The Madhyama Grama is evidently our major mode ;

and, if I am right, that of Gandhara is our minor mode.

The extent of the Hindu scale is three fyptacas**,

which are thus fancifully described : the lowest or first

Seplaca, called Mundra sthdna, is derived or produced

from, the navel, extending upwards to the chest; the

'second Madhyasthana, from the chest to the throat ;

the third Tdrasthana, from the throat to the brain.

The scale is denominated Grama, (literally village,)

because there is in it the assemblage of all the notes,

S'rutis and Murchhanus, arranged i n their proper places*

as mankind assemble in towns and villages, and therS

assume their different degrees and stations.

In considering the names given to the three Gramas,

it appears to me, that the Shadja Grama takes its name

from the lowest note in that scale, as being the founda

tion of the first Tetrachord ; the second Tetrachord

being apparently formed from the first by fifths : in

which case the Oth must necessarily be more acute thin

in the Diatonic scale; and the interval between the 5th

and 6th is therefore represented by four S'rutis to sig

nify, that Dha bears the same proportion to Pa, that/?i

Vol. IX. a'H
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does to Sa. The intervals of the SJiadja Grama maj

be represented as follow :

Sa

8

9

4 | 3

-i-

5 | 4

16

27

n ga ma pa aha ni sa

15 | 2 |

The modulation of the Madhyama Grama probably

tpok its rise from making Madhyama the 5th note in

the scale : in which case you will have

Ni sa ri" ga ma pa dha.

OR,

Si ut re mi fa sol la.

This is precisely the diatonic scale of the Greeks;

ami here it became necessary to render Dha a comma

lower in the scale, which the Hindus express by making

Dha receive one S'niti from Pa. The alteration, thus

suggested, they adopted ; and with it formed their 2d

scale from the Shadja Grama, giving it the name d

Madhyama, probably to denote its origin.

The Gandhara Grama appears ta have a similar

origin ; by making Gandhara the 5th. This wild pro

duce.

Dha yd sa re ga ma pa.

OR

La si ut re mi fa sol.

Which is the natural minor mode Lai but keeprng

Sa as their first note, the Ficrifs, or changes before

mentioned, became necessary, to give it the same

modulation ; and it was probably called Gdtidhdrjt

Grtma to denote its origin.
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Of the notes and S'ru/is I have spoken above. I

shall now endeavour to explain what these Murehhanas

are ; or rather what I conceive them to be. Each

Grama is said to contain seven Murehhanas : hence they

reckon twenty-one in all.

Sir W. Jones says they appear to be no more than

•seven pieces of diapason multiplied by three, accord

ing to the difference of pitch in the compass of three

octaves *. But the Murehhanas are described to be the

seyen notes, each arranged in its proper station in the

scale, which renders them lit to he applied in the com

position of the Ragas, &c. It appears to me therefore,

that they are the intervals of each Grama, which I

would arrange as follows.

The S'hadja Grama is composed of two disjunct but

perfectly similar Tetrachortis, separated by a major

tone, and both Tetraehoras have a major third"; the

Murehhanas of this Grama I suppose to be

1st. from Sa to Ri 1 Jst. 2d.

0d. Sa to Ga > 1st. 3d.

3d, Sa to Ma j 1st. 4th.

2d,

3d.

4 th.

8 octave.

4th. from Pa to Dha") 2d.

5th. Pa to Ni >-2d.

6th. Pa to Sa j 2d.

7th. Pa to Sa

* In citing a passage from the E;iick Poem on the death of Sisu-

tala, which is entitled Migha, Sin V.'. .Tombs translated Murch-

hana, "musical interval." (See As. Kes. vol. 1st. p. 2(50.) He

alterwaids gave a different interpretation of it, (vol. 3d. p. 71,) as

stated in the text. In his version if that passage, Sir W. Jones

mistook the 11.caning ol t!.p term Sniti, (which is there translated

ear, instead of quarter tone,) hut lie has rightly exnlained it in hii

. treatise on 'he musical uicdcs of the U-mins, 11. T C.
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The Mut chhartds of Madhyama Grama :

2d. from Sa to Ri.

3d. Sa to Ga, greater third.

4th. Sa to Ma.

5th. 1 Sa to Pa.

6th. Sa to Dha, greater sixth.

7th. Sa to Ni.

8th. Sa to Sa.

Miirchhana of Gdndhara Grama :

Sa to Ri.

Sa to Ga, minor third.

Sa to Ma.

Sato Pa.

Sa to Dha, minpr lixtfi.

Sa to Ni.

Sa to Sa.

The MiirManas are all personified, and diftia-

guifhed by names *, viz.

Those of the Shadja Grama, are :

lft. JJllara nmndd.

id. Uttarayita.

3d. Rechani.

4th. Sud'haprajaya^

6 th. Sancita.

* This lift is apparently from the Sangita Retnacara. The per

sonified MurcVhanai have other names in the Sangita Damodara*

H.X.C,
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6th. Chacranta.

Those of Madhyama Grama, are ;

] st. SauMri.

2d. Harina.

3d. Cufopanta.

4th. Sudha mad'hya.

5th. Marghl.

6th. Purvi.

7th. Rishica.

Those oiGaudhdra Grama, are:

] St. Mandra.

2d. Tts'ala.

3d. Sumuchi.

4th. Chitra.

5th. Rohitii or Chltravati.

6th. Sue ha.

7th. jiJapa,

The use of these Murchhanas 5s, in my opinion, to

teach the learner to rise an octave by tones and semi

tones ; and to descend again by the same notes ; and to

rise and fall by greater intervals, directly, by omitting

the intermediate notes ; in fhort the practice of solmi-

saticn.





APPENDIX.

On the institution of the Asiatick Society, it was

determined, that, in publishing the Researches of the

Society, mere translations of considerable length should

not be admitted, except of such unpublished essays or

treatises as might be transmitted by native authors.

In modification of this rule, it was agreed, at a meet

ing held on 2d July, 1806, that the Society do pub

lish, from time to time, in volumes distinct from the

Asiatick Researches, translations of (hort works in the

Asiatick languages, and extracts anddescriptiveaccounts

of books of greater length, which may be offered to

the Society and appear deserving of publication.

As this publication may be expected gradually to ex

tend to all Asiatick books, of which copies may be de

posited in the library of the Society, and even to all

works extant in the language? of Asia, the aeries of

volumes will be entitled Bibliotheca Asiatica, or a de

scriptive Catalogue of Asiatick books with extracts and

translations.

Oriental scholars are invited to communicate to

the Society such translations and descriptive accounts

of Asiatick books, as they may be disposed to give to

the learned world through this channel of publication.
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